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HIMALAYAN FOSSILS. 

VOLUME V, MEMOIR No. 2. 

THE FAUNA OF THE HIMALAYAN MUSCHELKALK. 

BY 

CARL DIENER, PH.D., 

PROFESSOR OF PAL..i:ONTOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA. 

INTRODUCTION. 

There jg no stage of the Indian Trias richer in fossils than the Muschclkalk of 
the Himalayas. 

The age of the fauna of this horizon has been interpreted correctly by Oppel, 
F. von Hauer ancl Beyrich. A complete description of all the rich materials of 
Cepha.lopoda, collected by the brothers von Schlagintweit, Stoliczka, Gricshach 
and myself, was published in 1895 in Vol. II, Pt. 2 of this series of the Pah:eonto
logia Inclica. It was supplemented by a. very careful de-scription of the small 
number of Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata by the late Dr. A. Bittner in 1899 
in Vol Ill, Pt. 2 of the present series. 

After those two publications had been issued, large collections of fossils from 
the Muschelkalk of the Himalayas wnc obtained by Hayden and A. von Krafft 
in Spiti (1898-1900), by'!'. D. La Touche in the upper Lissar valley (1899) and by 
F. R. Smith in Byans (1899). Among those materials only the Cephalopoda 
collected in the yea.r 1898 in Spiti by HaydPn were examined by A. ion Krafft 
and the result of this examination was a short preliminary account, published 
in the general report of the Geological Survey of India for 1898-99, pp. 11-22. 

A full account, with the description and figures of the new forms discovered 
since 1897, will be,given in the present work. Such species as have been described 
in Vol. II, Pt. 2 of this series by myself, or in Vol. III, Pt. 2 by Bittner, will 
only be referred to in cases where new discoveries have succeeded in enlarging 
our knowledge. Tlni.s, the present work ma.y be considered as a. sequel to the two 
above-mentioned publications in the Palreontologia Indica. 
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DESCRIPTION OF FOSSILS. 

Class : BRACHIOPODA. 

Genus : SPIRIFEBINA d'Orb. 

1. SPIRIFERINA STRACBEYI Salter. Pl. I, fig. 6. 

1865. Spiriferina Straclieyt S&lter, Palreontology of Niti, p. 72, Pl. IX, fig. 13. 
1899, Sp. Stracliey• Bittner, Hiui&I. FOla., Pal. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. III, Pt. :?, p. 18, Pl. IV, 

figa. 3-14. 

'!'his species, which is the commonest leading fossil of the main mass of the 
lower Muschelkalk in Spiti, Garhwal and Byans1 is very largely represented in 
the collections of Hayden, A. v. Krafft and Smith. To the localities knowri to 
Bittner-Shalshal cliff (coll. Strachey and Diener), Lilang (coll. Stoliczka)-the fol. 
lowing must be added: Bambanag cliff (coll. A. v. Krafft), W. of Liiang (coll. 
v. Krafft), N.·E. of Lilang (coll. v. Krafft), X.-W. of Muth (coll. Hayden), W. of Po 
(coll. A. v. Krafft), Kalapani (coll. Smith), Jolinka (coll. Smith), ridge between 
Dharma and Lissar valleys (coll. La Tonche). 

Kotwithstan<lin~ the large materials available to me for examination, I can add 
but -rery little to the excellent description of the species given by the late Dr. Bittner. 
The most remarkable character of adult individuals, namely, the presence of wing
like: expansions of the hinge·line, is very strongly developed in some of my speci· 
mens, especially in those from the Muschelkalk of Lilang. The figured example, 
which i~ particularly wide, eurpasses in this respect all the specimens known to 
Bittner and recalls most vividly Spiriferina alata Schloth. from the Permian rooks of 
England as illustrated by King. In this example a width of the ventral valve of 
46 mm. corresponds to a length of 12·5 mm. 

2. SPIRIFERINA (MRN'l'ZELIA) KOEVESKALLIENSIS Suess. 

1873. Spiriferina Kotroe1kalliiMis So.us, in Boeakh, Geologisohe Verhiiltni611e dea siidl •. Ba.kony, p. 176, 
Pl. XI, fige. 22, 23. 

1899. Sp. Koeiied:aUitNis Bittner, Him!l. FoH., Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. 21, Pl. IV, figs. 15, 16. For a 
completf! list of synonyms tbe reader ie referred ~ this memoir. 

Of this species, which has been considered as identical with SpiNferina 
spiti.enaia Stol. by Bittner, a small number of examples were collected in the 
Muschelkalk near Muth and N.N.W. of Kaga (Spiti) by Hayden. 

'!'here is only a single individual exhibiting the flat, compressed shape of the 
variety mic1·orhyncha. All the rest of the specimens are strongly inflated, and pro• 
vided with a remarkably thick and strongly incurved beak, i'CC&lling Stoliczka's 
type·spcoimen of the variety apitlenBiB. One ventral valve from K8.ga is, in its size 
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and outlines, exactly like Mentzelia Mentzelii 'Dar. }udicarica Bittner (Brachio .. 
poden der Alpinen Trias, Abhandl. K. K. Geo!. Reiohsanst., XIV, p. ~4, Taf. 
XXXIV, fig. 26), from which it is distinguished only by the striation of its shell. 

The more abundant European types of Sp. Koeoe8kallienai8 seem to be rather 
rare in the Indian Muschel.kalk, where the species is chiefly represented by the 
var. spitiensis. 

3. SPIRIFERINA (MENTZELIA) MENTZELII Dunk. Pl. I, fig. 3. 

1851. Spiriferina Me11t11elif Dunken, Pa.lwontogre.phicu. I, l, p. 287, Tab. XXXIV, figs. 17·19. 
1890. Sp. (Mtnt5eliil) Ment:elii Bittner, Bmcbiopoden der Alpinen Tri:aa, Abbandl. K. K, Geo\. lleichs· 

anst. XIV,p. 2:l, Ta.I. XXXIV, ligs.1·28. For aeomplete list of synonyms refer to this memoir. 

In the Muschelkalk of Muth, Spiti, there occlll's together with Spiriferina 
Koeveskalliensis a smooth Mentzelia, which cannot be distinguished from some 
varieties of the common European M. Mentzelii. 

It is especially the variety illyrica Bittner (l. c. Taf. XXXIV, fig. 28), to which 
the only specimen available for examination is most nearly allied. It is pro"idcd 
with a large, open area and with a strongly developed mesial sinus, to which a 
distinctly defined broad and low mcsial fold corresponds in the dorsal valve. The 
beak is not perfectly straight, but slightly incurved. The sinus is flat, low, and 
accompanied by f'harpl~·-marked borders in the apical region. 

There is also a strong relationship between this specimen and the ·variety baco~ 
nica Bittner (1. c. Taf. XXXIV, fig. 27). They agree very closely in their dimcn· 
sions, in the strong beak, towering above a broad area, and in the character of the 
front line. Rudimentary plications in the lateral parts of both valves arc not 
entirely absent in my Himalayan example, but considerably less distinctly developed 
than in the var. baconica. 

No other specimen being available for examination, I have not been able to 
study its internal characters. 

The measm·ements of this specimen arc as follow:-

EDtirc lengthoftbeehell 
., width ,. ., ., • 

LeDgth of the dor~al v11.he 
ThickneM of both valre:s • 

Genus: SPIRIGERA d'Orb. 

I. SPIRIGEBA S10LICZKAI Bittner. 

20 mm . 

21 
15•5 .. 

12 " 

189~. Spir-igerr;r. Stoliclfl:"i Bittner, HimitJ. FoHiil, Palreont. Ind., &CJ', XV, Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. 23, PL III, 
figa.1-17. 

To the localities from which this species has been quoted by Bittner, the 
following must be added: Kalapani (coll. Smith), Jolinka, llyans (coll. Smith), 
Bambanag cliff (coll. A. v. Krafft), Kaga, Spiti (coll. Hayden), Muth (coll. Hayden 
and A. v. Krafft), N.N.W. of Po (coll. A. v. Krafft). 
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have to add but very little to Bittner's excellent description of this species. 
In the Muschelkalk of Kalapani it seems to be rather richly represented, but by 
small-sized specimens only. I have scarcely any doubt that they may be assigned 
with full certainty tc Sp. Stoliczkai, since they agree with the types from the Shalshal 
cliff in all their characte1'S except their small dimensions. Near Jolinka a small 
number of normal-sized examples was colleotcd by Smith. 

A remarkablo case of convergence must be noticed between Sp. Stoliozkai and 
Dielasm(t Himdfoyanitm Bittner. In the Muschelkalk of Spiti types of the present 
speoics arc ocrasionally met with, which are distinguished from the normal type by 
their very flat valves, by their slightly elongated shape and by the absence, or 
only rudimentary development, of a mesial sinus in the ventral valve. Such types 
are very similar to some forms of Dielasma Himrilayanum, another most abundant 
species in the horizon of Spi?-ife~·ina Sfraclieyi. To their ouhrard similarity is 
added a strikin~ly similar structure of the beak, which in both species is provided 
with strong dental plates, extending rather far upward into the vfaceral region. 
It is only by grinding off the front portion of such types, that their relation to 
Sp. Stoliczkai can be proved with full certainty. 

Genus: RETZIA King. 

RE1'ZIA (?) HUCAlCA Bittner. 

1899. Bef;ia liimafra Bittner, Jiimilayan Fossils, Pal. Ind., aer. XV, Vol. III, Pt. 2, I'• 22, Pl. IV, 
fig~. 17, 18. 

'This interesting species is represented by six specimens in A. v. Krafft's collec .. 
tions from the lower Musehclkalk (horizon of Rliynchonella Griesbachi) of the 
Bambana.g cliff. They are of the same size as my type-specimens from the Shalshal 
cliff and are distinguished from all other Triassic RetziaJ by the absence of any 
remarkably deTeloped median rib in the dorsal valve and by the very low and rather 
indistinct area. As has been remarked by Bittner (Brachiopoden der Alpinen T11as, 
Abhandl. K. K. Gcol. Reichsa..nst., 1890, XIV, p. 296) all Triassic representatives 
of the genus Retzia (in a wider sense) are provided with a small, 11harply-hordered, 
triangular area. This character is equally well developed in the Carboniferous group 
of Retzia radiali.~ Phill. and R. ulotrix de Kon., which have been united in the 
genus Hustedia by Hall and Clarke (Introduction to the Study of the Genera of 
Palreozoic Brachiopoda, Pal. of New York, Vol. VIII, Pt. 2, p. 122). It is not 
probable that our Himalayan species is congeneric with Hustedia radfolis. Nor can 
it remain in the genus .Ret:zia, if the latter is taken in a narrower circumscription 
corresponding to King's original type Terebratula ..4.drieni Vern. 

Retzia (:) himaica is probably a type of distinct generic struoture, but the 
determination of the critical features in the genera allied to Retzia is attended with 
peculiar difficulties. The examples available to me are not sufficiently well preserved 
for the study of their complicated internal structure, although I have succeeded 
in establishing the presence of spiral cones. 
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Genus: DIELASMA King. 

DIELASl!A HIMALAYANUM Bittner. 

1899. Ttrebratula (Die!.uma) Himdlayana Bittner, Him.6.\. Foss., Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. 25, Pl. V, Rg8. 1-8, 
10, 11. 

Broader and narrower forms of this common species from the horizon of Spiri· 
ferina Sfracheyi have been collected in the Musclielkalk of Kalapani by Smith, 
at Lilang, Kigtl. and~.· W. of Po by A. 'r. Krafft, at Kaga, :Muth (Spiti) and in the 
Thanam yalley (Bashahr) by Hayden, and on the ridge between Dharma and 
Lissar valleys by La Touchc. 

On the majority of casts the very strong dental plates of the ventral and 
the median septum of the dorsal valve are very distinctly dcTcloped. There are, 
however, exceptional specimens in which only faint traces of dental plates have 
been noticed and which consequently resemble the well-known 1\fuschelkalk 
species Oamothyris vulgaris Schloth. more closely than the typical forms of 
IJ. H&mdlayanum. 

Genus: C<ENOTRYRIS Douville. 

C<ENOTHYRIS VULGA.RIS Schloth. Pl. r. figs. 4, 5. 
1823. Tcrebraiuliter rulgarir Sel1\otbllim, N11chtraeµ-e zur Petrifect~nkunde, Tab. XXXYII, 6g6. 5-9. 
1890. T. (Camothgris) vulgaris Bittner, lira.chiopOOcn der AlpineD Trid~ 1. c., p. 6. For "comple1e li1t of 

aynonyma vide thia memoir. 
1899. T. (C.) rf. t1ul!farir Bittner, Him6.1. Fos~ .• Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. 28, PL V, fig. H. 

Only a single specimen from Lilang was known to Bittner, wliich he considered 
referable with some probability to this most abundant species of the European 
Muschelkalk. From the upper Muschelkalk of KUgU, Spiti, two specimens (coll. 
Hayden) are before me, which I cannot !lepa.rate from Camothyris vMlgaris. 
They are absolutely identical with typical specimens of this species from the 
)iuschelkalk of Judicaria in the collections of the University and of the K. K. Gcol. 
Reichsanst.alt. 

Externally, dental plates in the beak of the ventral valTe are not visible. In 
order to make sure of their absence, I have made a section through the cardinal 
region of the larger specimen. Dental plates are not at all developed, just as in 
full-grown individuals of C. vulgaris. The median septum of the dorsal valve and 
the two lateral hingc·plates supporting the dental sockets are very strongly marked 
in my smaller example. 

Both specimens belong to the asinuated form of 0. oulgaris, having no indica
tion of a frontal wave. 

The measurements of those two specimens are as follow:-

E~:ire be~~h } of tha ahell 

Le11.gtb of the doraal valn 
Thickueas of botb valvee 

.Dimensions. 
30 mm. 20 
21•6 .. 19 
26 18 
lf"fj " 12•6 
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Genus : RHYNCBONELLA Fisch. 

1. RBYNCHONELL!.. GRIESBAOHI Bittn. 

1899. R!iynclwnella GriesbacAi Bittner, HimAlayan Foss., Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. 12, Pl. II, figs. 1-7. 

~umerous examples of this characteristic species of the group of Rkynchonella 
frinodosi Bittner were collected from the Musohelkalk of Kalapani by Smith. 
Two specimens were obtained from the lower Muschelkalk of the Ba.mbanag cliff 
hy A. v. Krafft. 

2. RBYNCBONELLA. cf. DIENEB.l Bittner. 

1899. Rhy11Clwnella Dieneri Bittner, Hirnil. Fos.a., Vol. III, Pt. 2, p.1.,1,, Pl. II, Ii.gs. a, 9. 

Tn·o specimens from the Muschelkalk of Lilang, which were collect.eel by the 
late A. >on Krafft together with Spirife~-ina Stracheyi, differ from Rhynchonella 
Grieabaclii by their larger size, greater width and shallower shape. Thcs, in their 
external characters my examples agree rather closely with ilk. IJieneri, but the 
dorsal Yalvc of the more complete specimen exhibits a very strongly marked median 
septum. As the presence of a strongly developed median septum is regarded by 
Bittner as one of the distinguishing characters of Rh. G1-iesbachi, I dare not venture 
on a direct identification of my specimens from Lilang with Bk. IJieneri, notwith· 
standing their external resemblance. 

A third specimen with numerous plications in the sinus and in the c01Tcspond· 
ing frontal waYc was collcctetl from the 1Iuscht>1kalk of Kciga by A. v. Krafft. 

3. RHYNCHONELLA MUTA.BILIS Stoliczka. 

1865. Rh.1111cb.011clla m!ltabilia Stolic:ika, Memoirs Geo\. Surr. of India, Vol. V, Pt. 1, p. 40, Pl. IJI, 
fig~. 5-9. 

1899. Rh. m!dabilia Bittner, Him31. Foss., Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. 15, Pl. II, figa. lJ.13. 

That Rhynolwnella rmdabilis i!> a :Muschelkalk species and does not occur in the 
upper Trias, as had been suggested by Stoliczka, has been proved by the discovery of 
numerous specimens in the Muschelkalk at Lilang-the place from which 
Stoliczka's type-specimens have been recorded-also N.ri.W. of :Muth, west of Po 
and at the Shnlshal cliff, where a large number of examples were collected from 
the horizon of Spiriferina Sfraoheyi by A. v. Krafft. 

4. RHYNCHONELLA TRINODOSI Bittner. Pl. I, figs. 1, 2. 

1890. Rl1y11c!i<YJWlla trinodon Dittner, Brachiopoden der Alpinen Trias, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reich.11anst., 
xrv. p. 13, Taf. xxxvn, &gs. 17·35. 

1899. Rh. cf. trinodoai Bittnl'r, Ilimiil. Foss., Vol. III, Pt. 2, p. I.i, Pl. II, fig. 10. 

There ru:e two specimens of this common European species in Smith's collection 
from Kalapani, both of them agreeing so closely with some of the Alpine types 
described and illustrated by Bittner, that I cannot separate them. Both specimens 
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are of large size and provided with strongly-inflated valves. The frontal lobe is less 
broad than in the variety lateUnguata Bittn., and has two folds in the smaller, but 
only one in the larger, of my two examples. The depressions which separate the 
median elevation of the dorsal valve from the lateral parts, are sharply marked and 
reach higher upwards into the visce1·al portion of the shell than in Rh. Griesbaclii. 
The median septum of the dOI'sal valve is also shorter than in the latter species, 
which otherwise is very nearly allied to Rh. t1'inodosi • 

.Dimenaion.s.-The measurements of the smaller but more complete specimen 
are as follow :-

Length of the ahell • 
,. ,. ,, dor11&l Talve 

Breadth of the shell . • 
Thiokneee of both valve1. • 

Class : LAMELLIBRANCHIAT A. 

13 mm, 
12 
13 " 

8•5 " 

Among the fossils of the Himalayan )1uschelkalk collected by Hayden, 
LaTouche, Smith and A. v. Kmfft, there is no more difficult group than the Lamelli· 
branchia.ta. They are neither richly represented in the Himalayan collection nor 
are the specimens sufficiently well preserved to allow an exact obserYation of tbcir 
specific cha.racters. The number of forms worthy of specific description is there· 
fore very small. In many cases I have not succeeded in identifying the genus with 
certainty, even in species of which a considerable number of example . ..; has been 
available for examination, as in Oardiomorplla (?) Haydeni. This 'l'ill, I hope, 
explain my reasons for deeming it preferable to leave undescribcd such materials 
as by their fragmentary state of preservation are rendered absolutely unfit for 
determination. 

Genus: POSIDONOMYA Bronn. 

1. PosrnoNOYYA cf. BOSNIACA Bittner. Pl. I, figs. 8, 9. 

1902. Po1itfonom)a btnniaca Hittner, Dre.ohiopoden und Lamellibranchiaten anR der Trin~ ;on llosnien, 
Dal ma ti en und Venetien. J abrb. K. K. Gool. Reichaanst., LU, p. 595, !lg. 10, 

From the Muschelkalk of the ridge between the Dharma and Lissar valleys 
(coll. La Touche) numerous fragments of right and left valves are before me, wbioh 
undoubtedly belong to a species of Pos&donomya, distinguished by almost equal 
length and height. The hinge-line is short. The pointed and clistinctly prominent 
apex is roughly median in its position. The shell is but slightly inequilateral. 
The complete absence of any wings excludes its identification with Psm1clomonotis 
or its allies. ~oth. valves are equally and moderately vaulted. 

The ornamentation consists of concentric ridges occurring at regular intervals 
and crossed by very delicat.e radial strire. The radiating sculptme is only noticed in 
perfectly well-preserved specimens. 
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There are only two European species of Posidonomya of Triassio age, which can 
put in a claim for a closer comparison with the present one. These are P. bosniaca 
Bittner from the Muachelkalk of Cevljanovic and P. alta v. Mojsisovics (Jahrb. 
K. K. Geo!. Reichsanst., 1873, p. 438, Taf. XIV, fig. 6) from the lluchenstein beds 
of the Bakony in Hungary. All the other Alpine species of Posidonomya a.re 
considerably longer than high. 

P. alta is of a nearly rectangular outline and of very small dimensions 
(7-8mm.). My Himalayan examplesareoonsitlerably larger (32-30 mm.) and ag,ree 
both in their outlines and omamentation very closely with Pos. lioaniaca. I have 
consequently placed them provisionally under P. cf. bomiaca, but without insisting 
on a direct identity between the European and Himalayan species. 

2. Pos1noNO:MYA sp. ind. 

From the same locality two fragments of a second species of Posidonomya 
were collected by T. D. La Touche. They ~CJTee with P. bosniaca in their con
centric ornamentation, but differ by their greater length <tnd by their strongly 
inequilateral shape. 1.'he two fragments are not sufficiently well preserved to 
establish their specific characters. 

3. PosIDONOllYA sp. ind. aff. PANNONICA Mojs. Pl. I, fig. 7. 

A large Posidonomya, of which several imperfcctly-prcscr'rcd specimcns
casts of right and left Talvcs-wcre collcctccl hy Hayden from the MuschPlkalk 
of liiuth, Spiti. The specimen illnstrated in fig. 7 clescrrns special mention on 
account of its being composed of both valYes, which arc firmly attached to each 
other. 1tly materials heing inrnfficicntly preserved, I should not like to introduce 
a new specific denomination for this fOl'm, which in some of its features agrees with 
P. pannonica T. )lojsisovics (Ueber einige Tri.asvcrsteinerungen .aus den Siidalpen, 
Jabrb. K. K. Geo!. Rcichsanst., 1873, XXIII, p. 437, Taf. XIV, flg. 5) from the 
Buchenstein bed~ of the Bakony. It is, however, of considerably larger size, its 
hinge-line is shorter and its posterior margin is elongated obliquely, its junction 
with the "Ventral margin forming a sharply rounded-off angle. There is no 
difference in the amount of inflation between the two valves, both of them being 
very moderatel:o· vaulted. 1l'he small apex. scarcely projects beyond the straight 
hinge· line. 

'J'he presence of very numerous concentric lamellre and of a delicate concentric 
striation in the interlamcllar spaces impartc; to the sculpture an external appearance 
very like that of P. pmmonica. 

This is certainly a new species, distinguished from the congenerio Alpine forms 
by its large dimensions and different outlines. In the common Poe. Wengensis 
Wissmann (Graf Miinster, Beitrrege zur Geogno!lie und Petrefaktenkunde des 
sudOstlichen Tirols, p. 23, 'l'af. XVI, fig. 12) the hinge-line is considerably longer 
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and the posterior margin regularly rounded, whereas P. idriana Mojs. (1, c, p. 437, 
Taf. XIV, fig. 4) is of a nearly circular shape. 

Genus : LIMA Deshayes. 

1. Luu .. sp. ind. aff. LINEATA Deshayes. 

Frngments_ of both valves of a very large Lima from the upper M uschelkalk of 
Koga, Spiti (coll Hayden). In one of my fi~gments only a few traces of the test 
have been preserved. They are situated in the vicinity of the lateral margios, and 
covered with delioate, radiating strire, which are rrossed by in-egularly-set, concentric 
lines of growth. A fragment of the test in the visceral portion of this specimen 
exhibits traces of broad and flat ribs, recalling the ornamentation of Lima 
Uneala from the German Muschelkalk, as illustrated by Goldfuss (Pelrefacla 
Germanice, Vol. II, p. 75, Pl. C, fig. 3). 

My fragments-imperfect and strongly-weathered casts, unfit for specific 
determ.mation-belong to a species of Yery large size, riva1ling in dimensions the 
Well-known Lima gigantea Desh. from the Lias of Wurtemberg. 

2. LIMA sp. ind. 

From the Musohelkalk between the Dharma and Lissar valleys (coll. La Tonche) 
several imperfectly-preserved valves of n small Lima arc before me. The shell is 
considerably inflated and with a steep anterior slope. The wings have been broken 
'off .. The surface is covered with numerous radiatiog ribs. 

limaaJ of such indifferent form are widely distributed throughout 'Triassic nnd 
JuraS!Jic horizons. It is not possible to identify the Himalayan examples ~rith any 
European form. 

Genus: GERVILLEIA Defr. 

GERVILLEIA sp. ind, 

A fragmenmry left valve of a Germlleia (1) from the Muschelkalk bet,,-cen the 
Lisrnr and Dharma valleys, recalls G. angusta Gold.£. (vide Bittner, Lamelli
branchiaten von St. Cas.5ian, Abhand.l. K. K. Gcol. Reichsanst. X \TIII, p. 86, 
'rnf. IX, tigs. 7-10, 12, 16, 18). Its posterior margin is, however, less strongly 
elongated. '!'he hinge-line is vccy short, with a nearly terminal apex. 

In its shape this species has also some similarity to G. bosniaea Kitt1. (Jahrb. 
K. K. Geo!. Reichsanst., LIU, 1903, p. 709, Taf. XXIII, fig. 8), but is of much 
larger size and not provided with strong larnellre of growth. 

From the same locality a left valve of a large Gervilleia is before me, which in 
its general shape and outlines recalls ..A.viaula Tofcm<B Bittner (l. c. p. 71, Taf. 
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VIII, figs. 9·11). But the total absence of an ante1ior wing makes its reference to 
Ge'J•villeia more probable, although I have not been able to observe the ligamental 
furrows. 

Genus: PLEUROPaouus King. 

PLEUBOPROBUS nov. sp. ind. Pl. I, fig. 12. 

The only specimen of an equivalve shell from the lower Muschelkalk of Lilang 
(coll. Krafft) recalls in its external characters some of the Permian species of 
Pleuropho'J't!B King. It is considerably larger than high, of trapezoidal outlines, 
with rounded corners, narrowed anteriorly, expanded. posteriorly. Apex corre
sponding to the anterior termination of the straight hinge·line and strongly 
in.curved. Hinge-line equalling two-thirds of the entire length of the shell. 
Ventral margin with a faint sinuosity near the middle, passing into the postelior 
margin in a gracefully rounded curve. Posterior margin almost circular, meeting 
the hinge-line in a sharp angle. The posterior part is not separated from the 
visceral portion of the shell by a distinct keel. Under the umbonal slopes a small 
concavity extends anteriorly from the base of the beaks towards the ventral margin. 
The small and lanoeolate area is bordered along its exterior side by a sharp rib 
There is no distinct lunula present. 

The surface of both valves has suffered considerably from weathering. No 
traces of the delicate ornamentation have been left, there being merely a few indis
tinct radiating ridges on the posterior wing. 

The ca1·dinal region not being accessible for examination, the systematio 
position of this shell must remain uncertain. Notwithstanding its external similarity 
to Ple1woplto1•us, the possibility of its belonging to the genus Myoconclu~ cannot be 
excluded. In this respect it might perhaps be compared with the Triassic species 
from St. Cassian, which has been described as Myopho,ria Blaincillei by A. v. 
Klipstein, but wi11 ha-.c to find its proper systematic position near either Plem·ophorus 
or Myoconcka (Bittner, Lamellibranchia ten van St. Cassian, 1. c. p. 41, Taf. IV, 
fig. 4). 

Genus: CARDIOMOBPHA de Kon. 

CARDIOMORPHA (?) HAYDEN! nov. sp. Pl. I, figs. 10, 11. 

A few specimens from the Muschelkalk of Muth (coll. Hayden) recall in their 
external characters such Permian bh-alves as have been united with .4.ata1·te, 
Ca1·diomo1·p1ta, Edmondia, etc., by various authors. 

The two valves arc always :firm1y attached to each other. The shell is slightly 
incq nivalve, the right valve being the larger; but the cliffercnce in their size is 
subject to some vmiation. '.lhe outline is longitudinally subovate, with very 
mod.e1·ately carved ventral and dorsal margins. Anterio1· mal'gin subtruncate, 
posterior margin narrowly rounded. :Beak situated near the anterior end of the 
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hinge-line, strongly incurved, declining abruptly towards the anterior side, and 
enclosing a small lunula in front, without sharply defined borders. 

Surface of both valves .covered with numerous, regular conoentiio lines of 
growth. I ho:re not suooeeded in discovering any traces of the l1inge-apparatus. 

This species is one of the commoner bivalves of the Muschelkalk of Spiti 
and is distinguished by its rather remarkable sculpture. I have, therefore, con
sidered it worthy of a. special description and of a proper specific name. Its generic 
position is, however, absolutely uncertain, none of its internal oha.raoters being 
known to me. Its external resemblance to Edmo-ndia and Oardiomorplia has 
induced me to place it provisionally in the latter genus, Bdmondia being restricted 
to such species as are provided with gaping valves (Dall in Zittel's Textbook of 
Palreontology, English edition, p. 362). 

Among the Laroellibranchiata of the Alpine Trias there is especially Anodon
tophora Telle1•i Bittner (Lamellibranchiaten der Trias von Hudiklanec bei Loitsch 
in Krain, Jahrb. K. K. Geo!. Reichsanst., LI, 1901, p. 231, Taf. VII, figs. 5·7) 
which may put in a claim for a closer comparison with the present species. It 
differs, hotrcT"er, by the presence of a diagonal ridge running from the apex towards 
the rounded-off corner in which the ventral and posterior margins unite. Nor bas 
the examination of my Himalayan examples lecl to the discovery of any of the 
internal characters which arc so characteristic of the Triassic genus .A12odontopho1•a. 

From the Bosnian Muschelkalk of Han Bulog the genus Oardiom01-pl1<t has 
been quoted with some reserve by Kitti (Geologic der Umgebung von Sarajevo, Jahrb. 
K. K. Gcol. Reichsanst., LUI, 1903, p. 716). There is, however, no affinitr 
between the Bosnian species attributed to Cardiomorpha and our 0. Haydeni, from 
Spiti. 

Class: GASTER.OPODA. 

(By Friedrich Blaschke.)' 

The following descriptions of some species of Gaateropoda from the Muschelkalk 
of the Himalayas are based on rather scanty material, which is neither rich in 
species nor in individuals. The state of preservation of the fossils, which are mostly 
casts in a. black compact or marly limestone, with only very few traces of the shclly 
substance, is ratb.er unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, a small number of interesting and 
well characterised forms could be picked out, which add considerably to our know· 
ledge of the Him8.1ayan Muschelkalk fauna. of Glossophora, hitherto unknown. 

A comparison of those forms with European species shows that nearly allied 
types are represented in the Alpine and Indian zoo-geographical regions. It must, 
howe-rcr, be borne in mind, that no exhaustive description ·of the Gaateropoda of 
the Alpine .\Iuschelkalk has as yet been published. Tornquist's notes on the 
fauna of Recoaro and Kitti's monograph of the fauna of the Veszprim-Mergcl 
in Hungary are the only modern papers dealing with local faunre of Glossophora 

I Tho followiDg deecription of the Gastffoopod4 ia the work of Dr. Fried.rieh Bla~clike, who~e tnonogn.ph of th" 
GaeternpodR of the npper Tri1n1eic Pachyea:rdi.a bede of the &i9er Alpe in Tyrol ia well know1 to palooantnlogilte; the 
partta\:eo. by Pref. Diener in the work wu confiDed to revl1lngand translating Dr. Blaschke'~ ma.nu80npt, Dir'., G.S ·I. 

c 2 
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of the normal Alpine MusehelkaJk, not developed .in the fseies of the Hallstatt 
limestone. 

A comparison of the Himfilayan epeeimens with the rich fauna of glossophora 
from the German M uschelkalk do ea not lead to an identification of any Indian 
species' with European onesJ the differences between them and their nearest 
European allies being considerable enough to forbid any attempt in this respect, 
apart from the rmeertainty which is connected with any direct identification based 
on such scanty and poorly preserved materials. 

The list of species here described, is as follows:-
1. Fle1trofomari"a indica nov. sp. 
2, sp. ind. A. 

3. sp. ind. JJ. 
4. Worthenia JJieneri nov. sp. 
5, JJharmiienais nov. sp. 
6. ajf. IJAarmiienBiB Bl. 
7. Tcctoapira (.I') gracilia nov. sp. 
8. Omphaloptycka Fp, ind. 
9. ,, (/) nov. sp. ind. 

10. P:cudomelania sp. ind, 

To these must be added two undeterminable casts, one of them being doubtfully 
referable to Promat'1ildia. 

The most prominent feature in the character of this faunula is the predo· 
minance of Pleurotomaria and Wo1•thenia. It is chiefly Worthenia I>ha1•miiensia, 
together with some very nearly allied forms, which are represented in the Bimlllayan 
collections from a considerable number of localities and by more individuals than 
all the other species together. There is, on the whole, no type in the faunula which 
might not be expected to occur in a fauna of Triassic age. It is, moreover, con
spicuous by the scanty development of Pyramidellidt:e and by the total absence of 
ll"'e1·itopsidt£, J!le1·itid<E and of all types with Palreozoic affinities, such as .Belle1·· 
ophon, Oapulua and Euompkalus. 

Although the small number of specimens does not permit any definite con• 
c1usions1 the rcmarlrnble predominance of types with very thln shells, such as 
Pleurotoma,·ia and Wodhenia, speaks strongly in favour ofMuschelkalk sediments, 
which were deposited at some distance from the shore and at considerable depths. 

In working out the descriptions of this faunula, the following papers have been 
chiefly consulted :-

1895. J, Boehm, Gn~tropoden der Ma1"11lolatakalke, Pal8!011tographfoa, XL-II. 

1900. E. Eittl, G1111troporlen 11.us dcr Trias du Bakonyer Waldes, Resultate der wisaenscbaftliclien 
Erfore~hnng des Balatoni«!es. Pal~ontologiel'her Anbang zum enten Teile dee enten Btndes. 

1896. E. Koken, Gaetropoden der Tri'a nm Hallstatt, Abh1ndl. K. K. Geo!. Reicbsanat., XVII. 
1898. E. Koken, Beitraege zur Kenntnis de9 snddeutschen Mnaohalkalkea, Abhandl. z. Geol. Specialkarle 

von El111188-L<>thringe11, ::Neue Fol~e, Heft 2. 
1900 . .&. Tornqui,t, Neue Beitraege zur Geologie uud Palmontologie der Umgebnng l'OD Becoarc nnd Sobio 

IV. Teil, Zeitecbr. Dea.tsch. Geo!. Ges. Bd. Lil. 
1901. E. Picard, Beitrag zur Kumtnis der GI08110phore1(der mitteldentechen Trieq, Jabrb. Kgl. pretllll. Geol, 

l.andesanst. Bd. XXII. 

For fnrtheTufiefed;r~efa~: Af~eiua~°::J'w~i8•~1~eiliae:::, P~!:to'i!i;t:tt~i: o::ta!I:f:{fu~°;, 
etc. Bd. XVII. 
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Genus : PLEURO'IOMARIA Defr. 

PLEUROTOMARIA INDIOA nov. sp. Pl. XIII, fig. 1. 

The type·specimen of this species and a small number of examples nearly allied 
to it are referable to the genus Pleurotomaria. They are provided with globose 
whorls and with a distinct slit· band, which is situated below the middle of the 
height. Thus they differ from the representatives of the genus W01·thenfo, which I 
shall describe later on, and which are characterised by the presence of a slit-keel 
situated considerably higher than the middle line of the whorl. 

Similar forms have been described by Koken among the Gasteropoda of the 
Triassic Hallstatt limestone _and have bee~ grouped with Pleu1·otomaria. I am 
following this l&i.rned author in leaving them in that genus. 

The specimen illnstrated in Pl. XIII, fig. 1, is the fragment of a large shell. 
It is the largest among my Indian materials of Glossopllora. The last and the 
penultimate whorls have been partly preserved, but as casts only. The aperture and 
the shelly substance have been destroyed almost completely. 

The spire was probably broad and high, conical, with strongly inflated whorls 
wl1ich were sharply separated by deep scales. The base of the body-·whorl is somewhat 
flattened and marked off from the strongly convex external flank of the whorl by a 
blunt edge. On the external flank of the last whorl the cast of the slit-band 
is visible, bordered by two elevated keels. The apical portion of the whorl is also 
bordered by a blunt edge. It is curved with moderate convexity towards the suture, 
which is deepened. The last whorl projects by more than one-half of its diameter 
beyond the preceding one. 

In the ornamentation of the last whorl well developed strire of growth arc 
rather prominent. They run backwards for some distance from the suture, are 
strongly curved, whilst ascending the lateral parts towards the slit-band, which 
they cross vertically and converge towa.rds .the base in perfectly straight Jines. 
There is some probability of longitudinal strire having also been present, as ma:r be 
assumed from the presence of slight spiral elevations in the stri~ of growth. 
To this pattern of ornamentation a very delicate system of parallel lines is 
added, which is most conspicuous on the apical porlion of the whor1. These 
delicate lines run obliquely forwards across the strim of growth, meeting them in 
an acute angle. 

Of the sculpture of the penultimate whorl little more is known than what 
we may learn from an examination of some scanty fragments of the shelly substance 
near its external part (PI. XIII, fig. lb). This fragment, measuring 1 to 2 mm. in 
width, shows some delicate .flpfral lines crossed by a system of obliquely transven;e 
stiire1 below the blunt edge bordering the base of the preceding whorl. 'J'hen 
follows the slit-baad, enclosed by prominent spiml edges and adorned with a regular 
crescent-shaped ornamentation. Outside the slit-ba-nd traces of a second more 
delioate band are noticed, which was also enclosed by longitudinal carinre and 
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covered with delicate grooves, but the sculpture of this hand has been destroyed 
almost completely. 

From the poor fragment of sbelly substance the presence of a very complicnted 
orna.mentation in this species is evident ; but the details of sculpture are, unfortu· 
nately, not accessible to examination. 

The shell itself was extremely delicate, measuring barely 0·2 to 0·3 mm. in 
thickness. 

lJimenaiona. 
Height of the lsst wliorl 

,. ,, ., penultimate whorl 

Localily.-Mutb, Spiti, coll. Hayden. 

PLEUROTOMARIA sp. ind. (A). Pl. XIII, fig. 2. 

22mm. 

11 " 

A specimen of smaller dimensions, represented by the fragment of a cast 
of the last whorl~ exhibits the same measurements as the preceding species. The 
base is flattened and rather sharply separated from the external part. The 
edge forming a demarcation between the convex apioal part and the similarly 
convex external part, is strongly obtuse. 

The principal difference between this species and Pleurotomaria indica 
consists in the character of ornamentation. The cast scarcely exhibits anything 
at nil of strire of growth, wbioh are so well marked in the preceding species. 
On the other band, both the external and apical parts of the whorl are covered 
with strong longitudinal strire. Seven are counted on the apical and six on 
the external part, three of them on either side of the prominent slit-band. 
In some places this spiral sculpture is crossed by delicate lines, which are turned 
forward below the slit-band and probably correspond to strire of growth. Similar 
striro have also been noticed on a very small fragment of the shell preserved on the 
base of the whorl, whioh is otherwise smooth. 

'!'he slit-band is bol'dered by two spiral keels. It is distinctly elevated 
above the general convexity of the external part and shows narrow vermiform 
grooves in addition to the system of strim of growth. The shelly substance is as thin 
as Plew·otomaria indio<(,. 

Locality.-Kag<i, Spiti, coll. Krafft. 

PLEUROTO>IARIA sp. ind. (B). 

The third fragment of the last whorl of a large Plem•otomoria is also 
distinguished by its strong inflation, attaining its maximum extent below the middle 
of the height, which measures 12 mm. Thie point of maximum in:tlation is 
occupied by the •lit-bnnd, which is bordered by distinct spiral keels. Less 
distinctly developed longitudinal lines have been noticed above and below the 
slit-band. 

The base of the whorl is incurvod and strongly concave. 
Locality.-Muth, Spiti, coll. Krafft. 
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Genus : WORTHENIA de Kon. 

WoRTHENIA DIENER! nov. sp. Pl. XII, fig. 6. 

A specimen, which is more complete and better preserved than any among 
the scanty materials of Gasteropoda. in the Him6.layan collectiom, is, in all its 
charact.ers, very nearly allied to such types as have been described and illustrated 
from the Muschelkalk of the Bakony in Hungary by Kitt! ( Wortlienia Loczy;) 
and from the German Musohelkalk by Picard ( Worthenia laJcis, I. c. Pl. II, 
figs. 8-11). Similar types are also represented in the Triassic rooks of the 
Eastern Alps. 

The shelly substance of the specimeu illustrated being almost entirely preserved, 
a nearly complete diagnosis of the speoies can be given, the apical whorls and the 
aperture only remaining unknown. Four whorls are present, whioh increase rather 
rapidly in 'height. The strongly-projecting upper lateral keel and the following 
slit·keel separate the apical part of the whorl from the bread, band-shaped lateral 
excavation. From this lateral excavation the base of the whorl is also marked off 
very sharply by a third keel. 

The apical part is roof-shaped. It is convex in the immediate vicinity of the 
deeply-incised suture, which coincides with the fateral excavation of the preced .. 
ing whorl but unites with the ca.rinate sinus in a concavo curve. The last whorl 
is so steep that the sharp angle between the external part of the penultimate 
a.nd the apical part of the last whorl is transformed into a concave plane. This 
change in the p1·oportion of the whorls is quite gradual ; in the spire they meet in a 
sharp angle, almost a right angle, but in the vicinity of the aperture the last whorl 
is drawn up along the suture of the penultimate one. 

The whorls are covered with delicate spiral lines, which are densely crowded, 
eight lines being counted on the last whorl. The spiral lines are crossed by 
numerous strire of growth which are turned backwards from the suture an<l 
cross the longitudinal keels in a vertical direction. Indistinct notches are formed 
along the edge of the topmost keel, which is situated next the suture. 

The lateral band between the two elevated keels is flatly concave, excavated 
and asymmetrical, the upper part being slightly higher. The region of deepest 
clepression in the whorl is marked by a smooth band, which is bordered by strong 
Jongitudinal keels. Such keels are more numerous in the upper portion ex
tending towards the first lateral carina, and are moro faintly developed but more 
densely crowded from the internal towards the external side. Five lateral keels of 
this sort are counted on the last whorl. 

The striro of growth are turned forward from the slit-keel, and run ''ertically 
to the second lateral keel, but are less strongly developed tban on the apical portion 
of the whorl. 

The base, which I sucoeeded in chiseling out from the tough matrix, is 
regu1arly but not strongly inflated and covered with very numerous-twenty 
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at least-delioate longitudinal strim. To those longitudinal strire are added lines 
of growth, which are but indistinctly developed. They are directed backward with 
their concavity turned forward, and converging towards an imaginary centre. 

As far a.s I am able to judge, the aperture was rounded, the umbilicus being 
almost entirely concealed by the inner lip, which is comparatively well preserved. 

The shell is rather thick-about 1 mm.-and spatulate. It is to this thicknesa 
of the shell in the present species, that we owe its good preservation, whereas it has 
been destroyed in all the rest of PleurotomariidaJ from the Indian Muschelkalk. 

The cast is only visible in a single place, where the shelly substance has been 
broken off. It exhibits only faint traces of sculpture. The longitudinal keels ru.·e 
noticed in the cast as obtusely-rounded edges. 

The measurements of my type-specimen are as follows :-

Height of tho eDtini shell 
,. ,, base 
., ., laatwhorl 

,. ,, ,, preceding whorls in the spire 
Diameter of the whorl of the spire 

,. ,, ., laa~ whorl , 
Width of the l1<teral band 

Locality.-Kaga, Spiti, coll. Hayden. 

23 rum. . " 
9 .. 

t. l. 2, 6 
• 2j,4.7,ll 

l9 

WonTHENU DHARMAENSIS nov. sp. Pl. XI, fig. 5. 

This type has been based on a fairly well preserved cast, which is provided with 
a farge fragment of the shclly substance adhering to the penultimate whorl. To 
this type a number of examples in an inferior state of preservation from different 
localities arc more or less nearly allied. 

My type-specimen consists of three whorls ; the apical portion of the spire has 
been broken off. 

The last whorl is divided into three parts by the broad lateral band, which 111ns 
very regularly parallel to the axis of the spire. The topmost part, corresponding to 
the apical r~gion, is flatly conical and marked off distinctly from the penultimate 
whorl by a clecply-incisccl suture. The thin slwlly layer exhibits a shallow excava
tion running along the upper lateral keel, delicate strim of growth, with their 
concaTitics directed forward, and a series of small, densely-crowded tubercles 
adjoining the suture. 

The lateral band shows a sharply-marked slit-keel, adorned by numerous semi
lunular notches. To this keel :ti ve or six longitudinal lines are added, but their 
preservati01ds not good enough to fix their exac~ number. 

The bal'e of the specimen is preserved as a cast only. It is bordered by a 
strong, spiral keel, separating it from the lateral. band. and is vaulted and strongly 
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convex. The tramverse section is moderately rounded. The ape-rture is not known 

to me. 

Dimensions. 

Height 
Greatest diameter • 
Width of the l~ter1l band in the le.st whorl 

27 mm. 
25 " 

' " 
Locality. -- i\I uschelkalk between Dharma and Lis.sar valleys, coll. La Touche. 
A considerable number of specimens are very nearly allied, probably even iden

tical, with this type. From Muth, Spiti, twelve examples are before me, most 
of them badly preserved. Some examples show the lower keel, which separates tbe 
lateral band from the base and is less sharply marked than in my type. N cvertheless, 
I am not inclined to exclude peremptorily their specific identity, as all these different 
forms seem to be connected by transitional shapes. A similar variability in this 
character has been recorded in Worthenia Loczyi from the Triassic rocks of the 
Bakony by Kitti ('£riasgasteropoden des Bakonyer Waldes, I. c. p. 5, Taf. l, figs. 
3~9); that !lpecics is probably nearly allied to the present one. 

A more distant affinity seems to (•xist between this species and some examples 
from the lower Muschelkalk of Lilang. Their apical angle is more obtuse, the spire 
considerably lo"Wer. The latoral band is less broad than in the type of W. 
Dharmaensis. Both the topmost keel in the vicinity of the suture and the upper 
lateral keel of the slit~band are distinctly marked, but th!'! lower lateral keel is but 
indistinctly developed. The base and external part of the whorl are consequently 
not sharply separated. 

Won.'lHENU. sp. ind. aff. "DHARMAE:SSIS. Pl. XIII, fi~. 4. 

Another species, also nearly allied to Worthenia IJharmaemfi-a, is represented 
by a oast from the lower :Muschelkalk of Lilang (coll Krafft), illustrated on 
Pl. XIII, fig. 4. This species is a little higher than the examples from Lilang 
quoted above. The penultimate whorl is deeply incisPd and-in the cast-separated 
from the following whorl by a deep furrow. The lateral band is incurvcd 
conically. On the base some indistinct prominences are notice(l. 

A specimen from Muth, Spiti, collected together with Ceratites ( Hollandites) 
Pyaaa Dien., is in its shape and proportions morn nc::nly allied to the typical form. 
It is especially disti~<FU.ished by the development of a number of distinct strire of 
growth resembling varices and arranged at regular interYals. These strire of 
growth run sharply backwa.rds from the sutlll'e, cross the lateral band in a forward· 
turned direction and converge from the lower margin of the band in straight lines 
a.cross the base of the shell. 

Two badly preserved casts of undeterminable TVorthenice were collected in th~ 
lower ~J uschelkalk of K~~ by A. V. Krafft. 'l'he upper Muschelkalk of the same 
locality yielded a very poor cast of a Worthenia with a low spire. 
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Genus: '11ECTOSPIRA. Picard. 

TECTOSPIRA. GRACILIS nov. sp. Pl. I, fig.15. 

The only specimen available for examination is of iow, doubly-conical shape. 
The thin shelly layer of the cast has been partly prese1·vcd. There are three whorls 
present, which increase in size very rapidly. The apical sicle and the base converge 
at a sharp angle in the shape of a double cone. rl'he line along which they meet 
is marked by a sharp keel, which is also distinctly developed in the cast of the last 
whorl, but is obtuse, not sharp. 

On the D.pical side a second keel runs parallel to this main keel at a very short 
distance. A third keel accompanies the suture, which is deeply incised. 1rhose 
two keels are also indicated on the cast of the last whorl. The shell between them 
is excavated to form a shallow, concave depression. 

Tile base of the penultimate whorl is ornamented by four notched keels, 
·which are arranged at nearly regular intervals .. They are a]so visible on the cast 
of the last whorl. 

To this longitudinal sculpture distinctly marked lines of growth are added 
running obliquely backwards in a rather straight direction and indicating the 
existence of an aperture, which is cut off obliquely. The aperture itself has not 
been preserved. The notched churacte1· of the longitudinal keels is due to the 
crossing of spiral and radial clements of ornamentation. 

The measurements of this elegant, richly sculptured shell are as follows:-
Entire height 10 mm. 

Longest diameter 12 
Diameter of th<l penultimate wlwrl . 6 ,, 

Locality.-Lower i\Iuschelkalk, Lilang, coll. A. v. Krafft. 
llemarks.-Tlle generio position of this specimen is not certain, although it 

appears to be most nearly allied to Teclospfra. This generic designation has been 
assigned by Pic'.ll'd to T. Clopi (Beitrrege zur Kenntnis der Glossophoren der 
mitteldeutschcn Trias, ,Ja.hrb. kgl. preuss. geol. Laudesanst. f. 1901, B<l. XXII, 
p. 479), which was formerly united with Pleurotomaria, and has been grouped 
among the family of 'l.'rochonematidre. Its ]Jrincipal characters are roof~shaped 

whorls with spiral keels. In those characters our species agrees fairly well with 
Teotospfra., bLlt an identification is buely possible, because the shape of the 
aperture is not known to me. In comparison with Tectospira Clopi my Indian 
species has its spire considerably more depressed, nevertheless this is no sufficient 
reason for excluding an identification with the latter genus. 

I may be allowed to hint at the presence of a similar type among the fauna of 
Gasteropoda from the Feuerkogel near Aussee. Kokcn in his memoir on the 
Gasteropoda of the Rallstatt limestone has, on Pl. XXIII, fig. 17, illustrated a 
small shell, whioh he considered specifically undetermina ble but nearly allied to 
the family of T1•ochonemattdt:e. To this type the present species might also be 
compared. 
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Genus: OMPHALOPTYCHA v. Ammon. 

0MPHALOPTYCHA SMITH II nov. sp. Pl. XI, fig. 7. 

Ompkaloptycha, hy which name the group of Okemnitzia Maironii is designated 
by J. Boehm (Gastropoden der Marmolatakalke, Palreontographioa, XLII, p. 274) 
and Kokeo, is a type very characteristic 0£ limestones of middle Triassic age. It is 
especially the limestone of Esino and of the Ma.rmolata of the ladinic stage, the 
fauna of which contains a considerable number of species, most of them of large 
size. 

In comparison with those species the present one is remarkable for its small 
dimensions. In this respect it agrees with some representatives of the genus from 
the German 111 uschelkalk, especially with Omphaloptycha liscaviensis Gbl. 
Nevertheless, I prefer to abstain from a direct identification of the Indian and 
German forms. Such an identification of species from localities so far distant 
should not be attempted, in my opinion, except in cases where a large number 
of examples from both localities are indistinguishable from one another. 

Notwithstanding their remarkable similarity the types from India and Ger
many can be kept srparate, although in very subordinate details only. My species 
of Omphaloptycha from Byans agrees, it is truf', with 0. liscaciensis in the numbe1· 
of whorls (7), in its height and greatest width, but differs by the slightly more obtuse 
apical angle, measudng about 60°. The whorls arc strongly inflated an<l marked 
off from l'ach other by distinct stops. 

The surface is nearly smooth. Delicate spiral rows of groo,cs al'0 less distinctly 
indicated than in 0. liscaviensis and arc considerably inferior in strength to the 
lines of growth. The aperture is somewhat less high and more strongly inflated 
externally. A basal notch or canal may, perhaps, have been present. 

The measurements of my type·specimen are as follow :-

Entire height 
Height of tho Ja,t whorl. 
Greatest diameter. 

Locality.-Jolinka, Byans, coll. F. H. Smith. 

0>IPBALOPTYCIIA. (?) sp. ind. Pl. XI, fig. 8. 

17 mm. 
11 .. 
11 " 

An incomplete specimen, strongly deformed by pressure but with shell 
preserved, is probably most nearly allied to the genus Omphaloptgcka. The state 
of preservation, however, excludes a certain identification. Nor is it advisable to 
introduce a specific denomination. 

The present fragment seems to have belonged to a spire of considerable size. 
It consists of half of the last whorl and two preceding whorls, measw·mg 36 mm, in 
height and 18-28 mm. in diameter. The amount of deformation isi however, 
considerable, especially along the two diameters, The whorls are strongly inflated 

D 2 
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and increase rapidly in width. The spire was probably depressed, the aperture of 
nearly circular shape. 

The shelly substance is comparatively thick and consists of two layers, tho 
inner being smooth, the outer provided with a delicate ornamentation. This 
ornamentation is a network of very regularly-arranged antl densely·cl'Owded longi· 
tudinal lines crossed by faintly-marked strire of growth. 

Locolily.-Kagli, Spiti, coll, Krafft. 

Genus: PsEUDOlt:ELANIA Pictet. 

PsEUDOUELANIA sp. ind. PI. I, fig. 14. 

With this name I designate two high, turrettedshells belonging to the family of 
Trias.sic Pyramidellid(J!. Similar forms are rather numerous in the Alpine and 
German Trias. Picard (I. c. Taf. XIV, fig. 1) illustrates Rhabdoconcha Fritschi, 
a species agreeing with the present one in many respects. 

One of my two examples is only a cast exhibiting four high whorls with 
sharply-impressed sutures. Its height is 20 mm., and its greatest diameter 10 mm. 

The second specimen, which has been taken for illustration, has three whorls 
and is somewhat deformed, but provided with its shelly layer. The shell is thin and 
covered with slightly falciform strire of growth, which are delicate but distinctly 
marked. In its proportions, this specimen agrees pretty well with the first one, so 
far as can be made out from its shape, which has been much deformed by pressure. 

The apertural region is badly preserved, but traces of a slit arc visible on the 
inner lip of the aperture. The height of this specimen is 19 mm., the greatest 
diameter 15 mm., but the great deformation which the specimen has suffered from 
pressure must be taken into consideration . 

. Although the specific identity of those two examples is very probable, we 
cannot go beyond an identification with the genus Pseudomelania, and the intro· 
duction of a new specific denomination has been avoided in view of their bad state 
of p1·eserTation. 

Locality.-~Iuth, Spiti, coll. Krafft. 

UNDETERMI:SAilLE Fon:us. (Pl. XIII, flg. 3, Pl. XI, fig. 6.) 

I wish to mention a cast, illustrated on Pl. XIII, fig. 3, bec.:1.use it is the only 
representative of a faurllstic element among the Gasteropoda of the Him.3layan 
:Muschclkalk which shows no relation.ship whatever to other members of this 
faunula. As will be seen from the illustration, fragments of two roof-shaped whorls 
l1ave been preserved. The base is marked off in a. sharp angle from the slightly 
concave apical side, both of them meeting in an obtuse edge and being covered with 
spiral lines. The entire shell was probably of a doubly·conical shape but too low and 
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depressed to unite it with either Promatkildia or .LJ..noptyckia, which in their casts 
take similar shapes, 

The second fragment, illustrated in Pl. XI, fig. 6, might perhaps~ indeed, be 
compared with P1·omathildia Anclrere. It belongs to a turretted form with a high 
spire. The c.ast of two whorls has been preserved. They project slightly beyond 
one another and exhibit a steeply roof·shaped, smooth apical side and a flatly· 
vaulted base. 

Owing to the imperfect state of the fragment the systematic position of this 
cast could not be ascertained. 

Locality.-Both specimens were collected in the Muschelkalk of Muth, Spiti, 
by A. v. Krafft. 

Class: CEPHALOPODA. 

Order: DIBRANCHIATA. 

Family: BELE.JINITIDJ!J. 

Genus : ATRA.C'l'ITES Guembel. 

ATit.t..CTI'l'ES SMITnII nov. sp. Pl. I, fig. 13. 

Fragments of large phragmocones from the 1\.:1 uschelkalk of J olinka, Byans, 
(coll. Smith) with an elliptical transverse section and with an angle of divergence of 
10°. The ventral and dorsal sides arc broader than the lateral parts, which corrc· 
spond to the larger diameter of the transverse section. 

The most peculiar character of this species is the arrangement of the septa, 
which slope very strongly from the dorsal to the ventral side along the lateral parts 
of the cast. The distance between two septa is less than one-third of the diameter 
of the preceding air-chamber. 

All my specimens are casts, without any trace of the shelly substance . 
..J..tractitea a-ubundatm Muenster (E. v. :Mojsisovics, Cephalopodcn der Me· 

ditenanen Triasprovinz, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst. X, p. 301, Taf. XCII, 
fig. 6) recalls this species by the presence of septa ascending obliquely from the 
Yentral to the dorsal side, but this character is considerably less strongly developed 
than in ..J... Smithii, which is distinguished from all other congencric forms by this 
remarkable feature. 

Measurements of the figured caat. 

Larger diameter of the diatal eeptum , 
Smaller ,. ., ., " ,. 
Larger diawter of 1be proximal septum 
Srualler ,. ,. ,. ,. 
Di1ta11ce b&tween the two 11111t septa 
Leugth of the entire e11.st • 

27·5 mm, 
22 
17 
15 

' 70 
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Order: NAUTILOIDEA. 

Family : OllTHOCERJT!DkJ. 

Genus: 0RTIIOCERAS Breynius. 

1. 0RTHOCERA5 cf. CAMPANILE Mojs. 

1882. Ortltocet'aa campa11ile E. v. :\lojaiao,·ics, Cepho.lopoden der Meditern.nen Triasproviu1 Abbandl. 
K. K. Geol. Reiol1ean~t., X, p. 291, Taf. XCill, Dge.1-4, 11. 

11!196. O.ef. campanile Diener, Himnl, Foss., Yol. IJ, Pt. 2, Cepho.lopodaof the M1111ebelkalk, p. 87, 
Pl. XXV II I, 6g. 8. 

Of this common Triassic species examples consisting of air-chambers and of 
body-chambers harn been colkcted in the ~Iuschelkalk of Jolinka (Byans) by 
Smith, of Lilang (Spiti) by Hayden, and in the beds with Spiriferina Sfracheyi of 
the Shalshal and Bambanag sections by A. v. Krafft. 

The specimen from Lilang is very thin and elongated. The diameter of the 
last septum is only 6 mm. in length. 'l'hc bocly-cbamber, which has been partly 
preserved, is about one·tliird the entire length of the cast. 

In all my specimens the clistance between two septa is considerably smaller 
than the diameter of the lower septum and the angle of emergence less than 5°. 
The position of the siphunc1e is central. Thus I cannot find any reason against an 
identification of my Him<ilayan examples with 0. carn,panile. 

2. O&TnOCERAs cf. llULTILABIATUlI v. Hauer. Pl. II, fig. 2. 

1887. Ortlwre1·M multilaLiatum ,.. H1111er, Die c..,phalopodrn dl's bllSnischen llu$ohclkalkes von Han Bulog 
bei Saraje\·o, Denk;ich, K&is. Akad., LIV, p. II, Taf. II, ligs, 3-5. 

The cast of a body-chamber from the Muschelkalk (zone of Spirife1·ina Sfra· 
clieyi) of the Shalshal cliIT (coll. A. v. Krafft) is dhtinguished by the presence of 
two moderately-deep annular constrictions, corresponding to varices of the shell. 
The entire length of the cast is 58 mm. The lower Tarix is situated immediately 
in front of the last septum, which has been preserved, the second at a distance of 
12 mm. from the former. In the rest of its characters the cast agrees with Orth<r 

ce1·as dubium v. Ilauor. Its transverse section is circular, with a central siphunole 
and with a diameter of 16 mm. in length, corresponding to the last septum. The 
angle of emergence is very small. 

The presence of annular varices points to a species very nearly allied to 
01·thoce1·a11 m,ultilabiatum from the Bosnian Muschelkalk. The specific identity 
remains, however, questionable without any knowledge of the chambered portions of 
the shell, which are also provided with distinct varices in 0. multilabiatum. 
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3. 0RTHOCERAS SPITIENSE nov. sp. Pl. II, fig. 1. 

This species <liffel's from all other congeneric forms from the Trias of the 
Eastern Alps by its large ang1e of emergence1 which imparts to it an external simi· 
larity to .J:ulacoce1·as i11ducens Braun or to Afractites obelisous Mojs., but the 
central position of the i;iphuncle witbin the cil'cular tmnsnrse section of the air· 
chambers and the straight direction of the septa peremptorily exclude any identi:fi. 
cation with either .Afracliles or .A.·ulacoaeras. 

The only specimen from the Muschelkalk of Mnth (coll. Hayden) consists of 
air·chambers, the short part in front of the last septum being a fragmentary portion 
of the body·chamber. The distance of the different septa from each other is a little 
more than one-half the diameter of the lower chamber. To an entire length of the 
specimen of 96 mm. a diameter of 7·5 mm. in the lowest and of 24 mm. in the top
most air-chamber correspond. The height of the last preserved air-chamber is 
9mm. 

Angle of emergence about 11°. Shell not preserved. 

Family: NAUTILID.!E. 

Sub-family: TE)INOCHEILJN,E. 

Genus: PLEURONAUTILus Mojs. 

1. PLEURO!\A.UTILUS sp. ind. aff. ORN.A.TO v. Ilauer. llJ. II, fig. 4. 

This species from the MuscheU:alk of Jolinka, Byans (coll. Smith), is very 
nearly allied to Pleuronautilus 01·9wfos v. Hauer (Die Ccphalopoden des bosnischen 
Muschclkalkes von Han Bulog, Dcnkschr. Kais. Akad. d. Wiss., LIV, 1887, p. 17, 
Taf. III, figs. 2, 3) from the Bosnian M uschelkalk. 

The only !'.pecimcn m·ailable for examination is unfortunately incomplctc
ncither the body-chamber nor the innermost volutions have been preserved-and 
strongly distorted through pressure, ns are nearly all the fossils from this Jocality. 

The whorls overlap each other very little1 are wider than high, very broadly .. 
vaulted a\love and not proYided with any median depression. The transverse 
section is trapezoidal; its greatest width corresponds to the umbilical margin. 
'1'he lateral p::trts a.re flattened and separated from the high and perpendicular 
umbilical wall by a distinct marginal edge. 

The sculpture is very characteristic. It consists of strongly-developed, straight, 
lateral ribs, which rise from the umbilical margin, nnd of f!xternal tubercles or 
spines, which are ecparated from the ribs by a narrow spiral zone, aloni::t' which the 
sculpture is completely interrupted. The umbilical wall is entirely smooth. This 
is the same pattem of ornamentation as has been described in Pl. oniatua by 
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F. v. Hauer. It differs from the latter by the absence of distinctly marked tubercles 
on both ends of each rib, and in the smaller number of external or marginal tuber
cles. In Pl. ornafoa the number of external spines is nearly twice as large as the 
number of ribs. In my Him6.layan specimen one single external spine corresponds, 
as a rule, to every rib. Very rarely a sort of bifurcation is noticed, by which two 
external spines originate from a single lateral rib. 

From Pl, planilatemtus v. Hauer (E. v. Mojsisovics, Cephalopoden der Hall
stiitter Kalke, Suppl., Abhandl. K. K. Geo!. Reichsanst., Vl·l, Taf. IX, fig. 3), 
which F. v. Hauer considered to be the nearest ally to his Bosnian species, our 
Him:ilayan specimen is at once distinguished by its much more strongly developed 
sculpture and by the absence of any longitudinal striation. 

F. ''·Bauer states that the generic features of his species were not sufficiently 
well marked to decide its identification with either Pleuronautilus or Temnocheilus. 
My IIim3.layan specimen does not afford any reason for a similar uncertainty. 
There can be no doubt that it belongs to the genus Pleu1·onautilus. 

Di~Dleler of the shell (shorter a:s:i~) 
,. " ,, umhilicna 

H~ight of the l!Lllt volution 
Tbi-0knen,. 

IJimensfon1. 
, 51 tom. 
• B·D ,. 

. " • 27 

S1Jtm·es.-Lateral lobe deeply sinuous and rounded below. Siphon.al lobe 
shallow. A moderately arched siphon.al saddle corresponds to the externol, a small 
umbilical saddle to the umbilical, margin. Annular lobe present. 

Siphuncle.-A little below the centre of the septum. 

2. PLEURONAUTJLUS sp. ind. aff. RoLLIERI Arth. Pl. II, fig. 5. 

This species is related to Pleuronautilus RolUeri G. v. Artbaber (CephaJopoden
fauna. der Reiflinger Kalke, Beitrrege zur Palreontologie Oesterr.-Ungarns, etc., X. 
1895, p. 29, Taf. I, fig. 4) and Pl. furcatus Arth. from the Muschelkalk of 
Grossreifiing in the north-eastern Alps. 

The only specimen avoifo ble for exaruinntion is provided with its body-chamber. 
Its transverse section is nearly rectangular, the greatest transverse diameter corre· 
sponding- with the umbilical margin and being equal to the height. The siphonal 
area is flatly arched. Umbilical and siphonal margins sharply rounded, but not 
acute. Whorls increasing very slowly, enclosing a wide umbilicus uud enveloping 
ea.ch other aloug the siphonal area only, 

rrhe sculpture consists of straight ribs, which originate in a small tubercle e.t the 
umbilical margin and terminate rather abruptly near the siphonal margin, forming 
a second tuberclf•. A row of lateral tubercles stands very near the row of external 
ones. Between those two rows the ribs arc occasionally depressed but do not be· 
come obsolete. The zone of external t.uberdes gradually dies out on the body
chamber. Sixteen lateral ribs are counted in the last volution. 
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Dimensions. 
Diameter of the uhell • 43 mm. 

,. ., ,. umbilieu11 , , 14.·5 ., 
Height of the la&t volutioo • 18 
Thiell.neaa ,, . 19 

Sutures.-Septa apparently similar to those of the preceding species, but not 
entirely known to me. 

Sipkuncle.-Below the centre of the septum. 
Locality: numbl!r of specimens examined.-Jolinka (Byans) 1, coll. Smith. 
Bemarks.-'l'be propriety of placing this species in the genus .Pleuronautilus is 

perhaps que-stionable. Pleuro11autilus, according to the diagnosis given by E. v. 
l\fojsisovics (Cephnlopoden der Hallstatter Kalke, Abhanc11. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst, 
VI-1, Supplem., p. 237), includes Temnockeilime with strongly-developed falciform 
ribs, which are frequently adorned with tubercles. Such forms in which a ten
dency towards the obliteration of the lateral ornamentation is marked in old age and 
in which the sculpture consists principally of straight ribs or pihe, ending in tuber· 
oles, haT"e been united in the genus .Mojsvaroceras by Hyatt. 'l'he presence of three 
rows of tubercles in the present species and its affinity to some true representa
tives of J?teuromiutilus from the Alpine .Muschelkalk have induced me to class it 
among the latter genus. 

3. PLEURONAUTILUS sp. ind. aff. CllASSESCENS .A.rth. Pl. III, fig. 3. 

A small specimen of Pleuronautilus from the Muschclkalk of the Slialshal 
cliff (coll. A. v. Krafft) is, in its general shape, involution and size exactly like 
Pt. crassescens G. v . .Arthaher (Ccphalopodenfauna der Reiflinger Ka.Ike, lleitrrege 
zur Palreontologie, etc., X, 1896, p. 37, Taf. Ill, fig. 1). 'l'he sculpture consists of 
radiating, slightly·curved ribs, which persist on the body·chamber and are not 
adorned by any tubercles. The radial ornamentation is crossed by a distinct spiral 
edge, corresponding to the siphonal margin, as in Pl. Oornalim Stopp. BeSides this 
no other spiral line has been noticed in the sculpture of tho shell, wliich is 
altogether more delicate than in Pl. crassescens. 

The combination of radiating and spiral elements of ornamentation induce.9 me 
to place our species among the representatives of the group of Pleu?'OnQ.utilus 
subgemmatus Mojs. (sub-genus Trachynautilus). 

Dia.meter of the" 1hell • 
,. ,. ,. umbilious 

Height of the las~ volution 
Thickueu " ,. 

IJimenriom. 
• 82 mm.-
• 8•5 " 
• 14 .. 
. 16 " 

Sutures.-..-Septa rather distant, eVen in the vicinity pf the body-ohnmber, to 
which a little less than one· half of the last volution belongs. Lateral lobe shallow. 
No external lobe present. The septa cross the' rounded siphonal "pa.ii in· a. straight 
line. 

Siphuncle.-N ot known. 
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Genus: MoJSVAROCERAS Hyatt. 

The genus Mojava1•ocet•aa has been proposed by Hyatt for such forms of 
:remnockeilinm aS are distinguished by the presence of straight pilre on their 
flanks, terminating in marginal and umbilical tubercles. This group of forms, 
which has E:ome typical represeL.tatives among the Temnocheilinm of upper 
Carboniferous and Permian age (M. Nik&tin' Twetzrew, M. Fe1•te Arthab.), is 
represent1xl in the Him3.layan Muschelkalk by four species. There is, unfortUn
ately, but one single specimen of each species available to me for examination, and 
even these, in two cases at lea.st, are rather incomplete. It may not be considered 
prudent to describe or identify a species of the NatttilidtB from a single, incomplete 
specimen only; but, on the otber hand, NautiliddJ have up to now been found so 
rarely in the Himalayan M uschelkalk, that I did not like to leave them aside. If a 
frill acoount of the N autilida! of this horizon is to be given, it is necessary to include 
descriptions of these peculiar types, although some of their characters can only be 
made out imperfectly. 

1. MOJSVAROCERAS sp. ind. aff. MoRLOTI Mojs. Pl. II, fig. 7. 

The only specimen from the Muschelkalk of Jolinka, Byans (coll. Smith), is very 
nearly allied to Moj8Varoce1·aa Morloti v. Mojsisovios (Die Cephalopoden der Me<liter· 
ranen Triasprovinz, Abhandl. K. K. Geo!. Reichsa.nst., X., p. 268, Taf. LXXXVIU, 
fig. 3). It is only distinguished from this species by its strongly elliptical outlines, 
a feature common to all the cephalopoda from this locality. If this chara<lter could 
be proved to be accidental only, due to a deformation through pressure, the identity 
of the Alpine and Him81a.yan forms might even be taken into consideration. 

The whorls, which overlap one another a little more than one-third their 
height, increase more rapidly in thickness than in height. The transverse 
section is of nearly equal height and width. The greatest transverse diameter is 
situated abote the umbilical margin. Siphonal area broad and flat, without any 
median depression. Siphonal and umbilical margins forming sharp edges; umbilical 
wall high and vertical. 

As in 11.. Mo1·loti from the M uschelkalk of the Salzkammergut, the ornament
ation consists of numerous and small marginal tubercles only. Neither pilre nor 
umbilical tubercles are present, not even in the inner volutions . 

Louger diameter of the shell 
Shorter ,, ,. ,. .. , 
Longer diameter of the umbiliCUll 
Shorter 

.Dimensions. 
, 66wm. 
, B6 ,. 
• 15 .. 
• 7·5 .. 
• 32 .. 
• 19 

• 30 " . ,. 
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The shell, which has been partly preserved, is cuvered with nnmerous and Vf!rY 
delicate transverse strim rl growth. 

Butu1·.,.-Septa close to each other. Siphona.l lobe very shallow. Latei:al 
lobe moderately deep. Umbilical saddle not distincUy marked. 

Bipnuucle.-Below the centre of the septum. 

2'. l!OJSVAROCEBAS NIVICOLA nov. sp. Pl. II, fig. 6. 

I look upon• specimen from the Muschelkalk of Jolinka, Byans (coll. Smith), 
as a representative of Mojsmaraceraa distinguished by a very strongly marked 
tendency towards the obliteration of the plimitive lateral sculpiure. At the begin· 
ning of the last volution, the lower portion of the flanks is covered with narrow, 
straight pilre of unequal strength, which disappear completely on the body-chamber. 
Nor do the delicate marginal tubercles persist throughout the entire length of the 
last volution, although they continue for some distance beyond the region where 
the lateral ornamentation dis!lppears completely. 

This species belongs to a group of forms, which in the Alpine Trias is chiefly 
represented by such species of Moj111Jaroce1·as, as have been described from the 
Muschelkalk of Han Bulog by F. v. Haner. But my Himalayan species does not 
exhibit a closer affinity to any of the Bosnian species. It is distinguished by its 
strong}y .. elliptical outlines and by its trapezoidal transverse section. The greatest 
width, which considerably surpasses its height, corresponds with the sharp umbilical 
margin. Umbilical wall steep, almost vertical. Siphonal area flat, not arched. 

If we make exception for the difference in outlines and in the shape of the 
transverse section, M. Kellneri v. Hauer (Denltschr. Kais. Akad. d. Wiss., Wien, 
LIV, p. 14,. Taf. II, fig. 2} agrees pretty well with ow· speoies in the character of 
its sculpture. 

The inner volut.ions of my specimen are not sufficiently well preserved to dcciclc 
whether the coils were perforated or not. 

As this specimen is somewhat- deformed, I have not been able to take exact 
measm·ements. As to its dimensions, I must therefore refer to the figw:e. 

Suttwea.-Scpta close to each other with well individualised siphonal and umbili
cal saddles. Sipbonal lobe shallow, lateral lobe comparatively deep. 

Siphwncle.-.:-\ot known. 

3. MoJSVAROCERAS KA.GE nov. sp. Pl. II, fig. 8. 

This species, although to some extent reea.lling MoJ81Jaroceraa binodoHm Hauer 
(Be1trregc zur Kenntniss der Cephalopodcn aus der Trias von lfosnien, Dcn.k:schr. 
Kais. Akad. d. Wiss., LXIII, 1896, p. 279, Taf. I, figs. 3-4), is distinguished from all 
congenerio Alpine forms by its very slowly increasing whorls, which overlap 
one another along their siphonal part only. The shell is widely umbilicatecl, with a 

• 2 
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transverse section, which is octagonal in the inner and squa1·e in the outer voJu .. 
tions. The last volution is of equal height and width. Siphonal area T"ery gently 
arched, lateral parts flat and equi .. distant_ throughout their entire extent. Umbilical 
wall high and steep, but not pcrpeildicular. 

In its external sculpture this species agrees with M. .L/..ngmti v. ).fojsisovics 
(Ccphalopoden dcr }.{cditcrrancn Triasprodnz, Abhanill. K. K. Geol. Rcicbsan.st., X, 
p. 267, Taf. XC, figs. 1, 2) in the absence of pihc or libs. The ornamentation consists 
of strong umbilical and margi~al spincs1 which are sha1•ply pointed l_tnd i1sc from a 
circular base. As a rule, one marginal spine corresponds to an umbilical one, but 
~xc~ptionaUy the· numher of marginai spines corresponding to an umbilical one is 
two. In the penultimate whorl traces of indistinct pilre are noticed along the middle 
portion of the lateral parts. 

Diameter of the shell 
,, ,. ,, umbilicue. 

Height <if the last volution 
Thickncs~ ,, 

.Dimensions. 

, OS mm. 
2:3 

20 .. 

• 20 " 

Sutm·es.-A shallow siphonal lobe and a deep, rounded lateral lobe have been 
noticed. 1.Iy fragmentary specimen consists of air-chambers only. 

Sipliuncle.--Approximatcly central in its position. 
Locality: number of specinzens e.i·amined.-UppcrMuschclkalk, Kdg8. (Spiti), 

1, coll. Hayden. 

4. MoJSVAROCERAS sp. ind. aff. KAG..t:. Pl. II, fig. 9. 

A fragmentary specimen from the l\Iuschelkalk of Muth, Spiti (coll. Hayden), 
consisting of air-chambers only, is tei-y closely allied to Mojsvm·oce1·as KagaJ. Its 
volutions increase more rapidly, a diameter of the shell of 70 mm. corresponding 
to a width of the umbilicus of 21 mm. only. The transverse section is not square 
but trapezoidal, the greatest width coinciding with the umbilical m1.rgin. 
The sculpture agrees in general with that of Moj8'1Ja,.ocera11 Kagce, but traces of 
stout pilre are more dfatinctly marked near the end of the penultimate whorl. In 
the last volution the ornamentation is reduced to umbilical and marginal spines. 
The example is too badly preserved to state with certainty whether those spines 
persist or not in the unterior portion of the shell. 

I am, unfortunately, not able to give an adequaie figure of the sculpture of 
this specimen, which has been greatly injured by weathering. The ohief difference 
between the prescmt speciPs and M. Kagte may be eeen from a oomparison of their 
respective transverse sections. 

Sutures.-Agreeing with those of M. Kagd!. From the umbilical margin 
the septa run in a straight line down to the umbilical suture. 

Siphunole.--Below the centre of the septum. 
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Genus: '~RURINGIONA.UTILUS Mojs. 

TEt.unrNGIONAUTILUS sp. ind. Pl. II, fig. 3. 

Two Triassic species, formerly included by E. v. Mpjsirovics in the PaJreozoic 
genus. T1·ematodi~cus Meek and "\Vorthen, have bee1:1 recently cJassed among the 
forms re1ated to Nantilus jugatonoclosus Zimmel'mann (Jahrb. Kgl. Prcm!l. Geol. 
Landesanstalt, 1889, p. 322), for which the new genus Tlwririgionautilt~B has been 
proposed. This interesting genus of Nautilidm, of which two rcprei;;.entatives only 
are as yet known from the uppe1· 'friM of the Eastern Alps, is certainly represented 
in the Muschelkalk of the Him:ilayas. Although tllis Indian representative is an 
imperfect fragment only,· not worthy of a specifio denomination, it must be 
mentioned here on acoount of the interest which the discovery of Th1wingiona11ti
lus in the Himtilayan Trias deserves. 

The fragment from the upper Muschelkalk of K8.g8., Spiti (col]. Hayden), 
is not sufficient for a reconstruction of the shell, but its peculiar sculpture does not 
leave any doubt as to its idantity with Thm·ingionautilus. A shallow median 
depression of the siphonal area is bordered by conHnuous spiral ridges. Outside 
those spiral ridges a second spirnl row of indistinct marginal tubercles follows. 
The tubercles arn ver.v low n.nd elongated spirally. The next row of tubercles, 
which are stout and strongly dev<·loped, occupies a marginal position. They are 
connected with umbilical tubercles by low and broad pilro running straight acro~s 
the narrow and flat lateral parts. 

The similnrity in ornamentation to Tk11ringionautilus Klipsteini E. v. )loj
sisovics (Cephalopoden der Mediterranen Triasprovinz, Abhandlungen K. K, Gcol. 
Reicbsa.nst., X. p. 271, Taf. LXXXIX, fig. 2) is obvious, although the two species 
differ very considerably in their outlines and in the shape of theii· transverrn 
section. 

Siphzmcle.-Below the ·centre of the f:epta, which apparently agree with those 
of Th. Klipsteini. 

A -second specimen of Thuringionautilus from the Muschelka1k of Muth, Spiti 
(coll. Hayden), probably belongs to a different species, but is too poorJy preserved 
.to permit a specific description. The principal difference consists in the more 
strongly inHated section of the outer whorl and in the presence of higher siphonal 
and marginal ridges. 

Genus: GERMANONAUTILUS Mojs. 

GERMA?<..oNA"'CTILUs cf. SALINARiliS v. Mojs. Pl. III, fi~. 1. 

1882, Xautiltu ialinaritu E. v. Mojsisovin, Die Cephalopoden der Meditmanen Trifl8provin1 .• .Abh8ndl. 
K. K. Geol. Reiobsanst., X, p. 282, Taf. XCI, fig. S. 

Two specimens from the Musohelkalk of Muth, Spiti (coll. Hayden), are 
probably identical with this type of smooth-shelled Nautilidw from the Alpine 
Trias. 
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The better preserved example, which consists of air-chambers and of a amall 
portion of the body·chamber, agrees in its outlines, involution and transverse section 
with the specimen from the Schreyer Alpe illustrated by E. v. M.ojsisovics. 

The whorls are stroogly inflated, considerably broader than high, and envelope 
one another to about one·half their height. Both the umbilical and aiphonal 
margins are obtusely rounded. The umbilical wall is very high and pe:rpendioular, 
not vaulted. 

J)V,.,enaion~ (of the chambered nucleus). 

Di&nleterof the a.hell • 
" " "· Q!llbilicus • 

Height of the !Mt volutiou 
Thiclrneea ., ,. 

16 mm. 
17 " 
87 .. 
61 • 

Sut.rea.-Septa close to each other. No siphonal lobe developed. Septa 
crossing the external area in a nearly straight line, but describing a shallow lobe 
on "the late1al parts. Annular lobe present. 

Stph1mcle.-Uelow the centre of the septum . 
.Remarks.-The differences between. my Himalayan examples and the Alpine 

type~specimen illustrated by E. v. :Mojsisovics are insignificant. In my specimens 
the inHation is a little more strongly marked, the Jast volution is mora expanded 
and the umbilicus is a little wider, Nevertheless their resemblance is so great 
that many palreontologists would con.sider them identical. 

Sub-family: SYltlNGQ:'.\'AUTILlNA: Mojs. 

Genus:. SY&INGQNAUTIL~S v. Mojs. 

SYRINGONAliTILUS SPITIENSIS Stoliczka. 

l86i. NautUM spitien1ia Stoliczk~, Memoirs Geol. Surv. of India, Vol. V, Pt. l, p. 4.9, Pl. IV, fig. 2. 
1895. Nautilw; spitiensit Die Per, Him!layan Fo~s. P~!. Indiea, ser. XV, 'Vol. II, Pt, 2, Cephalopoda of the 

~lnachelke.lk, p. 86, Pl. XXVIll, fig. 5. 

The new genus Sy1·i,,gonautilua was proposed by E. v. Mojsisovios in 1902 
(Cephalopodcn der Hallstiltter Kalke, Ahhandl. K. K. Geo!. Reichsanst., VI-1, 
Supplementbd., p. 220) for the accommodation of Nautilus tili''anttB and its allies. 
That E. v. Mojsisovics was right in placing Nautilus spitiensis in this new genus, 
is proved by the examination of two well-preserved examples of this species from 
K:i.gti, Spiti (coll. Hayclen), in which some of the, generic characters of Sytin· 
gonautitus are exhibited, which were not known to me when describing Stoliczka'a 

type-specimen. 
One of those two specimens, with a diameter of 51 mm., consists or air-oham· 

hers only, but in the second specimen the body-chamber, to which nearly one-half 
of tlie last volution belongs, begins at a diameter of 35 mm. The :first specimen 
nnd the ~ha.mbered parts of the second have a tube-shaped t1·ansv&rse section 
with rt:igularly L'Ounded·off margins, whilst in the body-chamber the section gradually 
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becomes squure, BR in typical Sgringonautilinte, and the siphonal area. becomes flat .. 
tened and marked off from the flanks by obtusely rounded edges. The disoovery 
of these features in adult individuals of N. apititnsi•-in Stoliozka's type
specimen only the posterior t.ermination of the body-chamber had been preserved 
-demonstrates the conootoess of grouping the present species among the represen• 
tatives of sg,.fngonaittilua. 

Another feature ch.&racteristic of the ornamentation of the shell in Syringonau· 
Wu.a has been noticed in this specimen. Large fragments of the shell, ndhering to 
the matrix, exhibit thin transverse strire of growth crossed by delioate spiral lines, 
exactly as in S. Carolin us. 

My larger specimen, in a complete st.ate of preservation, must have been pro· 
vided with at least two and a half volutions. 

Sub-family : GRYPONAUTILIN..ll Mojs. 

Genus : G11. YPOOERAS Hyatt. 

1. GRYPOCERAS GBIESBACHI Diener. 

1895. Na•liltU Griu~adi Diener, Pa.lreonto\ogi.11. Indio., ~m·. XV, Him&laran Fou., Vo1. II, Pt. 2. The 
Cephalopoda of ~be ~lns1·belkalir, p. 85, Pl. XIVIIJ, &gs. 6, 7. 

A beautifully-preserved example of this species of the group of G,·ypoceras 
Palladi; Mojs. was collected from the Muschelkalk of Kagil, Spiti, by Hayden. 
It is somewhat less elliptical in its outlines than my type-spooimens from Kalapani, 
but agrees with them very closely in the rest of its characters. 

The shell, which has been partly preserved, is covered with numerous very 
delicate strim of growth. 

One· quarter of the la.st volution belongs to the body-chamber. 

2. GRYPOCERAs sp. incl. ex. aff. G. P .A.LLADII Mojs. 

A large speoimen of Grypoceras, with part of its body-chamber preserved, is 
nearly sllied to G, Pal!adii E. v. Moj,ieovics (Die Cephalopoden der Mediterranen 
Triasprovinz, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsam.t., X, p. 225, Taf. XCII, fig. 2) from 
the Alpine Musohelkalk. It is distinguished from this species by its greater width, 
broader external area and by the less strongly oblique slopes of its lateral parts. 
The greatest transverse diameter coincides with the umbilical edge, but in length 
does not exceed the distance between the two siphonal margins so considerably 
as in G. Palladii. In involution and suture11 the two species 8t,OTee entirely. 

Dime....., (of the chambered portion of the shell). 
Diameter ol the sbell • 

., ,. "umbilio111 
Height of the tut volutioo 
Thicll:Ileae ,. ,, 

87 mm . 
19 .. 
47 

4d •' 
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The diameter of the entire specimen is 110 mm. 
Sip1wnale.-A little below the centre of the septum. 
Sutu1·ea . .:.....Agrecing with those in G. Palla'dii. 
Locality: number of specimena e.xamined.-Ridge between Dharma and 

Lissar valleys 1, coll. La Touche. 

Sub-family: CLYDONAUT!Lrn.dl l\fojs. 

Genus: PARANAUTILtS v. Mojsisovics. 

1. PAR!.NAUTILUS BULLOCKII nov. sp. Pl. III, fig. 2. 

A small .species of a smooth 1Yautilus with strongly-expanding body-chamber 
volution and with a narrow umbilicus will find its systematic position among 
the forms related to Na1itilus Simonyi .!!'. v. Hauer (Faranautilu11). It appears 
to be allied to Paranautilus sp. ilid. E, 1. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der lfedi
terranen Triasprovinz, Abhnndl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., X, p. ~82, Taf. XCI, 
fig. 4) from the red marble of Pozoritta (ladinic stage) but is of much more globose 
shape. The volutions are strongly inflated, with rounded margins and with a highly 
arched siphonal part. The deep umbilfous is surrounded by a vertical wall. 

In the tube-shaped character of the whorls the species recalls Syringoceras, 
from which it is distinguished. by its small, funnel-shaped umbilicus and by the 
persistence of the vaulted character of the siphonal part in the body-chamber. 

Sutures.---Septa close to each other, running straight across the siphonal part. 
Lateral lobe very shallow, barely developed. No umbilical saddle. 

Dimensions. 
Diameter of the Bhell • 

,. ., ,, 1lmbilic1l8 
Height of thB last volutioo 
Thickllesa ,, ,. 

40 IQm. 

• 
20 " 
33" .. 

Locality: number of specimens examined.-Muth (Spiti) 1, coll. Hayden. 

2. PARA.NAUTILUS nov. sp. ind. 

A very large species of Paranautilus is represented by two specimens, consist
ing of air-chambers only, from the Muschelkalk of K8.ga, Spiti (coll. Hayden). 

The diameter of the larger example is 130 mm. Both specimens are very 
strongly inflated. nearly as broad as, or broader than, high and provided with only a 
very small umbilicus. From P. Simonyi F. v. Hauer (Neue Cephalopoden aus den 
Marmorschichten von Hallstatt und Aussee, Haidinger's Naturwissenschaftl. 
Abhandl. III, 18,19, p. 5, Taf. I, fig. 12-14) t,hey differ by their larger size, their 
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more globose shapes and theh• flattened siphonal area. In the latter ohar&eter they 
recall P. hambanagemis E. v. Mojsisovics (Denksohr. Kais. Akad. d. Wissensch., 
LXIII, p. 672, Ta!. XXI, fig. 1). 

The siphuncle is very deep in its position, exactly as in P. Simonyi, the 
prototype of the genus. The siphonal and lateral lobes are extremely shallow. 

I am not sure whether the two Himii.layan specimens ought to be placed 
in one single or in two different species, one of them surpassing the other consider
ably in the inflation of its volutions. In the transverse section of this specimen a 
width of 76 mm. corresponds to a height of 68 mm., whereas in the second example 
height and width &re equal (80 mm.) 

Both specimens a.re too poorly preserved to be fit for illustration. 

Order: AMMONOIDEA. 

A. CERAT!TOIDEA. 

Genus : CERA.TIT EB de Ha.an. 

The Ceratitidm of the Himalayan Muschelkalk comprise very numerous 
forms, which seem to he developed in quite an exceptional manner in this horizon, 
of which they are the chief leading fo~sils. 

The number of forms included in the genus Oeratites up to 1895 by different 
authors, had become very largP, and an nceptionnlly wide rang .. has been given 
to the genus. Philippi, in his most valuable monograph of the Ceratites of the 
German ·Muschelka.lk (Palreontologische Abhandlungen von Dames nnd Koken, 
VITT, 1901, Heft4), was the first to show that the range attributed to Ceratites 

by E. v. i\Iojsisovics, Wa.a_gen and my:-lelf, was no longer in accordance with the 
general custom of the interpretntion of the extent of other :Mesozoic genera of 
ammonites. According to his view, the genus Oeratitea in the interpretation of 
previous authors is decidedly polyphyletic. In order to arrive at purely mono· 
phyletic elemPnts of classification he proposes to exclude from the genus large 
groups of forms allied by remarkable proper characters and by developmental 
connection. As groups which ought to be excluded from the genus Oeratitea, 
he oonsiders: Oeratites m~di E. v. Mojsisovics (.Apleurocet·as Hyatt), 0. obsoleti 
v. Mojsi . .;ovios (l)anubite~ ).[ojs.), 0. aubrobusti v. Mojsisovics (Keyse1·lingites Hyatt, 
RohusUtes Phil.), C. polaris j\fojs. (Arctoceras Hyatt) ancl nearly all the 
Ceratites of the Sa.It Range describecl and illustrated by Waagen. '!'he propriety 
of inoludini? the Indian group of 0. circ1implicati in the genus Oe1·atites appea1:'s 
to him rat her questionable, but he avoids gidng a decided opinion on this !'Ubject. 

In his revision oft.he Cephalopoda. for the English edition of Zittel's text-book 
of Palreontology (London, 1900) Hyatt h,. also made an attempt to avoid the 
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difficulty of conceding an unusu111ly wide interpretation to the genus Oeratites by 
uniting some of its groups into proper genera or s11h-genera. Thus the genera or 
suh·gf'nera. A.pleuroceras, Paraceratites, Keyse1·lingites and Arctoceras have been 
proposed. But llJatfs attempt at classification has been, unfortunately, almost 
entirely restricted to the introduction of those new denominations. Neither a 
diagnosis of the new genera nor a discussion of their affinity to one another 
nor of their developmental connection has ever heen published. 

The beautifnl materials cntru.,tcd to me for examination, haT"e yielded so many 
nrw all(l unexpected results, that I feel justified in establishing a. new basis for a 
systematic classification of the g~nus Ceratite1. As I cannot agree with Philippi 
in all the views ex.pressed in his memoir on the Ceratites of the German .\I uschelkalk, 
I am obliged to discuss the subject more thoroughly. This discussion will, however, 
he confined to the Ceratitcs of the Indian Triassic province and Ceratites of other 
regions will be treated only so far as may be necessary. 

Before entering into this discussion I may be allowed a few introductory 
remarks. I am well aware that a fundamental postulate of all classifications in 
palreontology is the principle that all genera ought to be strictly monophy le tic. 
Philippi undoubtedly believes that he is acting in accordance 1'ith this postulate in 
l'cmoving from the genus Ceratites all groups of forms the real developmental 
connection of whid1 appears to him uncertain. For the ancestor of Ce1·atitea he looks 
among the genera closely allied to Meekoceraa Hyatt. 

The valuable researches on the Arctic Cephalopoda by E. v. l\Iojsisovic.s have 
given full evidence of an uninterrupted evolutional series, which connects the 
group of Dinarile8 spiniplicati ( Ole,iekiteB Hyatt) with that of Ceratites aubro· 
buati (Keyserlinr1itea Hyatt). He consequently infers that Keyserlingites and 
Ceratites (ae11su stricto), having sprung from two different roots, must be kept 
separate and cannot be united in the same geom:. 

An examination of a very large amount of material has convinced me of the 
impossibility of adl1ering !'trictly to this principle, although I am far from question· 
ing its theoretical correctness. '!'his examination has led to the discovery of some 
most remarkable cases of convergence, which put enormous difficulties in the way of 
a classifiention based solely on the principle of developmental connection. When we 
find that the ontogeny of two forms ( Oeratites Vyasa and Cemlitea .IJevasena) 
whose outer volutions cannot be distinguished, is nevertheless entirely distinct, 
that the same remark applies to 0. Padma and 0. Ravana, to Keyserlingites 
subrobuslus and to K . .IJieneri, that the characters of Keyserlinyite.'! a.re found in a 
species, whose inner volutions do not at all agree with Olenekites, :md that, on the 
other hand, forms with a widely different external appearance ( Proptychite1, BeyN· 
ckites) are linked togE1ther most intimately with nodose Ceratites, we must confess 
that, to arrive at purely monophyletic elements of classification is possible only in 
very exceptional cases. 

Regar<lin€!' a clnssification, therefore, based o:-n purely monophyletie elements as a 
pium defiderium, which cannot be fulfilled for the moment, I have accepted the genus 
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-oeratitea in the old circumi?cription as a polyphyletio genus, oomposed of different 
elemenb, with different roots. Not wishing to supplement observed facts by theo
retical anticipations, I believed it to be more judicious to leave all the forms 
hitherto described as Oeratitea in this genus and to make no generic distinction 
based on supposed lines of developmental connection. But in order to facilitate 
a review of the very large number of forms, I have united them in sub-genera1 

containing such e1wciee as are allied by rema.rkable proper characters. Thus, 
several of the former groups h!lve been elevated to the rank of sub-genera. To 
these more groups have been added, distinguished from the rest by essential 
characters. For the distinction of those sub-genera use has been made of the gene
rality of features, not of the development of a single character. This classification 
of Ceratites therefore differs considerably from that introduced in the clai:;sification 
of the Meekoceratidl1! of the Salt Range by WaagP-n, founded on one subordinate 
character, the development of the auxiliary series only. 

The most importaut section is the group of Oeratites nodosi. As it includes 
ce,·atites nodosus v. Schlot-h., the prototype of the genu.!l, the name Cerldiles s . .e. 
must be applit>d to that section. 

Beyrich (Uebf'l' einige Cepbalopoden aus dem Muschelkalk der Alpen, etc., 
Abhandl. Kgl. Akad. d. Wissensch., Berlin, 1866, No. 2, p. 121) wast.he first author 
who 'Proposed thi~ group of 0. nodosi, in which both German and Alpine reprc~rn
tatives of the genus were included. I quote Beyrich'8 own diagnosfa of this section: 

"The name of nodosi fa chosE'n fora group in which the two series of .Ll.mmonites 
nodosus and of A.. binodosu.s ought to be united. 'l'his section contains Ammonites 
with discoidal shell with a siphonal area, which is always marked off from the 
lateral parts, distinguished by their strongly-developed sculpture. This siphonal 
area is not carinate but provided with spines or pinacles along ib margins, which 
conespond to the laternl folds. 'The folds a.re dichotomous in adolescent and middle 
stages of growth. A row of spines or tubercles along the middle of the flanks 

marks the point of bifurcation. A third accessory row of tubercles or spim1s mny 
be developed along the umbilical mnrgin. 'l'his is a pattern of sculpture strongly 
recalling that of .il.mrnonites dentati in geologically )'Ounger systems. As in all 
other patterns of ornamentation, variations may be noticed in old age. Eve11 
smooth forms may result from an obliteration of the soulptur9. In .dmmonites 
nodosus the dichotomous folds are transformed into single, bulky ribs after tlw dis
appearance of the lateral tubercles. lnother opecies all tubcrclesareoblitentedancl 
the ribs replaced by falciform plications or strim. The complication of the 
sutural line is restricted to the development of simple indentations at the base of 
the lobes, but eventually the margins of the saddles and eYen their tops may be 
affected by denticulations. In no case, however, are tl1ose indentations transformed 
into deuticulate digitations or ramifications by secondary inci~ions." 

From this diagnosis it is evident, that Beyrich united the Alpine group of 
Ceratites binodosuB and the German group of O. nodosus in his section of nodosi. 
Beyiich's view has been followed by myself in 1895, by W aagon in 1896 and by 

F 2 
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Philippi in 1901. E. v. Mojsisovics in 1882, emphasizing the remarkable differ
ences between the majority of Alpine and German Ceratites, separated the Alpine 
fOl·ms from the section of 11odofli and grouped them into the three developmental 
series of Ceratites biwdosus, 0. Zoldianus and 0. cimeganus. Philippi, in his beau
tiful memoir quoted above, demonstrated the small importa.nce of the characters 
of distinction between thoi;e three series and the Grrman nodosi, and he consequently 
insists on retaining Beyrich's original diagnosis of the section. The evidence 
of a close affinity of the two series of Ce1·atites binodosus and of 0. 11odosus is one 
of the chief results of Philippi's careful studies. The introduction of a new sub
generic denomination (Paraceratites) for the Alpine group of 0. binodosua is there .. 
fore not justified. • 

In accordance with Beyrich and Philippi, I have united both Alpine and 
German forms in the section of nodosi, for which, according to the rules of palreon· 
tological nomenclature, the name of Oeratitea a. a. must be reserved. 

To this section of nodosi four Bim3.laya.n species have been attributed by 
myself in 1895, namely, Oeratitea Thuilleri, Oppel, C. himalayanu1 Blanf., 0. Kama
deva, 0. Km;e1·a. Philippi (l. c. p. 92) is not inclined to follow my oiew. He 
only comidcrs 0. himalayanus as a typical representative of the nodosi, and pro· 
poses to include the three other species in the section of circwmplicati rather than 
of nodosi. To this treatment of the group I am, however, obliged to object. 

The most typical representative of the Alpine series of 0. binodosua in the 
Muschelka.lk of the Himalayas is certainly Geratites Tkuz"lle1·i Oppel. A. v. Krafft 
has discovered intermediate forms between this species and 0. trinodosus v. Mojs. 
In the shape of the area, in its sculpture, and in the arrangement of its sutural 
line it differs from the Indian circumplicaU quite as strongly as 0. himalayanua. 
I must confess that I cannot understand the reasons for Philippi'& comparing the 
sutures of 0. Tkuilleri to those of species of the Indian circumplicati. C. Tkuilleri 
has a narrow auxiliary lobe, which is followed by a high auxiliary saddle. 'l'his 
is an arraagement of sutures similar to that in G. trinodosus and differing from 
that in the most typical forms of the group of 0. Poitt in the section of circum
plicati. A similar remark applies to O. Kuvera, which is a]so connected with G. 
T!tuilleri by intermediate forms. The last species, G. Kamadeva, is so nearly 
allied to 0. 1mbnodo8uB Mojs., that it cannot be placed in another section of the 
genus to this Alpine species. 'l'be differences between G. Kamadeva and O. 
nodosus, enumerated by Philippi, exist also between 0. aulmodosus nnd 0. nodosua. 
[f Philippi has not considered them sufficiently important to exclude O. 8Uhno .. 
doaus from the section of 0. nodoai, they certainly offer no evidence agaim1t leaving 
0. Kamadeva in that section. 

Notwithstanding Philippi's remarks to the contrary, I feel consequently obliged 
to retain my classifi.oation of Himalayan Ceratites and to leave the four species 
mentioned above in the section of rwdosi, viz., in the sub-genus Oeratitea a. a. 

* Jt ia qucBtionable, wb<other Kitti hancted according to Hie rules of palieontological no111enclature, in propoaing 
theaub-gene1icdtnomination of Paraceratite.r io. Hl03 (Abhandl.,K. K. Geol. Reichaanet., XX, Bd. Bft. J, p. 29) 
for 11. apecies from the lower Trias of Dalmnlia. 
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To those four species seven more must he added after the examination of the 
recently acquired Himalayan materials. The typical Ce1·atites trinodosus Mojs. 
is among them, together with two other species nearly allied to Alpine types (0. 
fi1Pe1·biformis, C. sp. ind. ea; aff . ..AlJichi). One of the new species exhibits a re· 
markable extel'nal resemblance to 0. atavua Phil. of the German group of 0. 
nodosus, but its inner volutions being unknown to me, I cannot say whether this 
is a. ewe of convergence only or of real affinity. This question is the more difficult 
to decide, as a vny remarkable convergence actually exists in the shape of the outer 
volutions of some species of Indian and German CeratUes nodosi. 

Beyrich remarks that in full·grown individuals of Ceratites nodosus the 
dichotomous folds are often transformed into simple, bulky ribs after the disappear
ance of the lateral tubercles. The illustrations of 0. evolutus gh-en by Philippi 
on Pl. XLII nnd XLIII of his memoir, clearly show this pattern of sculpture. It 
only needs a glance at my figures of a. truncus and a. IJevasena to convince the 
reader of t.he absolute identity of the sculpture in these two groups of Ammonites. 
That thi~ is no case of real affinity but of oonvergence on1y, is.evident from a com .. 
parison of the sutures, which differ considerably, especially in the character of 
the auxiliary series. But with fragments of body-chambers only available for 
examination, one might, indeed, be at a loss how to distingui!!h them. 

A small group of Cerntites, which presents itself as a natural subdivision, con
sists of Oeratites Erasmi v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Mediterranen Trias
provinz, Ahhandl. K. K. Geol. Reicl1sanst., Bd. X, p. 43, 'faf. XL, fig. 13), 0. aster 
v. Hauer (Denkschr. Kais. Akad. d. Wissensch., LIX, p. 262, Taf. III, fig. 3) and 
0. tuberosus v. Arthnber (Beitrrege zur Geol. u. Palreont. Oesterr.-Ungarns, etc., 
Bd. X, p. 68, Taf. V, fig. 6). 

All those !lpecies are provided with ~hort, s.pinip1icate ribs, originating from 
stout umbilical bumps :md gradually dying out towards the siphonal margin. It 
is probably the brachyphyUic development of the sutures which induced Philippi 
(1. c. p. 87) to unite this little g-roup with Bey1·iahites Waagen. But the sculpture 
of Be.11riahites differs considerably from that of the four above-quoted species, 
consisting of falciform folds, whfoh are always less strongly developed in the lower 
than in the upper portion of the flanks. If tubercles or spines exist, they are in
variably found in the middle of the lateral parts, not in the vicinity of the um
bilicus. The absence of any umbilical sculpture is a feature EO characteristic of 
typical representatives of Beyriahites (B. 1·euttenais Beyr., B. Khaniko.fi Oppel, 
B. affinis Mojs.), that any attempt to amalgamate spinip1icate forms with this 
genus must be discarded. 

For the accommodation of the fom above-quoted species of Oeratites, the sub
genus Philippites may be proposed. 

In the Indian Muschelkalk this sub-genus is probably represented by Oera
titea sp. ind. ajf. Wetsoni (Diener 1. c., p. 8, Pl. I, fig. 3) from the Shalshal cliff. This 
species is closely allied to 0. Erasm,i, but its sutures are simpler, the marginal 
-walls of the saddles .remaining entire. Whether there exists a closer affinity between 
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. · d a ITT t · o el cannot be ascertained. 0. Wet8oni has been 
thIS specie~ an · e som, PP ' "t' f l · h is ratheT 
founded on a very imperfect fragment, the systematic_ ~s1 rnn o _w nc 
doubtful. In the sutural line a very broad second auxil~ary lobe 1~ _the most .co~· 
spicuous element. In the fragment from the Shalshal chff the umb1hcal mar~1~ lS 
wanting and the sutural line can only be examined as far as to the first aux1h.ary 

saddl~ typical representative of the sub-genus Philippites_ in the ~u~cl~elkalk of 
the Himilayas is Ph. JoUnkmws1 which agrees with the Alprn~ species m its sp1m
plicate sculpture awJ. in the shape of the narrow arPa, but differs by less strongly 

scrrntccl sutures. 
From P!tilippites a species must be kept separate, which has been described as 

IJinmites comiecteus by E. v .. Jifojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Mediterraneu Trinspro· 
vinz, I. o. p. 9, Taf. III, fig. 10) from the ·werfen beds of Hungary, notwith· 
standing its remarkable similarity in sculpture. But in JJinarites connecten4, 
which is provided with two lateral lobes as in Ceratites, the development of sutures 
is exactly the same as in typical Dinarites. The lobes are few in number, naITOw, 
not serrated, and are separated by very broad, rounded saddles. I think that 
Dina1·ites connect ens might find its systematic position with .1.pleuroceraa Hyatt 
rather than with any other group of Ceratites. 

A group of Arctic Ceratites, which is ne:n·ly allied to the nodosi, is tho section 
of Oe1·atites ueminati v. Mojs. It is distinguished from the nodosi by the presence of 
true keels and of parabolic ears and deserves a special sub-generic designation. An 
American representative of this section having been described as Gymnotoce'J·as hy 
Hyatt we shall follow that learned author in making use of this denomination. 

'!'here is only a single species of this sub-genus from the Him6.layan )I uschellrnlk 
known to me. It has been illustrated in fig. 3, pl. V, of my memoir on the Cepha· 
lopoda of the 11.·Iuschelkalk (Bimtilayan Fossils, Palroont. Indica, scr. XV, Vol. II, 
Pt. ~). hut has not been distinguished by a specific name, on account of its incomplete 
state of 1n·escrvation. 'l'he presence of parabolic ears does not permit its i<lentifi· 
cation with the group of Ce1·atites rusticua v. Hauer, as has been arlvocated by 
Philippi (l. c. p. 94). The second species, which I have referred to Gynwotoceraa 
provisiomlly and with great reserve only, is too fragmentary to allow of a safe 
determination. 

A third group of forms nearly allied to the section of nodosi, consists of carinate 
Ceratitrs allied to Ceratites ''Hsticus Hauer (Denksohr. Kais. Akad. d. 'Vissensch., 
Bd. LXIII, 1896, p. 259, 'l1af. IX, fig. J.-4) from. the Bosnian :L\Iuschelkalk of 
Haliluci. This section, for which I propose the sub·generic name of Halilucites, is 
distinguished by the presence of strong keels, accompanied by siphonal furrows. 

In my memoir on tlrn Triassic Cephalopoda of the Bakony (Palreontologiscber 
Anhan~ zu dem ersten 'l'eil des ersten Ba.ndes der Resultate der wissenschaftlichen 
Erforsclrnng- des Balatonsees, p. 9) I have objected to F. v. Bauer's view that those 
species should be looked upon as intermediate shapes between Oe1·atitea and 
Hungm·ites. Hunga·rite8, which makes its first appearance together with Otoceraa 
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in the Permian rooks of Djulfa, entirely agrees with Otocera.a in its development, 
exhibiting a tripartite character of the 5iphonal part in adolescent stages of growth. 
The siphonal part is roof-shaped, its two flanks sloping· regularly from a shurp me
dian keel or edge towards the marginal ridges. In Otoceraa, which is most inti
mately related to Hungaritea, from which it differs only by the ea1·-shaped expansion 
of its umbilical margin, I have been able to trace this tripartite character of the sipho
na.l part in young specimens with a diameter of the shell of only 5 mm. 
In old age the three-edged termination of the siphonal part becomes obsolete, 
the marginal edges disappearing gradually, whereas the sharp1 knife-like 
median edge remains. In such full-grown individuals the transverse section is 
helmet-shaped. 

From this typical sl1ape of Hungm'ites and of Otoceras the Bosnian Ceratites of 
the group of Cei·atites rusticus differ considerably. Theirsiphonal part is raised 
into a high median keel, but is not roof-shaped. The keel is not sharpened into an 
acute ed~e, but is often rounded along its top and bordered by deep marginal furrows. 
In Halil1wites the slope between the siphonal and marginal ridges is always 
interrupted in a very remarkable manner. This is a good featurE! of distinction be
tween Halilucites and Httngarites. 

In the Indian }r[ uschelkalk a single species of Halilucites is known to me. It 
is nearly allied to H. planilaleratus v. Hauer from the Bosnian ){uschelkalk. 

The most important group of Indian Ceratites is the section of cfrcurnpl-icati, 
for which I propose the sub-geneiic designation of Ilollandites. Philippi considers 
this ~roup :is remarkably well defined and in his clingnosis (I. o. p. 93) enumerates 
the following features ns its leading character!:l. of distinction :--

u Diener's cfrcumplicati are forms with closely-set ribs, which, as a rule, arc 
slightly falciform. In the chambered parts of the i-hell the ribs are often dichoto
mous, bifurcation occurring either in the region of lateral tubercles or near the umbili~ 
cal margin. Umbilical tubercles are developed in the majority of species, lateral 
and marginal tubercles, however, less frequently. This is a difference between 
Diener's ci1·cumplicati and the section of binodosi, in which lateral and marginal 
tubercles make their appearance first and are followed by umbilical tubercles in 
some species only and in con~iderably 1ater stages of growth. 

"In their sutures the Indian circmnplicrdi also differ remarkahly from the 
overwhelming majority of European representatives of the genus Cm·atites. In the 
Indian ci1rcumplWati one character of their sutures is very compicuous and constant: 
this is the small number and high development cf principal elements. Besides the 
median prominence three Raddles only are constantly and well developed, namoly, 
the siphonal and two lateral saddles. Of auxiliary elements the first auxiliary lobe 
alone is distinctly marked. All the remaining elements are rudimentary and very 
inconstant in shape and number. Those auxiliary elements between the first auxi
liary lobe and the umbilical suture correspond exactly to the auxiliary indentations 
of the nodosi. In Diener's circumpl~ati consequently one vrincipal tilement of 
the sa.tural Jioe of nodcsi, a distinctly developed first auxiliary saddle, is entirely 
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absent. This is the more remarkable bf'cause the Indian circumplicati are mostly 
Jarge and not strongly evolute forms 

"With this comparatively small number of principal sutural elements t.heir 
oomplicated development is in contrast. In nearly all specif's the saddles are 
serrated up to their tops. I am bound to confess, that the arrangement of sutUl'es in 
Indian circumplicati reminded me of Trackyce1·as rather than of Ceratites!' 

I have quoted Philippi so far, but I am sorry to say, I oannot agree with him 
on all es~ential points of his diagnosis of Indian circumplicati, my examination of 
vnry rich materials having led me to different results, 

The most important external feature, and constant in all species of Holland&tea, 
is the predominance of ribs and the comparatinly insignificant part which tuber· 
des play in the ornamentation. Two different developmental saries may be 
distinguished. In the first, to which the majority of species belongs, the soulpture 
is but faiotly marked in the inner nuclei and gradually increases in strength and 
complication towards the body.chamber whorl. The simplest types of thi!:l group 
are Hollanditea Pisvakarnaa and H. Roxburghii, in which the sculpture consists of 
straight radiating ribs only, without any tubercles. The most highly developed 
forms a\·e H. J?"oiti and H. Ravan~, in which the ribs are often dichotomous and 
adorned with umbilical, lateral and marginal tubercles, 

In the second group are included those forms of which the lateral sculpture is 
most strongly drveloped in the inner nuclei and gradually dies out towards the 
peristome. Hollanditea .AiraMta, Fl. Cecilii and H. Moorei belong to this group. 
II . .AiratJata is provided with umbilioal tubercles. In the two other species tuberoles 
are altogether absent. 

Philippi's suggestion that umbilical tubercles invariahly make their appear· 
ance before the lateral and margin:il ones, is not in accordance with the results of 
my examination of young individuals of Hollrrndites Ravona tia?'. in which umbi .. 
lical and lateral tubercles appear together in thf! same stngt:i of gMwth. In B. 
Dungara no umbilical tuherol"°s at all are developed, but only protracted lateral 
elevations and siphonnl prominences of the ribs in the outer volutions. 

Special stress has been laid by Philippi on the character of the sutural line of 
Hollandites, especially on the absence of a distinctly marked first auxiliary saddle. 
This ai·gument has also proved to be insufficient on closer examinat!on of my 
Himalayan materials. Two species, which in their external shape ancl sculpture 
must be considered M typical representatives of this sub .. genus, H. Pisvaka~-ma and 
H. Moo1·ei, are provided with auxilinry rnddles as distinct as in any species of tbe 
section of nodoai. 'fo thf'm a third species, previously described as Meekoeeras 
Nalikanta, muSt be added, which I prefer to include now in the sub-genus Holland .. 
ites. Although the character of the sutural line described by Philippi is well 
marked in H. 1Toiti and its allies, it cannot he looked upon as a feature ofsub-generio 
importance common to all Indian Oeratites circumplicati. 

As WaagEm's important studies of the fauna of the Salt Range Ceratite forma
tion had not yet been published at the time when I wrote my memoir on the 
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Cephalopoda of the HimBlayan M:uschelkalk, I accepted the genus Meekoceras in 
the wide interpretation in which the name had been applied by E. v. Mojsisovice. 
Three specie~. which I thus originally included in the genusMeekoceraa, namely, M, 
.Nalikanta, M. Srikanta and M. Namda, were subsequently included in 1Vaagen's 
genus Proptychitea. 'fbe examination of inner nuclei of .Hollandites "Foiti Oppel 
and the discovery of a species most intimately alliP-d to Meekoceras Nalikanta, viz., 
B0Ua11Jites Cecilii1 ham convinced me that their proper systimatic position is 
probably among the representatives of Hollandites. 

Some very remarkable cases of convergence have been noticed betueen adult 
individuals of sel'eral species of the sections of Oe1·atites nodoei and ci'rcumplicnti. 
There al'e species in both sections with a tendency to change the sculpture of the 
inner volutions in the body-chamber whorl. The ornamentation of the lattel· consists 
of simple, distant and coarse radial ribS, which are neve1· dichotomous and 
strongly recall the sculpture in the outer volutions of the typical Ceratites 11odos11s 
from the German Muschelkalk. Outer volutions with this pattern of sculpture are 
found in species whose inner whorls are eatirely dilfe1·ent, e.g., in Oeratites Devase11a 
or in 0. truncus of the section ofnodosi, and in Holtanclites 17yasa of the section of 
cfrcumplicati. 

Another remarkable cnse of convergence is afforded by the outer volutions o 
Ceratiles Padma and of Hollandites Raoana, which in thoir ornamentation cannot 
be distinguished, although the inner nuclei of th~ two spPcies are entirely different. 

From such experience it is evident that outer volutions of Indian Ceratite!l1 

separated from their inner uuclei, become practically indcterminahle. I ha,c, 
indeed, been obliged to leave und('termined a Iar::e number of fragments collected 
in the Muschelkalk of Spiti b,\' Hayden and A. v. Krafft, which formerly would 
have been referred without hesitation to Ceratites Vya11a or to C. R(t'IJann. 

It is consequentl~· impol"sible to establish the systematic position of tho frag· 
ment which Oppel has thought worthy of the "Pccific name of 0. tm1tRfo8, or of 
.Ammonites Blrwfordi Salter. Those two names must be discarded entirely, having 
been attrib11ted to undeterminablc specimens. 

In common with E. v. ~Iojsisodcs I have consirlered the majority of Inrlian 
circumplic<di as repl"csentatives of the Arctic group of Oe1·atites polaris (Arcfoceras 
l:fyatt), but it must he rt•memhercd that this was before the important results cf 
Waagen's examination of the lower Triassic ammonites from the Ceratitc formation 
of the Salt Range were known to me. ·waagen (Fossils from the Ceratite forma
tion, 8alt Range Foss., Palreont. Indica, ser. XIJI, Vol. II, p.116) pointed out the 
rcmarkalJle similarity between the group of C. polm•is and his genus P1·optychites. 
Philippi (1. o. p. 90) peremptorily excludes .il.rcloce1·as from the genus Oer11lites 
and deni~s any oloso relationship between Arctic and Indian ci1·cumplicati. 
Having no materials of .J.rctoce1·as at hand for studying the derelopmcnt of the 
inner vo]utions, I am not able to enter further into this question. 

Among European Ceratites 0. Peters·i v. Mojs., 0 Zezianus v. :Mojs. and 
Ceratites sp. ind. Diener from the Musohelkalk of the Schiechlir.ghoebe (Diener, 
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Bcitrrege zur Geologie und Palreontologie Oestcrr. Ungarns, etc., XIII, 1901, p. 11, 
Taf. II, fig. 5) are probably representatives of the sub-genus Hollandites. I cannot 
agree with E. v. Mojsisovics in placing O. Pete1·si1 a near ally of Hollanditea Fr:titi 
Oppel, in the group of Ceratites binodoaus, since the most important character of 
that group, the presence of lateral tubercles, is only very indistinctly developed. In 
the predominance of ribs as principol elements of sculpture 0. Pete1·si agrees with 
the Indian types of t:ircuniplicali. C. Zezianus and 0. ap. ind. from the Schiechling· 
hoehe are too imperfectly known to permit a safe establishment of their systematic 
position. 

In the inner nuclei of Hollan.dites Yyaaa the lateral ribs are not inter111pted 
along th~ siphonal area, but pass over it in a nearly straight line without diminish· 
ing in size. In the )luschelkalk of Byans a species of Ceratites has been discovered 
by F. H. Smith, in which this character is not restricted to young stages of growth 
but persists in old age. For the accommodation of this species (section of Ceratttea 
continui) tlie sub-genus Peripleurocyclus is proposed. 

In Peripleurocgclus Smithianus the ribs are but faintly developed in the 
umbilical region and reach their maximum strength along the siphonal part. The 
ribs are simple, not dichotomom:. If the pattern of sculpture, peculiar to Peri· 
vteurocyclus, were combined with the orna-nentation of Philippites Jolinkanus, 
forms with the external shape of the genus Ll.crochordice1·aa Hyatt would result 
from this combination. 

In 1893 a new sub-genus, lJanubites, was proposed by E. v. Mojsisovics for the 
t'"ro united gronps of Oe1•atites obsoleti and of Oeltites Floria11i. As characters of 
ihis new sub-genus slowly-increasing volutions, which scarcely overlap each other, 
and strai'ght radial rihs are quoted. In my memoir on the Cephalopoda of the 
lower 'l'ria.-" of the B im3layas (p. 24) I have explained that this sub-genus is largely 
represented in the lower Trias!(ic deposits of the HimB.layas and that two species 
also occur in the lower :Muschelkalk of the limestone-crag of Chitichun. I have 
laid special stress on the fact that none of the lower Triassic species can be united 
with the group of .Danubi.tes Floriani v .. Mojs, The advisability of separating the 
latter group from Danubites as a proper suh·genus (Flor'ianites Hyatt) might be 
taken into consideration. 

E. v. Mojsisovics in his Cephalopoden der Hallstatter Kalke (Abbandl. K. K. 
Geol. Reichsanst., Vl-1, p. 1, Supplementbd., 1902, p. 323) advocates a generic 
separation of the Indian forms, united in the sub-genus Danubites in my memoirs on 
1:1 im!ilayan fossils, from the group of Arctic Oeratites obsoleti. 

According to his opinion, .. lJ.eekoceratidfB were the ancestors of Indian .IJanet· 
bites and ])inarites spiniplicati (Olenekites) the ancestors of Ceratite1 obsoletl. 
The external resemblance of both groups is therefore a case of convergence only, and 
a classification of ammonites based on the monophyletic principle of phylogeny 
consequently demands their division into two separate genera. E. v. Mojsisovics 
therefore restricts the name of IJanubitea to the Arctic species and proposes to unite 
the Indian forms with Waagen's genus .Ienodfscus. 
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I am not inclined to follow this view. Phylogeny is very unsafe ground for 
palmontological clMsification. According to my opinion, species agreeing in all 
essential characters must be united in one genus and cannot be separated merely 
on the ground of hypothetical affinities to supposed anoestorio. To the amalgamation 
of Indian IJanubitea with Xenodiscus ·w aagcn I must particularly object, because 
Xenodi1Jctt8 plicafos Waagen, the prototype of the genus, differs from all Indian 
species of IJcinub·ites by the remarkable length of its body·ohamber. 

Two ve1·y remarkable species of the Him.8.layan .ll uschelkalk1 Oeratites 
Hatscheki nnd 0. Oberhwmmze1·i, occupying an isolated position among this genm, 
are prototypes of the new sub·genera Haydenitea and SallerUes. '!'heir leading 
features will be mentioned in the specific desoriptions. 

'l'hat the developmental connection of the single forms is a very unsafe guide 
in the classification of Ceratitoidea, is most clearly proved by some charaeters of 
the Indian types, belonging to the section of Oeratites subrobusti. In the Triassic 
fauna of the Arctic region the section of C. sub1·obusti forms a well-indi-vidualised 
group, so nearly allied to Dinarites spiniplicati ( Olenekitea) from the same geological 
horizon, that E. v. Mojsisovics considered them to be connected by an un
interrupted ernlutioMl series. Philippi removed this seotion altogether from 

the !?enus Geratitea and united it in a new genus, Rohustites. Hyatt's df'OO-

mination, Ktyaerlin9itea, introduced for the section of Subrobuati in 1900 in 
1he English ecli1ion of Zittel 's text-book of Palreontology1 having the priority, 
must he HCCeptecl according to the rules of palroontolo~ical nomench.ture. 

I shall not enter here into the discussion about the advisability of considering 
the group of Ceratites sub1·oliusti as a. genus entirely different from Ceratites, which 
has arisen between Philippi and E. v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Hallstatter 
Kalke, l. c. VI-1, Supplementbd., p. 326). E. v. Mojsisovics, strongly insisting 
on the r,ystematio importance of sculptural elements, lays special stress on the 
Arotic Oeratites Bungei and on th~ congeneric forms of the Indian .M uschelkalk, 
which, according to his view, prova the a.bsolute coincidence of their pattern of 
ornamentation with that of the Ceratites nodoai. 

Having be~n able to examine in detail some excellently preserved specimens 
of Keyserlingites from the Him3.layan ~luschelkalk and to make their different 
developmental stages accessible to observation, I have been Jed to the conviction that 
thf'it· inner nucl~i differ remarkably from those of the Siberian representativ&-1 of the 
group. The peculiar mode of development of the morpbological elements of the 
shell will be explained more thoroughly in the description of Kegserlingites .Dieneri. 

'!'bat Keyserlfogites aubrohuatus llojs., the prototype of the sub-genus, and 
K. JJieneri are offsprings from common ancestors, is very improbable, notwith
standing their external similarity, which has even induced me, in accordance with 
E. v. MojsisoTfos, to plead for their specific identity. Even Keyserlingites, thereforr., 
if the Indian types were not removed from it would no longer fulfil the fundamental 
postulate of theorists, that a genus ought to be strictly monophyletic. On the 
other hand, any grouping of species of ammonites on a morphological bads would 

G 2 
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become impossible, if species resembling eaob other so very closely and charac
terised by l'imilar external features and sutures, were placed in different sections. 
In the knowledge of the majority of Triassic ammonites tile uncertainty about 
the characters of their inner nuclei is one of tho most obscure points. 'l'he 
discovny of specimens in which they might be studied in detail, is an exceptional 
case only. As far as my experience goes, the time for a classification of a.m· 
monites on the basis of developmental connection has not yet arrived. 

'!'here is one reason especially which induces me not to remove Oeratites 
I>iPneri from the sub-genus Keyserlingites. The practical consequence of a generic 
separation of the Indian and Siberian types would be the impossibility of arriving 
at a satisfactory determination of any specimen without de11troying it. I am no 
ad ,·ocate of the requirement of geologists that t.he distinction of genera should 
rest only on such peculiarities as are easily accessible to observation in the majority 
of fossil remains; nevertheless, I think that practical rea"ons shoulrl, indeedJ 
forhi.l the me of !imch characters as fundamental points of generic distinction 
as are only acces~ible by sacrificing precious material and which in many faunre of 
ammonites cannot be obsel'ved at all. 

Keyse1·lfogiles .Diene1·i Mojs., which in later stages of growth resembles so 
strongly K. mbrobusfus, is not the only representative of the section of Oeratites 
sub1·obusti in the H imRlayan 'Muschelka1k. AnothPr i;;.peoies of this group recalls 
the _.\ratio K. Bungei, a third recalls an unnamed species from the mouth of 
the Olern·k, but both of thom are preserved in fragments only and nothing is 
known of their inner vo]utions. As far as our knowledge of K. JJieneri goes, 
I nm rather inclined to consider these resemblances as cases of a remarkable 
convergence than of a real phyletio affinity. 

Thus, WP- may leave the Indian representatives of Oeratitea sulwobusti in the 
sub-genus Kt>yserlinyitea, but must give up every idea of their direct phylogenetic 
connection with the oongeneric species of the Arctic region. The ancestors of 
K. 1Jiene1·i and its allies must almost certainly have differed considerably from 
Olenekites, as may be ~een at once from a comparison of the inner nuclei of K. 
Middendorffi in E. v .. Mojsisovios' '"Arktische Triasfaunen" (Taf. II) and of K. 
Dieneri in this memoir (Pl. XI, fig. 2). It has been suggested by F. Noetling 
(Lethooa l\Iesozofoa, Vol. I, Pt. 2, p. 157), that there is a great probability of 
Oeratites subroliustus belonging to the genus Stephanites Waagen (Ceratite Forma· 
tion, Palreont. Indion, ser. XIII, Salt llange Foss., Vol. II, p. 100) from the upper 
Ceratite limestone of the Salt Hange. I cannot agree with this vie1v. The sculpture 
of Stephanites differs considerably ·from that of Keyserlingites, consisting, as 
it does, of very stout tubercles or thorns only, without any intervening ribs. 
Another difference is noticed in the length of the body-chamber, which is nearly 
t.wioe. as long as in Keyserlingites, comprisiog even more than the entire last 
volution. I think that Waagen was perfectly right in attributfog 8tepkanite11 
to the Tropitoidea, not to the Ceratitoidea, and considering it as closely allied to 
.4.crochordiceraa Hyatt. 
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Thus we arrive at the following classification of the species from the Hima .. 
layan Muschelkalk, which might be included in the genus Ceratites in a wider 
range of interpretation :-

A. Ceratitea a. a. (section of C, nodoaj :Oeyr.). 
1. Ceratitta trinodoaus v, :\lojs. 
2. Tlrn$1leri Oppel. 
3. Himalayanm Blanf. 
4. ap. ind. JJff • .Jitchi Mojs. 
5. 11upubi/ormi1 nov. ~p. 
6. /(amadera Dien. 
1. K 1wera Dien. 

8. Royleanua nov. sp. 

ll. truncus Oppel. 
10. !Jevasena nov. nom. 

11. Padma nov.sp. 
B. Philippites (group of C. Era.1mi Mojs.). 

12, .PMUppitea jolinka1tus nov. ep. 

18. sp. ind. aff. Wets~ni Opp. (?). 
C. Gym1iotoceras Hyatt (group of C. ge,,,.inati Mojs.}. 

14. Gymnotoceraa ap. i11d a.ff. gflmiriato Dien. 
D. Halilueitea (group of C. nuticua Hauer). 

15. HtJ'ilucite~ sp. ind. e:c aff. pla11ilaterato Hau. 
E. Hollanclites \group of C. circumplicati' Dien.). 

16. Rolla11ditea Yoiti Oppel. 
17. Rava na Diener. 
18. .Airavata Dien. 
19. Ceci.lii Dien. 
20. ap. ind. a.lf. Ceeitii Diene1· (Cephalopoda. of the Muschelkalk, 

Pl. IV, ~g. 4). 
21. Hidimba Dien. 
22. .Dungrm' Dien. 
23. Yiavakarma Dien. 
2'1<. Ro.rlmrghii nov. ep. 
25. Arjuna Dien. 
26. Jloorei nov. sp. 
27. Yyasa Dien. 
28. Nalillanta Dien. 
29. Sri!tanea Dien, 
30. ,. Narada Dien. 

F. Peripleuroeyclua (group of C. continui Dien.). 
31. Peripleuroc!Jcl1u 8mithia1uu nov. &p. 

G. Salten"tea. 

St. 8aUeriees O/Jerllummeri nov. sp. 
H. Havdenitea. 

SS. Ha9tferailea HatacAelrii nov. sp. 
J, Keyaerlingitea Hyatt (group of C. aubrohulli Mojs.). 

84. Keymtingite8 DicJJe'Ti Mojs. 
35. Paliari nov. sp. 
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86, Keyaerlingiteaap. ind. atf. auhrob"'ti Diener (l. c. Pl. V, fig. 6). 
87. · sp. ind. ajf. Mi1ldendorffi Diener {I. c. Pl. V, fig. 7). 
38. 
39. 
40. 

K. Floria11ites Hyatt. 

pagoda nov. sp. 
nov, sp. intl. ez aff. Bun_qei l\1oj11. 
nov. sp. ind, 

41. Florianife8 Ka1lsa Dien. 

Tho systematic position of two species described by Oppel, which have beeu 
based on very poorly preserved fragments, Oe1·atites JFetsoni and 0. onustus, 
has not been asC"ertained. 'l'hc species of Oe1·atites, which has been illustrated 
as Cm·atites TVetsoni bv Frech in the Lethrea Mesozoica, Vol. I, Pt. 2, "Die 
Asiatischc Trias" (Taf. 16: fig. 3), lias nothing whatever to do with Oppel's species. 
It is a typical representative of the group of nodos;,, probably nearly allied to 
Ceratites T!tuilleri Oppel. It onJy needs a glance at the illustration of Oppel's 
type-specimen to find out that no affinity whatever exists between this and Frech's 
specimen from the Silakank. I am at a loss to understand the reasons which led 
Frech to an identifieation of two forms differing so remarkably from each other. 

Sub-genus: 0ER~TITES (sENSU BTRICTO). 

(Group ef Oei·atit" nodosi). 

1. CERATITES 'l'HUILLE&I Oppel. 

I86S. Ceratites Tliuilleri Oppel, Palreontologi11ebe Mitteiluugen aue dem Musenm dee kg!. ha.yr. St&.&.tl"i 
Stuttgart, p. 277, Pl. i7, fi:;:. 3. 

1895. C. Tiqilleri Dieuer, Him6.1. FosA. Paheont-. IDd., ser. XV, Yol. II, Pt. 2. The Cephalopoda of th~ 
Mn11ehelkalk, p. 21, Pl. II, fig~. J, 2. 

The present species of Ce~·atites is one of the commonest in Hayden's and 
A. v. Krath.'s collections from Spiti. liy specimens, although exhibiting great 
variability in size, ornamentation and details of tl.Jeir sutural line, agree with the 
typical form described by Oppel and with the variety from the Shalsbal cliff, illus
ti'ated in fig. 2 of my above-quoted memoir. 

A character, which has been met with in all my examples and may serve as 
a distinguishing feature between fragments of adult individuals.of the groups of 
0. Thuilleri ancl C. lToiU (Hollandites), is the square shape of the transverse 
section. In the group of C. '17oiti and its allies the ventral are-a is always rounded 
and passes Tery gradually into the lateral parts. In the group of O. Tkuilleri 
it fa broad, gently-arched and separated more or less distinctly from the flanks. 
In body-chambers of both groups the sculpture becomes eventually obsolete, being 
reduced to faleiform undivided ribs, without prominent tubercles. In such speci· 
mens I have invariably found the sLape of the transverse section a good character 
of distinction. 
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The aiphonal area is never carinate, as in Oeratites kirnalayanus Blfd. In old 
individuals it often becomes perfectly flattened, but in small specimens it occasion .. 
a.lly a.ssumes n roof-like shape, its two lateral slopes meeting in a bluntly-rounded 
angle. 

The lateral sculpture is subjected to a greater variability than might have 
been anticipated from an examination of the materials from the Shalshal cliff 
collected in 1892. This variability chiefly concerns the relative strength of ribs 
and tubercles. Both in Oppel's type-specimen and in my examples from the 
Shalshal cliff the ribs were tho predominant element of ~culpture, especially so 
in body-chamber Tolutions. But in the collections which are before me now, 
exceptional specimens have been met with, ia. which the ribs are moderately 
developed and adorned by strong and high thorns. Especially the lateral and 
marginal spines are strongly developed, whereas the umbilical tuberclt>s are more 
faintly marked, as is the case in some varieties of the Alpine 0. trinodosus, e.g., 
in the specimen from the Bakony, illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics in Abhandl. 
K. K. Geo!. Reiohsanst., X, Pl. VIII, fig. 5. 

Bifurcation of the ribs originating in umbilical tubercles has but rarely been 
notict>d. In the lateral tubercles bifurcations occur very irregularly but :ire 
never entirely absent, not even in the body-chamber volution of full-grown in<livi· 
duals. 'l'he number of marginal tubercles is never more than double the number of 
lateral ones, but usually less than one and a half times that number. A somewhat 
exceptional type is exhibited by a full-grown specimen from Muth (coll. Hayden), 
which in its general shape and in the character of the inner volutious agrees com· 
pletely with Oppel's type-specimen from the same looality. In this specimen 15 ribs 
are counted rising from umbilical tubercles. Two of tho!iC iibs bifurcate in lateral 
tubercles, whe1·eas all the ribs belonging to the body-c;hamberof the volution remain 
undivided. Nevertheless an augmentation of ribs is also noticed in the body·cbam· 
ber, but by intercalation of two new ones. T-hus 19 marginal t.ubercles correspond 
to 15 lateral ones, if one may be allowed to call tubercles those faint traces of 
pro:nineuces which interrupt the regular elevation of the ribs in the body-chamber 
of this specimen. In Oppel's type-specimen a single intercalated rib is developed 
in the vicinity of the aperture. 

The number of ribs is equally variable. In a nearly complete example from 
the Shalshal cliff, with part of its body-chamber preserved, 19 ribs are counted. 
In Oppel's type-specimen this number amounts to 23. In a third example from 
.:\luth only seven ribs ai'e counted to one-half volution. In specimens provided with 
a small number of ribs both ribs and tubercles are, as a rule, more strongly 
developed. 

As has been remarked by E. v. Mojsiso-vios, the involution of the whorls takes 
place outside the spire.I line of lateral tubercles. Only a small number of specimens 
are sufficiently \vell preserved to allow an examination of this character, in which 
they agree with Oppel's type-specimen. 

SutureB.-Oppe!'s type·speoimen of 0. Thuilleri is distinguished by the presence 
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of brachyphyllic sutures, the saddles being serrated up to their tops. This is a]so the 
case in some of the specimens collected neal' Muth by Hnyden. In other examples, 
however, the braobyphyllio development of the sutural line is less clearly marked. 
In a typical specimen from Muth the tops of the saddles are entire and the marginal 
walls are but faintly serrated. Nor are the dentic11Jations of the principal lateral 
lobe so deep and finger-shaped as in Oppel's type-specimrn. The sutures of this 
example do not differ in any respect from these in typical .!'pecimons of the Alpine 
a. binudoBU8 Hauel' or o. trinodosus Mojs. 

Locality: number of specimens exami11e:l.- Shal~hal cliff 1. coll. Krafft; 
J\.tuth, Spiti, 10. coll. Hayden, 1, coll. Krafft; 'lhanam valley, Bashahr, 1, coll. 
Hayden; Jolinka, Byans, 2, coll. Smith; ridge between Dharma and Lis.sar valleys, 
1, coll. La Touche. 

2. CEBATITES TRINODOSUS v. Mojsisovics. Pl. III, fig. 5. 

1882. Ceralites trinodosus E. '· Mojsi11ovice, Die Cephalnpode11 der Mediterranen Triesprovioz, Abbandl. 
ILK. G<'ol. !Wichean,t, X, p. 29, 1'af. VIII, fi11.s. 6, 6, 7, 9, 1'u.f. XXXVIII, fig~. 6, 7. 

1887. 0. trinodosu.t v. He.n•r, Die C<'phnlopoden dea boeni,oben Muecbelkalkea von Han llulog bei Serajevo 
Deuks~b··· Kais. Akad. d. Wi.e, LIV, p. 26. 

1896. O. tt"inodosus Jt'. v. Hauer, Nautili<leu und A1111uoniten mit eeratiti•ehen Leben au~ dem Mu~ehelk.1lk 

von Hllliloci bei Sarajevo, Dl'11keehr, K.1is. Akad. d. \Vi,.~, LXIII, p.262. 
1896. C. frfoodonl.t G. v. ArHe.ber, JJie Cepha.loroden fnuna der Heifli11ger Kalke, Beitrrege zur Geol. u. Pal. 

O~eterr, UDgaroe, etc. X, p. 48, 19i, 'l'11f. JV, fig. :3, XXIII, 6g, 1. 
18~19. C cf. trinot:losu1 A.. v. l\rafft, General HPp~rl, G•ol. Surv. of India for 1898·99, P• 18. 
1900. C. tri110Jor1.1s Dien~r, Die triadische Ct'phalopodenfauna der Sd1iechlinghoehe bci Halletiitt, Deitrmge 

zur Geo!. und. Pal. Ue•terroich·Ungn1oa, etc. XIII, p. 6. 
1900. 0. trinotiosus Diener, Neuc lfoohecl1tungco ucber llu~Phelkalk C .. phalnpodfn dC'8 Euedllchen Bakooy 

l'nlroontoloi:ieeh~r Aniumg de~ er11tc11 Baodee der Rc.u!tato der Wi1arn~c\1aftlichen Erfor~ohung 

desllnlaton-,1,p.4. 

A. von Krafft was the first to mention the presence of transitional i-hapes 
between Oeratites Tliuilleri Oppel and C. trinodosus v. :Mojs. in the Himtilayan 
liuschclkalk and emphasized the identification of a. specimen from Hayden's collec
tion witl1 the well-known species of the Alpine )1uschclkalk. His interpretation of 
the illustrated specimen, which is lying before me, has been proved to bo entire~y 
COl'l'RCt. 

As cha.meters of distinction between Ceratites Tltuilleri and 0. trinodoaus the 
following ha\'C been enumerated : the smaller number of marginal tubercles oorl·e .. 
sponding to umbilical and lateral ones in 0. ~/.'h11ille1·i, the involution of the whorls 
outside the spiral line of lateral tubercles, the brachyphyllic character of the 
saddles in the sutural line. 

'lhc first character may serve to distinguish Ce1·atites 7'huilleri from 0. trifw. 
dosus but not from 0. binodosus v. Hauer, which, according to the 1lia;rnosis given 
by R v. llojsisovics, differs from some varieties of 0. tri11odoRuB by the smaller 
number of marginal tubercles only. 'lhe two Alpine ~pecies are, indeed, linked 
together so intimately by transitional shapes, that their <list inction becomes rather 
arbitrary. 'l'he braohypbyllic character of the ~utural line has not been noticed in 
all specimens of 0. Thuilleri as a constant feature. In the preceding description 
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examples from the Muschelkalk of Muth have been mentioned which in their 
sutural line agi·ee entirely with C. trinodosus. 'fhus the difference in the mode 
of involution seems to be the most important and leading character of distinction 
between the two species. 

A. v. Krnfft in his preliminary report on Hayden's colJeotions from the 
Musohelkalk of Spiti remarks the presence of a specimen from Kaga, which to him 
appeared more nearly allied to C. trinodosus than to 0. 'J.'huilleri. It is the specimen 
illustrated in fi~. 5, Pl. III. From an examination of thisspecimenit is:obviousthat 
the involution of the whorls takes place inside, not outside, the spiral line of lateral, 
tubercles. 'fhus the present example agrees with C. tr-inodosus, not with O. 
Thuille1i, in its most important character of distinction. In its sculpture it recalls 
the Lombardic variety of 0. trinodosus or even of C. binodosus by: the faint den· 
lopmcnt of umbilical tubercles. It is difficult to fix the number of marginal tubercles 
accurately, but it seems to be more than twice the number of lateral onei:;. At the 
beginning of the last volution three marginal tubercles repeatedly correspond to one 
umbilical tubercle. Near the aperture the proportion of lateral to marginal 
tubercles is 1 : 2 . 

.Dimensions.-IJ'be specimen having been partly deformed by crushing, the 
measurements have been taken one-quarter of a volution behind the aperture. 

DiameteJ" of the the II 
,, ,, ,. umbilicuB. 

Height of the lut volution 
Tbicknesa ,. 

57 mm. 
12 

• 27 .. 
• 23 .. 

Sutures.-Nearly one-half of the last volution belongs to the body-chamber. 
Sutures agreeing with those of 0. trinodosus. Lobes with narrow denticulations, 
saddles with entire tops. Two auxiliary lobes out..'11ide the umbilical margin. 

Remarks.-! cannot find any reason for separating this specimen from the 
Alpine 0. trinodosus v. Mojs. 

A second example from Muth (coll. Hayden) also very strongly recalls 
O. frinodosus by its involution, which corresponds exactly to the spiral line of lateral 
tubercles, but is not sufficiently well preserved to allow of accurate determination. 

3. CERATITES sp. ind. alf. ADICHI v. Mojs. 

1899. Ctratiee8 aff • .Abia!ii A. v. Krafft, Geuer8l Report, Geol. Sun. of India, 1898·99, p. 18. 

A poorly·preserved f~omentary cast of an ammonite from the M uschelkalk north .. 
north-west of K8g3., Spiti (coll. Hayden), recalls Oeratites .Abichi v. Mojsisovics 
(Cephalopoden der Meditenoanen Tria.sprovinz, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst, 
X, p. 21, Taf. XI, fig. 8, Taf. XXII, fig. 6, Taf. XXXIII, fig. 7) and 0. binodOIUB 
v. Hauer (Denkschr. Kais. Akad. d. Wiss., 1850, Bd. II, p. 114, Taf. XIX, figs. 1, 4). 

The numbn of ribs and tubercles is larger than in 0. binodosus. About twenty 
marginal tubercles are counted to one~half volution, whereas in full.grown indivi· 
dus.ls of 0. binodosus the greatest number is 24 in one entire volution. In 
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the number of ribs this specimen agrees better with a . .dbicki, especially with the 
example from the Schreyer Alpe illustrated in PL XXII, fig. 61 by E. v. Mojsisovics. 
It is, however, casi1y distinguished from G. Abichi hy the development of stout 
marginal tubercles. In C . .Ll.bichi true marginal tubercles are absent and are 
replaced by i1Tegular bumps. 

'!'he specimen is not fit for illustration and is too badly preserved to admit of 
exact determination. But it certainly belongs to a new species and is not identical 
with either 0. Abichi or 0. binudo8Ua. 

4. CERA.TITES cf. K!.l!ADEVA. Dien. 

1895. Ceratitet Eo.madet:a Dio·ner. Him<ll1y11.n Fo~•., l'.1lreont, Indiea, ser. XV, Yol. II, Pt. 2. Th& 
Cephalupo.ia of tlie )fuschelkulk, p. 24, Pl.\', 6.):'.1. 

1S!J9. C. cf. Kamadcvo. A. v. Krafft, G~neral Report, Geo!. 811rv, of India for 1898-99, p. 18. 

A poorly-preserved frngment of the outer volution of a large Oeratites from 
:Muth (coll. Hayden) is probahly identical with C. Kamadeva Diener from the 
Musohelkolk oE the Sbalshal cliff. 

There is no Alpine species t.o which the present one is as nearly a11ied as to 
Ceratites s1tbnadosus v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Mediterranen Triasprovinz, 
Ahhandl., K. K. Geol. Reichsanst, X, p. 33, Taf. X, figs. 9-11). An examination 
of the rich lluscbelkalk fauna of the Schiechlinghoehe near Hallstatt has led to 

the discovery of a larg-e ~~xamplc of OeratiteB subnodosua, whioh resembles very 
closely thl~ type-specimen of C. KamadetJa from the Shalshal cliff. In hoth species 
the difference of the radial sculpture outside and inside the spiral line of lateral 
tubercles is the most prominent element of ornamentation. Notwithstanding t.he 
differences in their external shape, involution and sutures, 0. Kamadeva should, I 
think, be considered as an Indian representative of the Alpine C. subnodosus. 

According to Philippi's opinion the affinity of 0. aubnodoaus to the German 
rPpresentntirns of t.hc group of nodosi is less close than had been suggested by E. v. 
l\ilojsisovics. Oe1·atite . .:; rwdosus nnd its alliPs are provided with lateral tubercles in 
their juvenile stages, not with umbilical ones, as in 0. sulmodosus or 0. Kamadeoa. 

5. CERATl1'ES scPERDIFORllIS nov. sp. Pl. III, fig. 4. 

1899. Ceratites aff. aupet•b"' A.'· Krafft, Geneml Report, Geo\. Surv. of India for 1898·9!J, p. 18. 

This beautiful species is reprC'sented in the Himalayan collection by a fairly 
well preserved specimen from Muth, Spiti (coll. Hayden), consisting of air-chnmbers 
only, and by an incompfote,c:s:ample from the ridge between the Dharma and Lii<:sar 
valleys, Kumaon (coH. La 'l'ouche), with parts of its body~chamlier preserved, The 
illustrated example from Muth is to be considered as prototype of the species. 

In its outlines and i<:culpture this specimen exhibits a striking similarity to 
Oeratttes superbus v. Mojsisovics (Cephnlopoden der Mediterranen Triasprovinz, 
Abbandl., K. K. Geo!. Reicbsanot, X, p. 32, Tai. XXVIII, fig. 10, 1"af. XXXIII, 
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figs. 6, 6) from the Muschelkalk of the Schreyer Alpe. It is especially to tho 
example of similllr size illustrated in fig. 6, Pl. XXXIII, by E. v. Mojsisovics, that it 
appears most nearly allied. The contrast in the ornamentatfon of the lower and 
upper parts of the flanks is as strongly marked ns in the Alpine type. The lower 
part is adorned with umbilical tubercles only, from which very short radial ribs 
originate. The upper portion is covered with numerous straight ribs, connecting 
distinctly developed lateral and marginal tubercles. In a broad spiral zone below 
the lateral tubercles the sculpture is entirely interrupted. 

In their g-eneral outlinE'S and involution the two specimens from :Muth and 
from the Schreyer Alpe also agree. Severtlieless, there nre sufficiently good 
reasons for considering- the Himilayan example tho prototype of a proper species. 

The most remarkable difference between the Indian and Alpine forms is the 
character of the siphonal parts. This is very flatly arched in 0. superbus and 
marked off sharply from the flanks by the rows of marginal tubercles. Thus the 
transverse section is nearly rectangular. In the Him:.i.layan species the siphonal 
part is highly vaulted, and, in the inner volutions, even elevated into an indistinct 
keel. Nor do the marginal tubercles form a sharply~markcd border between the 
flanks and the siphonal part. The transverse section of the apertu!'e is lanceolate, 
not rectangnlar. 

In the sculpture slight differences between the two speeif's are also noticed. 
As in C. superbus, the number of lateral tubercles exceeds that of umbilical 

ones in my Indian specimen, but the proportion of umbilical and lateral tubercles 
is not tbe same in both species. In full-grown examples of C. superbus three 
latrral and marginal tubercles He counted to one umbilical tubercle. In 0. super

b1formi8 the number of lateral tubercles is not even twice as large than that of 
umbilical ones. The contrast in number between the umbilical and lateral tuberclrs, 
whioh is very striking in C. superbua, is, therefore, but faintly marked in 0. 
superbiformis. 

Another character of difference consists in the presence of short, strongly-for· 
ward-turned ribs in a. superbiformis. which originate from the marginal tubercles 
and cro!'s the marginal region of the siphonal part, whereas the siphonal area is 
entirely smooth in 0. super bus. 

All those characters, by which our species differs from 0. superbus, are noticed 
in Oemtites elegans •· ~Iojsisovics (I. e. p. 31, Taf. IX, figs. 5, 6). Nevertheless the 
affinity to C. eleganfl is certainly less close than to 0. superbus, whose Indian 
representative is probably 0. superbiformis . 

.Dimensions. 
Dinmeter of the shell , 74 mm. 

16 • 
S5 ,, 
26 •• 
22"5., 

My second speoimen, with a diameter of 80 mm., is provided with a part of 
its body-chamber, to wbioh nearly one-half of the last volution belongs. Near the 

• 2 
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aperture the siphonalarea gets somewhat flattened, but the siphona.l margins remain 
evenly rounded. In the body-chamber volution the number of lateral tubercles is 
twice as large as that of umbilical ones. The ribs connecting the lateral and 
marginal tubercles are not perfectly straight, as in the type-specimen, but slightly 
falciform. 

Sutures.-'l'he sutural line of this species is chiefly distinguished by the strik
ing contrast in the development of the normal and auxiliary elements. The second 
lateral saddle is followed by a broad, zigzag umbilical lobe, in which auxiliary 
lobes anrl saddles can scarcely be separated. Siphonal saddle elongated, slender, 
considerably higher than the principal lateral saddle and with faintly-serrated m81'· 
gins. Lobes '"ith deep indentations. 

The siphonal lobe is not entirely known to me. 

6. CERATITES RoYLEANUS nov. sp. Pl. IV, fig. 1. 

A fragmentary specimen from the )fuschelkalk of the Shalshal cliff (coll. 
Krafft) 1 consisting almost exclusively of the body·chamber1 is especiaIJy interesting 
in consequence of its affinity with a species of the group of Ceratites nodosi from 
the German Muschelkalk. It bas the sculptW'e of 0. binodosus v. Hauer and 
in its external characters very strongly reoalls 0. atavus Philippi (Die Ceratiten 
des obcren <leutschen 1\Iuschelkalkes, Palreont. Abhandl. von Dames und Koken, 
Bd. VIII, 1901, p. 49, Tai. XXXIV, fig. 1-4). There is, indeed, no Alpine species 
to which it might advantageously be compared. 

In its dimensions my Bimcilayan specimen agrees with the example from 
Ronneberg illustrated in fig. 4 by Philippi (Ceratites sp. ex aff. 0. atavi), but in its 
involution it rather recalls the typical form of C. atavus. The whorls overlap 
one another considerably. 'fransversc section very high. Siphonal area moder
ately arched. Lateral parts almost perfectly flat, separated from the perpendicular 
umbilical wall by a sharp edge. 

The sculpture consists of small, acute spines only, which are arranged unsym· 
metrically on both sides of the shell. Both lateral and marginal spines are deve
loped, but no umbilical ones. The number of marginal spines is a little less than 
twice that of the lateral ones, but is much smaller than the number of corresponding 
spines in C. atavus or in C. binodosus v. Hauer. In comparison with the over· 
whelming majority of 0. 1wdosi the ornamentation is very faintly developed. Of 
ribs insignificant traces only have been noticed. 

The shell, which has been partly preserved, is covered with numerous, very de· 
licate and slightly falciform strire of growth, This falciform character of the 
striation, together with the faintly developed sculptw·e, recalls the genus Bey
richites Waager:.. Beyrickitea Beneckei v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Mediter· 
ranen TriasprQvinz1 Abhandl.1 K. K. Geol. Reichsanst, Bd. X, p. 216, Taf. 
XXVIII, fig. 1, Taf. LXI, fig. 2-4) somewhat resembles our Indian type, especially 
the example from San Rocco, which has been described by Tornquist (Zeitschr. d. 
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Deutsch. Geo!. Ges. 1898, Taf. XX, fig. 2), but any closer comparison with 
:Beyrtchites is excluded by the presenoe of acute spines in the Him8.laya.n form, 
such as have never been noticed in any species of .Beyrichites and exhibit the 
arrangement peculiar to the group of C. binodosus. 

Dimensions. 
Diameter of tha ahell 

,. ,. ,. umbilioua 

He!~r~S!uthe laet { ab:ve t~e ;::;~i;;;~ s;:~tl 
Thicknen of the Jut Yolution • 

Szttu1·ett.-Not known. 

70 mm. 

13 .. 

33 " 
20 
20 

Remarks.-Ceratites atavua, according to Philippi, is among the German 
representatives of the section of nodosi, the species most nearly allied to .the Alpine 
O. fJinodosus. 

As my Hirrtalayan !<lpecimen does not, unfortunately. allow of an examination 
of more than the body-chamber, it is impos!1-ible to say whether or not there exists 
a real affinity between the German and Indian species. That they are not 
identioa1 is, however, certain, the number of spines being remarkably reduced in 0. 
Royleanus. 

From Oeratites vicentinus Tornquist {l. c. p. 6-71, Taf. XX, fig. 1), wl1ich 
is quoted by Philippi as ve1-y nearly alliccl to 0. atavu,, our species differs by the 
absence of ribs and by the smaller number of spines. Of all Ceratites known to 
me, it recalls C. atavus most strongly in its general shape and sculpture. 

7. CERA.TITES TRUNcus Oppel. Pl. IV, figs. 2, 3. 

1865 . .&mmoniter trunctu Oppel,• Pal~ntologiache Mitteilt1t1gen au1 dem l!tseum dea Kgl. ba;yri1ohen 
Stant~, p. 292, Pl. 86, fig. 3. 

1895. Ccrafiter lruncus Diener, Him&layan Fossi\e, Palmont. ]m~ica, 1er. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 9. The 
Cephalopoda of the Mnschelkalk, p. 28, Pl. I, fig.1. 

Oppel's type-specimen from Kuling, Spiti (coll. Scblagintweit) is the 
fragment of an outer whorl consisting of four air-chambers only. In Hayden's 
co11eotions from the 'Muschelkalk of K8g8, Muth and Kuling several examples have 
been noticed, tl1e outer whorls of wl1ich agree entirely in their sculpture and sutural 
line with Oppel's type-specimen. In order to retain Oppel's name I have made 
use of it for these specimens, although a direct identification of any $pecies with a 
fragment of ~mcb small dimensions is rather risky. 

The outer volution, pal't of which belongs to the body-chamber in one of my 
specimens only, exhibits a eoul_pture exactly alike that in Oppel's type-specimen. 

•The original name of this ~~ies Wiii ..&mmonites 101'-ridut, but in some copies of thepnblicati611 this name ha~ 

been changed into .A,, trut1cu1 rrinted on lahela stuck on to hide the former name. On the label• att11ehed 00 th@ 
type·Bp&Cimen the name liorrida1 h1111been correoted into trHcur by Oppel hi1t111111f. I ooneeqnently prefer to adopt 
this lat\er denomination. 
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The lateral parts are provided with strong and simple radial ribs, which begin near 
the umbilical margin as faintiy~rnarked folds and terminate near the siphonal mar~ 
gin in very stout. a11d prominent tubercles. If perfectly preserved, those tubercles 
are shnrpened into acute spines. A i;;econd row of lateral tubercles is situated 
either in the middle or between the middle nnd the lower third of the flanks. The 
lateral tubnc1es are rather variable in their shapl', eithn knob· like or transversely 
elongated and then formin~ merely a prominent elevation of the rih. Between the 
lateral and marginal tulJercles there is nlways- :t zone of depression affecting the 
general height of the ribs. 

As a rule this sculpture is most prominent at ·the beginning of the last volution 
but gradually decreases towards the body-chamber. 'rhe latcr:-\l tubercles espe
cially become obsolete and lose their knob-like shapr, being turned into mere 
elevations of the ribs. The marginal tubercles, however, persist throughout the 
entire lrngth of the shE>ll. 'l'o a median plane through the siphonal area the ribs 
always stand more or less asymmetrically. The ribs themc;Plves are roof-shaped 
and separated by intcrvah, the transvnse sections of which form regularly arched 
oresc{'nts. The siphonal area is entirely smooth. 

Essential differences exist in the shape of the sculpture of the inner and outer 
volutions. ).[y materials have enabled me to sacrifice one of the larger specimens 
by scalir1g off its outer whorl in order to have the inner volutiom1 accessible for oh• 
senation. This inner nucleus is illustrated in fig. 3. It shows the characters or 
a typical species of the section of Ceratites nodosi. 

The volutions do not overlap one another considerably, the lateral tubercles re
maining- outside the spiral of involution. The umbilical margin is adorned by a 
row of tubercles, from wl1ich straight, radial rih!I originate. Most of the rihs 
bifurcate in very stout lateral tubercles, which are situated below the middle of 
the hci~ht of the flanks. The number of marginal tubercles is twice the number 
of umhilical ones. Occasionally intercalated ribs occur, wliich bear only marginal 
tubercles. This is the sculpture of Ceratites trinodosua or of 0. Thitilleri, with 
the exception, how<·vcr, that the ribs are more bulky and the lateral tubercles very 
stout and prominent. 

The ribs a.re arranged symmetrically to a median plane. Where the intervals 
betn-een the bro::id, not roof-shaped ribs meet from both sides of the shell, the sipho
nal area is >ery narrow and provided with a low but distinctly marked keel, as in 
C. hima?ayanus Blanf. 

'!'his ornamentation of normal species of the group of C. binodosus is restricted 
to volutions not exceeding a diameter of 40 mm. In the large spocimcn, illustra
ted in fig. 2, it fa olearly exhibited in the posterior portion of the penultimate 
whorl. The anterior portion of this whorl exhibits neither the dichotomous 
arrangement of ribs nor three rows of tubercles. The umbilical tuberclEts soon 
become obsolete. The lateral tubercles, whioh are still very strongly developed, 
are situated outside the spiral of involution inn. row, coinciding with the lower 
third of the sides. In the last volution this row has been shifted considerably 
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nearer the spiral of marginal tubercles and is situated even a little above the middle 
of the lateral parts. 

The difference in sculpture between young and adult individ11nls of this species 
is so remarkable that nobody would venture on thoir identification without the 
knowledge of complete examples permitting a study of all their stages of growth. 
It is by reason of this study tbat the systematic position of 0. truncus can be 
established now with certainty. 

According to the opinion of E. v. Mojsisovics (Arktische Triasfaunen, :M0m. 
Acad. Imper. des sciences de St. PtStersbourg, XI ser., T. XXXII, No. 6, p. 21), 
Oeratites truncUB belongs to the section of C. subrobuati (Keyse1·lingitea Hyatt). 
'l'be character of the inne1· volutions proves the incorre<:tness of this suggestion, 
based on too scant.y materials, In young stages of growth O. frtmcus is a typical 
representative of the section of 0. nodosi, with three rows of spineg, and with 
dichotomous ribs, bifurcating in lateral tubercles. It is only in later stages of 
growth that the umbilical spines disappear and that all the ribs become simple. 
The lateral tubercles in the outer volutions of 0. trunc,u.s do not correspond to 
umbilical spines in the inne1· volutions, as in Keyserlingites, but retain their lateral 
position throughout all stages of development of the shell. 

But apart from this difference in sculpture, the inner volutions of 0. fru11cus 
are entirely different from young individuals of Keyserlingites in their gcneml shape 
and outlines. 'J'hey are flat and high·mouthed, not globose and inflated. 0. b"uncus 

must consequently be removed from the section of a. subrobusti a.nd placed among 
that of 0. nodosi. 

Sutures.-! have nothing to add to the description in Vol. II, Pt. 2, of this 
series. 

Locality: number of specimens examined.-North-north-wcst of Kiigii (Spiti), 
2; Muth, 3; Kuling, 1, all coll. Hayden. 

8. CERA'l'l'l'ES DEVA.SENA nov. sp. Pl. IV, fig. 4. 

1895. Ocratites Vyasa Dieucr c.x partc, Him&lnynn Foss. PRlmont. lndica, set. XV, Yol, JI, Pt. 2. 'fbe 
Cepbalopodaoftbe Muscbdk11lk, p.19, Pl. VI, fig. 1 (non fig. 2), 

1899. Cer.Uit1Jt ~v11, sp. A. v. Krafft, General Report, Geol. Surv. of Ind in for 1898·99, p. 20.• 

Two different species were included by me in 1895 under the name of Ceratites 
Pyasa, a.s has been stated by A. v. Kr2fft. lly examination of the rich materials 
of both species collected by Hayden has convinced me that A. v. Krafft's suggestion 
was fully justified and that the two S}JCcies also even belong to two cliffcrent groups of 
Oe1·atites, which, however, agree entirely in the shape of their outer volutions. As 
my description of the inner whorls of 0. Vyasa has been chiefly based on 

•On labels sttaebed to the Fj:e<iimens included in the pre~cnt spwiies by A. v. Krafft, I find the name Ccralitn 

Dieiieri 11Q~. 11'· in A. v. Knr.lft'e ow11 lui.ndwriling. I am sorry lh11.t tbie denomioation eaonot be sece1Jtcd Le<:auee it 
~meanwhile lieen attnbutl'd to tbe Indiau type of Cc,-aliter subrobQstutt from the Sbalahe.l cliff by };. v. MojaiBO· 
Vloa (Cephalopo~en der li.a\lstii.tter Kalkl', Abhand!, K. K. G~nl. Ueicb8&DSt, VI, Supplem. 1902, p. 328). The two 
groups of Ccratitcs "odo" and or O. 111brofiuati (Ke,¥serli119ite1) are too nearly allied to permit th" uac of the 
eame apecl6.o denomiuation iu both of them. 
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observations of the specimen represented in fig. 2, Pl. VI, of my above-quoted 
memoir, I shall confine the name O. P yMa to the latter, in accordance with A. 
v. Krafft1 whereas a new name, Oeratites lJevasena, must be introduced for the 
example represented in fig. 1. 

A. v. Krafft describes the inner whorls of this new species as recalling 
Oe1·atites nov. sp. ex. aff. C. subrobustus Diener {l. o. p. 27, Pl. V, fig. 6), although 
flatter sides, a well-ma.rked umbilical margin and the absence of a. keel are consider
able points of difference. I am bound to confess that I cannot find any ~imilarity 
with a. species of the group of C. subrobusti. The example illustrated in the present 
memoir has its inner volutions excellently preserred. I have chiselled them out of 
a full-grown specimen with a diameter of 180 mm. by scaling off the outer whorls, 
leaving only a small portion of the penultimate volution, in order to show the 
remarkable difference in ornamentation hetween the inner and outer whorls. 

General shape, involution and pattern of sculpture in the inner nucleus are those 
of 0. Tkuilleri Oppel. The transverse section is more st.rongly compressed, the area 
narrower and more highly vaulted, the ornamentation flatter and less prominent than 
in a. Thuilleri, but in general this is certainly the species to which young individuals 
of Oe1·. Devasena appcnr to be most nearly allied. There are three rows of tubercles 
developed, adorning broad and bulky ribs, but the umbilical and lateral tubercles are 
often amalgamated into a single one, especiall~' so in the innermost volutions. 

The involntion takes place outside the spiral row of lateral tubercles. In the 
lateral tubercles bifurcations of ribs occur frequently but not regularly. 'l'he number 
of marginal tubercles is certainly less than twice that of the double of lateral ones. 

The outer volutions are exactly alike those of Ce?·atitea (Hollandites) Vgasa 
Dien. A safe distinction of the two species becomes, indeed, impossible without the 
knowledge of their inner whorls. 

There exists a close relationship between 0. IJevasena and 0. truncus Oppel, 
both species being characterised by the tendency to develop in later stages of growth 
a sculpture consisting of single radial ribs, which are never dichotomous. 0. truncus 
is, however, provided with a larger umbilicus, its inner whorls are less high, with a 
broader area, and stout umbilical tubercles play a more prominent part in their 
sculpture. In full-grown specimens of 0. IJevasena stout marginal elevations only 
are developed. Lateral tubercles or prominences, as distinctly marked as in 
a. tt-uncus, have not been noticed in any of my specimens. 

IJimenaions-(of the inner nucleus). 
Diameter of tlie shell 74mm. 

,, ,, ., 1uubilieus , 28 ,. 
Height oftbe laat volution 31 ., 
Thickne~• ., ,, ,. 19 ,, 

Local-ity: number of specimiens examined.-North-northawest of K8g8 (Spiti), 
3, coll. Hayden. 

Sutures.-In the specimen illustrated a Ia1:ge auxiliary saddle has been noticed 
outside the broad umbilical lobe, which consists of several rudimentary lobes and 
saddles. 
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9. CERA.TITER Kuv.ERA. Diener (var. Pl. IV, fig. 5). 

1895. Oeralite& Kur;era Diener, Him6.layan FOS11. Palroont. Jndic11, ser. XV, Vol. II, 2. The cephalopoda 
of the Mu811helkalk, p. 25, Pl. V, fig. 2. 

One single specimen only from the Muschelkalk of Kalapan.i, Byans, was known 
to me in 1895. An examination of larger materials collected neai· J olinka, Byans, by 
Smith, shows that the species is subject to considerable variability and that interme
diate forms occar between Oeratites Kuvera and 0. Thuilleri Oppel, its nearest 
ally. 

The typical form of Oeratites Kuvera is distinguished by slowly-increaaing 
whorls, enclosing a. wide, open umbilicus, by a. moderately~cnrved, not steep, umbili
cal wal~ whioh J>8SS'" gradually into the lateral parts, and by a very broad and flat 
sipbonal area. In old age the ribs arc single, straight and adorned with lateral and 
marginal spines only, the faintly-developed umbilical tubercles disappearing com· 
pletely. The shape of the body-chamber volution recalls that of 0. fruncus or 
a . .Deoasena. 

'rhe specimen illustrated in :fig. 5, Pl. IV, of this memoir, holds an intermediate 
position between 0. Kuvera aud 0. Thuilleri, although I prefer to leave it in the 
present speoies. It recalls C. Thuilleri iu so far as the umbilical wall is distinctly 
.defined and very steep in the inner volutions; the area is roof-shaped, not flattened. 
It agrees, however, with 0. Kuvera in the presence of a wide, open umbilicus and of 
a comparatively low aperture, in the absence of umbilical tubercles and in the 
character of ornamentation in the last half volution. The involution takes place 
rather far outside the spiral of latural tulH'rcles. 

The difference between this specimen and 0. Thuille,;, will be clearly seen from 
a comparison of its measurements and the dimensions of Oppel's type-specimen of 
0. Thuilleri. 

Dimensiom. 

0. Kuve1·a. 0. Km;era. 0. Thuilleri. 

Type·spt>dmen. 
Ver. 

Type·epeeimen. Pl. JV, 6.g. ;), 

Die.meterofthtshell 8Smm • 67mm. 7'1mm, 
.,nmblticos 28 .. " .. 23 .. 

Heii:ht ,, the le.stvolutioo 83 .. 26 .. •• .. 
Thiokneaa 21 .. 18 .. 24 .. 

The difference between the height of the last volution and the width of the um
bilicus is much more considernble in 0. Tkuille1-i than in 0. Kuvera even in our 
variety, which in some of its characters strongly re~alls C. Tkuilleri and may be 
looked upon as an intermediate form between those two species. 

Sutures. -The difference in the sutural line between Oeratites Kuvera aud 
a. Thuilleri is insignificant. The enlargement of the lobes at their base and their 
contraction towards their upper portion, so well marked in the type-specimen of 
0. K"11era from Kalapani, is but faintly developed in the examples collected by 
F. H. Smith. It is certainly not a cha.ra.cl.er of specific importance. 
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Locality: number of specimens ezamined.-Joiinka, Byans, 4, coll. Smith. 

10. CERATITES PADMA nov. sp. Pl. v, fig. 4. 

The only specimen from Kaga. Spiti (coll. Hayden), fragmentary as it is, 
deserves a special description, because it represents a very remarkable case of con· 
vergencc. The fragment of the outer volution agrees in its shape, involution and 
ornamentation so clo1;;cly with Cera tit es (Hollandites) Ravana Dien., that I actually 
confounded it with this common species of the Bimilayan Muschelkalk and dis
covered its difference accidentally when preparing its inner nucleus. 

This inner nucleus is entirely different from the inner volutions of Hollandites 
Ravana (Pl. IV, fig. 7). It excludes at once any identification of the present 
species with Hollandites1 but proves that it belongs to the section of 0. ncdoai. 
Its ornamentation recalls O. frtencus Oppel. Bulky lateral ribs occasionally 
bifurcate from very high and strongly-developed lateral spines. They alternate 
with simple ribs devoid of spines. All the ribs originate in faintly-developed um
bilical tubercles and terminate in low, marginal knobs. 

A siphonal keel is but indistinctly developed. The lateral and umbilical 
tubercles are situated very closely to each other, as in Ce1·atites brembanua E. v. 
J..Ioj:·dsorics (Ccphalopoden der Mcditerranen Triai;;provinz. Abhandl. K. K. Geol, 
Reichsamt., X, p. 38, Taf. X, fig. 1-4), to which the inner nucleus of our species 
seems to be nearly allied. 

Sub-genus: PnILIPPITEB nov. sub-gen. 

As has been remarked in the introduction to this chapter, the Alpine group of 
Oeralites Erasrni ~Iojs., 0. Aster Hauer and 0. tuberosus Arth. must be separated 
from the Indian group of C. ci1·cumplica.ti (Hollandi/es). In nccorclance with 
Philippi I am inclined to consider them as forming an independent section of the 
genus Ce1·atites, for which I propose the sub-generic designation of Philippites. 

Jn the Himalayan Trias this sub-genus is reprei:;ented by Oe9·atitea nov. sp. ind. 
Diener (Himtll. Foss. Palreont, Ind., ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda of the 
ll uschelkalk, p. 8, Pl. I, fig. 3) and by a new species from the )Iuschelkalk of 
Byans. 

PHILIPPITES JoLINKA.Nus nov. 8p. Pl. IV, fig. 6, Pl. V, fig. 2. 

This species is represented in F. H. Smith's collections from Jolinka, Byans, by 
a single, well-preserved example, consisting of air-chambers with a small portion 
of the body-chamber adhering, and by numerous fragments. In fig. 2, Pl. V, the 
largest fragment of a body-chamber ha.s been illustrated. 

P hilippites Jolinkanus is very nearly allied to the Alpine representatives of the 
sub-genus and strongly recalls in its sculpture IJi'narites spinipUcati. It is of 
obliquely-elliptical outlines. The whorls overlap each other tc a little less than 
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one.half their height. The transverse section is cordiform, with rounded umbilica.l 
and siphonal msrgins. In old age a st.eep umbilical wall is developed. The 
greatest thickness of the volutions coincides with the umbilical margin. 

The sculpture consists of strong, but indistinctly defined, umbilical tubercles, 
which pass gradually into radial ribs. Those libs decrease in strength in the direc
tion of the siphonal margin and become obsolete before reaching it. The regularly 
rounded siphonal pa.rt is entirely smooth. In the inner volutions either one single 
or two ribs originate from an umbilical tubercle, In the body-chamber, however, 
all the ribs are simple. 

Philippites Jolinkanus difrcrs from Ph. Erasmi v. Mojs., Ph. aster v. Hauer 
and Ph. tubero8'U8 v. Arth. by its dichotomous ribs, but in the Arctic group of 
IJinaritea apinipticat-& two short spiniplicate ribs occa.sionally originate from one 
single umbilical tubercle and in Keyserlingitea Middendorjft Keyserl. bifurcations 
of spiniplicate ribs in the umbilical spines are even a predominating element of 
sculpture. 

lJimensiom. 
Diameterofthesbell 

,. ., umbilicua 

Height of the last volntion { ab~ve t'~e ;::~~~ :'.~~~j 
Thickneea of the \Mt volution • 
Height of the laat whorl in the plaeCl of its greatest applanation 
Tl1icknen., ,. ,. ., 

Correeponding diamtter of the ehell , 
., umbilicus • 

61 mm. 
19•5 .. 
25 
20 
17 
18•5 .. 
15"5 " 
43 
ll 

Suturea.-Sutures on a considerably lower stage of development, than in 
Ph. aster, Ph. tuberosua or Ph. Erasmi. Lobes serrated, hut with short basal 
indentations only, margins of saddles entire. Both the lobes and saddles are narrow 
and slender. Only the siphonal lobe is broad and divided by a narrow median 
prominence. One auxiliary lobe but no saddle outside the umbilical suture. 

The character of the sutural line recalls Keyaerlingitea Middendor.ffi Keyserl. 
(E. v. Mojsisodcs1 Arktische Triasfaunen, Mem. Acad. Imper. des sciences, 
Bt. Petersbourg, VII ser., 'f. XXXIII, No. 6, PI. III, fig. le). 

Sub-genus: H..tLTLrJCITHS nov. sub-gen. 

(Group of Oeralitea ruaticus v. Hauer.) 

HA.LILUCITES sp. ind. ex. aff. PLANILATERATO v. Hauer. Pl. V, fig. 3. 

A single species from the Muschelkalk of the Shalshal cliff (coll. Krafft) is, 
unfortunately, not sufficiently well preserved to admit of specific determination, 
although it certainly belongs to the sub-genus Halilucitea. It is very nearly allied 
to HaliJucite_s p~~nilaterat'U8: v. Hauer (Beitrrege zur Kenntniss der Cep}lalopoden 

I 2 
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· aus der Trias von .Bosnien. II. Denkachar. Kais. Akad. d. Wiss., LXIII, p. 261, 
Taf. XI, fig. 1-3), but whether or not the European and Indian forms are specifically 
identical, oannot be decided. 

The shell is disoiform, comparatively fl.at and widely umbilicated. The volu· 
tions overlap one another to about one· half their height. The flat area is elevated 
into a very high median keel, which is accompanied by shallow furrows on 
either side. It is separated from the lateral parts by a bluntly rounded margin. 
The lateral parts are flattened and nearly equidistant throughout their entire height. 
The trnnsverse section is therefore almost rectangular in outline. Umbilical margin 
sharply-rounded, but not acute. Umbilica.l wall low, but steep. 

1'he sculpture of the lateral parts consists of bulky and straight, or slightly 
falciform, ribs of uneq ui1l strength. :l1 ost of the ribs are simple, but bifurcations 
occw· rather frequently, either at the umbilical margin, or, more rarely, in the 
middle of the height of the flanks. Some ribs are distinguished from the rest by 
their greater strength and irregular distance. Umbilical tubercles faintly marked. 

Near the siphonal margin nearly all 1he ribs become more prominent and 
are elevated into marginal bumps,. terminatfog in a sharp. forward-turned genicula· 
tion before reaching the siplional furrows . 

.DimemWns. 

Diameter of the ehell 
., ., umbilicra• , 

Height of the ]ai;t Tol11tion . { 1~Ve :l.lfi ;::~:~ e;~:r~ 
Thickne98 of the Ja,t voh1tiC1n 

rem. 66 mm . 
20 .. 
:27 .. 

" 22 .. 
.. 17" 

Sutures.-Tlle suturrs, so far as preserved, seem to agrt>e with those of Hali
lucites planilateratt1a. Lobes ceratitic, saddles entire. The siphonal and second 
lateral saddles are of equal height and lower tlum the principal lateral saddle. 
Siphonal lobe not known to me. Principal lnteral lobe considerably deeper than 
tlie second. An auxiliary saddle is divided by the umbilical margin. 

Sub·genus: HoLL.4.1'.DITES nov. sub-gen, 

(Group of Oe?·atites aircumplicati). 

1. HoLLANDITES Vo1T1 Oppel. Pl. VII, figs. 3, 4. 

16jj0. .J.mmonites Yoiti Oppel, P11olreon1ologi1che Mitheilungen &llll delll Museulll dee kgl. hayriaohen Btuste1 
I, JI· 276, T1d. 77, .6.g. 1. 

J896, Ceratite1 Ji'oiti Di<'n~r, Him&\. FoBB. Pe.lreont. Ind., ter. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda of the 
Mueohelke.lk, p. 8, Pl. II, 6gs. I, 2. 

In my description of this species in 1895 I was obliged to leave its diagnosis 
incomplete, because iu none of my specimens were the inner volutions satisfactorily 
preserved, Hayden's new materials from the Mu~chelkalk of Spiti are so rich in 
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examples that I could afford to i;:acrlfice two full-grown specime:Ils, the oute:r 
volutions of which I have scaled off gradually in order to make the inner nuclei 
acces.sihle for examination. 

The two nuclei, illustrated in this memoir, show a remarkable similarity to the 
inner volutions of Oeratttes Peter8'i Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Mediterranen 
Triasprovinz, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reicbsanst., X, p. 27, 'l'af. XI, fig. 10). E. v, 
Mojsisovias was, indeed, perfectly right in remarking the affinity of those two 
species. 

As in Oe,•atites Petersi, the transverse section is lenticular with a broadly
rounded area, which gradually passes into the flanks without any distinct demarca.. 
tion. 'J'he sculpture consists of numerous straight or slig;titly falciform ribs of 
unequal strength and distance. The inner nuclei of H. Voiti differ from Oeratitea 
Peterai by their wider umbilici and by the absence r>f lateral tubercles, which in the 
Alpine speciei:;. are acquired at earlier stages of growth. Jn the specimen illustrated 
in fig. 3, Pl. VII, at. a. diameter of 34 mm. no tubercle has as yet been devt>loped, 
whereris in the young example of Oeratites Petersi illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics, 
ihe first lateral tubercle makes its appearance at a diameter of 17 mm. 

A comparison of the inner nuclei of Hollandites V oiti and Oe1·atites Thuilleri 
shows at once the great difference in the de1eloprneHt of their sculpture. There is 
another group of ammonites with ceratitic sutures, to which the external similarity 
of the two illugtr11ted nuclei is much more clearly marked than to the section of 
0. nodoai. This is the group of forms, which in my above-quoted memoil' were 
described as MePkocems Nalikanta (1. c. p. 45, Pl. IX, fig. 5) and Meekor.:eraa 
S1·ikanta tL c. p. 46, Pl. VI II, :figs. 8, 9) and which in my memoir on the Cephalo .. 
poda of the lower Trias of the Himalayas (ibid. Vol. II, Pt. l, p. 73) were pfoccd 
in the genus Proptychites Waagen. 

In this latter memoir I stated that thQ."-e i:;.pecies from the Muschelkalk of the 
Shalshal cliff, included provisionally in the genus Proptychites, differed from the 
lower Triassic species of P1·optychites from the Salt Ra11ge by a more strongly 
falciform sculpture. Now I think, that they should, indeed, be united with 
Hollandites rather than with Proptychites. An examination of the innermost 
volutions of H. 7T oiti has convinced me, that in quite young stages of development 
their shells are thickly globose, exactly as in Proptgchites (?) Srikanta, P. Nalikanta 
and P. Narada. 

That none of those three species is identical with young examples of H. Voiti 
may be seen from differences in their ornamentation and in their ~utural lines. In 
H. Voiti the sculpture is more strongly marked and irregular and the ~addles are 
brachyphy llic a.t very early stages of growth. 

An Alpine species, which also strongly recalls H. Voiti in the shape of its 
inner nuclei, is Beyrichites Beneckei v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der )[editerr. 
Triasprovinz, 1. o., p. 216, Taf. XX VIII, fig. 1, XXXIX, fig. 6, LIX, ftg. 2-4). II 
we compare the illustration fig. 4 on PL LXI of E. v. Mojsisovics' monograph with 
our figure, we find a. remarkable simi1a.rity in the development of straight and strong 
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radiating ribs, reaobing across the flanks from the umbilical to the siphonal 
margins. 

Among the Ceratites of the Arctic region it is chiefly Oeratitea decipiens 
v. Mojsisovics (Arktisohe Triasfaunen, Mem. Acad. Imper. des sciences de St. 
Petersbourg, VII ser., T. XXXIII, No. 6, p. 27, Tab. VI, fig. 9), which may claim 
comparison. The similarity is, however, restricted to the pattern of ornamentation. 
Otherwise inner nuclei of C. decipiens differ from those of H. P" oUi by their very 
globose whorls and by the a1Tangement of their sutural line. 

Ceratites decipiens is certainly the prototype of a group to which a sub-generic 
value must be attributed. 

Locality: number of specimens e.xamined.-This species is richly represented 
in the Himalayan collection, especially from the M uschelka!k of Spiti. Koga 6, 
Kuling l, Muth 4, all coll. Hayden. 

2. BoLLANDITES RAVA.NA Diener. Pl. IV, fig. 7. 

1895. Oeratites Ravan11 Diener, Hiwli.layan Fo.•1. Palioont. Indica. eer. XV, Vol. II, Pl. 2. 'fhe Cephs• 
lopoda ,,f the Musch~lkalk, p. 10, Pl. II, fig. 6, var. Pl. II, fig. 3. 

1896. Ceratites nov. sp. i11d. aff. C, Havana Diener, ibid. p. 11, Pl. 11, 6.g. 4. 
1895. Oi:ratites SfJ· il!d. e~. uff. 0. Ravana Dien~r, ibid. p. 12, Pl. II, 6.g. 6. 

rrhe examination of rich materials of this species has convinced me of the 
wide range of the Tariability in its sculpture. I therefore prefer to include the 
fragments which were formerly considered as 0. sp. ind. ex. a.ff. 0. Ravana in the 
present species. 

The full-grown example from the Shalshal cliff, illustrated in fig. 5, PI. II, 
may be rf'garded as the type. "With this form most of the specimens in the 
Himalayan collection agree. The large numlJcr of distinctly falciform ribs, origin· 
a ting in pairs at the umbilical margin, and the insignificant r6le that tubercles 
play in the ornamentation, make a distinction from the nearly-allied B. 17 oiti an 
easy matter. The clistinction becomes, however, more difficult in those varieties in 
which bifurcations of ribs are noticed in the lower portions of the lateral parts 
and are combined with a slight ITTrcJling of the ribs (Pl. II, :fig. 4) or even with true 
lateral tubercles (Pl. II, fig. 6). 

All thorn t;nics arc connected with each other by intermediate shapes and 
may be cousidcrcd as transitional forms between H. Ravana and H. Poiti Oppel. 

In full-grown individuals of the typical form the sculpture is also subject to 
some variation. A specimen measuring 83 mm. in diameter, from the ridge 
between the Dharma and Lissarva.lleys (coll. La. Touche), is lying before met in wbich 
the ribs are considerably broader in the vicinity of the aperture than in my type
specimen from the Shalshal cliff, and are covered with numerous, distinctly marked 
strll£ of growth. The same character has been noticed in an adult example from 
K3g8, with a diameter of 105 mm. In both specimens umbilical tubercles are 
entirely absent in the body·chamber. 

Young individuals of Hollanditea Raoana differ considerably from equal sized 
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specimens of B. Poiti by their coarse sculpture, which consists of closely-set, 
equidistant and distinctly falciform ribs. The fig. 7 on Pl. IV of this memoir 
represents the inner nucleus of a large example from Muth, belonging to the 
typical form of B. Ra'Dana. The sculpture near the beginning of the last volution, 
corresponding to a diameter of 22 mm. 1 is of special interest, because it affects 
equally the lateral and siphon.al parts. The lateral libs meet from both sides in the 
middle of the regularly rounded siphon.al area. The same character has been 
noticed in the inner volutions of H. Vyasa. 

Locality : number of specirnens examined.-M ut h (Spiti) 4, coll. Hayden; K9g3. 
(Spiti} 6, coll. Hayden; ridge between Dharma and Lissar valleys, Kumaon, coll. 
La 'l'ouche. 

3. HoLLANDITES AIRA.VATA. Diener. Pl. VII, fig. 5. 

1896. Ceratite11 .Airavata Diener, Him&la.van Foss., Palwont. Tndiea, ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2. The Cepha.· 
lopoda of the .Musehelkalk, p. 12, Pl. IV, fig. S. 

This species differs from Hollandites Ravana, to which it is very nearly allied, 
by subordinate details in its involution and sculpture. Its umbilicus is narrower 
and in its ornamentation umbilical tubercles are more prominent than the lateral 
ribs, at least in adult stages of growth. The de-rclopmcnt of distinct umbilical 
tubercles is, however, noticed in the inner nuclei already. A comparison of the 
illustrated young specimen of. H . .J.iravata with the inner volutions of H. Ravana 
(1'1. IV, fig. 7) shows this difference between the two species ve1·y clearly. 

In old age the lateral ornamentation grows more delicate, the umbilical tuber· 
c.les only persisting throughout the entire length of the body·chamber. A large 
specimen from the ridge between tho Dharma and Lissar valleys, Kumaon, with a 
cliameter of 82 mm., shows -very numerous and delicate, faleiform strire of growth 
only, elevated occasionally into low and narrow folds, but a small number of stout 
tubercles along the umbilical edge. The umbilicus of this full·grown specimen, 
the largest knoll'll to me, is 13 mm. in width, whereas in the type-specimen of 
B. Ravana of the same size the diameter of the umbilicus is 23 mm. 

Locality: number of apecimem examined.-North·north·west of Muth, Spiti, 
l, coll. Hayden; south·east of Po, Spiti, l, coll. Hayden; ridge between Dharma 
and Lissar valleys, K umaon, 1, coll. La 'l'ouehe. 

4. HOLLANDITES VISVAKARMA. Diener. 

1896. CertJtitH Vittro1:ar111a Diener, HimD.l&yBn FOs~. P11lroont. Ind., m. XV, Vol. I, Pt. 2. TbeCepha· 
lopoda of the Mu~he!k11lk, p. 16, Pl. IV, fig. 2. 

An excellently preserved example of this species has been collected in the 
Muschelkalk of Kaga, Spiti, by Hayden. It agrees exactly with my type-specimen 
from the Sha1shal cliff in its dimensions, inTOlution and sculpture. 

I ts last volution is high·mouthed and strongly compressed at its beginning, but 
becomes con~iderably thickened near its aperture, where the proportion of height 
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to thickness is 42 to 32 mm. The aperture probably coincides with the peristome,. 
the length of the body-chamber measuring exactly one-half volution. 

The soulpture is very characteristic, consisting of simple radial ribs only, 
whioh are strongly developed only in the anterior portion of the last volution. 
Thus Holl. Visvakarma represents one of the simplest types of circumplicate orna
mentation. As in my type-specimen from the Shalshal olifT the greatest height 
of the ribs coinci<les with the middle portion of the lateral pam. Only the la.st 
two ribs preceding the aperture show prominent elevations in the marginal region. 

Sutures.-The sutmes of H. "Fiavakarma differ from the type of sutures 
exhibited in H. Voiti Oppel and its allies by the presence of well-developed auxiliary 
saddles. 

5. HoLLA.NDirES RoxnunGHII nov. sp. Pl. IX, fig. 1. 

I was not sure for some time, whether a small number of Ceratites from the 
Muschelkalk of Joliuka, Byans (coll. F. H. Smith), should be considered as a proper 
species or only as au elliptical variety of II.. P'i811aka1ma. I have decided in favour 
of the first alternative, because the species from J olinka is subject to considerable 
varin.tionfi in its inflation :rnd involution. If l 11ad united it with JI. 17isvakanna, 
I should have been obliged to introduce a range of circumscription in the latter 
species, which could not have been applied to the typical form fl'Om the .M uschel
kalk of Spiti. This view is supported by the presence of essential differences in the 
arrangement of the auxiliary series of the sutural line . 

. .\11 my specimens are of strongly elliptical outlines, but it is impossible to 
decide whether this elliptical shape is accidental or characteristic of the species, 
the majority of the ammonites from this locality being distinguished by an obliquely 
elliptical shape. In their involution they are subject to great variability. The 
illustrated type-specimen agrees with Holl. P'isvaka1'1na in the presence of very 
slowly-increasing whorls overlapping eaoh other to one-third part of their height 
only and leaving a wide umbilicus optm. But the1·e are other examples, more 
involute and provided with a na1Tower umbilicus. rrhe whorls are ~trongly com
pressed and high, but become considerably inflated in the vicinity of the apertw'&l 
margin. 

The sculpture agrees exactly with that of H. P' i.svakat-ma. The inner volutions 
are covered with straight, radial, delicate dbs. It is only in the anterior portion of 
the last volution, that the ribs become stout and elevated, espeeially in the middle of 
the sides. 

.Dimen1ion8. 
DiameWr of the shell 

., ., ,, umbilicus 
Grealest height of the lut whorl 

., thieknue ., ., ., 
Height of the la.st whorl at the place of ita grtafest applanation 
Thickne:<s ,, ., ., ,. • 
Correaponding tliaineter of the aboll • 

" um.bilious • 

UOmm. 
BO n .. " " . 
"'" 19 " .. 
16 • 
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Sutures. -The sutUl'es are but partly known to me. They differ in their 
arrangement from those of H."' "fTiavaka'l'ma by the presence of a broad umbilical 
lobe, which is irregularly serrated but does not exhibit distinct auxiliary elements, 
whereas two n.ux:iliary saddles are distinctly developed in H. VisvakMma. 

Locality: n11mUer of specimens e;rnmined.-Jolinka, Byans, 5, coll. Smith. 
Remarks.-Indilferently-preserved examples of this species exhibit a remark

able similarity with Ptychites rugiferi deformed by pressure. They can, however, 
be easily distinguisbed by the different character of theh sutura.l lines. 

6. HoLLANDITES DuNG.iRA, Diener. 

1896. Ceratites Drmgarti Diener, Himiilayan Foss. Palmont. Indies, ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt .. 2. 'fhe Cepha· 
lopod11. of the Muschelkalk, p. 15, Pl. IJ, ti,i:. 2. 

Of this species numerous and fairly well-preserved specimens have been found 
in A. v. Krafft's and Hayden's colleotions. In general, they are very similar to the 
widely-umbilicated variety of B. "fToiti, but can· always be distinguished by their 
sharpened ribs, whfoharestrongly elevated in the middle portion of the lateral parts. 
These elevations do not assume the shape of true tubercles but are strongly elong
ated in a radial direction. Marginal tubercles are but cxocptionally developed and 
only in the body-chamber of full-grown specimens. 

The involution is subject to considerable variation. In some examples even 
a sort of egression of the umbilicus is noticed, the umbilical suture leaving the 
normal spiral of involution. 

The whorls overlap one another to one-third of their height only or a little 
more, but always less th'.ln one-half their height, whereas in the typical form of 
H. Ji oiti the rate of involution is even more than one-half the height of the 
lateral parls. 

Locality : 1iumber of specimens examined.-Shalshal cliff 1, coll. Krafft; Klig& 
(Spiti) 1, coll. Kmfft, 2, coll. Ilay<len; Muth (Spiti) 1, coll. Hayden; ridge between 
Dharma and Lissar valleys, Kumaon, 1, coll. La Tonche. 

7. HOLLANDITES HIDIMBA Diener. 

1895. Ceratiter Hidimba Diener, HimilAJRTl Flllll!. P11laiont. Iodico, ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2. The C'epha.· 
1opoda. of the M1111ehelkalk, p. lS, Pl. III, fig. 1. 

Of this species one single, imperfect specimen only from Muth, Spiti, has been 
found in the Himalayan collection. Its outer volution shows the peculiar sculpture 
illustrated in the type-specimen from the Tsang tsok la, Hundes. 

8. HOLLANDITES MoOREI nov. sp. Pl. VIII, fig. 1. 

At first glance the present species seems to resemble very closely Holland· 
Ues Hidimba. Eoth species agree exactly in their general shape, transverse 
section and involutioni and even in the ornamentation of the outer whorl, although 
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the radial ribs are less sharp and lower in H. Moorei and do not show the strongly 
forward-bent curve in the marginal region, which is noticed in B. Hidimba. But 
this feature is of very small importance compared with the difference of sculpture 
in the inner volutions. 

H. Hidimba is a species in which the ornamentation is but faintl~" marked in 
young stages of growth, whereas the full strength of radial sculpture is attained in 
old a?e only. In B... Moo1·ei just the opposite tendency of development is noticed. 
The outer volutions are less strongly sculptured than the inner ones, which are 
covered with radiating ribs of irregular strength, some of them bulky and ver,,· stout, 
surpassing in size considerably those in the last volution. 'This character makes the 
distinction of the two species an easy matter1 if one has to do with complete 
specimens, but the determination of fragmentary outer whorls is rather unsafe. 

:\ly type-specimen is almost entirely chambered. 

Diamekr of the shell 
,. ,. umbilicus 

H~~~ii~~1 '.he last l a~ve t1~e ;::~~ii~a! :~~:~ : 

Thickness of the lut \·olution 

UOmm. 

49 " 
52 " 
43 " 
32 .. 

Sulu1'es.-Hollandiles j1J.oorei is another species of the section of Indian 
Cerntites circurnplicali, in which the difference of principal and auxiliar~r clements 
of the sutural line is not as clearly marked as in H. '/Toiti Oppel and its allies. 

The first auxiliary lobe is followed by a well-developed auxiliary saddle with 
serrated margins. Otherwise the sutural line is very similar to that of H. Hidimba. 
All the saddles are serrated up to their topmost extremities. The siphonal Jobe is 
very short. The second lateral lobe exhibits a tripartite termination. 

Locality: number of specimens examined.-Muth {Spiti) 1, coll. Hayden, and a 
small number of fragments of outer volutions from the same localit~· and from the 
Bambanag cliff, Kumaon (coll. A. v. Krafft). 

9. liOLLANDITES VYASA Diener. Pl. VII, figs. 1, 2. 
1895. Ceratite' T~11osa Diener, llim&laynn FoS3. Psll!lont. lndica, Vol. II, Pt. 2. The Cephalopoda of 

the Mn.sehelkalk, p.19, Pl. VI, fig. 2 (1wn fig. 1). 

As has been explained in the description of Oeratites lJe·vaseua, the name 
Hollaudites Vyasa must be restricted to the second of the two speoies which have 
been united by myself in 1895 under this denomination. The inner volutiollS of 
this species have been made accessible for examination in the two specimens 
illustrated in the present memoir. A comparison with the illustration of O. 
1Jevase11a clearly shows the remarkable difference of thefr inner nuclei and proves 
the coneetness of attributing 0. I>evasena to the section of Oe,.atitea nodosi 
and 0. Vyasa to the sub-genus Hollandites. 

In B. 17yaaa the inner volutions increase more rapidly than in 0. IJevaBena 
and are entirely devoid of tuberoles. Their sculpture consists of numerous i·a<liat .. _ 
ing1 stra.ight or slightly falciform ribs of very unequal strength. 
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Most of the ribs are simple, but occasionally t1vo ribs bifurcate near the 
umbilical margin. The ribs are broad and with rounded tops, not acute. In 
the inner nucleus illustrated in fig. 2, the ornamentation is not interrupted along the 
siphonal area up to a diameter of the shell of 40 mm., but the ribs pass over the 
broadly-rounded ventral i.rea in a nearly straight line and without diminishing in 
size. In this stage of development the ribs are narrow and separated by regular 
intervals. In later stages of growth they become flattened, broader, and no longer 
cross the Riphonal area, which gradually becomes compressed and sharply-rounded. 

The sculpture of the outer volution agrees exactly with that in 0. I>evasena • 

Dia.ineteroftheahell • 
., ., ., umbilicus 

Height of the Jut volution 
Thickness ,. 

.IJirrtensions. 

A full•grown Inner nuclei. 
specimen (Jig. 2). Fig. 1, Fig. 2. 

167 mm. 
64 

56 " 
45 " 

SS mm. 61 mm . 

22 " 9 
40 " 33 .. 
2-, " 15 " 

Suturea.-Neariy identical with those of 0. Devasena or B. Voiti. Saddles 
with strongly-serrated margins. No distinct auxiliary elements in the broad 
umbilical lobe. 

Locality: number of specimens ea::amined.-Ka.ga. (Spiti) 3, coll. Hayden; Muth 
2, coll. Hayden, l, coll. Krafft; Bambanag cliff, near :Martoli encamping ground, 1, 
coll. Krafft; Jolinka, Byans, 1, coll. Smith; lower Muschelkalk, Gyuntli R., 1, 
coll. Krafft. 

Remarks.-1'he absolute coincidence in the shape of outer volutions Tiith 
Cera.tiles IJeDasena makes a determination of fragments, in which no part of the 
inner nucleus has been preserved, practically impossible. I am consequently unable 
to decide whether the interpretation of the fragment described as Ceratites sp. ind. 
e:c a.if Vyasa in my memoir on the Cephalopoda of the Himalayan Muschelkalk 
(Pl. IV, fig. 6) was con-ect. Similar fragments have been noticed in A. v. 
Krafft's and Hayden's Himtilayan collections in considerable number. They differ 
from the typical form of H. Vyasa br the broader intervals between the single ribs 
and by the strong development of marginal prominences. 

Such specimens do recall Ceratites evolutus Philippi (Die Cerntiten des obcren 
deutschen lluschelk.alkes, 1. c. Taf. XLII, fig. 1) and even the typical 0. nodosus 
(ibid. Taf. XLVII, fig. 1, 3) from the German Muschelkalk, but it only needs a 
glance at their sutures to seo that they belong to very different groups and that 
their external resemblance is on1y a remarkable case of convergence. 

11. HOLLANDITES CECILII nov. sp. Pl. III, fig. O, Pl. VII, fig. 6. 

The present species is very nearly allied to Oeratites (Hollandites) noD. sp. ind. 
Diener (Himalayan Foss., Palreont. Ind., ser. XV, Vol. II, pt. 2: the Cephalopoda 
of the Muschelkalk, p.13, Pl. IV, fi~. 4) from the Shalshal cliff. It agrees with 

K 2 
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this form and with H. Moorei in the tendency of its ornamentation to die out in 
Iatel' stages of growth. The sculpture is most strongly developed in the inner volu· 
tions and gradually disappears towarJs the aperture-so much so that the anterior 
portion of the last whorl in my larger specimen is almost entirely smooth. Even 
this specimen is provided with a very short part only of its body-chamber. The 
smaller example is an inner nucleus, consisting of air-chambers only. 

The inner Tolutions show an elliptical transverse section1 are moderately 
inflated and increase rather slowly, leaving a comparatively wide umbilicus open. 
The outer whorl is much more strongly compressed and proTided with a highly. 
curved siphonal part. In this character my species agrees pretty well with the 
unnamed !limti.layan form quoted ahm·e and also with Hollandites Nalikanta Dien., 
which I haYc previously placed among either Meekoceras or Proptyckites. 

'l'he sculpture of the inner volutions is also Yery similar to that of H. Nalikanta 
Diener (Hilmllayan Foss., Vol. II, pt. 2, 1. c. p. 45, Pl. IX, figs, 5, 7), but more 
strongl~~ marked. It consists of a combination of simple and dichotomous, fa.lci
form folds, which are broad, bulky and elevated occasionally into irregularly
disposed prominences. The ornamentation of three examples, which I include in 
this speeies, does not agree in all its minor details, although the general pattern is 
the same. 

'l'here is spodfic identity neither with Oeratites noo. sp. ind. from the Musch· 
elkalk of the Shal~hal cliff uo1· with Hollandites Nalikanta. 

From thf! firi-t s1;ecies our form differs by the shape of its ribs, which are 
ncith('r straight 11or turned obliquely forward~. In H. Nalikanta, the umbilicw~ is 
consid('rably narrower, the cross-section more 1anceolate and the sculpture less 
strongly-marked, especially in the marginal l'egion of the inner whorls. 

Dimensions. 
Diameter of the shell 6-0 

,, ., ,. umbi\icui 13 .. 
Height of the l11et {above tlie umbilieal suture • 32 

volntion l ,, ,, preceding whorl , 23 .. 
Thicknc~B of the last volution . • 17•6 " 

Sutm·es.-Similar to those of H. J.Valikanta, with the exception of the auxiliary 
series. 

Siphonal and principal lateral lobes provided with deep indentations, which affect 
the marginal walls of the saddles up to the lower half of their height. Second lateral 
lobe short and faintly serrated. Saddles entire, principal lateral saddle higher than 
the second lateral and sipbonal saddles, which are of equal height. The second 
lateral saddle is followed by a disti11otly-defined auxiliary lobe. From this lobe to 
the umbilical suture three large indentations are counted, gradually decreasing in 
size and corresponding to rudimentary auxiliary saddles. The first auxiliary saddle, 
which is so distinctly marked in H. Nalikanta, is absent in R. Oecflii. 

Locality ; number of specit11ens e.xamined.·-Bambanag cliff, Kumaon, I, coll. 
K1-afft; K:i,,"li (Spiti) 2. coll. Hayden. 
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Sub-genus: PEllIPLBUBOOYCLUB nov. suh-gen. 

The sub-genus Pel'ipleurocgclus is distinguished by the persistence of siphonal 
ribs in all st.ages of growth. A single species only, P. Smithianus, from the 
Muschelkalk of the Him8.1ayas, is known to me. 

PERIPLEUROCYCLUS SMITHIANUS, nov. sp. Pl. IX, figs. 2, 3. 

The fragment illustl'ated in fig. 3, containing a lnrge portion of the body-cham .. 
ber, ought to be considered ns prototype of this species. It has strongly-compressed 
whorls, overlapping each other a little less than one-half their height, and with a 
cordiform transverse sect.ion. The largest transverse diameter corresponds to the 
umbilical margin. From this point the foteral parts converge Yery gradually 
towards the siphonal area, forming flat planes, which pass into the narrowly-rounded 
siphonal part in a moderately bent curve. The umbilical margin is more dis
tinctly defined, forming an obtusely-rounded edge, which is separated from the 
umbilical suture by a perpendicular wall. The umbilicus is Tery large a.nd appears 
rather shallow. 

The sculpture is very characteristic. It consists of simple, radiating ribs, 
which are straight in the inner volutions, but are turned forward in the marginal 
region of thP outer whorl. Tubercles are entirely absent. The ribs are less strongly 
developed in the umbilical than in the siphonal region of the shell and reach their 
greatest elevation in crossiug the siphonal area. They are rounded above, not 
acute, and slope regularly towards the intercosfal valleys. 

In a second fragmrnt, consisting of a portion of the body-chamber only, the ribs 
are but very faintly developed in the umbilical region of the shell, but very strongly 
marked a.long the crest of the siphonal area. This fragment recalls Celtites (?) 
intermedius v. Hauer (Beitrrege zur Kenntniss der Cephalopoden aus der Trias von 
Bosnien, Den'ks('br. Kais. Akad. der Wissensch. 1 LIX, 1891, p. 275, Taf. VII, fig. 3) 
from the :Muschelkalk of Ban Rulog, in its ornamentation but not in its involution. 

The chambered specimen, figure<l on Pl. IX, fig. 2, is distinguished from t11e 
typical form by a more equal height of its l'ihs thl'oughout their entire length. Theil' 
greatest deYelopment is attained in the middle and upper portions of the flanks, not 
in the siphonal region. The inner volutions are less densely ribbed than in thA 
type-specimen, illustrated in fig. 3. Ncve1thelesi;;, I do not think that these \"aria· 
tions in sculpture would justify a specific separation . 

.Dimensions.-'l'hese cannot be measured1 on account of the fragmentary state 
in which the specimens occur. 

Sutures.-Only imperfectly known in the specimen illustrated in fig. 2, in 
which they have suffered considerably by weathering. Lobes with deep indentations, 
saddles slender and with entire margins. 

Siphonal lobe sh(lrt and provided with a high median prominence. Inner walls 
of the i:iecond lateral saddle coinciding with the umbilical margin. Only one 
auxiliary lobe outside the umbilioal suture. 
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Locality: number of 11pecimens examined.-Jolinka (Byans) 4, coll. Smith. 

Sub-genus : FLORIA.Z.'ITES Hyatt. 

FLOBU.XITES cf. KANSA Diener. Pl. V, fig. 5. 

1895. Dunubite' Kania Diener, JlimU.\. Poss. l'>1lre-0nt. Indioa, Ger. XV, Vol. II. P1. 2. The CephalopodP. 
oftl1e ~lns~helk~lk, p.103, Pl. XXIX, fig. l. 

The illustrated specimen from. the lower Musohelkalk of Gyundi R., Spiti (coll· 
Krafft), badly prescr1ed as it is, shows a remarkable similarity to Ftoj•ianite1 
Kansa Diener from the lower Musohelkalk of the Triassic limestone crag of 
Chitichuu No. 1. It agrees with my type-specimen from Chitichun in its general 
shape, distinguished by slowly-inorcasing, tube-shaped whorls, which scarcely overlap 
each other and are bordered by con ,·ex sides1 with neither marginal nor umbilical 
edges, 

The pattern of sculpture is also the same in both specimens. It consists of 
simvle, radial ribs, confined to the lateral parts and dying out both in the umbi
lical and marginal regions. Xinetcen ribs are counted to one-half volution. The 
number of ribs which occur in the last entirely·chambered volution of my typc
spccimen from Chitichun is 39. 

In the present specimen a small portion of the body-chamber has been preserved. 
It differs from the chambered volutions by its more distant and strongly-inflated 
ribs, which slope obliquely towards the wide intercostal depressions. All the ribs 
are broadly-rounded along their tops . 

.Dimensions (of the inner volutions). 
Di"meter of tlu• ehell • 58 mm. 

,. ,. ,. umbilieus • 25 ., 
Heh:bt of the 11\St volutlon 18·5 ., 
Thiekuess ,. 16 ,, 

S1iiurea.-Not known in detail. Two lateral lobes and saddles . 
.Remcwks.-It is only the imperfect state of preservation which induced me to 

abstain from a direct identification of the present srecimen with Ftor&anites Kanaa. 
'l'he1·e arc two examples, still more fragmentarily preserved, referable to this 

species, both from the lower Muschclkalk of Lilang, Spiti (coll. Krafft). 

Sub-genus: S.-LLTERITEs nov. sub-gen. 

Oeratites Oberhummeri is the prototype of this new sub·genus, whose leading 
fea:tures are obvious from the following description :-

SAL'.rERrTES 0BERHUMMERI nov, sp. Pl. V1 :tig. 1. 

'rhis species, represented by one single specimen from Muth, Spiti (coll. Hayden), 
is of special interest. combinfog, as it does, some characters of the groups of Oeratitea 
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cfrcumplicati, and 0. nod-Otti, and recalling strongly in its shape and sculpture some 
types of the group of 0. subrobusti (sub-gen. Keyserlingites). 

The slowly-increasing whorls enclose a comparatively wide umbilicus. They are 
of nearly equal height and thickness in the adolescent stage of growth, but become 
strongly compressed in the outer volutions. The transverse section is of elliptical or 
rather lanceolate shape, the moderately curved lateral parts converging from tlrn 
umbilical ma1·gin towards the siphonal area. The siphonal area is regularly arched, 
not roof-shaped or flattened in any stage of growth, and passes gradually into the 
flanks, without any distinct marginal demaroation. In the inner who!'ls a sort of 
bluntly rounded-off umbilical edge is developed, but in the last volution the umbi
lical margin is Jess distinctly defined aml the umbilical wall slopes in a steeply
inclined plane towards the umbilical suture. 

In the inner Yolutions the sculpture consists of stout and straight radial ribs. 
Some of these ribs a.re adorned with radially-elongated lateral tubercles. The invo
lution takes place outside this spiral row of tubercles or bumps, which are conse
quently exhibited within the umbilicus. 

At the beginning of the last volution the tubercles become very large, but take 
their position in the Yicinity of the umbilical margin. As a rule, a bifurcation of 
ribs corresponds to these tubercles. 'l'he ribs are no longer straight, but slightly 
fa.lciform, befog turned forward in the vicinity of the siphonal margin, where they 
terminate in distinct, but small tubercles. If we except the a.bnormal development 
of umbilical bumps, this type of ornamentation is similar to that noticed in 
numerous s11ecics of the Indian group of Ceratiles cfrcumplicati (Hollat1dites). 

In the anterior pot1.ion of the last rnlution the radially-elongated tubercles are 
gradually shifted from their umbilical into a lateral position, but continue to serve 
eventually as points of bifru·cation of the ribs, which are broad and vaulted. This 
pattern of sculpture recalls the group of Ceratites nodosi. 

Notwithstanding this apparent affinity to Indian species of Ce1·atites circum~ 
pUcati and 0. nodosi there is a still more remarkable similarity with some types of 
Keyserlingites, especially with Keya. Sclwenki v. Mojsisovios (Arktische T1iasfau
nen, Mem. Acad. Imper. des sciences de St. Petersbourg, VII ser., T. XXXIII, 
No. 6, p. 42, Pl. IV1 fig. I) and .Keys. Fega Oeherg (Om Trias foersteningar frli.n 
Spetsbergen, Konigl. Svenska Vetensk. Akacl. Randi. XLV, No. 14, p. 14, 
'!'al. IV, fig. 2.) 

In outlines1 inTOlution and in the shape of the transverse section there is a 
remarkable resemblance with Keyse1·lin9ites Schrenki1 especially the lanceolate 
shape of the aperture, the rounded siphonal area, and the absence of any umbilical 
or marginal edge are very similar in both species, although those features are equally 
well noticed in sernral species of the group of 0. circumplicati. But the character 
which chiefly recalls Keys. Sclirenki, is the preponderance of abnormally clm'eloped 
umbilical tubercles. In K. Schrenki ribs play a rather insignificant part, but in 
K. P ega ribs of the same pattern as in Salte1·ites Obediummeri a.re distim:t.h 
developed, although in a smaller number. ' 
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The gradual passage from umbilical into lateral tubercles in successive stages of 
growth has been described in another species of Keyserlingiles, K. Bungei, by E. v. 
Mojsisovics (110m. Acad. Imper. des sciences de St. PBtersbourg, VII ser., T. XXXVI, 
No. 51 p. 8, Pl. I, fig. 14). It is, indeed, very probable that the present species 
ought to be placed among the 0. subrobusti rather than among the 0. circumplicati. 
It certainly shows the intimate relationship between all those groups which cannot 
be separated as sharply as had been suggested by Philippi. 

rrhe only specimen of Salterites Obe'rhummeri available for examination con
sists of air-chambers only. 'fhis is the principal reason inducing me to consider it 
proT"isionally as an isolated form, because its systematic position cannot be ascer~ 
tained dt>finitely without the knowledge of its body-chamber. 

From Haydenites, our species is easily distinguished by its general shape and 
by the presence of tubercles in the inner volutions . 

.Dimensions. 
Diameter of the ahrll 

,. ,, ., umbilicus • • • 

He\~~~:,~;~~. the las~ f 11~v~ t1~e ;~:~~ii~~~ ~l~~~r : 

Tloickr.ess of the lut 1·olution 

Sutures.-Xot unlike those of Keyserl. Sclirenki. 

87 mm. 

2fl " 
37 ., 
32 .. 

28 " 

In thr. vicinity of the aperture the second Jaterallobc coincides with the umbi· 
Heal humps. Principal lateral lobe u-ith deep indentations, three of them occupy· 
ing the base of the lobe, an.cl an equal number affecting the marginal walJs on each 
side. Indentations of the second lateral lobe restricted to thP. base. 

Saddles entire, not serrated. The second lateral saddle is followed by a Jong 
umhilic:il lobe with nume1·ous denticulations, as in the group of Hollandites P'oiti. 
There is no proper auxiliary saddle developed. 

Sub·genus: HAYDESITES nov. sllb-gen. 

This new sub-genus is proposed for the accommodation of the following species 
which occnpie.s an isolated position among Oe1·atitea on account of its peculiar shape 
anrl sculpture. 

Its leading features are obvious from the specific description. I can, therefore, 
abstain from giving a complete diagnosis. In this sub-genus are included widely 
umbilicated Ceratites with outlines strongly re"alling the Cretaceous genus 
..tlcanthooerafJ and with the ornamentation of Hollandi.tea in the inner whorls, of 
Keyserlingites in the chambered portion of the last volution, and of Oeratites 
truncus Oppel in the body-chamber. 

HA.YDENITES HA.TSOHEltII nov. sp. Pl. VI, fig. J. 

This is one of the most remarkable species of Oeratite11 on aocount of the great 
variation which its ornamentation undergoes in different stages of growth. 
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In young and adolescent stages it is a typical representative of the group of 
Oeratitea circumplicati. In a more advanced stage of development it exhibits the 
sculpture of 0. tubrobusti, and in old age it.s ornamentation 8o<1'l'ees with that noticed 
in the body-chambers of full-grown ·fo.dividua1s of Oeratites tt·uncua or 0. IJevasena 
among the nodoai or of Hollandites Fyasa among the circumplicati. 

Thus it unites features which otherwise are found in different groups of 
Ceratites. Its systematic position must consequently remain uncertain. My personal 
opinion is that it should be considered as prototype of a special new group of 
Oeratites. 

In the Himalayan collection this species is represented by a beautifully preserved 
example of very Jarge size, from Kaga, Spiti (coll. Hayden), and by a fragment of a 
second specimen from the same locality, corresponding to such pa.rt of the complete 
example as is distinguished by the sculpture of Keyse~·lingites. 

The complete specimen is one of the largest types of Ceratites hitherto known. 
Exactly one-half of the last volution belongs to the body-chamber, the aperture of 
which has been broken off along a plane of cleavage and does not show any traces 
of the vicinity of the peristome. 

The whorls increase slowly and overlap one another to about one-half their 
height only, thus leaving a wide umbilicus open. The transverse section is 
approximately square and of equal height and width, with a regularly-rounded 
siphonal area. There are no other ammonites to which this species is so similar 
in its general shape and involution as to some Indian types of the Cretaceous genus 
Acanthoceras such as .il.. Neioboldi Kossmat. 

Both the siphonal and umbilical margins are distinctly marked, though not 
acute. The umbilicus is surrounded by a high and perpendicular wall. 

The ornamentation of the inner volutions is very simple. It consists of Tery 
numerous radial ribs only, which are rounded on their tops and separated 1Jy inter
costal valleys of equal wiclth. Neither umbilical nor lateral tubercles aro deve
loped. 

At the bt>ginn.ing of the last volution a very remarkalJle change in the sculpture 
is noticed. Lateral spines or tubercles of very large size make their appearance 
in the lower third of the flanks and serve as point~ of bifurcation of the l'adiating 
ribs. The spines are radially -elongated. At the same time the ribs are elevated 
into small marginal tulJercles, from which they continue, although in considerably 
reduced strength, across the siphonal area. This is exactly the pattern of sculpture 
as described and illustrated in Keyse1·lirigites Bungei by E. v. Mojsisodcs 
(Ueher einige Arktische Triasammonitf'n des noerd1ichen Siheiien, MCm. Acad. 
Imper. d~s soiences de St. P6tershourg, VII ser., T. XXXVI, No. 5, p. 8, Taf. I, 
fig. 14). This sculpture continues as far as the beginning of the body-chamber. 

Anteriorly to the last air-chamber the bifurcation of ribs in the lateral 
spines ceases, the ribs become simple, th~ lateral spines gradually die out or 
become mere swellings of the ribs, the marginal tubercles considerably increase 
in size and the ribs no longer cross the siphonal area, which gradually becomes 
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entirely smooth. 'Ihus the same type of ornamentation is reached in the hody
ehamber of the present species that we find in several species of Oeratites s. 1. 

and of Holla1idites {0. b-uncus, 0. IJevasena, H. Pyasa) . 

.Dimemions. 
Diameter of thP. ~bell 

., ,. ,, umbilicus 

H~~~tv:~u~~=n { a~'ve t~e ::~~c;~ :~:~ 
1'hiaknessofthelastvulution . 

192mm . 
64 .. 
86 .. 
79 .. 
86 .• 

Sutu·res.-'fhe siphonal lobe is considerably shorter than the principal lateral 
lobe and is }lrovidecl with a very high and slender median prominence. 'l'here 
are two deep indentations at the base of each wing, and three at the base of 
the principal lateral lobe. The basal points arc elongated and strongly developed. 

All the saddles are entire1 the incisions being restricted to the Jower portions 
of their marginal walls. 1'hey are of nearly equal height, the level of the lobes 
gradually ascending toward~ the umbilical suture. Bet"Ween the second lateral 
~addle and the umbilical suture there is an auxiliary lobe, consisting of two deep 
and pointed incisions and of two rudimentary saddles. 

This development of the auxiliary series recalls Hollanditea rather tl1an 
I{eyserUngites. 

Sub-genus : KErBEBLIJ:rtOITES Hyatt. 

(Group of CERA.TITES SUBROBUSTI.) 

I. KEYSBRLINGITES DrnNERI v. Mojsisovics. Pl. XI, figs. 1, 2. 

18fli. Ce,.atire1 fflb1•obu1/u4 lliener, Himilayan Foss., Paliennt. lndiea, ~er. XV, Yo!. II, Pt. 1. The Ceph11• 
\opoda of the lower TriH, p. 20, Pl. XYI,a, b, Pl. XIX, fig. 2. 

1902. Ceratites hie11eri E. v. lirnHsovio8, Die Cepbalopodeo der Hal!11llit~1· Kalke, Abh11ndl. Geo!. Reich· 
•anst., Vl·l, Snpple111cotbd., p. 828. 

In 1897 a large i:;pecimen of Keyse~·lingites from the Shalshal cliff was 
identified by myself with the characteristic Siberian species Ceratites sub1·ob11stus 
Mojs. 

E. v. Mojsisovics, although having himself confirmed their identification in 
1S97, took a different view of the system:itic position of the Indian species 
in 1902. He then considered it as a more specialised offspring of the geolo
gically older Ce1·atites sub1·obust11a. "In Oe1·atitea IJiene1·e" he says (I. c. · 
p. 328) "the spines, which in 0. subrobustus are situatt•d near the umbilical 
margin, have been shifted towards the flanks and must therefore be designated 
as lateral ~pines. As in 0. lJungei, ribs run from thosG spines downward to 
the umbilical suture in a straight direct.ion. The sculpture of those two Ceratitcs 
consequently shows the 11attern of ornamentation whioh is found ia the type 
of a. binocfosua. ,, 
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Had no other characters of distinction been found in the Indian type than 
those enumerated by E. v. Mojsisovics, I should not have accepted the specific 
separation of the Indian and Siberian forms as proposed by that learned author. 
The difference in the position of the spines is, I am afraid, purely imaginary. In 
tho large Olenek specimen with body-cbamberi illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics in 
"Arktische Triasfaunen" (Mem. Acad. Imper. des sciences de St. PCtersbourg, 
ser. VII, 'l', XXXIII, So. 6) on Pl. V, the position of the spines is exactly the s:1me 
as in my type-specimen from the Shalshal cliff. Short ribs run from those 
spines down to the umbilical suture. ..\s no umbilical margin whatever isdevelopecl 
in the periphery of the tube-shaped whorls, it is simply a matter of convenience 
whether these spines be rPgarded a$ umbilical or lateral. I can only repeat.
and m~' opinion has been confirmed by an examination of A. v. Krafft's recent 
material-that in the outer volutions of adult examples of Siberian and Indian 
Oe1·at&tes subrobusti no epecific difference can be noticed. Although I hope to 
justify my view that, Keyse'rlingites .IJienet•i is indeed a proper species, I am obliged 
to confess, that the features of distinction could not be observed in my type-specimens 
from the Shalshal cliff, but are of such a nature that they can only be observed 
in inner n nclei. 

In m~· tn1e-specimen the inner volutions were not accessible to examination. 
As I have stated in my description (I. c. p. 20) I havt• not been ahle to chisel them 
out of the f'::ttremely tough matrix. In A. v. Krafft's Him..1la~·an collections from the 
lowerMuschelkal!i: of the Shalshal cliff und of Lilang, two specimens were disco-rerecl 
agreeing exactly with the type-specimen in shape, involution and size, although both 
of them consist of air-chambers only, wliereas in the former the body-chamber is 
almost entirely preserved. These two specimens haYe bcrn partly sacrificed for 
chiselling out their inner volutions. 

In the example from Lilang with an original diametel' of 150 mm. three
qua1ters of the last volution have been scaled olf. The remaining whorls havP. 
been illustrated iu fig. 1 of I>l. XI. In the second specimen with a diameter of 
183 mm. I ha\e succeeded in taking out the pen ultimate whorl, without destroy
ing the last Tolution. This latter has not been figured, because it agrees exactly 
with the chambered portions of the type-specimen illustrated in my above-quoted 
memoir and thus its illustration would not have added an~·thing to our knowledge 
of the species. From the penultimate whorl the inner nucleus, consisting of the 
preceding Yolutions, has been chiselled out and illustrated together with a portion 
of the penultimate whorl in fig. :2 of Pl. XI. 1'hus the development of the shell 
through all stages of growth from a diameter of 22 mm.-corresponding to a 
height of the aperture of 7·5 mm.-has been made visible. 

Now we shall follow the variations which the shell undergoes du1ing these 
different stages of development. 

In the specimen from Lilang the shape and sculpture of the penultimate 
whorl near the aperture do not differ remarkably from those in the chamhered 
portion of the last volution. The whorls arc still tube-shaped, with regularly 

r. 2 
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rounded sides, although a flattening of the siphonal part is already noticed. The 
spines are situated at the point which corresponds exactly t-0 the greatest transverse 
diameter of the cross·section. As in the last volution, the 8pines are encircled by 
the principal lateral saddle. The ribs bifW"cate at the spines and cross the 
siphonal area without any interruption. The number of siphonal ribs originating 
from a single spine is often more than two. The continuity of .sculpture in the 
siphonal area is also clearly marked in smaller specimens of the Siberian Keyser· 
li119Ues sub1·ob11stus :.\fojs. (1. c. Taf. VI, fig. 1) and in K. Middendorifi Keys. 

The change of shape and scu1 pturc that Keyse1·lin9ites 1Jiene1i undergoes in the 
penultimate volution is much more conspicuous in the specimen illustrated in 
fig. 2. In the penultimate whorl of this example from the Shalshal cliff the regular 
tubular form of the last volution gradually disappears. A broadly-vaulted siphonal 
area begins to separate itself from the flanks, which are still strongly convex and 
rise from the umbilical suture in an uninterrupted curve. The line of demarcation 
between the flanks and the siphoual area coincides with the greatest transverse 
diameter. Along this line are arranged the stout, spirally-elongated spines, from 
which bifurcating ribs originate, and pass across the siphonal area. Intercalated 
ribs also occur in the intenn.Is between two spines. 'l'he .flanks arc neal'ly 
smooth, provided with indistinct, broad plications only, which rise from the spines 
and gradually die out before reaching the umbilical suture. 

In the inner nucleus, corresponding to the w borl preceding the penultimate volu· 
tion, the contrast between the flanks and the siphonal area is still ruore prominent. 
The siphonal area is nearly fiat and separated from the moderately vaulted lateral 
parts by an obtuse edge. The cross-section is trapezoidal, with its greatest transverse 
diameter coinciding with the siphonal margin. In tl10 sculpture the contrast 
between the smooth flanks and the richly ornamented siphonal area is strongly 
marked. The siphonal area is cbvere<l with numerous crescent-shaped ribs, crossing 
it with their convexity turned forward. The spines arc very Ji.tout and situated 
exactly along the ~iphonal edge. If we make an exception for the richer 
ornamentation of the siphonal area, the inner nucleus of our species recalls very 
forcilJly a species of the genus Tirol it es, with its square transverse section :ind 
its marginal row of ~pines, espeoially T. Hauer& Mojs. or T. turgidus Mojs. (Kitti, 
Cephalopoden der oberen Werfener Schichten von Muc. Abhandl. K. K. Geol. 
Reichsanst., XX, pp. 56, 59, Taf. IX, fig. 8-13, X, fig. 7, 8). 

The inner nucleus of Keyserlingites IJieneri bas not the external shape of 
Dina'rites spiniplicati hut of Tirolites spinosi. With reference to the siphonal 
area the position of the spines is neither umbilical nor lateral, but marginal. 

lJanubites nivalis Diener (HimS.Jayan Foss. Palreont. Indios, ser. XV, 
Vol. II, Pt. 1, Cephalopoda of the lower Trias, p. 51, Pl. XV, figs. 17-19) from the 
Hedenstrcemia-beds of Muth, Spiti, with the peculiar tirolitic shape of its lateral 
sculpture in the body-chamber, shows also a remarkable sim.ilruity with our species, 
although the presence of strong ribs and the different transverse section make a 
distinction easy. 
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The similarity of the inner nuclei of K. Dieneri with Sibirltes Praldada Diener 
(Cephalopoda of the ~luschclkalk, p. 37, Pl. VII, fig. u) is still more remarkable, 
especially regarding the sculpture of the siphonal area. The resemblance is so great 
that I have, indeed, thought of the possibility that Sibirites Prahlada might be the 
inner nucleus of K. IJieneri. A closer examination has, however, led me to discard 
this suggestion entirely. 'J.1he character and position of the spines arc not the same 
in both species. ln the nuclei of K. JJieneri the position of the spines is exactly 
marginal and the spines are elongated spirally. In Sibirites Prahl ad a the tubercles 
occupy a decidedly lateral position, are elongated mdially, with half-moon-shaped 
tops, and are connected with short lateral ribs. which are entirely absent in 
K. JJieneri. 

I have not been able to follow the developmental stages of this example to a 
smaller diameter of the nucleus than 14 mm. The polygonal spire inside the umbi· 
lieus, which is so characteristio in young individuals of Siberian representatives of 
Keyaerlingitea, is hut faintly marked in the present specimen. 

From ow· examination it is evident, that the inner nucleus of K. Dieneri 
differs entirely from Ditzarites spiniplicat-i ( Olenekites), the presumed ancestors 
of the sub-genus in Siberia, and that its apparent affinity is even much more close 
with Tirolites, which, according to E. v. :J\-Iojsisovics, belongs to an absolutely 
different developmental series of Tria~sic ammonites. 'Ibis apparent affinity to 
Tfrolitea does not, howe·rnr, stand a severe tt·st, if we examine the development of 
the volutions of K. Dieneri in latCL' stages of growth. 

"'e ha,·e seen that in K . .Dieneri the cross-section of the volution prececling 
the penultimate whorl is square-shaped and bordered by flanks and by a siphonal 
area, which are di~tinctly separated by an obtuse ~dgc. Spines and greatest trans
verse diameter correspond to this siphonal margin or edge. Distinct ribs are con
fined to the sipl1onal area. In the anterior portion of tlie penultimate whorl the 
individualisation of lateral parts and siphonal area gradually disappt>ars, the whorl 
becomes tube·shape(l with a rounded cross-section, but the spines still correspond 
to th0 greatest transverse diameter. The difference in the shape of the cross-section 
is due to a gradual inflation of the siphonal area, which in the inner nucleus is 
nearly flat but turns strongly convex at the beginning of the last volution. In this 
siphonal area., which gradually increases in size so considerably that it occupies the 
larger half of the tube near tho apertw·e of the penultimate whorl, an individuali· 
sation of two elements sets in in the last volution. An obtusely·rounded edge is 
developed along the spiral row of tubercles adorning the dichotomous ribs outside 
the primary row of large spines. In the last volutiou of full-grown specimens 
(Cephalopoda of the lower Trias, I. c. Pl. XVI) it is this edge which separates a 
flatly rounded siphonal area from moderately convex flanks on which the primary 
spines are disposed. 

From this examination it is obvious that the flanks m tlie last 'DOluticm do 
not cor~·espond to the flanks of the inner nucleus 'but are gradually developed from 
tlie ai.phonal part. 'J'he flanks of the inner nucleus are homotaxial with the umbilical 
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wall of the full-grown specimen, whereas both lateral parts and siphon.al area of 
the last volution are homotaxial with the siphonal area of the inner nucleus. 

It is consequently not correct to designate the. primary spines of the inner 
'f"olutions as marginal spines and to sny that they have been shifted into a lateral 
or umbilical position in later stages of growth. The position of primary spines ltas 
t•emained wiaUered tfwwglwut all stages of developnient. The motpkological ele
numts of the tubt? have undergone a complete ch«nge. The flanks of the inner 
nuclem ha\·e been reduced to the umbilical wall of the last volution, and the 
lateral parts and siphonal area of the a<lult shell have been developed from the broad 
and flat siphonal area of the inne1· whorls. 'Thus, the siphonal sculpture of the 
inner nucleus has been graduallr turned into a iateral one. 

'l'ogcthc1· with shape and sculpture thP involution c11anges considerably in the 
inner whorls. In the last volution the whorls overlap one another to about one-ha.If 
their height. With the flattening of the siphonal area the ra.tc of involution 
decreases. In the inner volutions the whorls ouly touch each other. This change 
of in 'folution is entirely due to the gradual transformation the siphonal area uoder· 
goes in passing from the inner nuclei into the adolescent stage of growth. 

Tile spiral of involution 1·enwin8 unaltered tlwoughout all. stages of g1·owth, 
corresponding exactly to the outer margin of the primary spines. 

Thus, there is no question about the impossibility of constructing a develop
mental connection of Reysedingites Diene1·i with Ti1·olites. On the other hand, an 
intimate relationship to the IJinm·ites spiniplicati, the 1>resumed ancestors of 
IC, subrobustus :\Iojs., is excluded by the results of this examination. Inner nuclei 
of .K. Middendm·Ut (E. v . .\Iojsisovics, A1·ktischc Triasfaunen l. o. Pl. II, fig. 13) 
differ remarkably from those of K. IJieiieri. The tube-shapecl character of the 
volutions remains unaltered in a nucleus w-ith a diameter of 11 mm. Of all the 
remarkable changes which the siphona] part of K. Dieneri undergoes in different 
stages of growth, nothing is noticed in K. Middendor.ffi. 

This experience, I think, should be sufficient to decide whether the Indian 
types of the sub-genus are phylogcnetically allied to the Siberiau species, as has been 
Euggested by E. v. lfojsisovics, or whether the astonishing resemblance in their 
external shape, sculpture and sutures is onl~· a case of convergence. But in which· 
ever way this question may he decided, nobody, I hope, will doubt the necessity of 
separating specifically the Indian and Siberian forms. 

IJimension8.-The measmcments of the specimen illustrated in fig. 2 are as 
follows:-

Laat whorl (eniirely Penultimate Inner 
chambered). whorl. nueleus. 

DiametcL" of the shell 153 mm. 60 mm. ., mm. 
.. .. umbilicus .. 20 .. 8 

Height 76 .. 24 .. ?'•I> II 

Thfokneea 85 .. •• " " " 
Sutures.-Agreeing with those of the type-specimen of E.eyserlingitea IJieneri 

and of K. subrobusttt8, but no auxiliary saddle outside the umbilical s~ture. 
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Locality : m1mber of specimens ezamined.-Lower Muschelkalk, Shalshal cliff, 
1, coll. Krafft; Lilang (Spiti) 1, coll. Krafft; Muth 1, coll. Hayden, and a •mall 
number of fragments from the same localities and from the Bambanag cliff, 

Kumaon, co1l. Krafft. 
It has been ascertained by A. v. Krafft (General Report, Geol. Surv. India, 

1899-1900, p. 207, 1900-01, p. 26) that Keyserlingitea Dien'1'i is a leading fossil of 
the lower liuscho\kalk (horizon of Spirifeiina St1·aclteyi) and does not belong to 
the lower Trias (Ucdenstrc:emia beds, horizon of Flemingites Rohilla), as had been 
suggested by myself in 1895. In the face of the convincing arguments brought 
forwa.1·d by A. v. Krafft, I cannot deny the· possibility that the only specimen 
known to me from the Shalshal cliff had not been collected in sittt, as I formerly 
helieled. 

Remm·ks.-The fragmentarily preserved example from the Shalshal cliff1 

described as Ce1·atites sp. ind. ex a.ff. Middendo1·ffi in my memoir on the Cephalopoda 
of the Musohelkalk (I. c. p. 28, Pl. V, fig. 7), is certainly not the inner nucleus 
of Keyserlingites lJie,Jeri, but an independent species. Its trans'\"erse section differs 
considerably from inner nuclei of K. lJient?ri of equal size. Nor does the shape of 
spines agree exactly in the two species. 

2. KEYSERLINGI'l'ES PAGODA nov. sp. Pl. x. fig. 2. 

From the lower Muschelkalk north of Po (coll. Krafft) a specimen is lying 
before me, which belongs to a species of Keyserlingites very nearly allied to K. 
J)ieneri, but distinguished from it by slight differences in the ornamentation of 
the body·chamber volution and by the enormou.s width of its peristome. 

'l'he penultimate volution and the anterior portion of the last (body-chamber) 
whorl with the peristome have been preserved. The penultimate whorl agrees 
exactly with that of the specimen of K. J)iene1·i illustrated on Pl. XI, fig. 2. The 
last volution is very strongly inflated and trumpet-shaped. Its trnnsverse section 
is hexagonal, the primary spines coinciding with the greatest width of tho shell and 
the marginal spines with the obtusely rounded siphonal angles. The spines arc not 
stout and bulky as in K. J)ieneri, hut are rather acute and elongated elevations of 
the strong ribs. 

In my type-specimen the peristome has been pres~rved almost entirely. It is 
not preceded by any constriction of the shell. 'l'he apertural margin follows in its 
lower portion the direction of tho lateral sculpture, being most strongly protracted 
in the umbilical region, and crosses the siphonal area in a nearly straight line, 
which unites with the lnteral lappets in a forward-bent curve. 

Thus, a deep sinus is formed in the siphon9.l area of the apertural margin 
contrasting remarkably with the shape of the peristome in Alpine nnd German 
Cel'atitidce. It shows a distant resemblance with the peristomc of some Nautilid<e 
such as the Triassic Plewronautiltu Rollieriv. Arthaber (Cephalo}Jod.en der Reiflinger 
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Ka.Ike, Beitrrege zur Geol. u. Palreont. Oesterreich-Ungarns, etc., Bd. X, 1859, 
Taf. I, fig. 5), which has also its border strongly protracted in the umbilical region 
and is provided with a lateral and siphonal sinus. But the lateral sinus is very 
large, the siphonal one compatttively smali in Pleuronautilin Rollieri, whereas in 
Keyserlingites pagoda the lateral sinus between the umbilical and lateral lappets 
of the apertural margin is very shallow, but the siphonal sinus is extraorclinarily 
brood and deep. 

Dimenaions. 

Via.meter 0£ the shell 
,, ,. " 111nbilicns 

Reight of the latl volntfon 
Thickness ,, ,. ., 

Sutiwea.-1'\ot known in detail. 

100 mm. 
22 .. 
47 • 
75 .. 

3. KEYSERLINGITES sp. ind. ex. aff. BUNG EI Mojs. PI. XI, fig. 3. 

A fragmentary body-chamber volution of Keyserlingiles from the lower Musch
elka1k of Lilang (coll. Krafft) is mentioned bore on account of its remarkable 
similarity with KeyrJe1·li11gites B1tngei v. liojsisovics (Uebcr einig-e Arktische 
Triasammnnitcn clC's noerdlichcn Sibiricn, ~Iem. Acad. des sciences de St. Peters
bourg, XXXVI, No. 5, p. 8, Taf. I, fig. 14) from thP. mouth of the Olenek. 

'Jhe rnlution is thickc1· than high, square in section with flattened lateral parts, 
which are separated hr rounded margins from a high and steeply-curved umbilical 
wall, and from a broad1y·"rnultcd sipl10nal area. The stout primary spines are not 
situated along the umbilical margin, but- exactly as in KeyserlingUes Bungei
below the middle of the flanks. They are radially elongated and connected filth 
low ribs, which run towards the umbilical and siphonal margins. The ribs are 
neither equidistant nor of cquaJ strength. They become obsolete before reaching the 
umbilical suture, but arc elevated into distinct tubercles along the siphon.al margin. 
Some of the rihs bifurcate in the primary spines, the rest remain un<lhided. The 
siphonal area is crossed by ribs, connecting the marginal tubercles, but this siphonal 
ornamentation is much more delicate than the 1ateral sculpture. 

The irregularity of sculpture in this fragment is easily explained, if we take 
into consideration that we have probably to deal with the anterior part of the body· 
chamber, preceding the peristome, where the normal sculpture is always subjeot to 
slight va.riations in full-grown individuals. 

In designating the present species as Keyserlingites sp. ind. atf. Bungei I 
only wish to allude to its external similarity with this Siberilln form, without 
suggest.ing any real affinity. 

JJimenBiom.-As the fragmentary state of preservation does not allow any 
exact measurements of this specimen, I must refer the reader to the :figure. The 
proportion o~ height and thickness near the aperture il3 19: 22 mm. 

Sutures.-Not known. 
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4. KEYSERLINGITKS nov. sp. ind. Pl. XI, fig. 4. 

In the Himalayan collection this species is represented by a sing]e fragment 
from the lower Muscbelkalk of Lilang (coll. Krafft), from which it is impossible 
to ta.ke exa.Ct measurements. 

There is especially an unnamed species from the mouth of the Olenek, described 
and illustrated by E. v. Mojsisovics (Arktische Triasfaunen, I. c. p. 48, Pl. II, 
fig. 14), to which the present fr~oni.ent might be compared. It has numerous~ 
narrow, partly acute ribs. 'Ihe spines are faintly developed, not stout, but radially 
elongated in the direction of the ribs, some of which are dichotomous. 'Traces of 
marginal spines are but indistinctly developed. 

Sutures.-Not known. 

5. KEYSERLINGITES PAHARI nov. sp. Pl. VIII, tig. 2. 

'!'his interesting species is represented by a single but beautifully preserved 
specimen from the lower Muschelkalk of Lilang, Spiti (coll. Krafft). It consists 
almost entirely of air-chambers only. 

In its general shape and involution this species agrees with Keyserlingites sub
robustus Mojs. from which it is, however, distinguished by its richer ornamentation. 
The inner volutions are regularly rounded as far as they are exposed within the wide 
and >ery deep umbilicus. In the last volution the transnrse section becomes 
square. The high umbilical wall still continues to be regularly rounded, but the 
lateral parts are flattened and converge slightly from the umbilical to the i;iphonal 
margin. The siphonal margin. forms a di~tinct although obtusely rounded-off demar
cation betwt>en the flanks and the siphona1 area, which is very flatly vaulted. 

In the inner volutions the only element of sculpture consists of stout tubercles 
which coincide with the greatest transverse diameter of the whorls, exact!~· as in 
K. s1ebrohustua. Jt is only a matter of convenience, whether one prefers to 
designate these spines as umbilical or lateral. The involution takes place exactly 
outside the spiral line of spines, which are consequently exposed within the umbilicus, 
In the penultimate whorl the spines are elongated radially into short ribs, which, 
howeyer, do not reach further down than half-way between the spines and the 
umbilical suture. 

Thirteen primary spines are counted in the last volution. From each of them 
lateral ribs bifurcate regularly. Every rib terminates in a stout tubercle near 
the siphonal margin. The remarkable development of numerous marginal tubercles 
imparts to this species its characteristic shape. The ribs, which cross the siphonal 
area connecting a pair of marginal tubercles, are but faintly marked. 

Diameter of the shell 
,, ,, umbilicus. 

Height of tbe lad volution 
ThiokneH ,, ,. 

Dimensions. 
• 104. u:im. 

82 • .. 
• 158 .. 
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Sutures.-Not entirely known. Agreeing in general with those of K. IJieneri. 

Genus: BEYRICBITES Waagen. 

In aocordance with Waagen (Ceratite Formation, Salt Range Foss. Pal. Ind.1 

ser. XIII, Vol. II, p. 160) the genus Beyrichites is accepted here as including the 
group of Oeratites reuttensia Beyrich (U eber einge Cephalopoden aus dem Musch
~lkalk der Alpen, etc. Abhandl. kg!. Akad. d. Wissensch. Berlin, 1866, p. l13), 
which in 1882 had been united by E. v. Mojsisovics with Hyatt's genus MeekoceraJJ. 

Bey1'icltites has been placed in the family of Ptychitidce. K. v. Zittel (in 
his Grundzuegc der Palreontologie, second edition, 1903, p. 436) follows this view, 
whereas the genus is grouped among the Meekoaeratidte by Hyatt (in Zittel's text
book of palreontology, English edition, 1900, p. 556). In my memoir on the Cephalo· 
pod.a of the lower 'l'rias of the Him.8.layas (p. 73) I have strongly ingistcd on the 
character of the sutures and on the mode of development of Bey1·icliitea excluding any 
attempt to establish a. close relationship with Ptychitea, in spite of the external 
similarity with the group of Ptycllites jlexu.os~. I have the satisfaction of finding 
Philippi among the advocates of my view, and I fully agree with his opinion, that 
J3egrichites and Oeratites nre very nearly allied and that their similarity is not due 
to convergence but to phylogenetic affinity. 

In the Indian Muschelknlk the genus Beyrichites is represented by the follow-
ing species :-

Beyricliites Kkanikofi Oppel. Beyrichites ajfi.1iis Mojs. 
Begrichites proximus Oppel. Beyrichites Nanda Diener. 
Bey1·ichites Kesava Diener. Bey1·ichites Gangadha1·a Diener. 

Bey1''ickites Rudra Dien. 

All these species are characterised by strongly involute, compregsed whorls, 
with a highly rounded siphonal part, by the development of folds with a crescentic 
Pxt.ernal portion, and by their frequent combination with elongated tubercles at 
their commencement in the middle of the lateral parts. In tbe sutural line, which 
is often brachyphyllic, the small size of the siphonal sa.ddle in proportion to the 
principal lateral saddle is a good and constant character of the genus. 

No new s~ecies of this genus 1ms been noticed in the Him8.laya.n collections 
recently exammed. Of the following species representatives have been met with: 

1. BEYRICHITES KHANIKOFI Oppel. 

1886 . .Amrmmitu KAanikofiOppel, Palreontologiaohe Mitteilungt>n I p 27'6 Pl "6 6. 4o 
!896. Mecko~;a• v.K.ta1~ik~fi Diener, Cephalopoda of the Mnechelkaik,. Hh~'la~;n• F~a..' Palmont. Indies, 

eer. , o. , Pt. 2, p. 41, Pl. VIII, 6.g, 3, IX, lig~.1-S, 9. 

N~1merous examples of this spec~es, one of the most important leading fossils of 
the R1m:il&yan Muschelkalk, have been· collected near Muth and Kilgil Spiti by 
Hnydcn and in the Shalshal and Bambanag cliffs by A. v. KraJit. ' ' 
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I have nothing to add to my description of the species in the above·quoted 
memoir. 

2. BEYRICHITES KESA.VA Diener. 

1895. Multoceras Ke11J'la Diener, Cephalopoda of the Mueehelkalk, HiJD&layan Fon. Pal90nt. fodica. 
aer. XV,Vol.II, Pt.2, p. 4.~, Pl. VIII, fig. 6. 

A specimen from the Muschelkalk of Kil,,<>8, Spiti (coll. Hayden), must ho 
separated from Beyrichites Khanikofi Oppel on account of its very deep and narrow 
um.bilious and the absence of any disjunction of the spiral line. The latter 
feature is so much the more obaracteristio, as the present example does not consist 
of air-chambers only, but is provided with a large portion of its body-chamber. In 
both features and io the strongly-marked brachyphyllio serration of its sutural 
elements, it agrees with Beyrichites Kesava. 

3, BEYRICHITES PROXIMUS Oppel. 

1865. Ammonitu prozimua Oppel, Pal:eontoloi:iacbe Mittheil. aoe dem ~Iuseum dee bayr. Staatl.'I! I, 
p. 291, Pl. SS, fig. 1. 

1895. M~e/cocer(11prozimam Diener, Himilayau FO!UI. Palmont. Indies, ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda 
of the MU80helkalk, p. 44, Pl. VIII, fig. 2. 

In 1895 one single specimen of this species-Oppel's type-specimen from 
Kangra (coll. Schlagintwcit)-was known to me. A second well-preservcdspeoimen 
has been discovered among Hayden's materials, collected in the }rluschelkalk of 

Muth, Spiti. 
It is considerably larger than Oppel's type-specimen, reaching a diameter of 

72 mm. and being provided with its body-chamber. The cliaracters of the full-grown 
individuals do not agree in every respect with the diagnosis of the $maller, entirely 
chambered example from Kangra. The peculiar transverse section, which is 
characteristic in Oppel's type-specimen, does not persist throughout all stages of 
growth. In the present example it is well marked at the beginning of the lastvolu
tion only, but then gradually loses its nrrow-shaped outlines and becomes more 
regularly cordiform. Then the aperture no longer differs from that in Iieyrickites 
Khanikofi or 13. KesatJa. 

The egression of the spiral of involution along the umbilical suture is distinctly 
marked. The umbilical margin~ which is sharpened into an edge in the inner volu· 
tions, becomes regularly rounded in the body·chamber whorl. 

Strong laters.1 tubercles make their first appearance, the last volution reaching 
a height of 28 mm. They increase in size towards the aperture, and keep their 
position exactly in the middle of the lateral parts. The crescent-shaped fold.sin the 
upper portion of the sides are but faintly marked in the last volution. 

Sutures.-The very broad auxiliary saddles with flattened tops are a good 
character of the sutural line, which otherwise is nearly identical with th!\t in 
B. Khanikofi. 

• 2 
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4. BEYRICHITES cf. RUDRA. Diener. 

1896. Meelcocera¥ Eud,.a Diener, Him.filay&n fOBg, Palwont. Indica, eer. XV, Vol. JI. Pt. 2, Cephalopoda 
of the :Mosehelkalk, p. 50, Pl. X, fig. }, 

A large, entirely chambered specimen, from the ridge between Dharm.a and 
Lissar valleys (coll. La Toucbe), exhibits the remarkable circular arrangemf'nt of the 
sutmal elements peculiar to Beyrichites Rudra. The sutural line is identical, with 
the sole exception that the number of auxiliary lobes and saddles is smaller than in 
my type-specimen from the Shalshal cliff. 

A more important difference is the larger size of the umbilicus, which is bordered 
by a perpendicular wall meeting the lateral parts in a sharp edge. As my type· 
specimen was a rather fragmentary cast, which did not permit of exact measurements1 

it is difficult to decide whether or not this difference in the width of the umbilicus 
is sufficient to exclude a specific identification. 

The surface of the shell is covered with a small number of low and broad falci
form folds, which are most distinctly developed in the middle portion of the flanks. 

Genus : CuccocERAS nov. gen. 

In 1873 two ammonites from the white crinoid limestone (Jower Muschelkalk) 
of i\Ionte Cucco, Italian Alps, were described as Trachgcerascuccense and T. Tara
mellit by E. v. Mojsisovics (Ueber einigc Triasversteinerungen aus den Suedalpen, 
.Jahrb. K. K. Geo!. Rcichsanst., p. 428, 429, Taf. XIII, fig. l, 2). In 1882 they were 
transferred to the genus JJinarites by the same author (Cephalopoden der Mediter
ranen rl'riasprovinz, Abhand1. K. K. Geol. Reich~anst., X, p.11). But E. v. Mojsisovics 
himself remark~, that the propriety of placing them in this genus is questionable, 
on account of their peculiar sculpture, distinguished by the presence of numerous 
constrictions, and the imperfect knowledge of their sutura.1 lines. In 1892 two 
more species, nearly allied to IJinarites (?) cuccensiB Mojs. were discovered in the 
Bosnian lluschelkalk of HanBulogby F. v.Hauer (Denkschr. Kais. Akad. d. Wiss. 
LIX, p. 259), and described M I>. Zabiatus and D. ornatus. The second species 
perhaps represents only a juvenile stage of Balatonites, but IJ. labiatus, which has 
been referred to the genus 1Jina1·ites with gTeat reserve by F. v. Hauer, has strong 
constrictions of tho ~ame character as the species from Monte Cucco. 

In the Him:ilayan Muschelkalk this group of ammonites with numerous and 
strong constrictions and with less than the normal number of ceratitic sutures, is also 
i·eprescnted by a species closely allied to .Dinarites (?) cuccensis Mojs. F. v. Hauer 
pointed out the advisability of introducing a. new genus for the accommodation of 
this peculiar group of Oe1·atltoidea. 1\fy opinion is, that all the forms mentioned 
differ from 1Ji11aritea, Oeratites, Bolatonites or Trachyceras so considerably and 
in such essential features, that they cannot be included in any of those genera. I 
consider them as representatives of a new genus, for which the name of Ouccoceras 
is here proposed. 
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CuccocERAS YOGA nov. spc Pl, III, fig. 7, Pl. IX, fig. 4. 

No complete example of thh species has been found among the Him81ayan 
materials collected from the Musohelkalk of Muth, Spiti, by Hayden. But the 
number of fragments is so considerable, that from their combination a fairly good 
idea. of all its oharacteristic features can be gathered. 

The sl.iell is disciform, very strongly compressed, provided with a large 
umbilicus and with slowly-increasing whorls, which overlap one another but 
very slightly. rl'be transverse section is a long oval and twice as high as broad. 
The lateral parts are very regularly and flatly convex and are not separated from the 
flattened but narrow siphonal area. The umbilical margin is more distinctly marked 
and bordered by a low and steep umbilical wall. 

The most 0prominent character of the sculpture, which is best preserved in the 
body-chamber fragment illustrated on Pl. III, fig. 7, is the presence of numerous and 
deep constrictions, which must probably Le considered as paulostome furrows. They 
are broad, regularly·rounded, radial1 with a forward·turned curve in the marginal 
region, showing direct imbrication. 'Ibey attain their greatest depth in crossing the 
siphonal area. The-y do not occur at regular distances. In the intervals between 
the constrictions onei two or even three ribs are noticed1 which in their direction 
follow the paulostome furrow!'. They are either simple or originate in pairs neat" 
the umbilical margin. Most of tlrnm are adorned by small tubercles situated in 
the middle of the lateral parts. 'fhe ribs are not inteITupted along the siphonal 
area, but the intercostal valleys are considerably lower than the paulostome furrowe. 

Diameter of the shell • 
,. ,. ,. ombilieos 

Height oftbelutvolution 

Thickness ,. " 

IJimensiona. 

5-4. mm. 
26•5 

• 16·5 .. 
. . 

Sutures.-The projection of the periphery of the penultimate whorl touches 
the outer margin of the second lateral saddle. Two lateral lobes, whioh are 
serrated at their base. Siphonal lobe short, bifid, with a low median prominence. 
Siphonal ~addle ._broadly·vaulted, lateral' saddles slender. The inner margin of 
the second lateral saddle coincides with the umbilical sutw·e. No auxiliary 
lobes developed. 

Remarks.-The present -species is very nearly allied to Ouccoceras cuccenae 
.Mojs. In its sculpture it exhibits a remarkable similarity with the specimen illus· 
trated by E. v. Mojsisovics in Vol. XXIUofthe Jahrb. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst. The 
two species are, however, easily distinguished by the difference in their involution. 
'fhe sutures of the three Alpine species from Monte Cucco are not known, but 
Ouccoceras labiatu'm Hauer from the Bosnian Muschelkalk agrees with our Him&· 
layan form in the arrangement of the sutural line, which consists of_ two lateral lobes 
and saddles only. 
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Genus : BUKOWBIUITEB DOV. gen. 

The only representative of this genus recalls the upper Triassic genus 
Ectolcitea v. Mojsisovios (Cephalopoden der Hallstatter Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. 
Geo1. Reichsanst., VI-2, p. 613), by its strongly evolute whorls and by the presence 
of a deep, median siphonal furrow, Its sutures are braohyphyllio or slightly 
dolichophyllic. A remarkable character of the sutural line is the high position of 
the second lateral lobe and the very deep position of the auxiliary series. In the 
character of its sutures the genus appears to be most nearly allied to the genus 
Japonites Mojs. 

BuKoWSKIITES COLVIN! nov. sp. Pl. XVII, fig. 4. 

The only specimen available for description, from the Muschelkalk of Jolinka, 
Byans (coll. Smith), is of obliquely elliptical shape, agreeing in this respect with the 
majority oi specimens collected from that locality. It consists of very numerous 
whorls, overlapping one another scarcely to one-third of their height, thus leaving 
a wide umbilicus open. The greatest thickne~s of the lenticular transverse section 
is situated a little below the middle of the lateral parts. The volutions are higher 
than wide and provided with a rounded siphoaal area, which is deeply excavated 
along its median line. The median sulcus is rounded at its base, but separated 
from the adjoining portions of the siphonal area by sharp edges, which, however, 
are not elevated. This is exactly the pattern of siphonal ornamentation that has 
been described for the genus Ectolcitea by E. v. Mojsisovics. By breaking my 
type-specimen open I have been able to prove the presence of a sulous at early 
stages of growth. 

Otherwise the surface of the shell is nearly flat. Indistinct traces of radial 
ribs only are noticed on the inner volutions. 

Dimensions. 
Iliameter of the shell 

., " ,, umbilicus 
Height of the laat volntion 
'l'b.ieknee~ ,, ., ~ • • • • • • • 
Height of the last 'l"Glntlon in the place of itsgrealeetapplanatiou 
Thickneas ,. ., ,. ., ,, 
CGrresponding diameter of the shell • 

,, ,. nmbilicue • 

64. mm. 
!Uo5 ,. 
16'6 .. 
13 .. 
12 " 
n·s ., 
4.3 " 
22 .. 

Sutures.-Similar to those of Japonites, exhibiting transitional shapes from a. 
brachyphyllic to a dolichophyllic stage of development. 

Siphonal lobe short, with a. high median prominence, as in Japonite8 Sugriva 
Diener (Palreont. Indica, Himalayan Foss., ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda of 
the Muschelkalk, p. 32, Pl. VII, fig. 1). 'l'he principal lateral lobe and the 
auxiliary series stand at an equal level. The second lateral lobe is considerably 
shorter. Principal lateral lobe terminating in a central point. Sa.ddles more 
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strongly serrated along their external walls than along their inner ones. Auxiliary 
saddles rudimentary, forming a long umbilical lobe, which is separated very 
sharply from the second lateral saddle. Second lateral saddle provided with a 
phylloid prominence at its inner margin as in Japonitea Sugri1'a. 

Genus : J APONITES Mojsisovics. 

Japonites, which in 1893 had been considered as n special sub-genus of Oera.tites 
by E. v. Mojsisovics, was removed from the Oe1·atitidm in 1902 by the same 
author (Cephalopoden der Hallstatter Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., 
VJ-1, Supplement, p. 3i3) and elevated to the rank of n proper genus. I am 
inclined to follow this view, without entering into a discm:sion of the question of 
it!' systematic position among the family of Oeratitidm or of ..Jfeekoaeratid<JJ. 

A complete dia.gnosis of the genus hris been. given in my memoir on the Cepha
lopoda of the Himalayan Muschelkalk (Palreont. lndica, ser. XV, Vol. JI, Pt. 2, 
p. 81). The results of more recent studies do not necc>sFdtate any correction of this 
diagnosis, although the number of species has increased considerably. 

In 1895 a1togctbcr four species of Japonites were known to me, one (J. planiplica· 
tns Mojs.-the prototype of the genus) from bE'Cls of Jadinic age in Japan, and three 
(J. rundnatus Oppel, J, GhatJdra Dien., J. Sugrfoa Dien.) from the Indian Muschel· 
kalk. A species from the lower liusehelkalk of the Trhmic limestone crag of 
Chitichun No. 1, described by myself as Gymnites Ug'ra, has been placed in the 
genus Japonites by E. v. Mojsisovics, who laid special strrss on thfl ircportance of 
the sutural line, which agrees exactly with the sutures of typicnl Japonites 

With this view I fully agree, comidcring the external resemblance with 
Gymnites as a case oi convergence merely. I am now able to !'ignalize three more 
European species which have been hitherto mistaken for either Sybilliles or 
Gymnites, but must undoubtedly be placed in the genus Japonites. 

One of those species was described in 1896 by F. Y. Hauer from the 
Bosnian Muschelkalk of Ha.liluci as Sybillites planorbis (Beitrregc zur Kenntniss 
der Cepbalopoden aus der Trias von Bosnien, II, Nauti1een und Ammoniten mit 
ceratitischen Loben aus dem Muschclkalk von Haliluci, Denkschr. Kais . .Akad. d. 
Wissensch., XII, p. 271, Taf. XII, fig. 1-8). F. v. Hauer remarks the external 
similarity of his species with Anagymnites aeutua, but correctly infers that the 
difference of their sotural lines excludes any identification with a representative of 
the Gymniti-nm. With the upper Triassic genus Sybillites v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopo
den der Ha!lstatter Kalkc, Abhandl. K. K. Geel. Reichsanst., VI-2, p. 314) the 
Bosniai;i species bas certainly nothing whatever to do. Not only are the inner whorls 
of Sibyllites distinguished by a strong sculpture, but also its sutures differ so remark· 
ahly from those of 8. Grokmanni Mojs.-tbe only species of Sibyllitea the sutures 
{If which are entirely known-that it cannot be united with Sibyllitea. On the 
(lther hand, its sutural line agrees exactly with that of typical Japonitea by the 
presence o_f dolichophyllic principal saddles and of verr low, reduced auxiliary 
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elements. Nor does its external shape afford any reason why it should not be 
included in this genus. 

Two very remarkable species of Japonitea have have been described recently 
from the Muschelkalk of Boljevici in Montenegro by A. Martelli, who has mistaken 
them for representatives of the genus Gymnites. One of them, Japonitea anomaluB 
Martelli (Cefalopodi triasici di Boljevici pr~ Vir in Montenegro, Palreontographia 
Italica, Vol. X, Pisa 190±, p. 112, Pl. X, fig. 9) is very nearly allied to the Indian 
J. Sugriva Dien. The second species, J. Dieneri Martelli (!. c. p. 113, Pl. VIII, 
fig. 7), is probably identical with a species from the Muschelkalk of Spiti. 

1. JAPONITES CHANDRA Diener. 

1895. Japonites G!t.andra Diener, Him&layan Fos.•,Palreont. lndica, ser. XV, Cephalopoda of tbe Mu•chelb\k, 
Vol. II, Pt. 2, p. 33, Pl. X, 6g. 4. 

Of this species a single but complete specimen from the Sha1shal c1ilf was known 
to me in 1895. From t11e same locality a second example has been collected by 
A. '· Krafft, agreeing in size, shape and evP.ry detail of its external characters with 
my type·specimen. A third example, from the 11.fuschelkalk south-east of Muth, 
Spiti (coll. Krafft), is of larger size, attaining a diameter of 100 mm., but its outer 
volution has been much injured and its surface is corroded by weathering. 

In the sutural line the second lat.-Oral and first auxiliary lobes arc on an equal 
level, whereas in the type-specimen the position of the lateral lobes is jower than 
that of the auxiliary series. 

2. JAPoNITES cf. UGRA Diener. Pl. VI, fig. 2. 

1895. Gymnites Ugra Diener, Himlil. Poss., Pal. Indies, Vol. II, Pt. 12, Cephalopoda. of the Muachelblk, 
p. 112, Pl. XIX, 6g. 6. 

1002. Joponites Cgi·a Mojeieovic&, Cepb~lopoden der Halletiitter Kalke, .Abhandl. K. K. Geo). ReichsaMt., 
VI-1, Supplement, p. 329. 

A specimen of Japonites from the lower lfuschelkalk north of Lilang (coll. 
Krafft) agrees very well with the type-specimen of J. Ugra from the Triassic lime
stone crag of Chitichun No. 1 (Tibet). It combines the external shape of Gymnitea 
with the sutures of Japonites. The broad, transverse plications are more strongly 
marked, especially in the last volution, which is entirely chambered. A chain vr 
raised band of tubercular prominences, bordering the terminations of the folds 
along the middle of the sides, has not been noticed. 

Sutures.-Agreeing exactly with those of my type·specimen of J. Ugra. 

Diameter of the a hell 
., .. ,. umbllillllll 

Beight of the las~ vol11.Uon 
Thiokneu ., ,. 

Dimemion1. 

62 m10 • ... .. 
12 .. 
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3. JAPONITES cf, DIENER! Martelli. Pl. X, figs. I, 2. 

UlOJ.. Ggm11ilet Dit11eri Martelli, Cef11.lopGdi lri1111iei di Boljevici preseo Vir nel Montenegro, Palmonio
gre.phia It111ica, Vol. X, p. IIS, Pl. VIII, fig. 71. 

In 1904 a typical representative of the genus Japfmites was described from 
the Muschelkalk of Boljevici in 'Montenegro by Martelli, who erroneously placed it 
in the genus Gymnites notwithstanding the difference in the arrangement of the 
sutural line. With this species a small number of specimens of JDponites from the 
Muschelkalk of Kaga, Spiti (coll. Hayden) can probably be identified. 

In their dimensions all of them agree exactly with the European form. The 
illustrated specimen is a fragment of the two last volutions adhering to tl1e impres· 
sion of the complete specimen in the rock. By making a plaster·cast of this im· 
pression and by joining it to the fragment, I have succeeded in reconstructing the 
entire specimen. 

The species has very numel'Ous, slowly·inoreasing whorls, which overlap each 
other scarcely to the third part of their height. The transverse section is helmet· 
shaped, the lateral parts con verging from the umbilical margin towards the 
sharpened siphonal pa.rt in graceful curves. In two of my specimens-the type· 
specimen included-the transverse section is strongly compressed, exactly as in the 
specimen from Boljevici. In a third example, however1 the whorls are more 
strongly inflated, being only a little higher than broad. This examp1P differs from 
tbe type by n stouter ribbin~, but neither features appears to me of sufficient 
importance to be regarded as of more than varietal value. 

The lateral parts of the volutions are covered with strai~ht, equidistant ribs, 
recalling the sculpture of Hassie Arietidre. In the penultimate whorl 33 rihs 
are counted. In the body-chamber the ribs are less strongly developed. They 
do not extend ns far a!I the siphonnl edge, but gradually die out in the upper 
portion of the flanks. Within the umbilicus tbe smooth area of tl1e flanks is hidden 
by the involution of the whorls. 

])imemions. 
Diameteroftheabel! 

,. ,, ,, QmbilicuB • , 

H~!~~i~n the la~t { a~ve t~e ;::!~;:~ :~::i 
Thieknesa of the laat voh1tion • 

125 mm. 
65 .. 
35 " 
so " 
21 • 

Sutures.-The sutural line is excellently preserved in the example belonging 
to the variety with inflated whorls and coarser ribs. It has therefore been chosen 
for illustration. 

Sutures dolicbopbyllic, agreeing with those in Japonites Sugriva Diener 
(Cephalopoda of the :Muschelkalk, Himtil. Foss., Palreont. Indica, ser. XV, Vol. II, 
Pt. 2, p. 32, PI. VII, fig. I). Siphonal lobe short, but broader than in J, Sugrwa 
and divided by a high median prominence. Siphons] and principal lateral sadclles of 
equal height. Second lateral saddle with a phylloid prominence at its inner margin. 
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Auxiliary series of rudimentary lobes placed lower than the second lateral lobe 
which is very short. 

The sutural line of my Him3.la.yan example does not agree in its details with 
the illustration of the sutures of Japonites Dieneri, from Boljevici, published by 
Martelli (I. c. p. 113). But I have grave doubts as to the correctness of this figure. 
The reproduction of the siphonal prominence is certainly erroneous. Taking 
into consideration the large number of misinterpretations whioh can be pointed 
out in :Martelli's memoir, his figures of the sutural lines of both J. Dieneri and J. 
anomalus can be accepted only with the greatest reserve. 

)Iartelli's type-specimen not being available to me for comparison, I must 
abstain from a direct identification of my Himalayan .!lpecies with J. Dieneri, 
although the absolute agreement of their external characters does speak strongly in 
its favour. 

Sub-genus: PsEunon4z..·uBITES Hyatt. 

1900. Pseudorlanubitcs Hyatt, "Cephalopoda" in Zittel's Text•hook of Palieontdogy, Eogli1h edition, 
p. 757. 

In my memoir on the Cephalopoda of the Indian Muschelkalk a species from 
the Muscbelkalk of the Uta-dhura (Kumaon) was described a-; Danubitea Dritar· 
ashtra. A. v. Krafft (General Report, Geological Survey of India for 1898-99, 
p. 20) believed this species to belong to Japonites rather than to Danubite1. He 
considered his view to be justified by the following facts:-

"One of the species of Japonttes in Hayden's collection con~:ists of very slowly· 
increasing whorls, only slightly overlapping each other; the sides are covered with 
strong, radial ribs which are dying out near the siphon.al edge, where some of them 
are found to bifurcate. The septa are very distant from each other, the saddles 
unusually broad, the first auxiliary lobe coincides with the umbilical margin. 
For the rest, the sutures are similar to those of other species of Japo1litea, especially 
in the shortness of the second lateral lobe. I believe this species of Japonites 
to be identical with the specimen described as Danubitea Dritaraaktra, by 
Prof. Diener. There are but two differences noticeabie. Diener's type-specimen 
shows unincised saddles, while in the Japonitea under cQnsideration the saddles are 
incised. Besides this, the auxiliary lobe i(short.er in Diener's type-specimen than 
in the latter. 

"Unfortunately I did not succeed in developing the sutures of the innet• whorls 
of this Japonttea, and thus further researches as to the correctnes!l of my supposi
tion are impossible. For this reason I abstain from changing the present nomen
clature, hoping that further researches will reveal more specimens from w Lich it 
will be possible to decide the question." 

Among the representatives of the genus Japonites, in Hayden's Himftlayan 
oolleotion, I have not met with a single specimen whose identification with 
Daruibites Dritarashtra might eArnestly be taken into consideration. All the 
e"Xamples covered with strong ribs are provided with an acute siphonal crest, which 
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makes their distinction from I). Dritaraahtra ·an easy matter. All of them are, 
moreover, distinguished by doliohophyllfo saddles, contra.sting very remsrkably with 
the entire saddles of the latter species. 

According to my view, the difference in the character of the sutural line does not 
allow .D . .Dritatashtra to be placed among the representatives of the genus Japo
nites. On the other band, in the shape and involution of the shell the resemblance 
to Ja_pQ'flites b, indeed, greater than to .IJanubites. In some of its features D. 
Drita1rashtra sliglltly differs from typical species of Danubites or rather of Fl.oria
nites Hyatt. I am1 therefore, inclined to follow Hyatt in considering it as the 
prototype of a new sub-genus, Pseudodanubites. 

As sub-generic features the following might be enumerated : the very large 
number of slowly-increasing whorlsi the obtuse median edge of the siphonal area, 
which is, however, not sharpened, the combination of deeply .. incised lobes and of 
entire and broad saddles in the distant septa. It is chiefly the shape of the 
transverse section in which Pseudodanubites differs from Darmbites Mojs., whereas 
it is distinguished from Japrmites by the simpler character of its sutural line. 

PsEUDODA.NUBITES DRITARASHTRA Diener. PL VI, fig. 3. 

1895. DtJ.r1ubitt1 Dritaraslit,.a Diener, HimA!ayan Foasils, Palre<int, Iudica, eer. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, 
Cephalopoda of the Muschelkalk, p. 30, Pl. VIII, fig. l. 

Of this species a small number of fragments were collected by La Touche 
in the Muschelkalk of the ridge between the Dbarma and Lissar valleys. As I 
have stated in my description, the front-view of the type•specimen from the Uta
dhura does not give a correct idea of its shape, the specimen being slightly dis .. 
torted and so drawn out that its sipbonal part looks rather unnaturally sharpened. 

The examination of the fragments collected by La Touche fully confirms this 
supposition. The lateral parts are strongly convex and uniie in an obtuse edge, 
along which is a thin thread-like keel. 

The oblique1 elliptical shape is peculiar to all specimens examined and does 
not apperu· to be due to deformation through pressure. 

Genus: STACilEITES Kittl. 

1Q03. SeacAeite8 Kitti, Die Cephalopode11 der oberen WcrfeJJ.er Sobiehten von Mu; iJJ. Dalm&tien, Abhan<ll., 
K. K. Geol. Reiohaanat., XX BJ.., Heft l, P• 27. 

STACREITES WEBDIA.N'CS nov. sp. Pl. V, fig. 6. 

Our know1edge of the lower Triassic genus Stacheites is rather fragmentary. 
'fhe genus has been proposed by Kittl for the accommodation of a single, imperfectly 
preserved specimen from the upper Werfen hed(q of Mu.C. This specimen, the only 
representative of the only species, Stacheites p1-ionoides Kittl (l. ~. p. 271 Taf. IV, 
fig. 8), is a discoidal shell with a narrow umbilicus and with a sutural line recalling 
Dina-ri.tes. The shell has been much deformed by weathering and by pressure. 

•2 
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Its surface was apparently smooth. The presence of two extemal edges bordering 
the siphonal area is probable, but has not been ascertained. 

In plaoing a Him8.layan species in the genus Stacheites, I do so with all the 
reserve due to the insufficient diagnosis of this genus. My !!pecies also is represented 
by a single specimen only, collected by A. v. Krafft in the lower Muscbelkalk 
of Lilang (Spiti). Altbou~h not complete, it is certainly better preserved than 
Kitti's type-specimen of St. pt•ionoides. It is chiefly on account of its sutural line 
and of its involution that I feel obliged to include it in the genus Stackeites. There 
is no other Triassic genus known to me, in which so narrowly umbilicated shells are 
provided with less than the normal number of lobes. 

In general shape and involution the present species recalls the genus 
Proavitea v. Arthaber (Cepbalopoden der Reiflinger Kalke, Beitrrege zur 
Palreont. und Geol. Oesterreich-Ungarns etc., X1 p. 104). The wborJs overlap 
one anothel' to a great extent, leaving only a narrow umbilicus open. At the 
beginning of the last volution the high umbilical wall is perpendicular and separated 
-sharply from the flanks by an obtusely-rounded edge. In the vicinity of the 
aperture the umbilical wall is gradually turned into a steep slope, which passes 
into the lateral parts in a gradually rounded curve. The lateral parts are nearly flat 
and separated from the flattened siphonal area by marginal edges. The greatest 
transvnse diameter occurs in the vidnity of the umbilical region. From this 
place the lateral parts converge regularly towards the marginal edges. 

The surface is not entirely smooth, but is covered with very numerous ud 
delicate spiral strire. This ornamentation, whioh is only noticed in places where 
the shell hns not been injured by weathering, recalls the genus Flemingites 
Waagen. 

In the present specimen exactly one~balf of the last volution belongs to the 
body-chamber. 

Diameter of the sl1ell 
., ., ,, umbilicus 

Height of the laat volotion 
Thickness " " 

Dimensions. 
42 mm • 
6 

22·5 .. 
17 

Sutures.-A comparison of the sutural line of the present ~pecies with Proa· 
vites BUffeli A1ihaber, P. marginatus A1ih. and P. avitus Arth. shows, that there 
is no affinity between them notwithstanding their external resemblance. StaclieUes 
Webbiamis has less than the normal number of lobes, but the denticulation of 
the lobes is rather strongly developed. 

Siphonal lobe short, not occupying the siphonal area entirely, with a small 
median prominence ancl with a secondary indentation at the base of the siphonnl 
saddle. Lateral lobe broad and with deep denticula.tions. A secondary indentation 
occurs at the baRe of the inner margin of the siphonsl saddle. The lateral saddle 
is also bordered by a corresponding secondary indentation along its low inner margin. 

Auxiliary lobe flat, faintly serrated and accompanied by a flatly arched saddle, 
which is divided by the umbilical suture. 
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Genus: DALU&.TITES Kitti. 

1903. DalmrUiU1 Kitti, Die Cephalopod1m der oberen Wemmer Sohiehten Ton Muo in Dalmatien, Abhandl., 
K. K. Gaol. Heiebsanst., XX Bd., Heft 1, p. 72. 

DALllATITEB RoPI~n nov. sp. Pl. IX, figs. 5, 6. 

A species from. the Alpine Werfen beds of lower 'frias.sic age, showing a 
strong external resemblance to Hungarites, but differing in the arrangement of its 
sutural line hy the small number of its elements, has been considered as the 
prototype of a proper genus by Kittl. Willi this species, Dalmatites mo1•lacc1ia 
Kitti (l. c. p. 73, 'l'af. IV, figs. 4-7), a species from the lower Muschelkalk of the 
HimS.la.yas agrees so closely that their specific separation can be based only on 
very subordinate characters. 

The shell is discoidal and very strongly involute. The whorls overlap ea.oh 
other almost entirely, the umbilicus being extremely narrow. The overlap of the 
last whorl over the preceding one amounts to more than one-third of the eotfre 
height of the former. The low umbilical wall is perpendicular and separated from the 
flat lateral parts by a distinct edge, whereas the umbilical margin is rounded in 
I>almatites morlaccm. rrhe lateral parts are almost flat. The greatest diameter of 
the transverse section is situated in the middle of the sides in younger and adolescent 
stages of growth1 but is gradually shifted towards the external region in adult 
individuals. This character is also noticed in the example of D. rn,orlaccus illustrated 
in fig. 5, Pl. IV of Kittl's memoir. The flanks meet in a sharp median edge. 
'!'his median edge is neT"cr accompanied by marginal edges, as in H'lllngarites. Even 
the faintly indicated siphonal margins, w bich have been noticed by Kitt! in some 
of his specimens of JJ. mo,.laccua, arc entirely absent in my examples. In its 
external shape therefore, our Himtilayan species very strongly recalls the genus 
Lougobardites Mojs. It was only the examination of the sutural line which 
peremptorily excluded any identification. 

The surface of the shell is almost entirely smooth. Delicate falciform strioo 
of growth are occasionally visible in parts of the shell which are in a perfect state 
of preservation. 

In one of my examples more than one-half of the last volution belongs to the 
body-chamber, although the peristome has not been preserved. Kitt! stated the 
length of the body-chamber to be equal to two-thirds of the las~ whorl in some of 
his Alpine specimens of IJ. morlaccua . 

.Dimensions. 
Diameter of the shell 

., ., ,. umbilicus • 

H;!J~~i~~ the last { eb:ve t~e ;::~~;~ 9;!:~~ : 
Thickness of the last volntio~ • . , , 

37 mm. 
3 

18•5 " 
11 

8 

Suttwea.-Sutures ceratitic, with faintly serrated Jobes and entire saddles. The 
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projection of the periphery of the penultimate whorl touches the mp of the lateral 
saddle in the last volution. There is only one lateral lobe present. 

The second lateral lobe, which must be considered as an auxiliary element 
according to the terminology of E. v. Mojsisovics and Waagen, is followed bya low 
and broadly vaulted saddle. 'l'he presence of a small umbilical lobe, as described in 
JJalmatites morlaccus by Kitti, could not be ascertained. 

Siphonal lobe low and provided with a very broad median prominence. Each 
of its wings provided with a smaII number of indentations, not terminating in a single 
point as in IJ. m01·laccus. 

Locality: number of specimens examined.-This species seems to be rather 
common in the lower :Muachelkalk of Lilang, Spiti, where ten specimens have been 
collected by A. v. Krafft. One specimen has been noticed among A. v. Kralft's 
collections from the lower Muschelkalk of the Bambanag cliff (horizon of Spiri
ferino Straakeyi). 

Genus: TRACHYCERAS Laube. 

Sub-genus: PllOTll.AOHYCEBAB v. Mojsisovics. 

It is with great hesitation and with all reserve that two species of Prachyceraa 
are quoted here in the description of the fossils from the Him.<ilayan Musohelkalk. 
Their occurrence in the main mass of the Muschelkalk of Spiti is not beyond doubt. 
'l'hey were collected north-north-west of K8.g8 by Hayden. Hayden in his memoir 
on Spiti (~femoit·s Geo!. Survey of India, Vol. XXXVI., Pt. (l, p. 75) states 
the main mass of the :Muschelkalk to pass quite gradually into the overlying beds 
of ladinic age. From these passage-beds there are a large number of ammonites 
among his collections which will be described in the third part of this volume. But 
he expressly quotes two species of Trachyceras as occurring in the main mass of the 
Muschelkalk. In describing these two species in the present monograph, which 
will contain a description of the fauna of the main mass of the Him3.layan l\:fusohcl
kalk only, excluding the fo~sils from the passage-beds of laclinio type, I am follow
ing the authority of the late A. v. Krafft, who strongly emphasizes their occurrence 
in the main mMs of the ~Iuschelkalk. 

It is not the occurrence of the genus Trackyceras which appears to me as 
doubtful. I am well aware that the two sub-genera Anolcites and Protrachgceras 
have been previously met with in the Alpine Muschelkalk. A typical representative 
of Protrachyce1·as has been described by myself from the Muschelkalk of Hungary 
(Palreoutologischer An.hang zum ersten Teil des erstcn Bandes der Resultate 
der wisscnschaftlichen Erforschung dos Balatomees:, N eue Beobachtungen Uber 
Muschelkalk-Cepbalopoclen des siidlichen Bakony, p. 11, 'fnf. II, fig. 2). The 
Bosnian !<peoios described as Ceratites ecarinatus by F. v. Hauer (Denkscbr. Kais. 
Akad. d. Wiss., Bd. LXIII, p. 21, 'l'af. VIII, figs. 7·8) should aJ,o be included in 
the sub-gPnus P1·otrachyc"eras. But ~ species so strongly recalling la.clinic types 
as does P1·otrachyce1·as longobardiczem l\rlojs., is, indeed, a form whioh no palreonto
logist would expeot in deposits of Muschelkalk age. 
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1. PROTBACRYCERAS CA.UTLEY! nov. sp. Pl. XII, fig. 2. 

1899. Trocliyreriu 11011. rp. ind. ez aff• T, Reit:i A. v. Krafft-, Gen. Peport, Geo!. Sur'V. of lndie. for 
18V8·99, p. 16. 

The only specimen available for description belongs to the group of Tf'achy
cerata subfurcosa Mojs. A. v. Krafft was perfectly right in comparing it to 
Protrachyceras ReUzi Eoeckh (Die geologischen Verhiiltnisse des siidlicben Teiles 
des Bakony, Jahrb. Kgl. Ungar. Geol. Amt., p. 157, Taf. VII, flg. 3, Taf. VIII, flgs. 
S-0), to which species it is certainly very nearly allied. 

The shell is widely umbilicated and consists of slowly-increasing whorls which 
overlap one another along their sip banal part only. The volutions are but 1ittle 
11igber than broad, with an oval cross-section, and bordered by strongly arched 
lateral parts. The umbilical wall is very steep, but is not separated sharply from 
the flanks. 

As in Protrachyceras Beitzi, the sculpture consists of strong ribs, wbich are 
simple as a rule, but rarely dichotomous in the middle of the flanks. 'l'be median 
furrow along the siphonal area is indicated rather by an interruption of the coarse 
Jnteral soulpture than hy a. depression or excavation in the shell. It is bordered by 
high and very strongly developed external spines:, w bi ch are not arranged symmet
rically on both sides. To every lateral rib nn external spine corresponds, whereas 
in P. Reitzi the number of spines is smaller t11an that of ribs. Another difference 
between our species and P. Beitzi consists in the richer ornamentation of the 
lateral parts. In P. Beitzi the inner volutions only are adorned with mal'ginal, 
lateral and umbilical spines, which gradually disappear in the last volution. In 
the last whorl of P. Catitleyi such spines are very distinctly developed, although 
as an element of sculpture they are inferior to the ribs. 

The marginal and lateral spines are high and rise from a circular base. 
The umbilical spines are narrow and elongated radia1ly. The ribs originate from 
the umbilical suture and run in a straight direction across the umbilical wall. 

'I'he involution takes place exactly outside the spiral of marginal tubercles, 
which arc clearly exposed within the umbilicus in the penultimate whorl • 

Diameter of the ~hell 
,. ,, ,, umbilicue 

Height of tbe last volution 
Thickness ,, ,, 

Sutures.-Not known. 

.J)imen4lions. 
64 mm. 
26 .. 
22 
19 

Locality: number of spec&nens examined.-North-north-west of K&g& I, 
coll. Hayden. 

2. PROTRACBYCEBAS cf. LONGOBARDICUll v. Mojsisovics. Pl. XII, fig. 1. 
1882. T9·aclayuraa lOflgoba,.dicum E. v. Mojsisovice,1 Die Cepbalopoden der llediterranen Triuprovinz, 

Abhandl., K. K. Geol. Reichsanst., X, p. 126, Taf. XVIII, fig. 4, 6, Taf. XX, fig. 1, Taf. XXII, 
fig.5. 

1899. T1'acflyee1·aa ajf. longobardicum A. v. Krafft, General Report, Geol. Survey of Indiu for 1898·99, 
pp.16,18. 
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A large specimen of Protrackyceras appnrently ag1:ees in all essential points of 
shape and sculpture so closely witl1 one of the varieties of P. longobardicum. 
illustrated by E. v. llojsisovics, that I cannot. find any reason for a specific separation. 

My specimen shows a close resemblance to the example from Esino, illustrated 
by E. v. Mojsisovics on Pl. XXII, fig. 5 of hisabove•quotedmonograph. Itishigh
mouthed and provided with a wider umbilicus tban the typical form. 'l'hne are 
numerous umbilical tubercles present. The number of secondary ribs, originating 
from repeated bifurcations of stem ·ribs, is consequently sm~ller than in the type· 
specimens from the Wengen beds of the l~akony. In the typical form of P. longo .. 
bardicurm a nine·fold di"rision of stem-ribs has been noticed by E. v. Mojsisovics. 
In my Ilim3.layan specimen the numbn of ribs originating from a single stem-lib 
never exceeds five, but i!l usually reduced to three. A few ribs remain und1vided. 
A similar proportion of stem-ribs to secondary 1ibs ]s exhibited in tht- specimen from 
Esino quoted above. 

The number of spiral rows of tubercles is seven at the beginning and eight near 
the aperture of the 1ast volution, which is still entirt>Iy chambered. The median 
fuITOw of the siphonal part is very deep. The external tubercles are elongated 
spirally and are arranged asymmetrically on either side of the shell . 

.Dimensions. 
Diameter of the sliell 

,. ,. 11 urubilicuR • 

H~~~~~.::u::~: { ab:,ve t~e ;::!!~~:~ s;~~:~: 
Thiokneu of the la&t voh1tioD 

97 mm, 

17 " .. 
S5 ,, 

90 " 

Sutures.-Agreeing with those of the typical form of '1'1·otrachyceraa longo
bardicum. Saddles with serrated margins. The siphonal saddle is the largest. 
A very broad auxiliary lobe follows the second lateral 1:1addle outside the umbilical 
edge. An auxiliary saddle is indicated in the vicinity of the umbilical suture. 

Locality: number of speaimena examined.-North-north-west of K3.g8J SpitiJ 1, 
coll. Hayden. 

B. TBOPITOIDEA. 

Genus : IscULlTES Mojsisovics. 

IscuLITES HAUERINUS Stoliozka. 

1866. Clydonites Haucri11us Stoliczka, Memoirs, GeoJ. S11rv. of India, Vol. V. Pt. I, p. 50, Pl. IV, fig. 9. 
18SG. Iaculitea Haueri11111 DieDcr, Himilayan FOB!'. Pal1eont. Indica, eer. XV, Yo\, II, Pt. 2, Ccphslopode 

of the Mu~chelkallf, p. 39, Pl. XXVII, fig. S, XXXI, 6i:-. 11. 
1899. Iu:-elilea Ha11crinu1 E. v. Mojsisovics, jbidem, Vol. Ill, Pt. 1, Upper Tri1erio Fannlll of tl1a 

Himilayas, p. 40. 
1899. Isculitea Baue,.inus A.. v. Krafft, General Report, Geol. Surv. of India for 1898·99, p. 18. 

The occurrence of this species in the Indian Muschelkalk was considered as 
doubtful by E. v. ~iojsisovios and by myself, the genus Isculitea being known only 
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from stages of upper Triassic age. in the Alpine region. No satisfactory account had 
been given by Stoliczka of the exact horizon of the deposits near Lilang, Spiti, in 
which his type· specimens had been found. This question has heen solved by A. v. 
Krafft1 who identified the species among the materials collected by Hayden in the 
:Musohelkalk of Spiti in 1898. Three specimens from the Musohclkalk of l\luth can 
be safely identified with Stoliczka's species agreeing in &11 their essential features 
with the type-specimen from Lilang. One of them, measuring 41 mm. in diameter, 
is the largest representative of the genus Isculitea hitherto known. All three 
specimens are provided with their body-chambers and sl1ow the remarkable egre!lsion 
of the umbilicus, characteristic of lsculites. Their surface bas partly suffered by 
weathering. Even in places where it has been fairly well preserved, it is almost 
entirely smooth, being covered with very delicate strire of growth only. 

Genus : SMITHOCERAS nov. gen 

The systE•matic position assigned here to the type described under the specific 
name of Smithocer<ts .Drummondi requires some words of explanation. 

Smithoceras ..Drummondi belongs undoubtedly to the family of Halo1·itidm, so 
widely distributed in the upper Triassic deposits of the }.fediterranean and Indian 
provinces.- It has brachyphyllic or dolichophyllic sutures, agreeing with tho~e in 
the genus Jm.:avites Mojs. The body-chamber of the species is, unfortunately, not 
known to me, all specimens consisting of air-chambers only. In its general shape 
and involution the shell agrees with Ju-cavite8, especially with forms belonging to 
the sub-genus Anatomites. As in J1.natomites, contractions are noticed in the last 
volution. With Anatomites crasseplicatus i\lojs., with Isculites and with many 
species of Halorites, Smithoceras ft::,CJTees in the egression of its umbilicus. The only 
difference between this new genus and .Anatomites is the absence of any sculpture. 
This character must be considered as a feature of generic distinction between 
Smithoce1·as and the rest of the Juvovitinm. 

Smithoceras and lsculites Ha.zte1'inus Stol. are the geologically oldest represen
tatives of the Baloritidte hitherto known. Smithoceras is probably the primitive 
ancestor of the more highly specialised types of Juvavites in upper 'friassic deposits. 
The ammonite from the Shalsbal cliff described and illustrated by myself as "nov. 
gen. ind. ex. Jam . ..t!._'l·cestidarun" in Vol. II, Pt. 2, of tbe present series (p. 851 

PL XXVIII, figs. 21 3) is also a representative of the genus Smitl1oceras, as is proved 
by the agreement of their sutural lines, Its specific identity with Smitl1oceras 
D'rummondi is doubtful. The specimen from the Shalshal cliff is too poorly preserved 
to allow more than the statoment of its generic idontity with Smithoceras. 'fhe 
examination of new materials has led me to the conclusion that Smithoceraa cannot 
be included in the family of .drcestidaJ, notwithstanding its external resemblance 
to JoamUtes and its smooth shell. 
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SmTHOCERA.S DRUMMOND! nov. sp. Pl. XII, fig. 3. 

In its general shape this species very strongly recalls some forms of the 
genus Ptyohitea, especially of the group of opulenti. It is of globose shape and 
provided with a proportionately wide umbilicus. The section of the outer whorl is 
almost triangular. The transverse section is considerably broader than high. '!'he 
maximum thickness coincidt>s with the umbilical margin, from. which the slightly 
convex sides converge towards thf" acutely rounded siphonal part. At an early st.age 
of growth the siphonal part is broadly rounded, but becomes gradually sharper 
in later developmental stages. 

The deep umbilious is bordered by a steep inner wall. The umbilical margin 
is sharpl}' rounded, especially so in the last volution, although not acute. In the 
inner whorls the involution takes place exactly at the umbilical margin, the inner 
volutions being only defined within the umbilicus by a screw-like spiral line. Near 
the aperture of the last whorl, however, which is still entirely chambered, the 
umbilical suture begins to leave the r;ormal spiral. This egression recalls species 
of the genera Isculites, Halorites and Anatomites. 

As my !ipecimens arc casts without any trace of their shelly substance preserved, 
the ornamentation of the shell is not known to me. The ca.sts a.re entirely smooth. 
Four broad but very low contractions are noticed in the last volutioi;i.. 

I>imensions. 
Diameter of the shell 

,. ., ., umbilicus. 
Height of the ( abore the umbilical euture . 

laet \·olutionl ., ., preceding whorl. 
Thickness of the last volution • 

69 mm. 
16 

24. " 
13 " 
44. .. 

Sutures.-Very similar to those of Anatomites. The type of sutures is the same 
as in A. Bacchus v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Hallstatter Kalke, Abhandl. 
K. K. Geo!. Reiohsanst., Vl-2, p. H3, Tai. LXXXVII, fig. 20). The highly 
developed principal sadclles contrast remarkably with the indifferently developed 
auxiliary elements. In inner nuclei 1'-ith a. diamet_er of 25 mm. the saddles are 
only brachyphyllic. In adult individuals they are dolichophyllic, but their indenta
tions are never affected by secondary incisions. 

The projection of the petiphery of the penultimate whorl touches the top of the 
second lateral ~addle in the last volution. The principal saddles show a serial 
arrangement, but the siphonal lobe is shorter than the principal lateral one. First 
auxiliary lobe broad and well individualised. It is followed by three small saddles, 
separated by narrow lobes. 

Locality: nU'nibe1· of apeoimens e.xamined.-Jolinka (Byau) 2, coll. Smith . 
.Remarks.-In its general shape this species recalls a cast of a widely umhili· 

cated Anatomites, devoid of its shell, as strongly as an inner nucleus of PtgckUes 
of the group of opulent; or of megalodisci, but the character of the sutural line 
excludes any affinity with Ptycliites. The present species must find its systematic 
position among the relatives of JU1Javites, especially of the sub-genus ..dnatomites, 
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from which it differs chiefly by its smooth shell and by the insignificant development 
of oonstrictions. 

Genus : SmIRITES Mojsisovies. 

SIBIRITES PRAHLADA Diener. 

1895. Biblrites Pralilada Diener, Him8laJllD. Fossils, PaiU!ont, Indica. aer. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda 
of the lluechelkal.k, p. 27, Pl. VII, fig. 6. 

Four specimens of this beautiful species have been collected in the lower 
Muschelkalk of Lilang by A. v. Krafft. Althcngh inner nuclei of Oeratites (Key· 
aerlingites) Dieneri are very similar to Sibfrites Prahlada, a distinction between 
them is possible on account of the different position of the spines, which in 
S. Prahlada are crescent-shaped and situated below the siphona.l margin. Another 
point of difference is the arrangement of the sutura.l line, which is, however, difficult 
of access in all my examples of S. Prahlada, the last volutions of which belong 
entirely to the body-chamber. 

Genus : AcROCHORDrCERAS Hyatt. 

1. AcROCHOBDICERAs CF. CAROLINE v. Mojsisovics. PI. XII, figs. 4,)J. -

1882 . ..A.crocliordiuraa Carolinie E. v. Mojsisovict, Die Cephalopoden der Mediterranen Triasprovinz,Abbaudl. 

K. K. Gool. Reichsanst., X. p. 141, Tar. XIVIII, fig. 14, Tnf. XXXVI, fig. 3. 

1895 • ..A.crochordiceraa uulafom G. v. Artlui.ber, Ccpho.lopodenfa.nna. der Rdfiinger Ka.Ike, I Theil, Beitriuge 

znr Palieont. u Geol. Oeaterr-Ung&r119, eto. p. 79, Te.f. VII, figs. 7, 8. 

1896. Acrochordicera11mdaturn G. v. Arthaber, ibid., II Theil, p. 235, Taf XXVII, fig. 2. 

1899 . ..A.crochvrdictra1 Damesi A. v. Kram, General Report, Geol. 13urv. of India, 1898·99, p. 19. 

All specimens of Acrochordiceras, collected in the Muschelkalk of Spiti by 
Hayden and A. v. Krafft, have been united by the latter author in a single species, 
which he identifiPd with A. I>amesi Noetling (Zeitschr. Deutsch. Geol. Ges. 1880, 
p. 334, Ta.f. XV) from the German Muschelkalk. In doing so he followed the 
lead of F. v. Hauer, who united all specimens of Ac1·ochordieeros with umbilical 
tuberoles from the Bosnian Muschelkalk in a single species, notwithstanding their 
great variability in shape and sculpturf'. 

It has already been remarked by E. v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Hallstat
ter Ka!ke, Abhandl. K. K. Geo!. Reichsanst., VI-2, 1893, p. 843), that the identi
fication of the Bosnian species with Acrocliordiceras Damesi will not stand a severe 
test. Nor can I agree with A. v. Krafft in uniting his Him.3.layan specimens with 
the species from the German M uschelkalk. My examination of his materials hM 

convinced me of the absolute impossibility of an identification of the ludian aud 
German forms. My opinion is not based on the differences of sculpture, whieh have 
been enumerated by E. v. Mojsisovics. Those differences are, indeed, of secondary 
importance only, the variability among individuals being too great to allow a sharp 
boundary between the two species to be drawn in this respect. But there is a very 
marked difference in the character of the sutural line. 

• 2 
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The most remarkable feature in the sutural line of A.crochordiceraa IJamesi is 
the extraordinary width of the principal lateral lobe, which is broader than deep. In 
none of thti Alpine and Himalayan forms of Acrochordiceras has a similar develop
ment of this lobe been noticed. Nor do the lobes and saddles agree in their general 
shape. 1'he saddles of the Alpine and Indian species are club-shaped, whereas in 
A. ])amesi they converge regularly towards their tops. 'l'his essential difference in 
the sutures forbids, in my opinion, an identification of the Alpine and Indian types 
with Xoctling's species from the German Muschelkalk. 

The ~pC'cies to which most of the Himalayan examples are most nearly allied 
is Acrochordiceras OarolinfE v. Moj.sisovics. If this species is taken in a some
what wider range of circumscription than was suggested by E. v. Mojsisovics, 
there is no reason against an amalgamation of the Alpine a.nd Indian forms under 
A. Carolinm. 

In the !ipecim.en illustrated, which ought to be considered as the typical form of 
the Him:ilayan variety, the whorls are of equal height and thickness; they enclose 
a deep and widely open umbilicus and embrace one another to about one-half their 
height. But in other 5pecimens the rate of involution varies considerably, amount. 
ing to two-thirds of the entire height of the preceding- whorl. 

In the circumference of the last volution n valiable number of umbilical 
tuherclcs-from four to nine-are counted, from which two, or exceptionally, even 
three bifurcating rilJs originate. The number of simple, intcrmedinte ribs without 
tubercles is two or three. In the bifurcating ribs the point of bifurcation is not 
al wa~·s marked hy an umbilical tubercle. As a rule umbilical tubercles are not 
clcveloped before a diameter of 25 mm. has been attained by the shell. All the ribs 
rc~ch their greatest elevation in the middle of the rounded siphonal area, which they 
cross "Without any interruption. 

Diam~kr of tl1e ~hell 

,, ,, umbilicus 
Reid1t of tlie Jn.st l'"olution 
Thickness ,, ,, 

.Dimension1. 
.J9 mm. 
13•5 •• 

22 " 
22 " 

In a fragment of very large size, consisting of air-chambers only, the measure· 
ments are as follows :-

H~igl1t of the !.-st whorl • 
Thici<nees ,, ., ., 
Diamete-r of the umbilicus • 

·10mm. 

57 " 
23 " 

Sutures.-The sutural line has been especially well preserved in the large 
fragment quoted above. On account of its flize, which nearly agrees with the 
dimensions of .A.crochordiceras IJamesi Noetl. and of the Bosnian type, illustrated 
by F. v. Hauer, it allows a closer comparison with those two species than the 
small type-specimen of .A. Carolinat figured by E. v. Mojsisovics. It agrees in 
general with the sutures of the Bosnian form as illustrated by F. v. Hauer (I. o. 
Taf. V. fig. 2 c), but differs from it in some <let.ails. Those differences chiefly 
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a.ffeot the sutural elements inside the principal lateral saddle. The. second lateral 
lobe is not bicuspidat.e, but is provided with a large number of unequal indenta· 
tions. The adjoining saddle, which coincides with the umbilical tubercles, is of 
larger dimensiom. The umbilical lobe is broader and deeper and not followed by 
any saddle. 1'he brachyphyllic serration of all saddles is less dic;;tin.ctly developed. 

The less remarkable width of the principal lateral lobe and the club-shaped 
character of the saddlos are conspicuous features of distinction between the sutures 
of our Bim:llayan species and of the German .Ac1·ocho1rdiceras Damesi. 

It has been remarked by E. v. Mojsisovics, that in .J.. Carolince the position 
of the second lateral lobe is rather uncertain. In his specimens the projection of 
the periphery of the preceding whorl touches this lobe in the last volution in later 
stage!!\ of growth. It might consequently be equally well regarded either as a 
lateral or an auxiliaq element. In my examples the spiral of projection is 
gradually shifted towards the inner side of the second lateral lobe in later stages of 
developmont, and, in my largest specimen it even touches the second lateral saddle. 
I therefore prefer to consider these two elements as lateml, not as auxiliary ones. 

Locality: nFlmber qf SJJeoimens examined.-Muth (Spiti) 6, coll. Hayden; 
ridge between Dharma and Lissar •alleys 1, coll. La Touche. 

Remarks.-From an examination of the sutural lines of Alpine and Indian 
examples of .Acrocllordiceras with those of .J. • .Damesi I hnxe come to the conclusion 
that they are not identifiable with Noetling's species. '!'he name Am·oclionlieeras 
Oarolinm must therefore be retained fo~ the Alpine species. In LI.. Oa1·oli11tl! the 
majority of Indian specimens here described might be included. It appear!', how
ever, doubtful, whether the example from the Bosnian :lfuschclkalk of Han Bulog 
illustrated by F. v. Hauer, also belongs to A. Cm·olina. The larger number of 
umbilical tubercles and of dichotomous rills and some diffe1•ences in the character of 
the sutm·e~ would necessitate a rather wide range of circumscription of this species, 
if F. v. Hauer's type were to be included. There is, howe•er1 another species from 
the Alpine .M uschelk::ilk, which, according to my opinion1 must be identified with 
A. Carolina!. This is A. undatum Arthaber1 from the Muschelkalk of Grossreifl.ing. 

Badly preserved fragments have led the author to a misinterpretatfon of this 
species, which was at first compared with A.. pustericum. Complete specimens, 
which have been discovered later on, do not exliibit any difference from .Acrochor
diceras OaroUm:e. 

From the upper Ceratite limestone of the Salt Range a fragment has been 
refeITed to .Acrochordiceras .Damesi by Waag-en (Ceratite Formation, Palreontologia 
Indies, ser. XIII, Vol. II, p. 97, Pl. IV, fig. 5). The correctness of this det-E'rmina· 
tion is open to grave objections. To me the presence of the genus Acroohordice1·as 
in the Triassic deposits of the Salt Range appears very doubtful. There is some 
probability of the fragments attributed to this genus by Waagen, belonging 
to Keyserlingites. They exhibit a remarkable similarity to inner volutions of 
K . .Dienerj Mojs., but it is, of course, impossible to decide with certainty the generic 
position of fragments so poorly preserved. 
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2. AcROCHORDICBRAS BALARA?dA Diener. 

1895 . .A.c1'ockordiceras Bal12ram11 Diener, Him&layan Fosail~, Paliront. Indiea, ser. XI, Vol. II, pt. 2. The 
Cephalopada of the Mll90helkalk, p. 35, Pl. VII, fig. S. 

A. v. Krafft (General lleport, Geo!. Survey of India, 1898·99, p. 19) believed 
Acrochordiceraa Balarama to be an extraordinarily stout variety of .4. Dameai. I 
deem it preferable to retain it as a proper species. There are differences in shape 
and sculpture sufficiently well marked to justify a specific separation of A. Balaramci 
and .A. cf Oarolirue. 

In .A. Balarama, the transverse section of the inner volutions is nearly c.ircular. 
The umbilical margin is less distinctly defined. Umbilical tubercles are developed 
at a later stage of growth a.nd are Jess prominent. The ribs are more numerous 
and less stout. The whorls overlap one another only very slightly. 

Of this species examples of small size only are known to me. The large!"t 
fragment of a body-chamber volution has a height of 16 mm. corresponding to a 
thickness of 22 mm. A similar proportion of height and thickness has not been 
noticed in any specimen of A. Carolinm. 

Sutm·es.-Agreeing exactly with those of the preceding species. 
Locality: Number ofspecimf'ns examined.-Muth (Spiti) 2, coll. Hayden, I, 

coll. Krafft ; ridge between Uharma and Lissru· valleys 1, coll. La Touche. 

3. ACROCIIORDICERAS sp. ind. aff. PUSTERICO Mojs. 

Two fragmentary specimens belong to all appearance to a species of the group 
of .AcrocltO'l"diceras pustericum "· i\lojsisovics (Cepl1alopoden der Mediterranen 
Triasprovinz, Abhandl. K. IC Geol. Reichsanst. X, p. 143, 1'af. VI, fig. 4), which 
is distinguished by the complete absenc~ of umbilical tubercles. One of those 
specimens, although attaining a diameter of 60 mm., is not only devoid of umbilical 
tubercles, but its ornamentation is even less de-reloped in the vicinity of the umbi· 
lical edge, than in the marginal region of the lateral parts. The external resem
blance of this specimen to some representatives of the upper 'l'riassic genus Jovites 
is rather remarkable. 

1fhe two specimens are, unfortunately, not suitable for illustration. 
Locality: number of specimens examined.-Ridge between Dharma and Lissar 

valleys (Johar) 1, coll. La Touohe; K3.ga (Spiti) 1, ooll. A. v. Kratlt. 

C. PINACOCERATITOIDEA. 

Genus: SA.GECERAS, Mojsisovios. 

SAGECERAS, nov. sp. ind. 

A cast, 31 mm. in diameter, ohambered nearly up to tLe anterior broken 
edge, and somewhat distorted by :pressure, is comparable by its shape to 
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Sageceraa Walteri, v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Mediterranen Triasprovinz, 
Abbandl. K. K. Geo!. Reichsanst. X, p. 187, 'faf. LIII, figs. 9, 11·13). The 
umbilicus, however, is smaller and early closed. 1'he siphon.al urea is narrow, 
depressed in the middle, and separated from the lateral parts by sharp marginal 
keels. 

The sutures are not entirely known to me. I have not succeeded in developing 
the lobes, but the arrangement of the numerous, elongated saddles with entire, 
rounded tops agrees with that in S. Walteri. 

The specimen, from the }.i!uschelkalk of Jolinka, Byans (coll. Smith), is so 
poorly preserved that ita illustration may be omitted. It represents a species, which 
is certainly not identical with any of the Alpine forms hitherto described. 

Genus: NORITES, :Mojsisovics. 

Sub-gen. : ..t1.J.·.:J.1•0RITES nov. sub·gen • 

.A.NANOB.ITES MoNTICOLA.. nov. sp. Pl. XII, fig. 5. 

It is with some reserve, that I attribute this species to a new sub-genus allied 
to Norites E. v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Medite1Tanen Triasprovinz, 
Abhandl. K. K. Geol. Reichsanst. X, p. 201). Both its external shape and the 
character of its sutural line justify its being placed among the family of 
}loritidm. But the special development of the siphonal lobe and of the auxiliary 
series constitute a feature of distinction between this Him&layan species and 
the Alpine representatives of the genus No1·ites, which to me appears to be of 
sub-generic importance. 

The single fragmenh~ry specimen from the upper Muschelkalk of the Bamba· 
nag cliff (coll. Krafft} is entirely chambered. Notwithstanding its fragmentary 
condition it is sufficiently well preserved to allow a fafrly good re·constmction of 
the entire shell. 

The external shape is that of a moderately involute Meekoceras with a bian· 
gular siphonal part. The slowly increasing whorls are considerably higher than 
broad, and overlapping one another to less than ono·half their height. 

The diameter of the umbilicus is equal to the height of the last volution. This 
proportion is not met with in any of the Alpine species of Noritesi all of which arc 
provided with narrow umbilici. 

The lateral parts are very flatly arched. Sharp marginal edges are developed 
at later stages of growth than in NorUes gondola Mojs. The penultimate whorl 
attaining a height of 6 mm. near its commencement, has a lenticular cross-section, 
with a rounded siphonal part, which passes gradually into the lateral parts. Even 
in the last volution, where the .flanks are marked off from the siphonal area by 
distinct marginal edges, the siphonal part itself is regularly rounded, not flattened, 
as is N. gondola 
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Shelly substance and cast are almost entirely smooth. The surface is covered 
with very delicate radiating lines of growth. 

IJimemions. 

Dia111eter of the ahe\1 
,. ,, ,. umbilious 

Hj~~~~ju\~~u} ab0~ve t0~e ;~!~I~~~~ a~~~~i 
Thicknesa of the la.st ... olution , 

55 mm. 

20 " 
20 •• 
16'5 .. 
7 .. 

Suturea.-A sutural element of the greatest systematio value in Noritea is tlw 
principal lateral lobe. As has been remarked by E. v. Mojsisovics, the principal 
latc1·al lobe in Norites and Prono1·ites is divided into two branches hy a median 
indentation rising from the base of the lobe. In the sutural line of my s.pecimcn 
this mPdian indentation is as distinctly devdoped as in Norites gondola Mojs. The 
perfect agreement of this lobe in the European aad Hjm<ilayan species induces 
me to place the latter in the genus Norites. 1I111e 8trongest feature in the sutural 
line of the present species is the remarkable development of the siphonal lobe. In 
Norites gondola v. Mojsisovics (Cephalopoden der Mediterrnnen Triasprovinz, 
Abhandl. K. K. Gcol. lleicbsanst., X, p. 202, Taf. LU, figs. 5-8) this lobe is very 
short and narrow and divided by a median prominence into two branches, Pach of 
them terminating in a single sharp point. 'J.'he same character has been noticed by 
G. v. Arthaber in the species of NoritPB from the Muschelkalk of Grossreifling, 
described by him as Norites apioides, N. psilodiscus and N. arcuatus. In N. Jal
cq,tus the siphon.al lobe is as deep as the principal lateral on{', but also narrow and 
provided w;th single-pointed branches. In N. monticola the siphonal lobe does 
not reach down as far as the two lateral lobes hut is more than twice as broad. It 
is strongly serrated at its base and provided with distinct denticulations, especially 
so in the vicinity of the median prominencr. The second and principal lateral lobes 
stand on an equal level. '!'he second lateral saddle is followed hy a very broad 
umbilical lobe, with many auxiliary indentations. A rudimentary saddle is divided 
by the umbilica.l suture. 

There is no European species of Norites which can be compared to the present 
one with regnrd to the development of its sutural line. A species, which has been 
described a.s N. s11bcarinatus by F. v. Hauer (Die Cephalopodendes bornischen ~fosoh
elkalkes von Han Bulog bei Sarajevo, Denkschr. Kais. Aknd. d. Wiss., Bd. LIV, 
p. 31, Taf. VII, fig. 7), which has also a broad serrated siphonal lobe and two auxi· 
Iiary lobes, probably belongs to Hungarites rather than to Norites, as has been 
rema1·ked by G. v. Arthaber (lleitrrogc zur Palreont. und Geol. Oesterr. Ungarns, 

etc., X., P• 9\). 
With Paranorites Waagen from the Cemtite Sandstone of the Salt Range (Salt 

Range Foss. Palreont. Indies, ser. XIII, Vol. II, Ceratite Formation p. 157) our 
species agrees in the presenoe of a broad siphonal lobe and in the development of the 
auxiliary sel'ies. But the character of the median prominence and adjoining 
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digitations in the siphonal lobe of Parunorites is entirely different. Nor has the 
p1incipal lateral lobe of Paranorites the median indentation cbara.cteristio of the 
family of Noritid!B. 

Genus : :MoNOPHYLLITEB v. Mojsisovics. 

A. Group of Monopkyllites spk<Bropkgllus Hauer, 

1. MoNOPHYLLITES SPH&ROPHYLLUS Ha.uer. Pl. XIII, fig. 11. 

11350. .A.mrnonilu spkaraph_yllru F • .,.. Hauer, Denkschr. Kais, Abd, d, Wi880nsoh., p, 118, 
Taf, XVIII, fig. 11. 

1869. PTatJlloceru.upTaam>pltyllum E. v. '-lojsisovies, Jahrb. K.K. Geo\. Reiobearist.,p. 586, 
Taf. XVI, fig. 2. 

1882. Mrmophyllites iplit1!rapk11llu1 E. T. llojBieovice. Die Cephalopnden der M1>diterranen 
Tri&Sprovinz, Abbandl. K. K. Geo\.Reieheanst., X, p. 200, 'hf. LXXIX, ll.g. 1·3. 

1888. M. irpAterop6glltts F. v. HanPr, Denbchr. Kais, Akad. d. \Viu., lid. LIV,, P• SS. 
1892. M.11plite1'0p4yllus F. v. Hauer, ibid., Bd. LIX., p. ::!SO. 
1900. M.1tp41tr(lp/iyll"8 l>iener, Die triRdiscbe Cephalopode,,fauna der Schieehlioghoehe, 

Beitrroll~ znr. Palroont. uud GeoL Oestt'rr.~1Jngams. eto. XIII, p. 21. 
1904.. M. tpfitzN>pliyllus Martelli, Cefalopodi tri11sici di Bolje'liei pt~!l!Oo Vir nel Mou.· 

tenegro, Palieont. ltalica, X, p. 99, Tav. VIII, fig. 8, IX, Ilg. 6, 

A few •peoimens from the upper Muschelkalk of Kaga, Spiti (coll. Krafft), are 
identical with this common species of the Elll'opean i\Iuschelkalk. In their general 
shape and involution t.hey agree exactly with the example fi~urcd on Pl. LXXIX, 
fig. 3, by E. v. Mojsisovics, but nre of somewhat smaller dimensions. The diameter 
of the largest specimen is about 70 mm. .All the !<:pecimcns are injured by weather• 
ing and exhibit but few traces of thefr shelly substance. Their most conspicuous 
character is the sutural line, which agrees exactly with that of Morwpliyllites 
sph(J!rophylluB, but differs from the sutlll'e~ of all Inditin representatives of the 
genus by the presence of three lateral !'addles. 

Locality: number of specimens examined.-Upper :Muscbelkalk, KtlgR 
(Spiti) 3, coll. Krafft. 

2. MoNoPHYLLI'fES KINGI Diener. Pl. XIII, fig. 5. 

1895, MontJphyllitu Kingi Diener, Him&layan Fo88. Palreont. lndiea, ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cepha.lo· 

poda of the Musohelkalk, p. 109, Pl. XXXI, fig. IO. 

A species of Monoph.11llites from the Triassic limestone crag of Chitichun No. I, 
distinguished from M. Bpluerophullus v. Haner by the presence of two lateral 
saddles only, was described by me in 1895 as M. Kin.'li. With this species a small 
number of examples from A. v. Krafft's Him8.lnyan collection from the ower 
Muschelkalk of Spiti and Kumaon can bP identified. 

The largest spccimPn, which has been taken for illustration, is considerably 
larger than my type-specimen from Chitichun No. I, with which, however, it 
agrees in its obliquely elliptical outlines and in the shape of its transverse section. 
It.s eiphonal part is more highly rounded than in M. Hara Diener, and is not marked 

p 
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off from the lateral parts by any distinct siphonal margin. 'Ihe whorls are 
high-mouthed and strongly compressed. 

The shelly substance having been perfectly preserved in this specimen, both 
the numerous, faintly marked, radial folds and the delicate transverse strire of 
growth are very clearly exhibited. The transverse strire are directed radially and 
cross the siphonal area without being turned forward, as in .M. sphcerophyllua. 

In a seconrl specimen the radial plications are a little more sharply marked 
and constitute an element of 01·namentation considerably exceeding in stre11ooth the 
transverse stiire of growth. 

A third specimen is a transitional form between Monophyllites Kingi and 
M. Hara, having less strongly compressed whorls and a more broadly rounded 
si phonal area. 

Dimensions (of the figured specimen). 

Diameter of the shell , 97 mm. 
Height of the outer whorl 36 ,, 
Thickne.;s ., 28 ., 
Diameter of the 11mhilie11s 35 ,. 

~~ii;k~e: ,!be wh~rl } in ;~:afe~te:;:~~ation 25 
22 " 

Corresponding h~ight of the shell • 70 .. 
,, ,, umbilious . 29 .. 

The measurements of this specimen, corresponding to the diameter of my type· 
specimen from Chitichun No. I, are as follows:-

Diameter of the sh~ll • 
,, ., umbilieiu 

Height of the 011ter whorl 
Thickness,. 

Type•speeimcn. 
59 mm. 57 mm. 

23 2! .. 
22 " 21 .. 

16 " 12 " 

S1ttu1·es.-In consequence of the larger size of my specimens their sutural lines 
do not agree with those of my type-specimen from Chitichun No. I in every <let.ail. 
All essential features are, however, identical. There are only two lateral saddles 
present. The principal lateral saddle is considerably larger than the short and club
shaped siphonal one. 

1be lateral lobes are tricuspidate. The umbilical lobe is provided with a small 
number of secondary indentations. 

Locality: mtmber of specimens examined.-Lower Musohelkalk, W. of Lilang, 
2, coll. Krafft ; Bambanag cliff 1, coll. Krafft. 

3. MoNOPBYLLlTES HARA Diener. Pl. XIII, figs. 6, 7. ""'" Pl. XIII, fig. 8. 

1895. J.lfonophyllitea BaraDi.:-ner, Palroont. Indioa, ser. XV, Hi..m&layan Foss., Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda 
of the M1m:helkBlk, p. 108, Pl. XXXI, fig. 9. 

From the lower Musohelkalk of Lilang and of the Bambanag cliff several speci· 
mens of Monopltyllites have been collected by .A. v. Krafft, &i:,OTeeing in all essentia.l 
points with M. Hara from the Triassic limestone-crag of Chitfohun No. I, so that a 
desoript:l.on of them may here be omitted. 
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A specimen from the Shalshal cliff (beds with Spirife,.ina Strackegi) is distin· 
guished from the typical form by its very high and compressed transverse section 
and by its more strongly marked radial ornamentation. I regard this specimen as 
a variety of Mooopkyllitea Hara. 

Suture1.-Agrecing in every respect with those of the type-specimen of M. 
Ha,·a, as may be seen from the illustration in fig. 7. 

Locality : number of specimens examined.-Lowcr M" uschelkalk, west of 
Lilang, 3, coll. Krafft; Bambanag cliff 2, coll. Krafft; Shalshal cliff I, coll. Krafft. 

Bemarka.-The group of Monopkyllites Hara and M. Kingi, distinguished 
from M. spluerophyllus by the smaller number of lateral elements in its sutural line, 
is rather widely spread in the Muschelkalk of the Tethys. In the Triassic limestone 
of Ismid (Asia Minor) it is represented by two species, which are, unfortunately, 
imperfectly known, Monopkyllites K;eperti Toula, and M. anatolicus Toula (Beitrmge 
ZUl' Palreont. und Geol. oesterreich·Ungarns etc. x, p. 170, Taf. xxl figs. 6, 6). 
Another representative of the group is Mon-0pkyllites sickoticus Diener (Mem. 
Comit6 Geol. de la Russie, St. Petersbourg,~T. XIV. No. 3, p. 29, Taf. V, :fig. l) from 
the Muschelkalk. of the Russian Island near Wladiwostok (Ussuri district). 1rhis 
species has been eleYatcd to the rank of the prototype of a proper genus, Ussiwites, 
by Hyatt (Zittel's text-book of Palreontology, English edition, p. 566), and was even 
removed entirely from the family of Megaphyllitidte. With this view I cannot 
&ocrrec, taking into consideration tbe strong resemblanoe of Monopkyllites sichoticus, 
M. Ha1·a and jJJ. sphce1·ophyllus in their shape, involution, sculpturo and sutural 
lines. This resemblance is so great, that even a specific distinction can only be 
based on rather subordinate characters. 

B. Gi·oup of Monophyllites Suessii Mojs. 

4. MONOPRYLLI'l'ES CF. PRADYUMNA Dien. Pl. XII, fig. 9. 

1895. Mt:mopliyllitts Prtulyumna Diener, Palreontologia lndica., ser. XV, HimA!a.yan Foe~., Vol. II, Pt. 2, 
Cephalop<Kla of the ?ihiachelke.lk, p. 106, Pl. XXXI, figs. S, 4. 

This is a. fragment very similar to the type-specimen of MonophyllUes Prady
umna from the Triassic limestone crag of Chitichun No. I, illustrated in fig. 4, 
Pl. XXXI of my above·quoted memoir. Two indistinct :fimhrire are noticed in 
the Jast volution. The transverse section is of nearly circular shape and of equnl 
height and width. 

I have not succeeded in developing the sutura.l line. 
Locality : numbe1· of specimens examined.-Lower Muschelkalk, west of 

Lilang, 1, coll. Krafft. 

5. MoNOPBYLLITES CoNFUCII Diener. Pl. XIII, fig. 10. 

1895. Monophpllitu Crmfuci.i Diener, Him&lsyan Foas. Falreont.. Indies, ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 24., 
C6JPhalopode. of the MuschelkaJk, p. 107, Pl. XXX, lie:. 7, XXXI. lies. I. 2. 

A well preserved specimen of .M.onopkyllites of large eize and with a smooth 
shell from the lower Muschelkalk of Lilang belongs to this speoies, one of the 

p 2 
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commonest and most characteristic speoies of the Triassic limestone cmg of Chiti· 
chun No. I. It has nine volutions besides the embryonic cell, corresponding 
to a diameter of 65 mm. One-quarter of the last volution belongs to the 
body-chamber. 

My example agreci:. with the type·specirnen of M. Oonfueii in its shape, invo· 
lution, and sculpture, and also in all details of the sutural line. 

Genus : STURIA. v. Mojsisovics. 

STURIA. SANSOVINII v. Mojsisovics. 

1882. &uria Sansovinii E v. l'tlojsi~ovics, Cephnlopodeo dcr 1ife<literrBnen Triasprovinz, Abh1ndl. K. K, 
Geol. R~icl1S11D>t. X., p. 241, T11£. XLIX, fig~. 5·7, Taf. L, fig. J. 

1887, Sturia Sa11sov111ii, F, T. Hauer, Dcnkschr. K!lie. Ahd. d. Wissen•eh.Ll\', p. 48, 
1892. Sturia Sansovinii. ~·. v. HauPr, ibidl.'m, LIX, p. 2M8, Tar. X, liir. 7, 
1895. Sluria Sansooinii, D'ener, Himii.l. Foas. Pal.oont. IDdica, aer. XV, Yol. II, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda of the 

Muschelkalk, p. 61, Pl. XV. 

1896. Sturia Sa11s(f!J111jj G. v. ,\rthaber, Di~ CcphalopodcofaUDa der RciAingL1' Kalkc, Bcitra-ge z1u· 
Palroont. und Geo], 0011te1T. Ungarne etc. X, p. 2:16. 

1900 • .Strn•ia .~a11S£vi11ii Diener. Die C1•1•l1eloporlenfnuna der Schicchlinghoehe, Beitrtc!:e !Ur Paheon~. 

untl Geo\. Ot"Sterr. Ungarne. etc. XI II, p. ~2. 

1900. Sturia Sansollinii Tornquist, Zeitlldir. Deutsch. Geol. Ge&., 52 Bd., p. 138. 

Two fragmentary but tolerably well preserved examples of this species wne 
collected by Hayden in the upper Muschelkalk of K<ig<i, Sjiiti, one of whit·h 
is nearly equal in size t-0 the example from the Him:llayan Muschelkalk of the 
Shalshal cliff. 

I do not hesitate to identify the Indian and Alpine form~, notwithstanding 
slight differences in the shape of the spiral lines near the siphonal margin, which 
have been noticed by G. v. Arthaber. 

The stratigraphical value of Sturia Samovi.nii as one of the most widely 
distributed. i;pecies of ammonites in the Muscht>lkalk of the 'l'etbys has been 
considerably reduced by the discovery of two species of Stu1·ia very nearly allied 
to the present one in julic deposits of the Salzkammergut by E. v. Mojsisovios 
(Cephalopoden der Hallstiitter Kalke, Abhandl. K. K. GeoL Reichsanst., VI-1, 
Supplement, p. 307). Their specific distinction from Stur&a Sanaovinii is based 
on only very subordinate oharacters, which are barely accessible to observation 
in incomplete s_pecimens. 

Genus: GYMNITES v. Mojsisovics. 

In accordance with E. v. Mojsisovics, Steinmann and Zittel, the name Ggmnites 
is retained here as generic designation for the group of .tlmmonitesincultua Beyrich, 
Hyatt's &ttempt to introduce thfl name .4.egoceras W a.agen for this group bffl.ng 
opposed to the rules of pa.looontological nomenclature. 
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1. GYMNITEs JoLLYA.NUs Oppel. 

1868. A.mmo11ite1 Joll.11anu• Orpd, Palmontologische MiHbeilungon aue dem Mo.anm des Bayriecben Statr.tea 
I, p. 271, Pl. LXXV, fig. 4.. 

1895. Ggmnitea ,foll_11anus, Diener, Hitn:llayllll Foss. Palroont. lndiro, ~er. XV, Vol. ll, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda 
of thdlnschelka.lk, p. 51, Pl. X, 6.g. 7, XI, fig. 1, XII, 6i;. 1. 

Of this characteristic species of the Himalayan .Muschelkalk specimens have 
been met with in the materials collected by Hayden, La. 'l'ouche and F. EI . Smith 
from the following looalities: Ka~a (Spiti) 6, ridge between Lissar and Dharm.a 
valleys I, Jolinka (Byans) 1. 

2. GYMNITES VASANTASENA. Diener. 

1R96. Gym11ite1 Va1antase.na Diener, Him{1\a~·an Foss. Pa.lroont. lndioa, 1er, XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cepbalo· 
pods. of the .\luschelkalk, p. 52, Pl. XIII, lig, 2. 

Two fragmentary specimens of Gymnites with strongly compre~sed whorls 
differ from G. Jollyanus by very faintly developed radial ribs, which are confined 
to the vicinity of the umbilical margin in the la.~t volution, and by the arrangement 
of the sutural line. The principal lateral lobe is divided into two basal branches, 
whereas in G. Jollyanus it ends in a ~ingle terminal digitation. 'l'he outer branch 
of the siphonal saddle is not very strongly developed. In all these characters my 
specimens agree with G. 17aaantasena. 

Locality : n11mber of specimens examinP.d.-Upper Muschelkalk, Bambanag 
cliff, 1 mile west of .Martoli encamping-ground, 2, coll. Krafft. 

3. GYMNITES INCULT'CS Beyrich. Pl. XIV, figs. 1, 2. 

186& • .dmmonite• i11cultu1 Beyrich, lllonatsbor, Kg\. Aka.d. d. WiM., Berlin, p. 669. 
1867 • ..&m111miile1 ineultr" Beyricli, UPber einige Cepba\opoden au1 dem Mn90he\ka.lk der Alpcn und ueber 

verwandte Arten, Abhandl. Kgl. preuss. Akad. cl. Wis.ti., Ber\in, 1866, p. 1:12, TRf. III, 6g. l. 
1882. G9m11ite1 i11cuUus E. '" Moj8isovice, Die C .. phalnpoden der M~diterranen Tril\llprovinz, Abh&udl. K 

K. Geo!. Beieh11J1nst., X, p. 2:lS, Taf. LIV, figa. 1-9. 
1888. G. inewll11s F. '" Hauer, Ceph:i.lnpoden dea Boanisolien Muechelk&lkes von Hau Bnlog, Denksobr. 

Kais. Ailad. d. Wiss., Wien, LIV, p. 3.!.. 
1900. G. incidtiu Diener, CephalopodenfKuna der Sehiechlinghoebe bei Hat\etatt, Beitrmge znr Pa\113ontolo• 

gie u, Geol. o~t.cir.· n ngarns, etc. XII I, p. 22. 
1904. G. foc.Zliu M•rWlli, Cefalopodi tria<ici di Boljevici pre~so Vir nel :Montenegro, Pallllont, lt.aliaa., 

Vo], X, p. 104, Tav. V, S.ga. 9, 10. 
190&. G. i11c~ltu Aira.ghi, AmmoniH trinsici de! Monte Rite in Cadore, B,ill. Soc. Geol, Ital., Vol. XXIV, 

P• 254. 

Among the numerous specimens of Gymnites oollected in the Muschelkalk 
of Spiti by Hayden and A. v. Krafft, two can be picked out, which agree exactly 
with descriptions and illustrations of Ggmnites inaultus, as given by Beyrioh and 
E. v. Moj.".lisovics. 

Both s11ecimens consist of air-chambers only. One of them is of moderate 
size, attnining exactly the dimensions of Beyrich's type-speoimen from Reutte. 
The whorls are strongly compressed and bordered by flattened lateral parts. The 
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greatest transverse diameter corresponds with the middle of the flanks. The siphonal 
part is highly rounded. 

The second specimen is a fragment of large size, reaching a diameter of 200 mm. 
I ts inner volutions are not entirely preserved. It agrees with the smaller example 
in the character of its involution, but its largest transverse diamet.er is situated a little 
below the middle of the sides. The umbilical margin is rounded, as in the form.er 
specimen, but the umbilical wall slopes more steeply towards the umbilical 
suture. No radiating ribs have been noticed in the last volution. 

I have given an illustration of the complicated sutures of this species. Its 
agreement with the illustration given by E. v. Mojsisovics is very remarkable. 
I cannot see any reason for separating this specimen from the European representa· 
tives of Gymnites inaultus. 

Dimensions. 
Pl. XIV, fig. 1. Pl. XIV, &g. 2. 

Diameter of the shell , 92 mm. 202 mm. 
,. ,, ., nmbilieus Si:i ., 82 ,, 

H~~~::lfut~~:J a~1ve t~e ;~:~~:~ s;~::~ 33 .. 70 " 
24 " 55 .. 

Thickness of the la~t vol11tion . 16 " 39 " 

Localitg: numbe1· of specimens examined.-North-west of Muth, Spiti, 2, 
coll. Hayden. 

4. GYMNI'l'ES cf. HUHDOLDTI Mojsisovics. PI. XIV, fig. 3. 

1882. Gymnites Hu.mboldfi E. v. MojsisoviCll, Cephalopoden der Mediternmen Tl'iuprovinz, Abhandl. K. 
K. Geol. Reiech1111nat., X, p. ~RS, Taf. LV,ffigs.1-3. 

1888. G. Hu.niboldti F. v. H&uer, Dio Cephulopoden dee Bosni&chen ].luschelkalkes von Han Bulog, Denk· 
sehr. Kaie. Akad. d. Wi .. enscb., LIV, p. 96. 

1900. G. Hu.mboldti Di~nfr, Dio ~phalopodenfauna der Sehieohliugboehe bei lfollBtatt, &itrrege zur 
Palreont. u. Geol. Oeaterreich·Ungum~, etc,. XIII, p. 23. 

1904. G. Hu.mboldti llartelli, Cefalopodi trlasid di Boljevici preei!O Vir nel MonU!uegro, Pall&Clntogr. 
Italica, X, p. 10;;. 

The specific differences between Ggmnites incultua Beyrioh, G. Palmai Mojs. 
and G. Humboldti liojs. are very subordinate, as has been remarked. by F. v. 
Hauer (I. o., p. 34). According to the diagnosis given by E. v. Mojsisovics, G. 
Humboldti is clistinguishcd from the other two species by a smaller umbilicus and 
by higher volutions. Hut the second character is not exhibited very clearly even in 
E. v. ~fojsisoYics' own type-specimens. My personal examination of rich materials 
from the Schieohlinghoehe and from the Bosnian Muschelkalk of Han Bulog has 
convinced me that neither of the two features of distinction enunciated by E. v. 
Mojsisovics is Yery prominent, and that the three forms are most intimately linked 
together by transitional shapes. 

Among the representatives of the genus Ggmnites in the Him8.laya.n collection 
there is one example from the Muschelkalk of Muth, Spiti (coll. Hayden), which in 
its external shape and involution seems to &ol7fee nearly as well with Ggmnites 
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Humboldti &S with G. inoultus or G. Palmai. Although poorly preserved, it is 
possible to estimate its original dimensions, which were as follows :-

Di1meteroftheshell 
,. ,, ,, u.mbi\icu& 

Height of the last volutioD 
Thicknes1,. 

200 mm. 
86 .. 

61 " 
49 " 

Jn the widtb of its umbilicus this specimen represents a transitional form 
between the three species quoted above. In the proportion of height and thickness 
of its last volution it stands nearer Gymnites Palmai than G. Hmnboldti. If, 
nevertheless, I refer it provisionally to the latter species, it is on account of its 
sutural line, which agrees very closely with that of the type-specimen of G. Hum· 
boldti, from the }luschelkalk of the Schreyer Alpe. It is especially the character 
of the second lateral lobe in which its sutures differ from those of G. Palmai. In 
G. Palmai this lobe is divided into two branches by a central indentation rising 
from its base, whereas in G. Humboldti it terminates in a long median point. In 
G. incultus, the branches of the siphonal saddle are broader and provided with more 
richly developed ramifications. 

5. Gn1NITES MANDIVA nov. sp. Pl. XV, fig. 1. 

This species is nearly allied to Gymnites incultus Beyrich, from which it differi:i, 
however, by the shape of its cross-section and by its less richly serrated sutures. 

In its volutions my type-specimen agrees a.lmost exactly with the large example 
of G. incultus, from the Muschclkalk of the Schreyer Alpe, illustrated by E. v 
lfojsisovics on Pl. LIV, fig. 1 of "Cephalopoden der :MeditcITanen Triasprovinz." 
But the character of its transverse section is remarkably different. The whorls are 
very high and strongly compressed. The siphonal part is narrow, rounded above, and 
bordered fo1· a short distance by sides which are nearly parallel. '!'he divergence of 
the lateral parts does not commence at the siphonal margins, as in G. incultus or 
G. Humboldti, but the siphonal region takes the form of a na1Tow crest elevated 
above the general contour of the shell. 

This shape of the cross-section is restricted to the chambered portion of the 
shell. In the body-chamber, to which one-third of the last volution belongs, a 
complete change of outline ancl of sculptlll'e takes place. The cross-section becomes 
square, with a broad and flattened s.iphonal area, separated sharply from the lateral 
parts which it meets in a right angle. The smooth sides are covered with strong, 
sharp ribs rising into obtuse tuborcles in the vicinity of the marginal region. At 
the same time the volution becomes lower, but broadens out considerably. 

Dimenaions. 
Aperlur~. Lost nir-chnrnher, 

Diamteer of the shell 156 mm. 142 mm. 
,, ,, ,. umbilicus • • 66 " 53 

~=!~~~~ti~:o }ab~vu ~~e ~;:~;~t:! ~~:~~ 48 " 47 
38"5 " 

Thiokneas of the hist volu.tion S:i ,. 21 ,. 
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S11tures-Similar to those of G. incultus, but simpler. The branches of the 
saddles are without secondary indentations. Principal lateral lobe developed 
asymmetrically. 

Locality : numberofsp>?cimens ezamined.-Muth (Spiti) 1, coll. Hayden. 

6. GYMNITES KIRATA Diener. 

1895. Ggmnifes Kirata Diener, Him0.1. Fo~s. Palmont. Iudica, aer. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cephalopoda of th 
Mo~chelkalk, p. 53, Pl. X, 6gs. 2, S. 

The group of Gymnites with elliptical outlinPs, to which the name 4.mmonites 
Batteni was provisionally assigned by Strachf'y ( Palmontology of Niti, Pl. XI, 
:fig. 2), is very richly represented in the Himalayan colleotion. In my memoir on 
the Cephalopoda of the Himti.layan Muschelkalk I have advocated the separation 
of three species among this group, Gymnites Kirata, G. Sanknra, and a third, 
unnamed species, which is distin~uished from the latter by the development 
of lateral ribs. 

Gyni11Ues Kfrata agrees with Stoliczka's variety of Ammonites Batteni with low 
but thick whorls. It is represented by three specimens in Smith's collection from 
the )fuschelkalk of Jolinka (Hya.ns). Two examples of smaller size than the type· 
specimen from Lilang have l'.trongly inflated whorls of nearly equal height and 
thickness. Tbe third tipecimen is of very large sizP, at.taininga diametc1· of 135 mm., 
and is provided with its body~chamber. Its last volution is strongly compressed, 
whereas its inner whorls are ns strongly inflated as in the two former examples. 

In all my specime'Qs the umbilicus is very wide rmd the number of whorls 
expmcd within it is very lar?e. No trnmitional slrnpes between this species and 
Gynmifes Sankara with high and stroni.dy involute whorls have as yet been noticed. 

Locality: number of specimens examitied.-Jolinka (Byans) 3, coll. Smith; 
north-north-west of Kaga (Spiti) 1, coll. Krafft. 

7. Gn1~1TES SANKARA Diener. Pl. XV, fig. 4. 

1896. G9mnitc1 Sanleara Diener, Him6.la!an Foss., Palieont. lndica. ser, XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cepb11lopod1. of 
tbe llusclielkalk, p. 56, Pl. XI. tig, 2. 

In Gymnites Sankara the high, compressed forms of dmmonites Jlatteni 
Strachey, with strongly involute whorls, have been included. Notwithstanding the 
large number of f'pecimens known to me, the variability of the species is almost 
insignificant. 1.'he1·e is no considerable difference between sin!.!le individuals 
either in the involution or in the inflation of their shells. This is exactly the 
opposite of what has been noticed in EuropPan representatives of f:Jymni.les. With 
rich materials of this genus from the J\>Iuschelkalk of tl1e Schreyer Alpe, Schiechling
hoehe or Han Bulog at hand, one is at :i. loss to make a clear distinction between 
G. Palmai, G. incultue, G. Humboldti, etc., which are connected by so many 
transitional shapes. Transitional forms of similar kind connecting G. Sankara with 
other species of Indian Gymnitea with elliptical outlines are not known to me. lt is 
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almost invariably the same proportion of height and thickness and the same rate of 
involution which characterise all specimens and make them look one exactly like 
the other. I have not met with a ~dngle case in which a distinction of the species 
had to be made in a rather arbitrary manner, as has often to be done when 
determining Europe.an examples of Gymnitea. 

All my specimens agree clo'"IY with the type from the Muschelkalk of Lilang. 
In the collections examined examples of every E:ize are represented. The largest 
individunl with a diameter of 190 mm., exceeding considembly the dimensions of the 
type, is provided with a part of its body-chamber. An example of medium size bas 
been figured in order to show that the proportions are not subject to variation from 
the adolescent stage of growth to old age. The dimensions of this specimen are 
as follows:-

Greateet diameter of the shell 
,. ,. ,. ., nmbilicne , 

MuimuID height of tha lae~ volutiou 
thickness.,,. 

'13 mID. 

;~ :; 
9·5 .. 

Locality; mtmber of speeimem ezamined.-Jolinka (Byam) 28, coll. Smith; 
ridge between Dharma and Lis.sar valleys I, coll. La Touchc ; Kaga (Spiti) 1, 
coll. Hayden. 

R~iarks.-Therc is no Alpine species of Gymriites with ellipti<·al outlines 
known to me, in which the whorls areas strongly compressed as in G. Sankara. 

B. GnrnITKs sp. ind. ex aff. SANKARA Dien. 

1895. Gym11iteup. inJ. e:r. aff. G. Sankara DienH, Him.111\,mn Fou. Palreont. Indi<"11, •er. XV, Vol. 11, 
Pt.:!, Ceph&\opodl\ of the Musche!kalk, p. ii7, Pl. XIII, fig. I. 

A small number of fra~ments from the lower i\Juscbelkalk of J.i1an;? and of 
the Gyundi river (coll. Krafft) is probably referable to this species, which differs 
from G. Sankara by a thicker transverse section and by the development of lateral 
ribs in the lower portion of the flanks. 

Besides this species, some reprcsentntives of the genus Gymnites with normally 
encoiled whorls have been noticed among A. v. Krafft's collections from the lower 
Muschelkalk of Li1ang. Some of them a.re provided with lateral ribs. The major
ity have smooth shells. 'l'hcy are too fragmentarily preser¥ed to allow of specific 
determination. 

9. GprXITES DEPAUPERATUS nov. sp. Pl. XIV, fig. 4. 

This is ail entirely chambered fragment of a GymnitPB with a wide, open um
bilicus and with high., compressed, whorls, which in its extrrnal chnracfors appears 
to be very similar to G. incultus Beyr. In the only fragment a.vailahlc for e:xami
na.tion the height of the transverse section is 32 mm. and the thickness 15 mm, 
Along the middle of the flanks there is a very distinct spiral ridge, whosP continuity 
is, however, interrupted repeatedly by intervening depressions. 
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S11t1wes.-The most interesting character of this species is its sutural line, 
which diffe..-s from the sutmes of all congeneric forms hitherto known. It is in a 
rather low stage of development, with dolichophyllic Jobes and saddles. In this 
respect it recalls the sutural line of Japonites Ugra Diener (Himiilayan Foss. 
Palreont. I ndica, ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, The 0<'phalopoda of the Muschelkalk, 
p. ll2, Pl. XXX, fig. 5J, which was originally mistaken for a representative of the 
genus Gymnites. But the present species is certainly a true Gymnf.tea, its 
auxiliary series being united with the second lateral saddle into a kind of suspensive 
lobe, sloping obliquely downwards to the umbilical suture, whereas in- J. Ugm the 
lateral and auxiliary elements ure distinctly separated. Otherwise a distinction 
of the two species would prove very difficult. 

Since Gymnites Ugra has been transfen-ed to the genus Japonites by :E. v. 
)fojsisovics, the present species must be considered as the most primitive type of 
Gyrnnites, any trace of ramification being yet. absent in the saddles, which are 
entirely dolichophyllic. 

Locality : rimnbe'I' of specimens examined.-Lower Muschelkalk, Lilang, l, 
coll. Krafft. 

10. GYM~ITES RELIGIOSUS nov. sp. Pl. XVI, fig. 2. 

This is a new species of the group of GymnUes Oredneri v. Mojsisovics (Cepha· 
lopoden der MediteLTanen Triasprovinz, Abhandl. K. K. Gcol. Reichsanst., X Bd., 
p. 237, Taf. LIX, figs. 1-3). It differs from the Alpine speoies by the smaller egres
sion of its umbilicus and by its higher volutions, which increase more rapidly. A 
remarkable difference consists in the arrangement of the sutural line, which is 
characterised by the steep slope of its auxiliary elements. 

~ly type-specimen is of Qbliquely elliptical outlines and provided with a narrow 
umbilicus, which scarcely departs from the normal spiral in the last volution. 
The whorls are very high and strongly compressed, with flat, parallel sides 
and with a regularly rounded siphonal area. The umbilioal wall is ]ow but steep 
and separated from the lateral parts by an obtusely rounded·off edge. 

The shell is almost entirely smooth. No spiral ridge is developed along the 
middle of the flanks as in G. 01•edneri. 

One-third of the last volution belongs to the body-chamber. 

Diameter of !lie shell 
,, ,, umbilicus . 

llu:imnm height of tho last whorl 
,, width ., .. ., ,. 

Minimnm height of lhel&st who:rl 

,. width ,, " ,. " 
CorrOBponding diRmeter of the shell 

Dimensions. 

,, ., umbilicns 

84 mm. 
16 .. 
42 .. 

16·6,. 
29 
14 .. 
60 .. .. 

Sutures.-Similar to those of Ggmnites Sankara Diener, but less richly ramified. 
Four auxiliary saddles, which are very steeply inolined. 

Locality: numcerofapecimen& ezamined.-Upper Musohelkalk, Thabo (Spiti), 
1 coll. Hayden. 
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11. GYMNITES sp. ind. aft. RELIGIOSO Diener. Pl. XVI, fig. 3, 

A specimen of Gymnites from the Muschelkalk of Muth, Spiti (ooll. Hayden), 
differs from the preceding species by its normal shape only, which is not obliquely 
elliptical. The egression of the umbilicus is more distinctly marked in the last 
volution. It is only a matter of convenience, whether or not this difference in 
shape be considered as a distinctive character of specific value. 

12. GYMNITES sp. ind. aff. SUBCLAU.SO Hauer. 

A single, greatly weathered specimen of Gymnites from the Muschelkalk 
north-no1th-west of K3.g8., Spiti (coll. Hayden), is too badly preserved to permit a 
satisfactory illustration. Its general shape and its very narrow umbilicus recall 
Gymnites subcla11s1ts F. v. Hauer ( Denkschr. Kais. Akad. d. Wisensch., Wien LIV, 
p. 33, 'l'af. VII, fig. 5), from the Bosnian Muschelkalk of Han Bulog. 'l'he specimen 
is nearly as large as Bauer's type and considerably larger than the exnmplc from 
the Schieohlinghoehe, illustrated by myself in Beitnege zur Palreontologie uud 
Geologic Ocsterreich-Ungarns etc., XIII, Taf. I, fig. 4. 

The Himalayan specimen certainly belongs to a new species. Kear the 
beginning of the last volution traoes of the original sculpture have been preserved. 
Faloiform ribs are developed along the middle of the sides, as in lfoddliattes 
Rama. From that species, however, the present one is distinguished at a glauce by 
its rounded siphonal parts. 

Dimensions. 
Diameter of the shell 

,, ,, ,. umbilicus 

B~~~~oJ,~t\!~ l11~1~e t~e ~1~~~~~~s~:1~1 : 
Thioknets of tho laet volution • 

• 105 mm. 

• 7 • 
• 60 .. 
• 41 " 

• about 25 ,, 

Sutm·es.-The sutures arc but imperfectiy known to me. Enoug-h of them, how
over, has been made accessible for examinat.ion to prom that the spedmen 
belongs to the genus Ggmnitea. The siphonal Anddle was provided with a large 
external branch, but it is too badly weathered to decide whPther or not it was 

distinctly individualised as in G. subclauaus. The auxiliary series is conneotr.d 
most intimately with the second lateral saddle. 

Sub·genus : .A1r.-J.G YMNITES Hyatt. 

Gymnites Lamarcki Oppel (Palreontologische MittPilungen aus dem 'Museum 
des Kgl. bayrischen Staates, 1863, I, p. 274., Taf. 75, fig. 3· fro.m the Musehelkalk 
of Kuling, Spiti, has been considered ns the prototype of a proper sub-genus, 
.J.nagymnites Hyatt (Zit<el's Text-book of Palreontology, Englisl1 ed .• Vol. I, 
1900, p. 557). 
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Although no diagnosis of the sub-generic characters has been given by Hyatt, 
it is not difficult to pick them out from my description of the species (Cephalo
poda of the Musohelkalk, I. c. p. 58). The stair-like umbilicus and the sharpened 
siphonal part, together with a poor development of ramification in the sutural line, 
might be considered as features of sub-generic importance. In 1895, it is true, I 
explicitly declined to establish a new sub-genus for this species, but since that 
time the tendency towards a narrow circumscription of genera and sub-genera in 
ammonites has advanced so far among most paheontologists, that I no longer 
hesitate to accept Hyatt's sub-genus. I do this the more readily since the name 
has been suggested by F. v. Hauer for Gymnites acutus, a speoies from the 
Muschelkalk of Han Bulog, which is nearly allied to G. Lama1·cki, as has 
been explained in my above-quoted memoir. The remarkable affinities between 
.J.nagymnites and Japonites are also in favour of attributing a more independent 
systematic position to the group of G. Lama1·cki. 

In the Indian Muschelkalk Llnagymnites Hyatt is represented by two new 
species besides G ymnites Lamarcki Oppel. 

ANAGYllSI'l~ES cf. ACUTUS V, Hauer. Pl. XV1 fig. 3. 

1892. G_ymnites acuttU v. Hauer, Beitrroge zur K~nntnin der Cepbalopodon aua der Trins von Bosnien, I 
~~u" FunJc au~ den Musohelka.lk von Han llulog bci Sarajevo, Denbchr. Kais. Akad. d. Wi11&., LIX, 
p. 2S2, Taf. X, fig. 6, XI, fig.2. 

The only specimen-from Kllg3., Spiti, coll. Hayden-reminds me very strongly 
of the g(·nus .Taponites in tho character of its involution and in the shape of 
its transrnrse !lection. Nor should I have hesitated in grouping it with Japon· 
ites, had not the preseucc of a suspensive lohe prevented me from doing so. 
Although very little is exposed of the sutural line, the traces of auxiliary lobes and 
saddles !leem to ag-rce better with the corresponding sutura1 elements of GymniteB 
than of Japonites. 

Jiy type-specimen is certainly most nearly allied to Anagymnites acutiu 
Hauer from the Bosnian lluschelkalk. Its slowly-increasing whorls leave a pro
portionately wide and dt'CP umbilicus. The lateral parts converge regularly 
towards the sharpened siphonai edge, which is partly raised into a slightly promi· 
neut keel. ·rhere is no wt-11 defined umbilical margin, but the sides slope 
with gradually increasing conn·xit.v to the umbilical suture from the point of their 
greatest distance, which is situated below the middle of their height. In the 
inner volutions this umbilical convexity is comparatively higher, thus imparting 
to the umbilicus a stair-like character. 

11be sides of tho inner volutions are oovered with flat, broad and indistinctly 
defined plications. In the last whorl, containing the body·chamber, very flat and 
narrow radial folds can only be traced in the lower portion of the lateral parts. 

The impei\'fect state of preservation of the only specimen known to me, excludes 
a direct identification with F. v. Bauer's Bosnian speoies. 
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From A.nagymnites Lamarcki Oppel this species is easily distinguished by the 
character of its involution, which is quite regular throughout all stages of growth. 
whereas in .J.. Lama,·cki the rate of involution gradually increases so consider· 
ably, that the body-chamber whorl overlaps the preceding one almost completely. 

Dimensions. 
Diameter of the shell 

.. " ,, umbilicue • 

~:!fl~~J!t!:: { ab~'ve t~e p~:~~\i~;l :h~~lo 
Thicknc8110fthelastvolution 

54. n:im. 

20 

21 " 
IS., 

12 " 

Remarks.-Anagymnites acutus is a very interesting species, on account of 
its affinities to Japonites, which are probably not dependent merely on external 
convergence. The sutural line agrees with that of Gymnites in having a suspensive 
Jobe, which slopes obliquely from the second lateral saddle to the umbilical suture. 
But the main saddles are only doliohophyllic, as in Japonites, not richly ramified, 
as in typical species of Gymnites, and the srcond later11l saddle is prm·i<led with 
a phylloid prominence at its inner margin. This prominence, which is cha
racteristically deteloped in all typical species of Japonites, is also noticed in .tl.na
gymnites Lama.rckl. Thus .A.naggmnitea may perhaps be more nearly related 
to Japonite!I ancl to the section of A.mmonea t?'acliyostraca than has hitherto 
been supposed. 

ANAGUINITES r_f_'oR!tE~SII nov. sp. Pl. xv, fig. 2. 

This species is also nearly allied to Anagymnites ac1ttus v. Hauer. It has 
been based on a single but well p1·escrved specimen of large size from Kaga, Spiti, 
coll. Hayden. 

The shell has a slightly elliptical outline rind very slowly increasing Tolutions, 
which overlap one another to more than one-half of their height in adolescent 
stages of growth, In the body-chamber the rate of involution slightly decreases. 
Near its aperture the last volution slightly overlaps the penultimate one to a little 
less than half its height. 

'l'he contrast in the shape of the transverse sections of the outer and inner volu. 
tions is rather considerable. The inner volutions are strongly inflated and tht-ir 
lateral parts slope with marked convexity towardR the umbilical suture. Thus 
the umbilicus in the adolescent stage of growth is very deep and ~tair-like 

but gradually becomes wider ~nd flatter. In the penultimate and last whorls the 
:Hanks are very gently arched and tbeir slope to the umbilical suture is barely curved 
at all. The section of the siphonal region takes the shape of an arrow-head. The 
:Hanks converge to a sharp siphonal edge, which, howeTer, is not elevated into a 
proper keel. 

In the inner volutions, which are exposed within the stair-like umbilicus, 
indistinct plications are occasionally noticed. The penultimate and last whorls are 
entirely smooth. 
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.Dimensions. 

Diameter of tl::e shell (alon~ the el1orter u:is of the llllt volution) 
Corresponding diameter of the t1mbilieua 
Longest diameter of the umbilicus 

Hi:~hvto!:tI;~ { a~n ~e ;~~gi!! e;t:~r .' 
Thiekoesa of the last volution 

.'aoout 

137 mm. ... 
65 .. 
67 .. 
50 .. 
27 

Sutures.-The sutura.l line of this species is more decidedly gymnitic than ia 
Anagymnites Lamarck; or in A. acutus. The main saddles are deeply incised 11nd 
provided with phylla of different size and shape, no longer simply dolichophyllic, 
as in Japonites, although not yet so markedly ramified as in typical forms or 
Gymnites. 'l'ho phylloid prominence affecting the inner margin of the second 
lateral saddle, is but faintly indicated. From this saddle a considerable numbet· 
of auxiliary lobes and saddles slope towards the umbilical suture, forming 
together a broad and richly se1Tated suspensive lobe. None of the main saddles 
exhibit the club-shaped character which is so remarkable both in Japonitea and in 
.&.nagymnites acutus. 

The affinity of this species to Japoni.tes is only rather distant. With the ex· 
ception of the sharp siphonnl edge, there is no character known to me, which might 
exclude an identification with the genus Ggmtiites M ojs. 

Sub-genus: Bu:rwu. .. HTEB Diener. 

BUDDHAITES RAMA Diener. 

1895. Gymnitea (Budd4aite.r) Rama Diener, Cephe.lopoda of the lfosohelkalk. Pnl.:ont. lndica, i;er, XV, 
HimAlnyan Foss. Vol. ll, Pt, 2, p. 59, Pl. XIII, .6g. 3, Pl. XIV, 6.gs. 1, 2. 

Of this interesting species one single example only has been oollected, in the 

Muschelkalk of Jolinka, by F. H. Smith. The developmental stages of Buddhaites 
have been studied by myself in the type-specimen from the Shalshal cliff. 
The gradual changes in the shape of the umbilical area. and in the siphonal part, 
in proportion to the progressing growth of the individual, have been mentioned 
as characters of special sub-generic importance, 

No important addition to our knowledge of the species has resulted from my 
examination of the new material. In 1895 complete sutures of small and medium· 
sized individuals were known to me, but in the sutm"al line of a fnll·~rown specimen 
illustrated in fig. lb, Pl. XIV, the external saddle and lobe had not been preserved 
entirely. An examination of the present example also shows, that the individualise.· 
tion of the outer branch of the siphonal sad<lle gradually develops into the 
formation of a proper adventitious saddle, whi('h, however, is not yet as clearly 
marked as in Oan1ites or Pinacoceraa. 

The presence of proper adventitious lobes in the sutural line of full-grown 
individuals points to a close relationship of the species with 1~inacoc:era11. Thus 
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Buddhaites ought to be considered as a transitional type, connecting Pinacoceraa 

and Gymnites. 
The development of the outer branch of a main saddle into a proper adventitious 

saddle is of considerable interest. A comparison of the Hlustrations on PL XIV, 
fig. 2, and Pl. XIII, fig. 3, of my above-quoted memoir shows that the adventitious 
sa.ddle of Buddfiaites Rama is only a detached outer branch of the primary 
siphonal saddle, and has nothing whatever to do with the siphon.al lobe or median 
prominence. This observation is contradictory to the results of X oetling's examina· 
tion of the development of adventitious elements in Pseudosageceras nwltilobatnm 
(Palreontographica Vol. LI, p. 258). Btuldhaites and probably even Oarnites and 
Pinacoceras consequently agree with lndoceras or Placentice1·as in the mode of 
development of their adventitious elements, not with Pse11dosagece1·as. 

A remarkable case of convergence exists between Buddllaites Rama and an 
Indian species of Pinacoce1·as, P. Loomisi.i Diener. Full-grown examples of both 
species, occurring together in the 1'1Iuschelkalk of Byans, can be separated only 
with difficulty. The "Very early delelopment of adventitious saddles and the 
different cross-section of the inner volutions are the leading features of distinction 
in Pinacoceras Loomisii. 

Full particulars will be given in the detailed description of the latter species. 

Genus: PTYCHITES Mojsisovios. 

In the materials collected by Gricsbaoh and by myself in the Central Hima
layas of Spiti, Paink.Mnda and Johar, the genus Ptychites played one of the most 
important parts, both in number of speoies and of individuals. It is therefore a 
rather astonishing fact to find the genus very poorly represented in tho collections 
of Hayden, A. v. Krafft and Smith. No new species has been noticed and of 
eighteen species, described hitherto from the Himalayan Muschclkalk, only eight 
are represented, belonging to the groups of rugiferi, mega.Zodisci, opulenU, fiexuoBi 
and of Pt. Malletianus. 

a. Group of Ptgchites ruglferi. 

1. PTYCHITES RUGIFER Oppel. 

1865. Ammonites rugiftr Oppel. Palmontologisoho Mittoilungon aua dem Museum dem Kgl. bayr, Stoa.tea I, 
p. 293, Taf. 85. 

1895. Ptychite1 '11gifcr Diener, Cephalopoda of the Musehelkalk, Palwontologia Indica, eer. XY, Him&!. 
Foee. Vol. II, Pt. 2, p. 64, Pl. XXII, 6ge. l, 2, XXIIJ, 6ge. l, 2, XXIV, figa. l, 2. 

Of this common species fom· specimens were collected by A. v, Krafft 
near Kaga, 1 north-west of Muth (Bpiti) and 1 in the Muschelkalk of the Shalshal 
cliff. I have nothing to add to the description in my above-quoted memoir, based 
on a.n examination of much more extensive materials. 
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2. PTYCHITES cf. COGNATUS Oppel. 

1866 . .&mmoniteB cognatas Oppel, Palroontologlsche Milteil. I, p. 285, Te.f,81, 6g. 3, Taf. 86, 6.g. 4. 

1895. Ptychitcs cognatiu Diener, the Cephalopoda of the Muechelkalk, I.e. p. 67, Pl. XVIII, fi.gs. 5, 6. 

Among Hayden's collections from the Musohelkalk of K8.g3., Spiti, two speci
mens of Ptychites are probably referable to this species. 

Although provided with part of their body-chamber, they are of small size, 
attaining a diameter of only 4.5 mm. In the narrow umbilicus, which is bordered 
by very steep walls, and in the great thickness of the cross-section in the umbilical 
region the two examples agree with Oppel's type-specimen of Ptgchitea cognatm, 
but their siphonal area is less broadly rounded. 

/3. Group of Ptyckites megalodiaci. 

3. PTYCHITES SullITRA Diener. 

1895. Ptychites 8umitra Dient>r, Himatayau Foes. Palmont. Indica, ser. XV, Vol. II, Pt. 2, Cephdo• 
poda of the llnschelkalk, p. 72, Pl. XXVI. 

This species is rather richly represented in Hayden's and A. v. Kra:fft's oollec· 
tions from the Muschelkalk of Spiti. Although no specimens are known to me 
equal in size to the trpe from the Shalshal cliff, the examples from Spiti agree with 
them entirely in their specific characters. 

As has been explained in my alJoVe·quoted memoir, the features of distinction 
between Ptycliites Su.mitra and the Alpine l'tychites megalodi8cus Beyrioh are 
rather insignificant. But as they have lJCen noticed in all Indian examples hitherto 
examined and seem, conscquentl)·, to play the part of constant characters, they 
may fitly be regarded rts fcaturas of specific value. Such characters are the rounded 
umbilical margin and the more massive shape of the saddles in the sutural line. 

All my specimens consist of air-chambers only. The diameter of the largest 
example does not exceed 115 mm. in length. 

Locality : number of specimens examined.-South-wt>st of Po. (Spiti) 2, coll. 
Hayden; K!igti 1, coll. Hayden, I, coll. Krafft. 

4. PTYCHIT.Es SAHADEVA. Diener. 

1895. Pt;ycltites Saliadc~a Diener, Cephalopo•fa of tlie Muschelka.lk, Pa.lieont. lndh:a, eer. XV, Him~L 
Foss, Vol. II, Pt. 2, p. 71, Pl. XXV, Jigs. I, 2. 

Numerous specimens of this species were known to me in 1896 from Gries
bach's collections from Kalapani, Byans. A medium·sized example with elliptical 
outlines and st.rongly compressed volutions has been noticed in F. H, Smith's collec
tions from the Muscbelkalk of J olinka. 
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y. Group of Ptyckites Malletianus. 

5. PTYCIIITES DURANDII nov. nom. Pl. XIII, fig. 12. 

1896. Ptyclriles 11011. sp. ind. e:i: a.if. Malletianus Diener, Cophalopod8 of the MQijChelkalk, I. c., P• 7 4, 

Pl. XVII, fig. 2. 

Of this foru, which i!i! nearly allied to Ptychites Malletiamts Stoliczka 
(Memoirs, Geol. Survey of India, Vol V, Pt. 1. p. 08, Pl. V, fig. 1), a fra.g· 
mentary example only, from the :.\Iuschclkalk of Pa.dam, Spiti, was known to me 
in 18~5. In Hayden's collection from Muth the species is represented hy a fairly 
well preserved specimen, which justifies the introduction of a proper specific 

denomination. 
I have to add hut little to the description given in my above-quoted memoir. 

The umbilicus is Yery deep and stair-like, considerably deeper and narrower than in 
Ptychites J1alletiamu. The greatest transverse diameter of the cross-section cor
responds to the obtusely rounded umbilical edge. Eighteen broad folds are counted 
in the entire last volution. 

Dimensions. 

Di1tmeterof theuhell 
,, ,, ,, nmbiliens 

H;;!:\or!ti:!:} fr.:m t~.e ~:~!~:~~ ~~:~ 
Thioknesi of the laut volution . 

63 rom. 

24. " 
20·5 " 

• 16 .. 

• 38 " 

Sutures.-Agreeing exactly with those of the type-specimen from Padam. 

8. Group of Ptyehites opulenti. 

6. PTYCHITES EvERESTI Oppel 

1869 • .&m11umite1 Eotreati Oppel, Palreo»tologiuche Mittell. aus dem ]l[useum d. Kgl. bayr. Ste.a.tea, I., 
p. 28·~, TaF. 81. 6ga. 1, 2. 

1896. Ptycliitca Ercreata Diener, C<"pha\apodl of the :\Tu~•·helkalk, Palreont. lndica, ~er. XV, Him&l. Foss. 
Vol. II, Pt.2, p. 76, Pl. XIX, fi)(. l, Pl. XX, fige. I, 6. 

A specimen agreeing exactly with the large type from the Shalsh:tl cliff, 
illustrated on Pl. XIX of my above-quoted memoir, has been noticed in Harden's 
collection from the l[uschelkalk of KligR, Spiti. It has a diameter of 150 mi:n. and 
is provided with its body-chamber. The number of folds in the last volution is 
eighteen. The siphonal part is sharply ronnded but not acute. 

Plychites E'Deresti is probably represented in the Alpine Trins by si very 
nearly allied ~pecies, which has been described in my memoir on the Cephalopoda. of 
the Schiechlinghoehe near Hallstatt (Beitrrege zur Geol. und, Paheont, Oesterreich· 
Ungarns, etc., XIII, p. 32). 
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7. PTYOHITES cf. VIDURA. Diener. 

1895. Ptychites Vidura Diener, Palreontolo11:ia Jndica, eer. XV, Himlilayau Foss. Vol. II. Pt. 2, Cephalo
poda of the Muscbelka\k, p. 7&, Pl. XX, Jig9, l:l-4, 5, 

This species is charaaterised by its remarkable sculpture, consisting of strong 
and straight ribs, which alternate regularly with weaker folds. It is probably 
represented in Hayden's collections from the Musohelkalk of Muth, Spiti, by a 
specimen of very small size, which, in consequence of its smaller dimensions, 
shows the ornamentation less distinctly developed than the full-grown types illustra· 
tcd in my ahove•quoted memoir. Its diameter is 31 mm. in length. 

'· Group of l'tychitea fle:cuosi. 

8. PTYCHITES MAnENDRA. Diener. 

1!195. Ptycliites Mahendra Diener, Cephalopoda of the Maschelkalk, Palreont. Indiea, eer. XV, HimMayan 
Foss., Vol. II, Pt. 2, p. 80, Pl. XVI, figs. I, 2. 

A well preserved specimen from the M uschelkalk of Muth, Spiti, coll. Hayden, 
differs from the very nearly allied Ptychites flezuosus Mojs. by the i;ame featW'es 
as have been noticed in the types illustrated in my above-quoted memoir. The only 
difference of importance between Ptyckites Mahendra and Pt. fleruosus is the 
larger size of the siphonal saddle in the sutural line of the Indian species. Other
wise my Himalayan form can scarcely be distinguished from the compressed variety 
of the Alpine species. 

Genus: PIN ACOCERAS v. Mojsisovics. 

1. PINACOCERA.S RAJAH nov. sp. Pl. XVI, fig. 1. 

This new species of Pi11acoce1·as occupies a rather isolated position among its 
congeneric forms. It recalls Pinacocerai t1·ochoides :Mojs. and P. aspidoidts 
Diener in the phyl1oid development of its sutural elements. It agrees with the 
group of P. Metterniehii v. Hauer in the presence of a comparatively wide umbili
cus, but in all other respects its external shape is more similar to that of P. aspt
doides Diener (Die Cephalopodenfauna der Schiechlinghoehe bei Hallstatt, Beitrrege 
zur Geol. and Palreont. Oester.-Ungarns, etc., XIII, p. 19, Taf. I, figs. 5, 6). 

The figured type·specimen is characterised by narrow and high, regularly 
increasing volutions, which overlap one another very considerably, aud by a screw· 
shaped umbilicus. In the last volution the umbilical sutlU'e deviates from the 
normal i:.piral but very little. 1.'he aperture being situated a short distance in front 
of the last septum, the entire shell must have reached a diameter of 200 mm. 
at least. 

At the commencement of the last volution the siphonal part is more sharply 
rounded than in the vicinity of the aperture. The greatest transverse diam.eter 
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coincides with the middle of the lateral parts. The transverse section is not re
gularly elliptical but rather lanceolate, at least in the inner volutions. In the 
last volution a marked depression of the shell is noticed in the umbilical region of 
the lateral parts. The umbilical wall is vertical and separated from the flanks by 
a eharp edge. 

The ornamentation consists of very delicate faloiform ribs, which are confined 
to the posterior portion of the last whorl and are moat dietinctly marked in tbe 
vicinity of the eiphonal part, 

.Dimensions. 
Diameteroftheahell 

,, ., ,. 11mbili11us. 

H~!~:tv:i~iti!~e { ab~ve t~'e ;:::!:~~ :~:r7. 
Thlekneu of the last volution • 

143 mm. 

'" 70 11 

47 " 
21 " 

Suturea.-There are only two lateral lobes present, the projection of the peri
phery of the preceding whorl touching the top of the second lateral saddle in the 
last volution. :Between the principal lateral and the deep external lobe, which 
stand at an equal level, three saddles are counted. The external adventitious saddle 
is short and simple. The two following saddles are dimeroid, with higher and more 
strongly developed inner branches. The two lateral lobes terminate in sharp median 
indentations. The second lateral saddle is dimeroid: so also are the auxiliary 
saddles, of which there are four. The second lateral saddle and the auxiliary series 
are not separated distinctly but are linked together as closely as in the genus 
Gymnites. From the top of the principal lateral saddle the sutm·cs slope towards 
the umbilicus in a nearly straight line. 'fhis character is equally well developed in 
P. aspidoides and in Buddhaites Rama Dien. 

In their general development the sutures exhibit the phy lloid type of leaf~ 

shaped denticulation of the saddles, as in 'Pinacoceras aspidoides. This species 
from the Alpine Muschelkalk of the Schiechlinghoehe is probably the nearest ally 
to our Indian form, although the characters of distinction between them are very 
remarkable. The difference in the width of the umbilicus alone is sufficient to 
forbid any closer comparison. But in the generality of characters and in the ar
rangement of the sutUl'al line there are, indeed, several points of affinity. Pinaco
ceros aspidoides has, it is true, three main lobes and two adventitious saddles, but 
these differences are of secondary importance only. From the groups of P. Met
terni.chii and P. imperator our species is distinguished both by the more robust 
development of its sutures, without complicated ramifications, and by the small 
number of adventitious elements. 

Locality ; number of specimen1 ezamined.-K3.g&, Spiti, 1, coll. Hayden. 

2. P1NACOCERAS Loo::u1sn nov. sp. Pl. X"VIJ, figs. 1, 2, 3. 

There is a very remarkable case of convergence between this species and 
.Buddhaites Rama Diener. In the Muschelkalk of Jolinka_. Byans, a species of 

•2 
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flat, high-mouthed Pinacoceratint:B with a sharp external edge and with narrow 
umbilici,.is rather richly represented. As ita sutural line acquires ndventitious 
elements at very early stages of growth, it must be grouped with the genus Pina
coceras v. Mojsisovics. 

It is not easy to separate full-grown examples of Pinacooeraa LoomisU from 
IJuddhaitPB Rama. Uoth species agree in their dimensions, in the character of 
involution, shape and sculpture. P. Loomisii occasionally, though not constantly, 
develops falciform ribs arranged along n spiral line, which gradually passes from 
the middle part into the upper portion of the sides. 'This is the same pattern of 
ornamentation as has been described in Buddhaites Rama and in Gymnites Jolllyanua 
Oppel. The umbilicus is a little narrowel' than in B. llama, but this difference 
is only of minor importance. 

The ontogeny of our species affords some characters of distinction from Bud
dkaites Rama. The inner volutions are provided with a sharp siphonal edge at 
earlier stages of growth, and the umbilicus is not wide and shallow, but narrow as 
in old age. It only needs a compnrison of the two examples illustrated in fig. 3 of 
the present memoir and in Pl. XIV, fig. 2 of my description of the Cephalopoda 
of the Himalayan :Muschelkalk (Vol. II, Pt. 2) to see this remarkable difference. 
In the specimen of Buddhaites Rama the inner nucleus is provided with an umbi
licus, attaining a width of 4'5 mm. an<l corresponding to a height of the volution 
of 11 mm., whereas in the example of Pin4coceras Loomisii the umbilicus is almost 
completely closed. This difference in the character of their umbilici sufficiently 
proves a. different ontogeny in both species. Another character of ontogenic 
difference is the very early development of a sharpened siphonal edge in Pinar:o
ceras Loomisii, whereas inner nuclei of Buddhaites Rama are provided with a 
rounded si phonal part. 

.Dimensions. 
Diameter of the •hell 

,, ,. umbilicUll. 

~:~~o~:t:~,: { ab~ve t~e ;~:~~ic:~ ~~:;; : 
Thickn01a of the laat 1"0!11tion • 

102mm. 

4 " 
59 .. 
36 .. 
14 .. 

S1tt1wes.-The sutures of this species agree almost exactly with those of large 
examples of Buddliaites Rama. A very large and bipartite adventitious saddle is 
present. The primary external saddle is also bipartite and more distinctly so than 
in B. Rama. But in this detail I can find the onl.v remarkable difference between 
the sutul'es of the two species. In its ontogeny, however, Pinar:or:ercts Loomisii is 
distinguished by the ver.• early development of arlventitions elements. In the 
specimen of Buddltaites Rama illustrated on Pl. XIV, fig. 2 of my above-quoted 
memoir, the outer branch of the siphon:tl saddle has not yet reached the character 
of a proper adventitious saddle co1Te!:'ponding to a diameter of the shell of 80 mm. 
In the smallest example of P. Loomisii {fig. 3) the individualisation of the adven· 
titious saddle is quite distinctly developed and corresponds to a diameter of the 
shell of only 40 mm. 
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Locality: 'llumber of spPcimen11 examined.-Jolinka (Byans) 9, coll. Smith. 
Remarks.-ln my opinion the similarity of Buddkaites Rama to Pinacoceras 

Loomisii ili all its important characters ought not to be considered as due to con .. 
vergence but tends to prove the phylogenetic i·elationship of the two forms. As has 
been noticed by E. v. )fojsisovics, n s~cond genus of PinacoceratinCB with adven· 
titious saddles, viz., Placites, stands in close phylogtmetic relationship to Gymnitea 
subclausus v. Hauer. There is some probubility of Gymnites being one of the roots 
of Pinacoceras and its allies. 

D.-ARCESTOIDEA. 

Genus: ARCESTES Suess. 

Sub-genus: PR0.4.RCES'I'ES Mojs. 

PROARCES1'ES sp. ind. ex. a.ff. BRAMANTE! :Mojs. Pl. XVI, flg. 4. 

1899. :E'roof'Ct81es ap. i>1cl, ez a.If. P. Dramantei A. T. Krafft, General Report, Geol. Surrey of India, ±or 
1898·~9. p. 16. 

This is an inner nneleus with thick, glohosc volutions, and with three faintly 
developed vadccs, appearing as shallow fun-ows on the cast. 

In the sntnres, which arc only partially accessible to observation, the siphonal 
lobe is remarkable for its very deep position, thus excluding any identification with 
Proarceates 13alfouri Oppel. 

Locality: number of specimens examined.-North-north-west of K3g8. 1, coll. 
Hayden. 

Genus: JoANNITEs v. Mojsisovics. 

Jo•NNITES cf. PROAVUS Diener. PL XV, fig. 5. Pl. XVII, fig. 5. 

1899. Joannilea "ff. diffissus (Hauer) A. 'I', Kmfft .. General Report, Geol. S'!rv. of India, for 1898-!l\J, 
p. IB. 

1900. Joantiitc1 proarus Diener, IJie Triadi•ehe Ccph11lop0Uenfouna Uer E=ehieoblingl1oel1e bei Hal\11tatt, 
lleihll!ge zur Geo!. 'Und Palroc,nt. Oe.terr.·Ungurna, eto., XIII, p.13, Taf. I, 6.ga. l, 2. 

A. v. Krafft was perfectly ri~ht in comparing this species to Joannites 
diffissua v. H.auC'r (Sitzgsher. kais. Abd. d. Wi~s. XLI, p.144, Taf. IV, fig. 11-13) 
from the carnic sta~e of the Alpine Trias. It is this remarkable group of 
Joannitea to which it undoubtedly lwlongs. 

The larger specimen illustrated is the inntr nucleus of an ammonite which in 
ite dimensions and in all it.s cxt.ern'll characters bore the greatest resemblance to 
Joannites p'roavus from the Mm:chelkalk of the SebiPchlinghoehe. Unfol'tunately 
I have not succeeded in sen ling off the last volution, without de.!ltroying it. Thus 
tbe inner nucleus with its air-clrnmhers only remains. The most C'haractcrist.ic 
features of the group of J oannites dijftssus, namely, the two constrictions standing 
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exactly opposite each other, are less distinctly seen inf.he present nucleus thau in 
my Alpine type of Joannitea proatJus, because one of them is situated very close to 
the aperture and the other coincides with a portion of the shell which has been 
broken off. 

In the smaller specimens, however, the inner nucleus is provided with very 
deep constrictions. As in Joannites diffissus, the constrictions are most strongly de
veloped in examples of medium size. As in my type-specimen of J. proavus, the 
constriction is followed by a distinct inflation of the shell, resulting in a consider· 
able difference of thickness of the cross-section on either side of the constriction. 

The shell is strongly globose and p1'0,ide<l with a very naITow umbilicus. The 
inflation of the specimen illustrated on Pl. XVII, fig. 5, is considerably inferior to 
that in the larger type and also in the remaining examples. But this character 
hcing subject to a great Yariability in many species of .Areeatoidea, I do not consider 
the difference to be of specific importance . 

Diameter of the sLeH. 
,, ,, ,, 11mbilhm1 , 

H¥ight of the last volution , 
Thieknes11 ,, ,. 

.Dime11HWna. 
40 mm. 
s·D ,, 

21 .. 
33 .. 

Suturea.-Of the sutlll'al line four lobes and three saddles are accessible to 
observation. They are arranged along a line, which is only very slightly carved 
forward, considerably less so than in Joannites diffissua. '!111e siphonal lobe is the 
deepest and is divided by a high and richly serrated median prominence. The saddles 
exhibit a dimcroid shape, as in typical species of Joannites. The principal lateral 
lobe is divided at its base by a large indentation, giving it a bifid termination, as in 
J. dijfissus, but the second lateral and first auxiliary lobes each terminate in a single 
median point. 

Locality: number of specimens examinecl.-North-north-wcst of K~o-8. 4,' coll. 
Hayden. 

JoA.NNITES sp. ind. Pl. XIV, fig. 5. 

An inner nucleus of Joannitea from the same locality differs from the group of 
J. di/fissus Hauer by the nbsence of any distinct constrictions or variccs. The 
siphona] part is broadly rounded. The cast is entirely smooth and provided with a 
very narrow umbilicus. 

The sutures exhibit a serial mTangement, with dimeroid saddles, as in typical 
species of Jaannites. 

There is no Alpine species of the genus known to me to which the present one 
might be compared. 

SUMMARY. 

Although only a short period has elapsed since tha publication of the results of 
the Him~layan expedition in 1892, in which Griesbach, Middlemiss and myself 
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took part, a great amount of new material has been obtained during the last few 
yea.rs. The geological survey of the sedimentary belt of the Bim:llayas has been 
resumed and large areas have been re-examined in greater <let.ail, which formerly 
had been known only more or less superficially. The examination of the rich col· 
lections from the Muschelkalk obtained by Hayden, A. von Krafft, Smith and 
La. Touche, along with their observations in the field, bas led to many new and 
important results. 

The Muschelkalk of the Shalshal cliff, the only section in the Himalayas which 
in 1892 was known in any detail, had been subdivided by C. L. Griesbach (Memoirs, 
Geological Survey of India, XXIU, p. 143), as follows :-

Bed 122. Very hard, µey, concretionary limestone in ma68ive beds, ll'ith 1ubordinate partings of 
dark ahales containing many foesile , 50 ft, 

Bed 121. Earthy, grey limestones, ahalee neu base, yielding in lari.?e numbers Rliy11chonella 
ltfllipleda Tlll1', (Rli. Gritsbachi Bittn.) and Rhynclionella Salteriana (Rd:ia 
Mmaica Bittn.) 3 ft. 

Bed 121 was looked upon by Griesbach as a lower division and bed 122 as 
the main mass or upper division of the Muschelkalk (ibid, pp. 70-72). I accep
ted Griesba.ch's view in distinguishing a thin, lower division with Brachiopoda and 
a thick upper division with Ceplialopoda in the Muschelkalk of the Shalshal cliff. 
The lower division, corresponding with bed 121 in Griesbach's section, was named 
11 Zone of Sibi-rites Prahlada " and was said to contain the following species 
of 1Jracltiapoda1 :-

Rk!lnchonella Grieabaclii Bittn. 
Spirigua nov. sp. 
SpiriferinfJ Strackc;yi Salt, 

Retzia notr. sp. 

Subsequently Bittner showed that two different faunas had been included 
in this list, and expres~ed his doubts that both should occur in the same horizon, 
fJiz., in the thin bed 121, together with Sihfrites P9·aklada.2 

Those two fauna..:;, distinguished for the first time by Bittner in 1899, nl'e: 
1. The fauna with R hynchonella Griesbachi, containing, besides this species, 

Retzia himaica and Norella Kingi. 
2. The fauna with Spiriferina Stracheyi, containing the following species of 

lJrackiopoda :-

RliJ11choneUa Dt0eneri Bittn. 
mutabilis Stol. 

Spir!fcrina Sfracheyi Salt, 

Spiri9c1a StoUczkai Bittn. 
IJielasma Himala!Janum Bittn. 

ni11Ae'I" •• Ergebnis'e ~inf'l' geologischcn E:ir:pedition in den Central-Himala.va von Johar, liundes und Pain
khanda, DElnkscbr. kais Akad. d. Wiss., Wien, LXII, 18116, p. 571. 

1 Jahrb. K. K. Geo!. Reiehmnst., 1899, p. 602. 
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In 1899 A. v. Krafft, while studying the sections near Lilang in Spiti, 
discovered a brachiopod-bearing horizon in the Muschelkalk, which yielded large 
numbers of the following forms :-

Spfr{ferina 8t?-aclte.11i Salt. 
Spirigera Stoliczlcai Bittn. 
Rliynchonellri mutabilis Stf)l. 
IJielasina Himalayanum Bittn. 

But he searched in vain for Rhynchonella Griesbachi and consequently 
confirmed Bittnm"s doubts as to the association of the two faunas quoted above.1 

In the following year A. v. Krafft had an opportunity of studying the 
Shalsbal cliff and :Bambanag sections in detail and was enabled to an·ive at a 
definite conclusion on this q 11 estion. He found that there were indeed two 
different Brachiopod-bearing horizons, viz., that of Spiriferina Stracheyi above, 
and that of Rhynchonellct G1·iesbachi below, a compact mass of nodular limestone 
very poor in fossils. As had been stated by Griesbach, he found the layer 
with Rhynchonella G1·iesbachi, three feet in thickness, immediately above the 
topmost beds of the Lower 'l'rias (Hedenstroomia beds, Subrobustus beds antea), 
but at the same time convinced himself, that the large Brachiopoda, characterising 
the Spiriferina Stracheyi beds in Spiti, were not represented in this layer. 
The bed with Rhynchonella Gt·iesbachi he found overlaid by a nodular limestone 
of considerable thickness, above which he discovered a bed with the rich fauna 
of Spfriferina Sfracheyi. A few inches below this narrow band of shaly limestone 
with Spi1•iferina Sfracheyi a bed of hard, grey limestone was traced throughout 
Bashahr, Spiti and Kumaon, containing numerous Cephalopoda, among them 
Oeratites sub1·obustus (Keyserlingites JJieneri Mojs.) and several species identical 
with forms described by myself from the "Middlemiss crag" of the Chitichun area 
in Tibet. 

In 1901 H. Hayden succeeded in :finding the layer with Rhynchonella 
Griesbachi at the base of the nodular limestone in the sections of Spiti, in the 
exact position in which it had been found by A. v. Krafft in the Shalshal and 
Bambanag cliffs. In Spiti, however, it is poorly developed and "fossils are 
scarce, and it had, consequently, been previously overlooked." 2 

Thus there is an almost perfect identity in the development of the Muschelkalk 
sections in Spiti, Johar and Painkhanda, as will be seen fr.:>m a comparison of the 
near Lilang in Spiti and of the Bambanag cliff in Kumaon.3 

Lilang. 

4. Upper Muschelkalk with many 
Cephalopoda • 2z ft. 

3£. Grey limestone with Oeratites 

Ravana 16 ins. 

I General RepJrt, Geo[. Survey of India for 18<19· l 900, p. 2(12. 

Bambanag Cliff. 
Upper l\fuschelkalk • 20 ft. 

3i. Shales with concretions con
taining Sp. Straclieyi i ft. 

2 H. Hayden: The Geology of Spiti. Mero. Geo!. Srrrv. of India, Vol. XXXVI, Pt. 1, p. 60. 
1 Left among Dr. A. v. Krafft's notes accompanying his collections. 
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concretionary lime· 

6 ins. 
of Spirif erina 

• 4 ins. 

3c. Grey limestone • . 3 ,, 

3b. Hard, grey limestone with the 
fauna of Ceratites subrobustus 

(Keyaerlingites IJieneri) 4 ins. 

3a. Thin layers of grey limestone 

and shale . 3 ft. 

(Upper division : 30 ft. 
. t I lower division with 

2 Nodular hmes one./. · p· z· ' I Ceratites sp., iro ites 
l Sp. • 30 ft. 

1 Bed with Rh. Griesbachi 3 ft. 
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3h, Dark grey limestone with 

Sp. Straclteyi, Spirigera 

Stoliczlcai 1 ft. 

3g. Black shales 5 ins. 

3£. Dark grey limestone with 

Spirif erina Stracheyi, Ceratites 

aubrobuatus, Monophyllites 

div. sp. 5 ins. 
3e. .Black shales 2 ,, 
3d. Limestone as 3f • 7 ,, 
3c. Black shales 

3b. Limestone as 

M onopTtyllites sp. 
Black shales with 

aubrobustus 

5 JJ 

3h with 
6 ins, 

Ceratites 

. 6 ins. 

2. Nodular limestone about 50 ft. 

1 Earthy limestone with 
Rli. Griesbachi 3 ft. 

At the Shalshal cliff A. v. Krafft observed the following subdivisions m the 
Muschelkalk, in descending order:-

4. Upper Muschelkalk very rich in Cephalopoda. 
3b. Thin beds of limestone with the fauna Spi?'iferina Stracheyi and 

Monophyllites sp. 
3a. Limestone with Ceratites subrobustus (Keyserlingites Dieneri). 
2. Nodular limestone ( unfossiliferous). 
1. Earthy limestone with Rhynchonella Griesbachi and lletzia kimaica. 

The section of the Bambanag cliff clearly shows that there is no definite 
boundary between the beds containing brachiopods and those containing 
ammonites. As we pass upwards in the section from the top of the nodular lime
stone (2), the ammonites are gradually replaced by brachiopods. 1'he whole 
series between the nodular limestone (2) and the upper Muschelkalk (4) with 
its rich fauna described in Vol. II, Pt. 2 of the Palreontologia Indica (ser. XV) 
will therefore best be united in one group (3), but it must be understood, that 
the Cephalopoda prevail in the lower part of this group and the B'f'achiopoda in the 
upper. 1 

Beds 3 and 4 certainly belong to the stage of the Alpine Muschelkalk (anisic 
stage). The age of the nodular limestone (2) and of the bed with Rhynchonella 
Griesbacki is looked upon as doubtful by Hayden and A. v. Krafft. From two 

1 Compiled from unpublished not.es left b.v the late Dr. A. v. K.rafft. 

s 
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horizons-one of them six inches above the top of the bed with Rhynchonella 
G1-iesbachi, the other about 30 feet above it in the middle of the nodular limestone 
-several fragments of ammonites were found by Hayden in the Spiti sections in 
1901. One of them was considered by A. v. Krafft to be a species of Oeratitea 
identical with a form previously obtained from the Hedenstrcemia beds of Muth, 
the second species was identified with Ti'l"olitea injucundus Krafft (Mannscript) 
from the same locality. On the strength of these disooYeiies the boundary line 
between the lower Trias and the :uuschelkalk is drawn by Hayden and A. v. Krafft 
at or above the middle of the nodular limestone (2). The horizon of Rliynchonella 
fh-iesbacki is consequentlr included in the lower Trias.1 

J\'.o description nor illustration of the two ammonites collected in the nodular 
limestone by Hayden having been published, the question cannot be considered as 
beyond dispute. 

rrhe only ammonite recorded by myself from the beds with .Rkynchonella 
G1·iesbachi is Sibirites P1·ahlada. The specimen, to which this specific name 
was assigned, had been chiselled out from the rocks in situ and in a section of the 
Shalshal cliff not locally identical with the section where the large species of the 
zone of Spiriferina Sfrachegi had been found. In Spiti Sibirites Prahlada was 
collected by Hayden and A. v. Krafft in the Ccphalopod-bealing horizon imme
diately below the layer of Spirife1·ina Straclieyi. It is, thc1·efore, probable that this 
species ranges from the hcds with llhynchonella Grie8baclti into a stage of undoubted 
l\:Iuschclkalk age. The name " zone of Sibi'l'ites P1·ahlada,' 1 which has been 
applied by myself to the beds with Rhynclwnella Griesbacki, mnst he discrtrded1 

Sibirites P1·alilada being a fossil of the rarest occurrence in those beds and having 
its main layer in division 3 of the ::\-I uschclkalk. 

I must draw the reader's attention to the fa.ct, that by including the nodular 
limestone (2) in the ).Jusehelkalk, the similarity of this group with the Alpine 
il!uschclkalk becomes most striking. The hrachiopod-bearing heels with Spiriferina 
Straclieyi and the underlying layer of Keyse'l·lingites .Diener/, might be compared to 
the Bi11odosus zone of the Eastern Alps, which lies proportionately high in the mass 
of the Alpine )[uschelkalk. A representative of the thick unfossiliferous main 
mass of the Alpine )ii uschclkalk must consequently be sought for in the nodular 
limestone with the layer of Rliynchonella Griesbachi at its base. 

In the absence of more convincing evidence I prefer, however, to leaYe the 
age of the nodular limestone and of the beds with Rliynchonella G1·iesbaahi an open 
question. 

Leaving aside the beds with Bhgnclionella Griesbac'hi (group 1) and the 
nodular limestone (2) with its few and poorly preserved fossil contents, the 
J..iuschelkalk of Spiti, Johar and Painkhanda falls naturally into two subdivisions, 
(3) and (4.) 'J'o the lower subdivision the Cephalopod horizon with KeyserlingUes 
.Dieneri and the 13rachiopod horizon with Spiri,ferina Sfracheyt belong. They do 
not constitute two separ&te and distinct horizons, but, as is evident from A. v. 

1 Hayden, Geology of Spiti, I. c. p. 67. 
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K:rafft's researches, one stratigraphical horizon only, in the lower part of which 
Oephalopoda predominate and in the upper Brachiopoda. 

In the present memoir the following fossils have been described from the 
lower subdivision (3) of the Muschelkalk of Spiti, Painkhanda and Johar:-

BRACHIOPODA. 

Spfriferina Stracluyi St<i1. 
Spirigera Stoliczkai Bittn. 
JJidaama Mmalayanum Bitto. 
Rkynchonella mutabilia Stol, 

IJiene'fi Bitto. 

LAMELLIBBANCBIATA. 

Pleuroplioru~ sp. ind. 

N AUTILOIDEA. 

OttAoceraa rf. multitabiatum Hauer. (Shalshal cliff.) 
cf. campanile Mojs. (Bambana.g and Shalshal cliffs.) 

AHMONOIDEA. 

Cerotitea (Hollanditea} Yya1a Dien. (Gyundi R.) 
(Floria1iite1) cf. Ka11aa Dien. (Gynndi R.) 
(Keyaerlingitea) IJieneri. Mojs. (Shalshal and Bambanag cliff!!! ; 

Lila.ng.) 
Pahari Dien. (Lila.ng.) 
Pagoda Dien. (Po,) 
ap. off. Bungei ~fojs. (Lilang.) 

,, sp. itul. (Lilang.) 
Japonite1 cf. Ugra Dien. (Lilang.) 
Beackeites 111"ebhianus Dien. (Lilang.) 
JJalmatites Ropini Dien. {Lilang; Bambanag.) 
Sibirite• Pralitada Dien. (Lilang.) 
Gymnite• depauperafos Dien. ILi]ang.) 

sp. ind. ajf. Sankara Dien. (Lilang ; Gyundi R.) 
sp. ind. (Lilang; Gyundi R.; Bamba.nag.) 

J,JonoplrylUte1 Kingi Dien. (Lilang; Bamba.nag.) 
Hara Dien. (Lilang; Bamba.nag; Shalsha.l cliff.) 
Confucii Dien. (Lilang.) 
cf. Prad!fitmna Dien. (Lila.ng.) 

The most characteristic group of ammonites in this fauna is the group of 
Ceratites subrolmsti (Keyserlingites). 

When describing my type-~pecimen of Oeratitea subrobustus (= Keyser
Ungites JJieneri) from the Shalshal cliff, I stated this specimen to have been 
derived from the topmost layer of the lower Trias, in which Flemingites ll.olii.lla. is 
not rare. Hayden and A. v .. Krafft have obtained a considerable number of species 

s 2 
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of Keyserlingites (among them K . .Dieneri) from the lower Musohelkalk of Spiti, 
Johar and Painkhanda, but not a single specimen from the lower Trias. We 
are therefore undoubtedly justified in claiming Keyserlingites as a sub-genus of 
lower Musohelkalk age in the Himli.layns, 

In the face of sucl.i convincing evidence I cannot h1•lp expressing a doubt as 
to my own type-specimen having been collected in situ. I have, most probably, 
been mistaken in considering the block, from which it had been chiselled out, to be 
in situ, whereas it was in reality detached from the main mass of the Muschelkalk 
towering ahove.1 

As has been explained in my description, the Himalayan types of Keyser
lingites are not identical with those from Siberia, their mode of development 
showing remarkable differences. The stratigraphical position of the lndian Keyser
Ungites Diene1-i does not consequently affurd any clue as to the age of the Tria.qsic 
beds of Siberia containing Keyserlingites subrolmstus and it<; allies. 

On the other hand the examination of A. v. Krafft's materials from Lilang and 
from the Bambanag cliff has fully confirmed his correlation of the fauna of the 
lower lluschelkalk in the main belt of Triassic sediments in the Himalayas with the 
fauna of the ":Middlemiss orag" near Chitichun in Tibet. Florianifes Kansa, 
Japonites Ugra and four species of JH.onophyllites are identical. This evidence is of 
no small importance, the lower Mu.schelkalk age of the isolated Micl<llemiss crag 
having been decided lJy its fossil contents only. Thus the views expressed by A. v. 
Krafft as to the character of t4e fauna of the lower Muschelkalk in his preliminary 
report on the Mesozoic rooks of Spiti2 have been proved to be almost entirely correct. 

Anothn fuct of interest is the discovery of two gener<.1, which are hitherto in 
Europe known only from the lower Tdas, Star:f,eites and Dalmatites. The species 
reprrsenting the latter genus has been described by A. v. K1·afft as "a new type of 
Bungarites, distinguished by vny indistinct marginal edges." 

The overwhelming m3jority of the Cephalopoda described and illustrated in my 
memoir (Vol. II, Pt. 2) belong tn the upper division of the l:luschelkalk, whioh is 
a homotaxial equivalent of the zone of Ceraliles trinodosus of the Alpine Trias. 
Oeratites (Hollandi.tes) Nalikanta, Rollandiles Srikanta and Hollandites Narada
attrihuted formerly to the genera Meekoaeras and Proptyahites-are of doubtful 
position, since it is uncertain, whether they belong to the upper Muschelkalk 
only, or range into group 3 of the lower Muschelkalk of the Bambanag section. 
Lobites Oldhamianus Stol. is also of uncertain position and perhaps an upper 
Triassic specie.s, no example beyond Stoliezka's type-specimen having as yet been 

I Aoeord?ng to a letter from!. -r. Krdft the mode of preservatfon of the speoimenB yield1 no clu.e. The matriz 
of my type·speeimen is perhapB a little darker than that of 1peeimene frum the lower Trias, bot it f1 imposa:fhle to 
draw any dt<:i~ive conohuion frorn this. 

In my memoir on the Cephalopoda of the M uschelkalk e. e~ies of Key1erlin9it11 hna been described ae C.,-aiitu 
t1oit. 1p. aff. aubrobusto ai1d referred to the fau.na of the upper lluaehelke.lk. It cannot be aecerteioed whether thia 
sp~ciea &eta.ally h~longe to ihe upper ?!Iusohelkalk, tb1t i1 to Pay, to thos~ heda, which overlie groo.p S of the lower 
MU6Chelhlk, or to the horizon of Spiriferina Stra.okeyi. 

t General Report for 1899·1~00, p. 206. 
• Ergehnisse eii:i.er Geologisohen Expedition in den Central•Hi.m.alaya. etc., Le .. p. 662, 
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collected. On the other hand the occurrence of Isculites Hauerinus Stol. in the 
upper Muschelkalk of Spiti, a fact regarded as doubtful by E. v. Mojsisovics and 
myself, wns defioitely proved, a considerable ·number of specimens having been 
collected in the upper Muschelkalk of Spiti by Hayden. 

Since my researches were carried out, the fauna of the upper M:uschelkalk bas 
been largely augmented by collections brought from Spiti in 1898 and 1899 by 
Hayden and A. v. Krafft. The spEcies of Cephalopoda will be found in the follow
ing list:-

Ortliocera1 Spitiense Dien. 
Moj~varoceraa K ago: Dien. 

a;:. ind. a.If. KagtZ. 
Tliuri11gio1wutilua ap. in1l. 
Gtrmanona1tlilua cf. aalinarins Mojs. 
Syringonautil11S Spitie11Sia St01. 
Grypocera1 GrieaOachi Dien. 
Paro11autilu8 BnllocRii Dien, 

1p. ind, 
Ceratite1 Tliuilleri Oppel. 

trinodo1u1 i\fojs, 

sp. ind. ajf. Abichi Mojs, 
cf. K amadeva Dien. 

Ceratites 111per1.Jiformi& Dien, 
trunc111 Oppel. 
lJeva&ena Dien. 
Pad,na ·Dien. 

Cera#te1 (I!ollandite1) 1'oiei Oppel. 
Ravana Dien. 
Airavafo Dien. 
Yi8vakarma Dien. 
Du1tgara Dien, 
Ridimba Dien. 
,lioorei Dien. 
Pyasa Dien. 
Cecilii Dien. 

Ceratite1 (Salterite&) Oberlnonmeri Dien. 
(Haydenite1) Rat1cliekii Dien. 

Be91icl1ite1 K!iani1o.ffi 01ipel. 
K e1ava Dien. 
proximu1 Oppel. 

Cuccoceras Yoga Dien. 
Japonite1 cf. Die11eri Mart, 
Protrac!tycera1 Cautleyi Diel!. 

,1 cf. longobaf'dicum Meja. 
Isculite& Hauerinu8 Stol, 
.ICf'ochordiceras cf. Ca,oliM :\ioje. 

Balarama Dien, 

sp. ind. a.If, puaterico Meja. 
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Monoph.!Jllile1 spkaropk!Jllua Hauer. 
Stttria Sanaovinii Mojs. 
Pinacoceraa llajah Dien. 
B1iddkoite1 Rama Dien. 
Gyinnitea J 0Uyan11a Opp. 

incuUua Beyr. 
if. Humbotdti 1\fojs. 
Mandi11a Dien. 
K irata Dien. 
Sankara Dien. 
ap. ind. ajf. &n&ara. 
religioau1 Dien. 
1p. ind. a.fl. religio10. 
1p. ind, ajf. au6clau10 Hauer • 

.J.nagymnitta cf. acutus Hauer, 
Torrenaii Dien. 

Ptycliitu rugifer Opp. 
cf. cognatua Opp. 
Sumitra Dien, 
Durandii Dien, 
Evereati Dien. 
cf. Yi"d11ra Dien. 
Maltendra Dien. 

J oannites cf. proav1t8 Dien. 
Jp. ind. 

Proarceatea ap. ind. aff. Bra111antei Mojs. 

In comparison with this long list the number of additions to the fauna of the 
upper Muschelkalk in the Niti area (Sbalshal and Bambana.g cliffs) is rather small. 
They inciude seven species of Cephalopoda altogether, namely: 

Pleuronaueitua ap. ind. ajf. craasescena Arth. 
Ceratites Royleanua Dien. 

(Ilalilucite') sp. ind. aff. planitaterato Hau. 
(llollanditea) Du#gara Dien. 

Moorei Dien. 
Cecilii Dien. 

Ananor£tea monticola Dien. 

The faunistic differences between the Spiti and Niti areas, whioh had appeared 
considerable before those new collections were made, have now proved to be much 
less important. The number of species peculiar to one of those two areas is 
comparatively sma11 and will probably be reduced still more considerably by future 
researches. There is indeed a very close resemblance between the M uschel.kalk 
faunas of both districts. 

Numerically the Ceratites pl:ly the most important part in the Him&layan 
upper Mnschelkalk, being represented by ten sub-genera and 41 species, while the 
genera Ptgcltites, Gymnites and :Beyrichiles a.re also remarkably rich in forms. 
'11he number of species indioating very close faunistio relations with the Alpine 
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lluscbelkalk has also increased considerably. In 1905 three species common to 
the Alpine and Him:l.layan Muschelkalk were known to me: 

Ortlioceraa campanile Mojs. 
Sluria Sanaovinii Mojs. 
Proarcestea Balfouri Opp. 

To this list must be added Germanonautilus cf. 8alinarius Mojs., Oeratites 
trinodoBUB Mojs., which is connected with 0. Phuilleri Oppel by intermediate 
formsi a species of Japonltes, which is perhaps identical with J. Dieneri Mart., 
a species of Joannites, referable probably to J, proavus Dien. from the Scbiechling
hoehe near Hallstatt, .tl.Cf'ockordiceras cf. Oarolinm Mojs., Monopkyllites sph(}J'l'O· 
phyllus Hauer, Gymnites incultus Beyr., Gymnites cf. Humboldt$ .\Iojs. 
Anagymnites cf. acutus Hauer. 

This fa.unistic affinity is corroborated by the presence of three ident.ieal 
species of Brachiopoda, all of them representing very common and widespread 
types of the Alpine Muschelkalk, viz. :-

Camothgris vulgaria Scbloth. 
Mentzelia Mentzelii Dunk. 
Spiriferina Koeveakaltie1iais Suess. 

On the other hand the aflinities to the Triassic faunre of the Arctic-Pacific 
region have been proved to be less close tl1an had hc~n anticipated in 1895. 
They are chiefly indicated by the occurrence of Beyrichites ~/finis Mojs., a 
Siberian species, in the upper Musohelkalk of the Shalshal cliff. The affinity of the 
Indian sub-genus Bol!a11dites to the group of Oet•atites polaris is considered 
doubtful by Philippi. There is a close relationship between tlw Indian Ptyc!iites 
of the group of 1·ugiferi and the congeueric forms from Spitz bergen. The Indiau 
species of Japonite8 are less nearly allied to Japonites planiplicatus J\Iojs. from 
Japan than to the European types of this genus recently discovered in the Trias of 
the South-Eastern Alps. 

Eight genera or sub-genera appear in Hayden's and A. v. Krafft's recent 
collections, which had as yet not been noticed in the upper Aluschelkalk of the 
Him8.layas. They are as follows : 

MoMp'1gllites :i.\fojs. 
Pinacocera.8 1\fojs. 
J oatmitea }tfojs. 
Cuecoceraa Dien. 
Halil11cite.1 Dien. 
Ha.vtlenites Dien. 
Salterites Dien, 
Ananoritea Dien. 

With the exception of the three last-mentioned sub·genera of Ceratites and 
of Ananorites they are represented by species exhibitin~ a near affinity to well .. 
known types of the Alpine Musohelkalk. 
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The number of fa.unistio elements peculiar to the Indian Triassic province, has 
not been altered considerably by my reoent studies. To these elements belong the 
group of Ptychites Gerardi Blfd. and Pt. Malletianus Stol., the genera. Buddha· 
ites and Smit/1,oceras, the sub-genera. Pse-udodanubites, Haydenites, Salterites, and 
the majority of the Oeratites circumplicali included in the.;ub-genus Hollandite. 

Among Hayden's collectirms from Spiti several forms were recognised by 
A. v. Krafft as bearing a close resemblance to ladinic types, and it was accordingly 
suggested that the upper Musohelkalk included the ladinic stage, at that time 
unknown from nny part of the central Him3.layas. Later researches made by 
A. v. Krafft and Hayden have proved the ladinio stage t.o be well represented in 
Spiti. True passage-beds between the uppeL· M usclielkalk and the Daonella shales, 
with IJaonella Lommeli, of ladinic age have been discovered by Hayden in nearly 
all the Spiti seotions (1. c. p. 75). The assertion that Ia.clinic types occur already 
in the true Muscbelknlk, might be supported by the presence of two forms of 
decidedly ladinic character, Pt·otrachyceras Cautteyi Dien. and Protrackyceraa 
cf. longoba~·dicum :Mojs. But their occurrence in the main mass of the upper 
Muschelkalk (group 4) is not beyond doubt, and it is more probable that they were 
collected in the younger passage-beds, in which ladinic a.nd Musohelkalk types a.re 
associated. Unfortu11ately the mode of preservation of the specimens yields no 
clue. 

A. v. Krafft was the first to draw attention to the uniform development of 
the Muschelkalk in Spiti, Garhwal and Kurnaon, a uniformity, which goes so far, 
that almost every single bed found in the one area can be recognised in the other. 
It seems, however, that this uniformity does not extend into eastern .Johar. 
According to the short notes left by the late A. v. Krafft, from which the following 
extracts have been made, in By ans, near the boundtiry of Nepal, the Muschelkalk is 
developed as a light gL'PY limestone, without any trace of shaly purtings. In his 
sketch of the Triassic series of Byans published in my description of the fauna of the 
Tropites limestone, A. v. Krafft states that the chocolate limestone of the lower Trias 
is overlain by a massiTe limestone about 250 feet in thickness, the topmost beds 
of which contain the rich fauna with Tropites described in Pt. 1 of the present 
volume. About 50 feet above the top of the chocolate limestone Cephalopoda of 
the upper Muschelkalk occur, underlain by a bed with Brachiopoda of lower 
1\:1.uschclkalk age. The limestones are pure, of a light grey colour, rather different 
from the dark limestone of the Muschelkalk in tht• north-western districts, and the 
shaly bands so common there are entirely absent in B'fans. Owing to ~reat distur
bances in the rooks nearly everywhere, all the Cephaiopoda are greatly deformed 
and elliptical in outline. Nothing definite can be ~aid as to the thickness of the 
Muschelkalk, as no lithological demarcation is seen in the mass of limestone either 
below or above the fossiliferou~ beds. 

Both the existence. of the beds with Rkvnckonella Griesbachi (group 1), of the 
lower Muschelkalk with Spirijerina /:Jfracheyi (3) and of the upper Al UBChe1kalk 
(4) have been proved by fossils. 
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In 1895 I wos able to prove the existence of the upper Muschclkalk in Byans 
by the examination of fossils collected by C. L. Griesbach near Kalapani. The 
f~llowing species of Cephalopoda \Tere known to me :-

Grypoceras Grieahac!ti Dien. 
Cera,itea Kuvcra Dien. 
B1ultllioife8 Rama Dien. 
Ptyclu'.tea Sahadeva Dien, 

Of these four species Grypoceras Griesbachi luis been recently collected in 
the uppE"r Muscbelkalk of KB.ga, Spiti, by Hayden. BuddhaUes Rama is an im
portant leading fossil of the Musche]kalk of Painkhanda. The two remaining 
species are nearly allied to types of Muschelkalk age. 

Smith and A.'· Krafft have been able to add to this list of Ceplialopoda a 
considerable number of species, which were collected cliiefly near J olinka, in the 
Kutiyangti valley. The following species have been determined:-

.Atraetitea Smilhii Dien. 
Ortlmera' if. eampa11ile )fojs. 
Pleuronautifo1 sp. ind. a.f!, ornalo Hau. 

sp. 1'.1ul. a.ff. Rolliel'i Arth. 
Mojtvaroeeras sp. i11d. a.ff. Jlorloti :Mojs. 

nivieola Dien. 
Ceratites Tlrnilleri Oppel. 

K1evera Dien, 
Ceratitea (Ph.ilippite1) Joli1ihJ,1ws Dien. 

(llolla1ulites) P!lasa Dien. 
Rozb11r9kii Dien. 

(Peripleuroe,1Jcf11t) S11ti111iamt1 Dien. 
Smit/ioceras IJr1tmmon<li Dien, 
Sogcceras i;p. ind. 
lJiultlliaites Rama Uien. 
lJukowaUites Colvini Dien. 
Pi11acoceras Loo1m'sii Dien, 
Gymnites Jollyamrs Op1iel, 

Kirata Dien, 
., Sankara Dien. 

Pt!lcliiles Saliadeva Dien. 

This fauna decidedly shows the character of the upper Muscl1elkalk, but is 
remarkable for the admixture of senral types which have not as yet been found 
in any Him3.layan district outside Byans. 'The new genus JJvkowskiites and tl1e 
sub-genera Pliitippites and Pe?·ipleuroayclus of the Indian group of Ce1•atites 
circumplicati are among them. 

Fossils of the lower Muschclkalk in this area were also £rst discovered by 
C. L. Gricsbac1J. A specimen of .Dielasma himalayanmn from his collections from 
the Kuti river was described by Dittner in Vol. III of this series (I. c. p. 27). 
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Smith found the horizon of Spirifei·i!la St1·aaltegi (3) in the sections of Kala.
·pani and Jolinka, where it contains:-

Spitiferi11a Strac!ieyi Salt. 
Spirigera Stolicdai Bittn. 
JJ.ielaa11w kimala,yanum Bittn. 

That the bc<l with .Rkynahonella Griesiachi of disputed ·age is not absent in 
Byam, ha~ been proved by the presence of nuillcrous examples of this charMteristic 
species in Smith's collections from Kalapani. The matrix is the same li.~ht grey 
limestone 1 of which the fossils from the bed of Spiriferina Strackeyi arc comp:>sed, 
and differ~ strongly from the chocolate limestone of the lower Trias. From the 
same locality two specimens of Rhynclionella. trlnodosi Bittn., one of the most 
characte1·istic species of the Alpine ,\Iuscbelkalk, are known to me. It is, of 
-course, impossible to fix their exact layer in the Muschelkalk of Byans, the labels 
attached to the specimens yielding no information. 

'Ibis eastern facies of the l\luschelkalk does not seem to extend beyond the 
watershed between the Dhauli Ganga and Kali river valleys. In the ridge between 
the Dharma and liissar valleys the )fuschelkalk is developed a~ a dark shaly lime· 
stone, as in Painkhanda and Spiti. Numerous fossils of lower and upper Muschel· 
kalk age have been found in the collections of T. D. LaTouche fro'll this locality. 
The fo1lowing is n lh~t of Oephalopoclti of upper Muschelkalk age:-

Gr,ypoWa8 ap. i1trl. e:e a.fl. G. Pallat!ii l\!ojs. 
Ceratilu 7'lt1tilleri Opp. 
Ceratiter (Jlollandite8) Bavana Dien. 

Airaf!ata Dien. 
Duri.ga ra Dien. 

Be!!rickites cf. R1tdra Oien. 
Pse1uloda1111bitea cf. Eritaras!itra Dien. 
ActochoNlicua.8 ef. Carolinte Mojs. 

Balarama Dieo. 
ap. irul. a.ff. p1oterico Mojs. 

Gy11i1titt8 Joll!faniea Opp. 
Swkara Dien. 

The presence of the lower Muschclkalk is proved by the occurrence of Spiri· 
_feri11a Sfracheyi and Dielasma himalayanum, 

Our knowledge of the Muschelkalk of Kashmir is very meagre. The presence 
of a fauna of this age i~. however, proved by a. small number of ammonites de
scribed in my memoir in Pt. 2, Vol. II, of this series. 

In a letter written shortly before his death A. v. Kra.fft has drawn my atten
. tion to the fact that the Muschelkalk fauna known from Kashmir is not confined to 
Oeratites ThuUleri Oppel, as stated by me (I. c. p. 95). To this species from 

:.Sunamarg (c::>ll. Lydekker) the following three must be added;-
Gym,iites Salteri Beyr. from Ladakh, exaot locality unknown. 
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P1•oarcestes JJalfouri Oppel, from Dra.s, coll. Schlagintweit. 'l.1lie label at
tached to the type-specimen by Oppel gives the locality a.s "Dras (P) Huncles, 
locality somewhat doubtful." A. v. Krafft thinks that the looality actually meant 
is Drs.s in the Kashmir basin, some 50 or 6) miles to the east-north·ea'Jt of 
Srinagar. 

Ptychites nov_ sp. ind. ex a.ff. Malletiano Stal. (Ptyahites Dura1ZdU Dien.). 
The locality on the label accompanying this specimen was given as "north of Padam, 
Spiti." A. v. Krafft tells me, that he has never heard of a place of that or of a. 
similar name in Spiti, but that there is a >illa.ge of that name in Kashmir (Zanskar 
valley). About ten miles north of this village Trias is marked on Lydekker's 
map. 

Lydekker further mentions Ptyal~ites Gerardi Bl fd, from Taj \Vaz (Sind valley), 
Stoliozka quotes ff Gymnites Batteni" from the Para valley, but these detertnini.~ 
tions are scarcely reliable. 

As to the lower liuschelkalk we may suppo3e from Stoliczka's mention of 
Spiriferina Strackeyi from the Tsarap valley (Z:inskar basin), that beds of thfa age 
ooour there. 

The number of Cephalopoda of t11e Musohelkalk (anisio stage) in the main 
.region of the Him3.layas has now increased b 148 species, including 41 genera and 
sub-genera. To the order of Ammonoidea 127 species belong. The following genera 
and sub·genera are represented in this fauna :-

Atraceitea Guemb. (2 species.) 
Ortlioceraa Breyn. (4. ep.) 
Pleuronautil1t1 Mojs. (S sp.) 
Mojnmoceraa Hyatt. (4 sp.) 
TRuringionautifoa Mojs. (1 sp.) 
Germa11011autilua Mojs. (l sp.) 
Syri11go11aittil1ta Mojs. (1 ~p.) 
Grypoceraa Hyatt (3 sp.) 
Para1tautil1ta Mojs. (2 sp.) 
Ceralitea de Haan (section of nodoai Beyt'.) (11 sp.) 
P!iilippitca Dien. (2 sp.) 
Oymnoeoceras Hyatt (2 sp.) 
Halilucitea Dien. (1 sp.) 
HoUandites Dien. (15 sp.) 

PeripleMrOC!Jcl1ta Dien. (1 sp.) 
Salteritn Dien. (1 sp.) 
Rayde11ites Dien. (1 sp.) 
Keyaerlingite11 Hyatt. (7 sp.) 
Floria11itea Hyatt. (1 sp.) 
Beyrichitea Waagen. (1 sp.) 
C11ccoceru Dien. (1 sp.) 
Japo11itr1 )fojs. (5 sp.) 
.Bwkrwal:iitea Dien. (1 sp.) 
PaeudodanNllitet Hyatt. (1 sp.) 
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Blacheitea Kitti. (1 sp.) 
IJalitwtitea Kittl. (1 sp.) 

1'culif.e8 Mojs. ( 1 sp,) 
Smithcccras Diec. (I sp.) 
.dcroc!iorrlt"ceras Hyatt. (-1 sp.) 
8ibiritei :i\fojs. (1 sp.) 
Sageceras "Mojs. (1 sp.) 
Ananorite1 Dien. (1 sp.) 
Monopltyllitcs Mojs. (5 sp.) 
Sturia :Mojs. (1 sp.) 

G!J111nitt1 :Mojs. (13 sp.) 

.A.nogymnite1 Hyatt. (3 sp.) 
13iuldhaites Dien. (1 sp.) 
Pt.11chite1 Mojs. (19 sp.) 
Pinacow·as l\lojs. (2 sp.) 
Proarce1te1 )fojs. (3 sp.) 

JoannitC$ ~Iojs, (2 sp.) 

Protrachyce1'as Cautleyi Dien., Protrachyceras cf. longobarclicum Mojs., Cera· 
lites Wetsoni Oppel, Ceratites omist11s Oppel and Lobites Old!tamianus Stol., which 
are ince1·im sedis, have been excluded from this list. 

In number of species and genera the fauna of tho HimD.layan M uschelkalk is 
no longer inferior to that of this stage in the Alps. 



PLATE l. 

Fig la, b, c, d R1tU<CdOX-Er.L!. TILINOD03I Dittn. Kala.pa.ni, coll. Smith. 
,, 2a, b, c, d ,, ., ,, ,, ,, ,, 
,, Sa, b, c, d, e SPllUFBRIH {l\h:~"TZELU.) l!fEstZELII Dunk. N. W. of Math, coll. 

Krafft. 

·1a, b, c, d } CIBXOrHYRIS vuLGi.RIS Sehl-0th. Ktlg3, coll. Hayden. 
,, 5a,b,c 

6 ~PntIFERIXA ST1t.\CHEYI SroL.1 var. ALA.TA. Lower Muschelkalk, Lilang, coll. 
Krafft. 

" 7a, b, PostoO:i"OllH xov. SP. Dl'D. Arr. PJ.XXoNICA 1\Iojs. Muth, coll. Hayden. 
,, Sa, b } Po3IDOXOllU. cf, nosxuc.i1. Bitto. U.idgc betwa:n Dbarma and Lissar 
,, 9a, b valleys, coll La Tonche. 

" lOa, b, c } CAso:ovou1u. H.uoEYI Dien. Muth, coll. Hayden. 
M 1la, b 
,, 12a, b, c, d Pt.lUllOPHORlJ's SP, !YD. Lower Mnschelkalk, Lilang, coll. Krafft,. 
,, l~a, 6 ATRACTITES Smra1 Dien. Jolinka., Bya.ne, coll. Smith. 

H PssvoO)IELANH SP. IND. Muth, coll. Smith. 

11 151, b (b t1vice cnlar~ed) .; T&crose;u mu.oms Bl. Muth, coll Kl'afft. 



Fauna of the Himatayan MUsChetkalK. 

Geo\. Surv. of India, Pl. I. 

,, lb lo 1 d ,, 

~dadcl.JdOphot. Kunstanstalc MaxJa«C W._,., 
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F10. la, /J OllU:CCEBAS 81 IT\El\SF. Dien. Muth, con. Hayden. 

2 ,, ct. 11.tJLTILJ.DUTUll v. Hauer, Sbal~hal Cliff, beds with Spirife'l'ina 
Slracluyi, co11. Krafft. 

" 3a, 0, c THURlNatONJ.UTILl'S SP. IND. K8g6., coll. Hayden. 
" 4a, h PLEUBONA1iTILl'S SP. lKD. AFP. OllNA.TO Hauer. Jolinka, Ilyans, coll. Smith. 
11 5a, Ii ., ,, 11 RoLLlEnr Arth. Jolinka, Byans, coll. Smith. 
,, 60, 0 MWSVABOCERA.S KlVICOLA Dien. Jolinlra, coJJ. Smith. 
,, ?a, /J SP. nl'. Mo111.011 Mojs. Jolinka, coll. Smith. 
11 Sa, 0 KAGJE Dien. KBgzl., coll. Hayden. 
,, 9a, 6 SP. IND. AFP. KAGS Dien. Muth, coll. Hayden. 
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G eo!. Surv. of India. Pl. II. 

l• 

Swoboda do!. Jolf< phot. 



PL!1'F. Ill. 

J.'ig. la, h GERMAHO!f.rnTILl e cf. 8\llNA&Hrs .Vfojs. Chambered pa.rt of a full-grown 

specimen; Muth, ooll. Harden. 

" 2a, h PA.BANAOTILUll BULLOCKll Dien, Muth, coll. Hayden. 

11 3a, 6 Pr.EuaoNAHTILUe SP. IND. 11:x. APP'. ca&.ss~sOENS Arth. "'iha.leltal CliA, coll. 
Krafft. 

,. 4a:, h CERAuns StrPBRBIPORJlU Dien. )futl>, coll. Hayden. 
,. 5a, 6 TrnsorJOsus Mojs. ~. N. W, of K&.g-a, coll, Hayden . 

., 6a, 6 (HOLI.4.NDITES) Cacu.11 Die11. K&gil., coll. H11.ydeo. 
7 Cucoocaw.1.s YoGA Dien. Body-chamber. Moth, coll Hayden. 
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Geol. Surv. of India. Pl. Ill 

,. 
5 b 

P hot. Huc0Hinterbcr1er. 
KunllanotaltMaxj~_Fio o · 



PLATE IV. 

Fig. la, I; C1mmTP.S RoYLF.A.NUS Diene,·. Shalsha.1 Cliff, coll. Kra:fl't. 

2 TltUNCUS Oppel. N. N. W. of K3gii, coll, Hayden. 

,, 3a, (, Inner nucleus. Muth, coll. Hayden. 
4 D1a:v.&SENA Dien. ~. N. W. of K9.g1i, coll. Hayden. 
5a, b KuvERA Dien. var. Jolinka, Byans, coll. Smith 
6a, b (PHJLtPPI"l'K") JOLI:\KANUS Dien, Jolinka, Byans, coll. Smith. 

11 1a, (, (HoLLA..NDJTt:S) RAns.a. Dien. Iuner Dllcle11.s of a full-grown spooi· 
men. ~futh, coll. H11yde11. 
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Geo!. Surv. of ln<lia. Pl. IV. 

lb ,, 

,. 

Pho!, lln10 Hinl.,ber:er, ~luJafU, Wi<'n . 



PLATE V. 

Fig. la, 6, c CBU..tTlTEB (SA.LTB1l.IT88) 08BRHUMVERI Dien. Muth, f'oll. Hayden. 
2 {PB:1LIPPITEs) JOLil'K.A!'US Dien. Jolinka, Byans, coli. Smith 

,, lja, lJ (HALILUOTTR~) SP. AFP. PLANILUl!IB. . .\To H.m. SbahhBl Clift, coll. 
Krafft. 

" 4.a:, b, o PADMA Dien. K&ga, coll. Hayden. 
,, 60, 6 (Fr.onu.NITES) K,1.i;:s& Dien. Lower Muschelkalk, Oyundi IL, Sp1ti, 

coll. Krafft. 

11 6a, 0, c STACBEITES W1mBTANUS Dien. Lower Muschelkalk, Lilan!?, coll. Krafft. 



auna orrn:c HimMayan Muscficlltfilli. 
Pl. V. 

6b 



PLAT~ VI. 

Fig. la, 6 HAYDENITES HATSOHEIII Dien. K&gii, coll. Hayden • 
., 2a, 0 JJ.l'ONITES cf. Uae..a.. Dien, Lower Muschelkalk, N. of Lila.ng, coll. Krafft. 
,, Sa, 0, c PsEtfDODANt'BITBS DRtT.t.RASHTRA Dien, Ridge between Dharma and Lissar 

valleys, coll. La Touehe. 



Fauna of tl:1e HimS.layan Muschelkalk. 
Pl. V I 

Gcol. Sorv. of India. 

,, 

2b 

Jtun1tan1tallMuJ1fl"C,Wion. 
Phot. Hu1~ Hint<rbe"i°°'• Max Jaff~, Wien. 



PLATE Vil. 

Pig. 1 G11u.TITB8 (HOLLil11JlT118) VYAS.t. Dien. Bamba.nag Cliff, coll. Krafft . 
., 211, 6 Inner noclen• of a full-grown r<pe<'imPn ; 

• 4 

,, ~a,e 

KilgB, coll. Hayden. 

(HOLL.t.SDrrP.S) VotTI Oppel. Inner nucleus of a fal\-~rown specimen; 

Kaga, coll. Hayden. 
(Hou.ulDrrae) Yorn Oppel. jnv. Muth, coll. Hayden. 

..\tB.AVJ.TA Dien. lnn"r nucleus of e. fall·!frGIVD specimen : 
N. N. W. of Muth, coll. Hayden, 

(Hm.1..tlfDI'lWll C1m1r.n Dien. Ramb~nag ()Jiff, c~Jl. Krafft. 
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KuflSb ftllalt Max J a«e, Wlfll 



PLA'l'E VJll. 

Fig. la,~ HoLL1NDITF11 Moon1 Dien. Muth, coll. Hayden. 
2a, b KnsERLINGIT.l!B P.tR.&RlDien. Lower Muschelkalk, Lilang, coll, Kraill. 



.---------Fauna of the Himalayan Muscheikalk. 

Gcol. Surv. of India. 
Pl. Vlll 



Fig. 1111 0 
,. 2a, b 

PLATE IX. 

CEllA11TES (HoLU.'.'DlTl!s) RoxB1lBGHll Dien. Jolin'ka, coll. Smith. 
(P!BIPLl.:l1ROC'YCLtrS} Sl1111mns Dien. Jolin'ka, coll. Smith, 

" " ,, 
11 4a, b, t: CuccocBllJ.B YoG.1. Dien. Muth, coll.Hayden. 
,, Sa, 0 DALllA'l'TrES Roma Dien. Lower :Muschelkalk, Lilang, coll. Krafft. 

6 Dien. Sutural line of a specimen from tbc same 1ocality i coll. 
Krafft. 



------·Fauna of the Himilayan Muschelkalk. 
Geo!. Surv. of India. 

PI. IX. 

Phot Huco m~1etbetger. 



PLATE X. 

Fig. la, b1 c JAPOKITBS cf, DIENEB.I Martelli. K,g,, coll. Hayden. 
from a plaster cast. 
from the original specimen. 
KEl.SERLINGJTES PAGODA Dien. Lower Mns<:helkalk, N. of Po, {Spiti), coll. Krafft 



Fauna of tliCHimil.Jayan Muscn:clk""illt. 

Geo!. Surv. of India. Pl. X. 

KruwmaltloluJafli, Wien. 



PLATE XI. 

Fig. 111, 6 KnsDLIXGIUS Dn:nu Mojs. Lower Muachelkalk, Sbalshal Cliff, ooll. Kraft, 
,, 2a, 6, e, ti " ,, 11 Lilang, coll. Krafft. 

Ba, 6 SP. um. nF. Bl!NGBI :Moj1. Lower l\Iuschelkalk, Lilang, coll. 
Krallt. 

,, Nov. SP. IND. Lower Muschelkalk, Lilang, coll. Krafft. 
" 5o, 6 Woammn.t. DBAJIM.Al:NBIS 'IllBEchkc. BctwetJn Dhanna and Lissar Valleys, 

coll, La Tonche. 
,, 6 P10J1A'l'HILD1A (P) SP. nm. Mutb1 coll. Krafft. 
11 711, 6 0KPBAL0l"fYCBA SJJJTBII Blaschke. Jolinka, coll. Smith. 
" 8 sr, urn. Ki.gi., coll. Krafft. 



Geol. Surv. of India. Pl. XI . 

._ ___________________ ~ Li 



"Fig. la, h 
,, 2a, Q 

PLATE XII. 

PaOTRJ.CBYCEB..&.S cf. LO~GOBARDICUY Mojs, N. N. W. of Kiigii, coll. Ha,vden. 
CA.UTLEY! Diener. N, N. W. of KO.g&, coll. Hayden. 

The oec11rrenceof these two specimens in the Upper ~luschelkalk is doubtful. 
" Sa, b, e SMlTHOCEMil DauyvoNDI Diener, Jolinka, Bya.ns, coll. Smith. 

4a, 0 Acao::aoan:oE&H cf. O~BOLIN.E '.\lojll. Muth, coll. Hnyden. -
" ba, II As.UORITES 11on1cOL.\ Dien. Ba.mbanag Cliff, coll. Krafft. 
11 611, lJ W01n11ENU D1B'IE1tt Blaschke. Kii.g&, coll. Hayden. 



Fauna of the H" tm8.layan Muschelkalk. 
Gcol. Surv. of India. 

Phot. "· Licbtdr~ck v. Ma:<J.111"1;. \\"i ou 



Fig. Ia, h 
2 

5a, h 

,, 6a, h 
7 

" 8a, h 

" lOa, 6 
11 

PLATE Xlll. 

PLEUROTO:au.:au. INDICA B1aschke. Muth, Spiti, coll. Hayden. lh, twice enlarged. 
,, sr. nm. K8.g8., coll. Krafft, 

G:&.....-. IND. SP. 1xn. Math, coll. Krafft. 
WoRTHE~u SP. IND. A.FF, DHARllA'EXSis Blaschke. Lowe1· Muscbelkalk, Lilang, coll. 

Krafft. 
MONOFH'YLLITLS Ku:ot Dien. Lower 1Iuschi!lkalk, Lilang, coll. Krafft. 

HARA Dien, Lowe1· Muschelkalk, Bombanag Cliff, coll. Krafft. 
,, Dien. Sutmes of a specimen from the same locality. 
,, Dien. var. Lower Mnschclkalk, Shalshal Cliff, <'oil. Krafft. 

PR.rnYUUNA Dien. Lower Mnscbelkalk, Lilang, coll. Krafft. 
cf. Cosncn Dien. Lower Musclclkalk, W of Li\ang, co11. Krafft. 
cf. SPBEROPBYLLUS Ha11cr (Sutures). Kiigii, coll. Krafft 

., l2o, h PTYcrnns DuRANDll Dien. Muth, eoll. Hayden. 



---------Fauna of the H im81ayan Muschelkalk. 

Geol. Surv. of India. 
Pl. XIII 



Fig. la· b 

11 2a,' b 

11 Sa, b 

" 4a, b, 

" 5 

PLATE XIV. 

G1J!NITES IWCULTU9 Beyr. N. N. W. of Muth, coll. Hayden. P- ~o'I 

ileyr. Tra.nsverae seetioo and sutures of a large specimen. 
cf. Ht1llBOLt>Tt Moj11. Transverse section and sutures of a ]arge specimen 

Muth, coll. Hayden, 
DEPArPBR.t.TUS Dien. Lower Muschelkalk, Lilang, coll, Krafft. 

Jo1NN1T11J sP. JN'tl. N. N. W. of Ktiga, coll. Hayden. 



.---------Fauna of the Him8.1.ayan Muschelkalk, 

Gcol. Surv. of India. 
Pl. XIV. 

Phoc. Hu10 Hiot<r~rrer. 



Fig. lo,~ 
11 2a, b 
,, 3a, h 

,, 4a, b 

" 5a, /, 

PLATE XV. 

GmNtTES Mun1vA Dien. Muth, coll. Hayden. 
AIUGYllNITBS TORRENSII Dien. KligS:, coll. Hayden. 

., cf. A..CUTUS Hauer. KBgU, coll. Hayden. 
Gn1Ntl'ES S.rnKA&A Dien, Jolinka, Byans, coll. Smith. 
Jo.urnrrEB cf. :rROA.VUS Dien. N. N. W. of K8g6, ooll. Hayden. 



Gcol. Surv. of India, -----------------Fauna of the Hirnt!ayan Muschelkalk. 

Pl. XV. 

'" ,, 



PLATE XVI. 

Fig. la, 6 P1N.!cocERAS RAHR Dien. Kaga, coll. Hayden. 
211 b Gni:x1TEs RELIGJOSUS Dien. Thabo, Spiti, coll. Hayden. 

SP. lXD. AFP. RELIGIOSO Dien. .Muth, coll. Hayden. 
" 4a, i PROARCESTES SP. I:!."D •. \FF, BR.UfANTEI Mojs. )l'°, N. \V. of K8gi1 coll. Hayden. 



Fauna of the Himalayan Muschelkalk. 

Geol. Surv. of India. Pl. XVI. 

l b 

2b 

Kuru1an1tolt:lla• ]•Lfe, Wiea. 
Phoc. Huro Hiftletbcr1«. 



PLATE XVII. 

Fig. 1 1 
,, 2a1 0 PtNACOCER!R Loo1nsn Dien. Jolinh, :Byans, coll, Smitb. 
,, 3a, b 

,, 4a, O, c BuxowsKllTES CoLVINI Dien Jolinka, Dyans, coll. Smith. 
,, 5a, 0 JoANNITES cf. PB.OA.VtlS Dien, N. N. W. of K8g8, coll. Hayden, 



Geol. Surv. of India. Pl. XVII. 

5b 

Xum1&Utol1 Mu J~IN, Wi" 

oc. H.!11~~C!".> ~M~•·~·="'~W'="-· ------------------~ 
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